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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 (9:35 a.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Good morning, ladies and

4 gentlemen. The hearing will come to order a few

5 minutes late as we were addressing some technical

6 difficulties, but hopefully everything is now working.

7 Today’s hearing is a continuation of Docket

8 No. 2011-1, reviewing the Postal Service’s Retail

9 Access Optimization Initiative, RAOI. Today we will

10 receive testimony filed as rebuttal to the evidence

11 presented by the Postal Service in support of its

12 initiative.

13 For the record, I am Ruth Goldway, Chairman

14 of the Postal Regulatory Commission, and joining me on

15 the dais this morning are Vice Chairman Acton to my

16 left and Commissioner Langley and our newest

17 Commissioner, Robert Taub, to my right. I would like

18 to welcome Commissioner Taub today and congratulate

19 him on his appointment. He was sworn in on October 8

20 and has spent a week with us and is already making his

21 mark. We’re pleased that he’s here with us.

22 I would also like to note that Commissioner

23 Acton was recently reappointed as well. We were

24 concerned we might not have a quorum for our

25 Commission as recently as a couple of weeks ago, and
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1 now we are solidly set with a full, if not complete,

2 group of Commissioners who will be able to handle the

3 tasks in front of us.

4 I simply want to reiterate my welcome to all

5 of the people in attendance today and thank them for

6 their interest and support of the Postal Regulatory

7 Commission’s activities. The Commission has

S established a challenging procedural schedule to

9 ensure that both the public’s concerns are fully aired

10 and that the Postal Service’s concerns and Postal

11 Service’s initiative have the benefit of the

12 Commission’s advice and direction before implementing

13 its proposed Retail Access Optimization Initiative.

14 We’re particularly pleased to see that so

15 many people have been actively contributing to the

16 record. Ten witnesses filed rebuttal testimony, and

17 the Postal Service and other participants have been

18 fully engaged in discovery. This testimony and

19 discovery helps us to ensure that the Commission is

20 well informed as it considers the merit of the Postal

21 Service’s proposal.

22 We have a busy day ahead of us as we

23 received the testimony and cross-examination of our 10

24 witnesses, but first I’d like to give my colleagues

25 the opportunity to offer some opening remarks. I’ll
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1 begin with Vice Chairman Acton.

2 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Thank you, Chairman

3 Goldway. I haven’t much to say except to welcome our

4 witnesses and let you know that we look forward to

S hearing from you this morning.

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. Let’s do

7 Commissioner Langley and save the newest for last.

8 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Well, good. The best

9 for last. Thank you, Madam Chairman.

10 As we begin this morning’s session, I wish

11 to thank our witnesses for their presence today. I

12 know that not everyone is a skilled Washington hand,

13 so we really appreciate your willingness to be with us

14 and to be cross-examined by various folks.

15 Our deliberations are being watched with

16 great interest both in Congress and on the main

17 streets of America. Members of Congress, the public

18 and a variety of media venues have raised concern that

19 rural communities will be disproportionately impacted

20 by the Postal Service’s discontinuance review. This

21 high level of interest, as Commissioner Hammond at our

22 September hearing noted, is an indication of how much

23 postal facilities mean to citizens.

24 It is with this in mind that an issue

25 continues to come up in this docket and in the post
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1 office appeals that we have before us. It’s the real

2 difference in how post offices are viewed by the

3 Postal Service and the public the Postal Service

4 serves.

5 It is unclear to me whether the Postal

6 Service sees its post offices strictly as price

7 points, profit centers or customer service centers and

8 which has primacy in the Postal Service’s retail

9 optimization plan. The Postal Service is a government

10 entity that is to provide universal service. I

11 believe how the Postal Service carries out their

12 responsibility is one of the key factors in our

13 consideration of this advisory opinion.

14 Thank you, Madam Chairman, and I look

15 forward to today’s testimony and questions.

16 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you for putting our

17 activities in a clearer context. And now,

18 Commissioner Taub?

19 COMMISSIONER TAUB: Madam Chairman, thank

20 you for the introduction to be here today. As I

21 mentioned at least week’s public hearing, it’s an

22 honor to join the Commission with you, Vice Chairman

23 Acton, Commissioner Langley. I think this is going to

24 be a good, strong team.

25 We have big issues before us in the postal
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1 world, those that are unique to facing this agency in

2 its 41 years of existence, and this advisory opinion

3 is critical. I’m honored and challenged to be

4 participating in it, and we have a long day so with

S that I look forward to today’s discussion.

6 CHAIRMAN GOLt)WAY: Okay. Thank you. I want

7 to remind all of those who are in the audience today

8 that this hearing is being web broadcast. In an

9 effort to reduce potential confusion, I ask that

10 counsel wait to be recognized before speaking and

11 please identify yourself when commenting. After you

12 are recognized, please speak clearly so that our

13 ceiling microphones may pick up your remarks.

14 At the end of today’s hearings I will ask

15 counsel to indicate whether there is any current

16 intention to submit surrebuttal testimony. However,

17 according to the procedural schedule, parties have

18 until close of business tomorrow to notify the

19 Commission. As set by the procedural schedule, any

20 participant wishing to file evidence in response to

21 rebuttal testimony shall submit that testimony on or

22 before October 24, 2011.

23 I note that the Postal Service has submitted

24 additional materials since our first hearing. As I

25 mentioned during that hearing, parties would have an
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1 opportunity to designate such materials for inclusion

2 in the record. I have issued Presiding Officer Ruling

3 No. 19 to include those materials in the record.

4 The Postal Service has also submitted

S additional materials subsequent to the issuance of

6 Presiding Officer Ruling 19. Participants wishing to

7 have these materials added to the evidentiary record

8 shall present a motion to that effect by October 24,

9 2011. Objections may be filed by October 27, 2011.

10 If there is no surrebuttal testimony, these

11 additional designated materials will be placed in a

12 separate volume of the transcript. Parties may cite

13 to these materials and briefs even if the separate

14 transcript volume has not yet been published.

15 Does any participant have a procedural

16 matter to discuss before we begin today’s hearings?

17 (No response.)

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: If not, our process is as

19 follows: We will call each witness and receive their

20 testimony. We will then enter written cross-

21 examination into the record. After that, we will

22 allow oral cross-examination. After oral cross

23 examination, an opportunity will be given to present

24 redirect testimony.

25 Ten witnesses were initially scheduled to
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1 appear today- They are Witnesses Musto, Foster,

2 Zilinsky, Artery, Morrison, Strong, Hobbs, Heath,

3 Waters and IClingenberg. Presiding Officer Ruling 20

4 excused Witnesses Foster, Musto, Zilinsky and Artery

5 since no party requested oral cross-examination of

6 those witnesses. We will enter their testimony by

7 motion prior to receiving testimony from the other

8 witnesses. The Commission requires a declaration

9 certifying the authenticity of that testimony entered

10 by motion.

11 Our first witness is Frederick 0. Foster.

12 No participant filed notice to cross-examine this

13 witness. Is Mr. Foster in the hearing room today?

14 (No response.)

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: No? He’s not in the

16 hearing room today?

17 MS. FERGUSON: No.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Okay. Then because Mr.

19 Foster is not present in the hearing room today, his

20 testimony will be received by motion.

21 Ms. Ferguson, our public representative, are

22 you prepared to assist Witness Foster to offer his

23 testimony into the record by motion?

24 MS. FERGUSON: I am. I apologize. I am,

25 Madam Chairman. Thank you.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Do you have two copies of

2 Witness Foster’s testimony with you?

3 MS. FERGUSON: I do.

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And it includes the

5 appropriate declaration of authenticity?

6 MS. FERGUSON: Yes. I have two copies of

7 the testimony, accompanied by two declarations. I’m

8 going to hand them to the court reporter at this time.

9 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is there any objection?

10 (No response.)

11 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Hearing none, the

12 testimony of Witness Foster is received into evidence

13 and will not be transcribed.

14 (The document referred to was

15 marked for identification as

16 Exhibit No. FDF-T-1 and was

17 received in evidence.)

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Typically we next receive

19 written cross-examination. However, no parties

20 indicated that they intended to enter written cross-

21 examination of Witness Foster.

22 So then our next witness is Jeffrey Musto.

23 No participant filed notice to cross-examine this

24 witness. Is Mr. Musto in the hearing room today?

25 MS. FERGUSON: He is, Madam Chairman.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Would you then, Madam

2 public Representative, identify the witness?

3 MS. FERGUSON: I will. Mr. Musto?

4 MR. MUSTO: I am here, Madam Chairman.

5 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Welcome, Mr. Musto.

6 would you identify him so he can be sworn in --

7 MS. FERGUSON: Sure.

8 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: -- and bring him to

9 the--

10 MS. FERGUSON: I can call him to the stand.

11 May I?

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Do you have your

13 microphone on?

14 MS. FERGUSON: I do, but I can stay seated.

15 If Mr. Musto would come up so that he can be heard?

16 Madam Chairman and Commissioners, this is

17 Jeffrey Musto of the Center for Study of Responsive

18 Law. I’d like to call him --

19 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Is your microphone on,

20 sir?

21 MR. MUSTO: Yes.

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. Please step up.

23 /

24 /I

25 //
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i whereupon,

2 JEFFREY MUSTO

3 having been duly sworn, was called as a

4 witness and was examined and testified as follows:

5 CHAIRMAN GOLDwAY: Thank you. Counsel, you

6 may proceed by offering this witness’ testimony.

7 (The document referred to was

8 marked for identification as

9 Exhibit No. CSRL-T-l.)

10 DIRECT EXAMINATION

11 BY MS. FERGUSON:

12 Q Mr. Musto, is the testimony that is before

13 you testimony that you prepared or was prepared under

14 your directive?

15 A It was.

16 Q And were you to provide the contents of that

17 testimony today in oral cross-examination, would your

18 answers be the same? Would your testimony be the

19 same?

20 A It would.

21 Q Are there any corrections to your testimony

22 that you would like to make?

23 A No, not at this time.

24 MS. FERGUSON: I’d like to move on behalf of

25 the Center for Responsive Law the testimony into
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1 evidence.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is there any objection?

3 (No response.)

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Hearing none, I will

5 direct counsel to provide the reporter with two copies

6 of the corrected testimony of Jeffrey Musto.

7 That testimony is received into evidence.

8 However, consistent with the Commission practice, it

9 will not be transcribed.

10 (The document referred to,

11 previously identified as

12 Exhibit No. CSRL-T-l, was

13 received in evidence.)

14 MS. FERGUSON: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

15 Two copies of the testimony has been provided, along

16 with two declarations.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. We will next

18 receive written cross-examination. The Postal Service

19 indicated that it intended to enter written cross-

20 examination of Witness Musto.

21 Mr. Musto, have you reviewed this material

22 and determined whether if those questions were posed

23 to you orally today your answers would be the same as

24 those you previously provided in writing?

25 THE WITNESS: I have, and they would.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Okay. Are there any

2 corrections or additions you would like to make to

3 those answers?

4 THE WITNESS: Not at this time.

S CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Counsel, would you please

6 provide two copies of the corrected designated written

7 cross-examination of Witness Musto to the reporter?

8 MS. FERGUSON: Yes, I will.

9 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: That material is received

10 into evidence, and it is to be transcribed into the

11 record.

12 (The document referred to was

13 marked for identification as

14 Exhibit No. CSRL-T-l and was

15 received in evidence.)

16 /
17 /I
18 1/
19 /
20 /
21 /
22 /
23 /
24 1/
25
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INTERROGATORY RESPONSES OF
CENTER FOR STUDY OF RESPONSIVE LAW

WITNESS JEFFREY MUSTO (T-1)
DESIGNATED AS WRITTEN CROSS-EXAMINATION

Interrogatory Designating Parties

USPS/CSRL-T1-1 USPS
USPS/CSRL-T1-2 PRC
USPS/CSRL-T1-3 PRC, USPS
USPS/CSRL-T1-5 USPS
USPS/CSRL-T1-6 USPS
USPS/CSRL-T1-9 USPS,
USPS/CSRL-T1-1O PRC, USPS
USPS/CSRL-T1-1 I USPS
USPS!CSRL-T1-12 USPS
USPS/CSRL-T1 -13 USPS



USPS/CSRL-T1-1
Please describe the “other Postal Service related projects” referenced at page 3, line 19 of your
testimony.

Response:

I have been involved in supplemental research for a letter that was sent to Sehator Liebermari and
Congressman Issa about the U.S. Postal Service’s financial situation. I have responded to media
inquiries and have participated in media outreach as a part of the work involved with that letter.
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USPS/CSRL-T1-2
Please refer to your testimony at page 8, lines 7-10. State your understanding ofwhether the
proximity of nearby postal retail locations from the retail facility being studied under the USPS
Handbook P0-10 1 discontinuance review process is measured in terms ofthe straight line
distance or the driving distance.

Response:

My “understanding” of the USPS Handbook P0-101 discontinuance review process is not the
issue in the portion ofthe testimony referenced by this interrogatory. This portion of my
testimony was intended to point out that information provided by the USPS’s witness in his
testimony was misleading. Although not explicitly stated in the testimony, my reading of the
USPS witness’s testimony led me to the conclusion that in ffict a significant portion ofpostal
retail locations are not {hr from their nearest neighbor. The portion ofmy testimony that is being
referenced is serving to rebut this conclusion and present information that demonstrates the
irrelevance ofthe information presented in the rei~renced chart to the RAOI initiative.

What matters is the fact that, absent the use ofdriving distances between fhcilities, the USPS
does not accurately reflect the burden upon users by the closure of facilities referenced in this
chart. For example, if there are two post offices on either side of a large mountain that are, by
geographic coordinates, 3 miles apart but that require 30 miles of driving on winding, slow
mountain roads, it is ludicrous to suggest that a measure of the “proximity” ofthe two facilities is
their geographic separation. One need not abandon common sense in determining the actual
traveled distance between two points.

The USPS Handbook P0-101 does not speci~’ which measure ofproximity must be used. A
citizen reading the USPS Handbook P0-101 could reasonably assume — and hope — that the
measure being used was a measure of driving distance so as to adequately represent the potential
burden that would be added to patrons of postal facilities being considered for closure. However,
this discussion only serves to underline the point intended to be made by the testimony that this
interrogatory references: that the use ofgeographic coordinates in a chart included in the USPS
witness’s testimony is misleading when considered in the context oftestimony supporting the
RAOI and bears little relevance to a discussion of the RAOI or the impact that such an initiative
may have on the communities surrounding postal facilities being considered for closure or
consolidation.
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USPS/CSRL-T1-3
Please qrthntif~’ the “significant portion” of Retail Access Optimization Initiative candidate
facilities to which you refer at page 8, line 37 of your testimony and explain the basis for your
response.

Response:

The portion of testimony referenced in this interrogatory was intended to illustrate the fact that
many of the RAOI candidate facilities are more than 10 miles away from their nearest Post
Office neighbor and that many of the RAOI candidate facilities included as candidate facilities
due, in part, to the proximity of alternate access may not — in the witness’ opinion.— provide
sufficient alternatives or equivalent alternatives to the services that may have been previously
provided by postal facilities being considered for closure.

That said, nearly 1000 of the RAOI candidate facilities are over 10 miles frpm their nearest Post
Office neighbor. About 400 of the candidate facilities included in the RAOI due, in part, to the
proximity of alternate access do not—in the witness’ opinion — provide sufficient alternatives.
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USPS/CSRL-T1-5
Please refer to your testimony at page 6, linesl9-22. Cite the basis for your assertion thai the
Postal Service “must believe” that the existence of a specific mix or number of alternatg access
channels in proximity to an RAO initiative candidate facility, by itself and by definition~
constitutes “sufficient” alternatives to justif~’ closing the candidate facility.

Response:

Actions speak louder than words.

That being said — the basis of this assumption stems from portions of witness Boldt’s te~timony,
the structure of the RAOI, and my interpretation of the conclusions the U.S. Postal Service wants
the reader of witness Boldt’s testimony to come to: namely that the alternative acóess sites may
constitute sufficient alternatives to postal facilities.

The Direct Testimony of James J. Boldt, USPS-T-1 (Page 3, Line 15 through Page 6, Line 3),
discusses alternate access facilities, their growing popularity, the number of private retai:l stores,
and follows this discussion with one of changing customer behavior (Page 6, Line 4 through
Page 9, Line 6). It was my determination that a citizen would come to the logical conclusion
based upon the structure of this testimony that the U.S. Postal Service’s witness was implying—~
and in fact possibly leading the reader to assume — that alternate access facilities serve the needs
of consumers, that consumers are using less Post Office facilities, and that thus alternate access
facilities may be able to replace existing Post Office facilities. The remainder of my testimony is
intended to stand in opposition to these implied points.

The following list cites the statements that the witness used to draw this conclusion:

“As the Post Office’s role in the postal retail network has diminished, other aspects of the postal
retail network have become more important. For example, alternate retail access channels have
proven increasingly popular with postal customers, now accounting for approximateiy.thirty-five
percent of retail revenue and trending upward.” (Direct Testimony of Witness James Boidt, Page
4, Lines 12—16.)

“Awareness of these general trends and a desire to continue to improve customer convenience in
terms of accessing its products and services has compelled the Postal Service to reconsider the
composit.~on of its retail network, leading to the creation of a wide range of options that.expand
retail service beyond Post Offices, stations, and branches.” (Direct Testimony of Witness James
Boldt, Page 4, Lines 16-20.)

“Collectively, these alternatives extend, facilitate, and expedite customer access to postal retail
transactions that once required a visit to a retail window in a Post Office, station, or branch.”
(Direct Testimony of Witness James Boldt, Page 6, Lines 1-3.)



“An understanding of the variety of options for alternate access to postal products and services
helps to provide an understanding of the context and justification for the RAO Initiative.” (Direct
Testimony of Witness James Boldt, Page 9, Lines 4-6.)
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USPS/CSRL-T1-6
Please refer to your testimony at page 6, lines 32-33. Is it your testimony that the discontinuance
of any existing postal retail facility is contrary to the policies of Title 39 United States Code if it
results in any diminution in access by members of a community to postal products and services?
If not, please explain.

Response:

Lines 32-33 make no reference to Title 39.

That said, my testimony prior to, and following, the lines cited in this interrogatory makes
reference to a “maximum degree” of services that the USPS is mandated by law to provide in
Title 39. Merrium-Webster’s definition of “maximum” is “the greatest quahtity or value
attainable or attained.” Thus a citizen would, in my opinion, come to the conclusion that any
discontinuance of an existing postal retail facility that results in a diminution of services (as the
lines cited in the interrogatory state), would be contrary to the provision of a “maximum degree”
of services.
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USPS/CSRL-T1-9
Assume that the RAO Initiative results in the discontinuance of a Post Office and the community
it served is left with a level of access to retail postal services that is indistinguishable from that
available at a virtually identical community in which no Post Office has ever been located.
(a) Is there specific information you would need to know to form a judgment whether either or
both communities were being provided service consistent with the policies of Title 39 United
States Code? If so, please describe the information you deem relevant to each judgment.
(b) Would the absence of a Post Office in either community, by itself, in your view, signal non
compliance with Title 39? Please explain your response.

Response:

(a - b) There is a difference in the analogy the Postal Service presents in that the discontinuance
of a Post Office in and of itself makes access to postal services less readily available — whereas
there was no change in a community that never had a Post Office.
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USPS/CSRL-T1-1O
Please refer to your testimony at page 9, lines 25-28.
(a) Please describe the types of critical emergency and medical supplies that are shipped by mail
in the aftermath of natural disasters or breaches of national security to adversely impacted
individuals.
(b) Is it your testimony that the number of postal retail facilities should be expanded to provide
more outlets for the distribution of critical emergency and medical supplies in the event of
natural disasters or national security breaches?
(c) To your knowledge, are there circumstances when a natural disaster or national security
breach can prevent or deter the Postal Service from providing retail or delivery service *ithin
specified areas for an extended period of time?
(d) If postal retail access is limited in the aftermath of a natural disaster or breach of ñatiônal
security, could there be any advantage to postal customers having access to alternative access
channels to conduct common basic transactions such as stamp purchases?
(e) Assume postal retail access is limited in a community for reasons wholly unrelated to a
natural disaster or breach of national security, and solely a consequence of the discontinuance of
a Post Office in that community, leaving those customers the option of travelling to a nearby
Post Office, not prohibitively far away. Would there be an advantage to postal ciistonibrs having
available alternative access channels (that are closer than the remaining nearby Post Offièb) at
which to conduct the most common postal retail transaction, the purchase of stamps?

Response:

Former Postmaster General, John Potter, and Postmaster General Donahoe have both indicated
that the USPS has been in discussions with the Department of Homeland Security about the role
the USPS could play to provide emergency and medical supplies tO citizens in the event of a
breach of our national security.

(a) The types of supplies one could receive could include, but not be limited to, water, fOod,
prescriptipn medication (both those medicines that had been prescribed prior to the event and
that may ,have been prescribed due to a need that may have arisen as a result of the event), duct
tape, air masks, clothes, money, and checks.

(b) The lines cited were intended to highlight a few things: 1. That there may be people iii the
country that, after having experienced a natural disaster or breach of national security, may rely
on the services provided by the USPS to receive critical supplies or medicines. 2. That during
these horrible times of natural disasters and breaches of national security, postal workers~ may
provide a.variety of benefits to their community. 3. That during these horrible times of natural
disasters and breaches of national security, if postal workers continue to serve their conimunity,
they may be putting themselves at risk and making enormous sacrifices for the communfties they
serve.

(c) Yes.



(d) Yes. However, the existence of alternate access facilities alone would not necessarily replace
• the services provided by a postal facility or the USPS letter carriers.

(e) Yes. However, as stated in (d), the existence of these alternate access facilities alone would
not necessarily replace the services provided by a postal facility or the USPS letter carriers.
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USPS/CSRL-T1-11
Please refer to your testimony beginning at page 8, line 46. Do stamps on consignment outlets
provide a “sufficient’ level of service to postal patrons at times when the sole objective of those
customers is to obtain generic First-Class Mail letter rate stamps? If your answer is not filly
affirmative, please explain. -

Response:

Yes. However, the U.S. Postal Service should acknowledge that its patrons make use of poátal
facilities for a much broader range of services than simply purchasing stamps. Further, citizens
may believe the U.S. Postal Service needs to provide a filler range of services in order to comply
with its obligations according to Title 39.



USPS/CSRL-T1-12
Please refer to your testimony at page 9, lines 32-24. Please quantif~’ what you mean by
prohibitively far and explain the basis for your determination.

Response:

Someone that may have to travel, for instance, 30 minutes or more round trip (as may be the case
with postal facilities that are greater than 10 miles away) to pay a visit to a postal facility when
they once.only traveled a matter of a. few minutes may in fact be less inclined to visit a postal
facility.
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USPS/CSRL-T1-13
Please refer to your testimony at page 9, lines 2 1-22. Please fully describe the “devastation” that
could be experienced by communities and consumers that surround a Post Office solely as a
result of that Post Office closing. In doing so, please isolate such devastation from any that could
be attributable to concurrent economic, sociological, political, or other phenomena also aftecting
those communities and individuals.

Response:

The lines referenced by this interrogatory are intended to describe the experience of communities
that, in the case of a discontinuance of a postal facility, would experience some loss of access to
postal facilities — and thus postal services. U.S. Postal Service patrons make use of postal
facilities for a range of services, as discussed in my testimony (some such services, which arc not
all inclusive by any means, are mentioned on page 9, lines 23 through 25).

Isolating such devastation would require detailed studies of the affected communities. Such an
analysis by the USPS would be useful in determining the full impact of postal facility closings.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is there any additional

2 written cross-examination for Witness Musto?

3 MS. FERGUSON: No, Madam Chairman.

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Then that completes Mr.

5 Musto’s -- oh, no. We will have to ask since he’s

6 here. Does any participant wish to cross-examine this

7 witness?

8 (No response.)

9 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. Hearing no request

10 for cross-examination, I will dismiss this witness.

11 THE WITNESS: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you for your

13 participation. We appreciate your appearance and your

14 contributions to our record.

15 (Witness excused.)

16 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Okay. Our next witness

17 is Rita Zilinski. As no participant filed notice to

18 cross-examine this witness, her testimony will be

19 received by motion. Mr. Levi?

20 MR. LEVI: Yes. Madam Chair, I would ask

21 permission from the Commission --

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: You can’t hear it? The

23 microphones must not be working up above, Okay.

24 MR. LEVI: I would ask permission from the

25 Commission to be able to file the suitable declaration

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 and the two copies of the testimony by the close of

2 business tomorrow and the declarations also for the

3 interrogatories.

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is there any objection to

5 the delay in submitting Witness Zilinski’s testimony?

6 MR. HOLLIES: No objection.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Hearing none, then we

8 agree that we will accept the testimony of Witness

9 Zilinski into evidence. It will not be transcribed,

10 but it will be on the record as of tomorrow, and it

11 will include the authentication requirements.

12 MR. LEVI: Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Okay. Thank you. Then

14 our next witness is Curt Artery. No participant filed

15 notice to cross-examine this witness, so we will, as

16 before, receive his testimony by motion. Mr. Levi?

17 MR. LEVI: Yes. Madam Chair, I would ask

18 permission that the declaration and two copies of the

19 testimony and also a declaration attesting to the

20 validity of the interrogatories be submitted by the

21 close of business tomorrow.

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is there any objection?

23 (No response.)

24 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Hearing none, then the

25 testimony, certificate of authenticity and additional

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 materials will be -- do we have an objection?

2 MR. HOLLIES: Madam Chairman? No, we don’t

3 have an objection. With the unusual procedures here

4 this morning we just want to make sure that the

5 designations of the Postal Service, which we are not

6 confident are already in the packet, are in fact

7 included, but we will work with counsel to make sure

8 that is the case.

9 I would suggest that these anomalous

10 procedures do raise a question that will need to be

11 answered, perhaps not right now, and that is that the

12 usual procedure would be that today’s transcript

13 includes all of today’s events, and that would have

14 included the designated written cross-examination of

15 these witnesses.

16 So if that comes in tomorrow we need to find

17 a way to get it into either today’s transcript, or if

18 this hearing runs over that may solve itself tomorrow.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I appreciate your

20 concern, and if there is any problem we’ll address it

21 at the end of the hearing with regard to the delay,

22 but I think the one day delay is not going to hinder

23 the processes of our considerations.

24 MR. HOLLIES: Right. We have no problem

25 with the one day delay. We just want to make sure we

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 get everything right.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I appreciate your

3 concern. And Mr. Levi, who I neglected to mention is

4 representing the National Association of Postmasters,

5 is nodding his head yes, that he will work with --

6 MR. LEVI: Yes.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLJDWAY: -- the Postal Service to

S assure that all the designated questions are included

9 in the material that he submits tomorrow.

10 MR. LEVI: That’s correct. Thank you.

11 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I’ve been assured by our

12 counsel that there will be a makeup transcript that

13 will include all of the documents based on your

14 questions from the Postal Service.

15 Okay. So hearing no objection and

16 recognizing the concerns of the Postal Service with

17 regard to establishing a makeup transcript, we will

18 accept the testimony of Witness Artery into evidence

19 with the accompanying materials tomorrow, and it will

20 not be transcribed.

21 This concludes receipt of testimony by

22 witnesses for whom parties did not request oral cross

23 examination. We will now receive testimony from our

24 remaining witnesses, Witnesses Morrison, Strong,

25 Hobbs, Heath, Waters and Klingenberg.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 We have counsel from APWU. Would you

2 identify yourself so you can swear in our first

3 witness?

4 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

5 Daryl Anderson representing the American Postal

6 Workers Union.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Do you have your

8 microphone on?

9 MR. ANDERSON: It is on.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: It’s a little low.

11 MR. ANDERSON: I’ll move a little closer.

12 Is that better?

13 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Yes. Thank you.

14 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you. All right. Would

15 you like to swear the witness first?

16 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Ms. Wood, would you

17 identify yourself?

18 MR. ANDERSON: Morrison.

19 MS. MORRISON: It’s Morrison.

20 MR. ANDERSON: Ms. Morrison. We’re calling

21 Anita Morrison.

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Oh, I’m sorry. I thought

23 you were going to identify her, and I looked at the

24 wrong name.

25 Ms. Morrison, will you please stand?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 whereupon,

ANITA B. MORRISON

having been duly sworn, was called as a

witness and was examined and testified as follows:

CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. Counsel, you

may proceed with offering this witness’ testimony.

MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

(The document referred to was

marked for identification as

Exhibit No. Apwu-T-l.)

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ANDERSON:

Q Ms. Morrison, before you on the table is a

document identified as APWTJ-T-l, which is labeled

Direct Testimony of Anita B. Morrison. Have you had

an opportunity to examine that document?

A I have.

18 Q And was that document prepared by you or

under your direction?

A It was.

21 Q And if you were to give the testimony in

22 that document today orally, would it be the same as in

23 that written document?

A Yes, it would.

Q All right. And do you have any additions or

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 corrections that need to be made?

2 A No.

3 MR. ANDERSON: All right. At this time,

4 Madam Chairman, we would proffer the testimony of

5 Anita Morrison for the record.

6 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Is there any objection?

7 (No response.)

8 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Hearing none, I will

9 direct counsel to provide the reporter with two copies

10 of the corrected direct testimony of Anita B.

11 Morrison.

12 That testimony is received into evidence.

13 However, consistent with Commission practice it will

14 not be transcribed.

15 (The document referred to,

16 previously identified as

17 Exhibit No. APWU-T-l, was

18 received in evidence.)

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: We will next receive

20 written cross-examination. The Postal Service

21 indicated that it intended to enter written cross

22 examination of Witness Morrison.

23 Ms. Morrison, have you received this

24 material and determined whether if those questions

25 were posed to you orally today your answers would be

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 the same as those you previously provided in writing?

2 THE WITNESS: I have, and it would.

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. Are there any

4 corrections or additions you would like to make to

5 those answers?

6 THE WITNESS: There is one just

7 typographical error on the fourth page in answer to

8 T-l-l, subpart A, the sixth bullet. The last sentence

9 should be enclosed by parentheses.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. Anything else?

11 THE WITNESS: No.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Counsel, would you please

13 provide two copies of the corrected designated written

14 cross-examination of Witness Morrison to the reporter?

15 MR. HOLLIES: Excuse me. Could I ask the

16 witness to state again what that correction was? I

17 did not catch it.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Certainly.

19 THE WITNESS: In answer to Question T-1-1,

20 our response, Part A in the sixth bullet, which is on

21 the second page.

22 MR. HOLLIES: I’m with you. You’re adding a

23 parentheses where?

24 THE WITNESS: Right. Yes. Before the word

25 “these”.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Okay. The Postal Service

3 has got that matter clarified, and now we can deliver

4 the corrected cross-examination to the court reporter.

5 That material is received into evidence, and

6 it is to be transcribed into the record.

7 (The document referred to was

8 marked for identification as

9 Exhibit No. APWU-T-1 and was

10 received in evidence.)

11 /1
12 /
13 /
14 /
15 /
16 /
17 1/
18 /
19 /
20 /
21 II
22 /
23 /
24 /
25
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPS!APWU-T1 1
a. Please explain all of the analytical steps you took, from input data sources,

assumptions, data limitations, all processing steps, output data, as the
Commission’s Rule 31 (k) (39 C.F.R. § 3001.31(k)) requires. This documentation
should include all data upon which you rely so that your analyses can readily be
replicated. Please document each of your tables plus separate results reported in
the text.

b. Did you attempt alternative analyses that you ultimately chose not to include in
your testimony? If not, why not? If so, please provide a general description of
what those efforts attempted to do and why they were ultimately abandoned.

RESPONSE

a. Under my supervision, Partners for Economic Solutions (PES) undertook the
following steps:

Input the list of postal facilities being considered for closure (from USPS
LR-N201 1/1-NPI) and the total list of postal facilities to ESRI’s Arc Map
GIS software with associated base mapping froth the U.S. Census to
determine which facilities are in urban areas and which are in frural areas
based on the Census Bureau’s delineation of Urbanized Area~ and Urban
Clusters. Some facilities had to be matched manually due to
complications tied to duplicative names and zip code and address
deficiencies.

• Chose a random sample of 1,855 rural postal facilities to. be used as a
control group and comparison for rural facilities being considered for
closure.

• Chose a random sample of 1,289 urban postal facilities to be used as a
control group and comparison for urban facilities beihg cohsidered for
closure.

• Used ESRI to pull data for postal facility areas defined as a 0.5-mile radius
for urban facilities and a 20-minute drive time for rural facilities. The data,
provided in Library Reference APWU-LR-N201 1-1/1, include 2010
population; 2010 households; 2010 household size; 2010 population by
age groups (65-69, 70-74;75-79, 80-84, 85+); 2010 median age; 2010
number of unemployed residents and unemployment rate; 2010 white
population; 2010 households with incomes below $10,000, from $10,000
to $14,999 and from $15,000 to $19,999; owner and renter households
with no vehicle; and total number of businesses and employees.

• Changed 13 facilities (Brooks AFB, TX; Clearwater Beach, FL; Convent
Station, NJ; Downtown Lancaster, PA; Eltingville Finance, NY; Grove Hall,
MA; Kapolei Station, HI; Lakewood, CT; Menlo Park, NJ; National Stock
Yards, IL; Naval Air Station, TN; Tom Murray, TN; and Uphams Corner,
MA) from rural to urban based on a high number of residents (more than

Docket No. N201 1-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Response to USPS/APWU-T1 -1 (Continued)

20,000 residents within the 20-minute drivetime) coupled with visual
review of the map to confirm that the rural designation Was a statistical
anomaly. /

• Excluded 114 facilities for which ESRI returned no population data. these
are listed in Appendix Table A-I to my testimony.)

• Calculated the percent of residents aged 65 and over, the percent minority
• (non-white) population, the percent of households with incomes below

$20,000, and the percent of households with no vehicle (based on
American Community Survey data).

• Calculated the control group mean.
• Generated a frequency distribution in ranges defined by the control group

mean, 50 percent of the mean and 150 percent of the mean.
• Compared the means for the facility areas being considered for closure

and the control group areas.
• Ran a Student t-test on the rural facility areas, which were characterized

by data with a bell curve distribution.
• Graphed the results for the postal facility areas and the control group

areas.
• Generated a frequency distribution of USPS data (USPS-LR-N201 I/I

NP7) on distance to the nearest station.
• Generated a frequency distribution of USPS data (USPS-LR-N2011/I-

NP6) on hours and days the postal facilities being considered for closure
are open.

b. I attempted to correlate earned revenue data from USPS-LR-N201 1I1-NP8 for

both facilities being considered for closure and other rural facilities. However, the

facility ID numbers, zip code and address information did not allow for accurate

matching with our files using Microsoft Access database software.

I also attempted to quantify the number of rural facilities being considered for

closure that provided free post office boxes and did not have direct delivery.

However, the data format provided by the USPS in USPS-LR-N2011/1-NP9 did

not allow the information to be manipulated using database software.

Docket No. N201 1-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPS/APWIJ-T1 -2

On what date were you contacted about the possibility of your providing testimony in
this docket? Had there been any previous discussion about the potential for your
testifying at some unknown point in the future? If so, please explain the context.
a. By whom were you contacted? What goals for the research were discussed?
b. Please describe how you arrived at the specific research design you used.

What, if any, alternatives were considered and what factors led to the selection
you finally made?

c. How long did it take for your contract to be worked out? What details required the
most attention to detail? When was it signed?

d. How much time and effort did you put into the contract, including finalization of
the testimony? (Please limit any quantified response to hours, leaving specific
dollar amounts out.)

e. Did you, whether with the assistance of the counsel or otherwise, consider other
alternative methods for evaluating the Postal Service RAOI proposal, or were you
always focused on the method presented in your testimony? Please explain what
alternatives, if any, that you considered and why they were or were hot used.

RESPONSE

a. I was contacted on August 10, 2011 by Phillip Tabbita of the American Postal

Workers Union, AFL-CIO. There was no previous discussion about providing

testimony at some unknown point in the future.

The research goals were to identify any biases or flaws in the process used to

identify candidate facilities for closure and to discuss impactsoñ customers.

b. I developed the research design based on our previous work on the Station and

Branch Optimization and Consolidation Initiative Docket No. N2009-1.

Recognizing the emphasis on rural post offices in the Retail Access Optimization

Initiative (RAOI), I decided it was important to compare the character of areas

around postal facilities being considered for closure to other rural areas so as not

to skew the results by the significant differences between rural and urban locales.

This led to the creation of two control groups for urban and rural facility areas.

Docket No. N2011-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Response to USPS/APWU-T1-2 (Continued)

c. The contract was developed over three days. The primary issue related to

whether to visit selected rural post offices to see firsthand the nature of the

community and the retail alternatives that might be made available. Given the

short time for developing testimony and the anecdotal nature of the feedback that

would provide, we decided that it was better to focus on the data. The contract

was signed August 15, 2011.

d. I personally spent 61 hours and my colleague, Abigail Ferretti, spent an

additional 77 hours.

e. See the Response to USPS/APWU-T1-2(c).

Docket No. N2011-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIAPWU-T1 -3
Does the research you conducted involve comparison of two groups?
a. Is one group the RAOI offices, or at least most of them?
b. Is the second group a set of locations that are comparable to the first?
c. How was the second group selected?
d. Do postal facilities exist in every community and town, urban and rural?
e. l-Ipw do you know where postal facilities do not exist?
f. Where does your research consider locations and customers not proximate to

postal facilities?

RESPONSE

a. My research included four groups. Two of the groups were RAQI offices in rural

areas and RAQI offices in urban areas.

b-c. The two comparison groups were facility areas chosen randomly from the full

universe of retail postal facilities — one rural and one urban. As with the RAOI

offices, the rural areas were defined based on a 20-minute drive time, and the

urban areas were defined by a half-mile radius.

d. No.

e. I do not know all locations where postal facilities do not exist. I know that

facilities have been closed prior to the RAOI, leaving at least those areas without

a postal facility.

f. I did not consider this factor.

Docket No. N201 1-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIAPWU-T1 -4
Would you agree that the Postal Service is obliged to provide access to postal facilities
throughout the domestic service area? Please explain any disagreement.
a. How do people who live in communities, or in isolated locations, without

classified postal facilities access retail services? Do you believe that such
customers invariably drive to the closest classified facility? Please explain your
conclusion and how you arrived at it.

b. Do you believe customers like those identified in part (a) might cOnsider
accessing retail services through one of the alternate access possibilitips witness
Boldt (USPS-T-1) identifies? Please explain your understanding and reasoning.

c. Assuming customers like those identified in part (a) are dissatisfied with their
access to retail postal facilities: what coping strategies might they employ to
improve their satisfaction levels?

RESPONSE

I agree.

a-c I do not have independent knowledge of how people in isolated locations access

retail services.

Docket No. N2011-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPS/APWtJ-T1-5. Have you reviewed the selection methods witness Boldt (USPS-T
1) explains for the four groups of facilities chosen for inclusion in RAOI?
a. Please explain whether you believe any of those selection criteria were improper

in that they could be expected to give rise to inapproØriate discrimination by the
Postal Service among locations selected, versus those not selected, for inclusion
in•RAOI. APWU-T-1 at 28.

b. Do those criteria appear on their face to impart selection bias in favor of, or
disfavor against, customers on the basis of:

population?
ii. number of households?
iii. income levels?
iv. ethnicity?
v. age?
vi. car ownership?
vii. any other demographic factor?
viii. urban location?
ix. rural location?

RESPONSE

Yes.

a. The selection criteria for the fourth group of 265 closure candidates undergoing

locally-initiated discontinuance review were not provided, so I cannot comment

on those. Among the specified criteria, the emphasis on earned revenue could

lead to discrimination based on resident incomes arid population density. Areas

with low population density also are at a disadvantage in access to Internet

services,

b. The emphasis on earned revenue could lead to discrimination based on resident

incomes and number of households.

Docket No. N2011-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIAPWU-T1 -6
Are you recommending that the Postal Service undertake research so that it can pick
offices for discontinuance in ways that do not demonstrate any different impact on
customers based on any of the criteria identified in USPS/APWU-T1-
5? If so, please explain.

RESPONSE

I recommend that the Postal Service introduce demographic and local community

factors into its discontinuance process so that low-income, minority and eldeily

residents are not impacted disproportionately. I further recommend that in cases where

disproportionate impacts occur, particular attention be given to strategies to mitigate

those impacts.

Docket No. N2011-1
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RESPONSES OF AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
WITNESS ANITA MORRISON TO INTERROGATORIES

OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIAPWU-T1 -7
You present various tables, data in text, and data generally. Does social research of the
type you present ever rely upon statistical significance for evaluating the strength of
relationships between measures?
a. Please confirm what measure of statistical significance you use.
b. What is the most significant result you present? Is it what you present in footnote

6?
c. So which of your results are statistically significant at the 95 percent level or

better?

RESPONSE

Yes.

a. I ran a Student t-test on the rural facility results. The t-tests on the urban facility

areas were not appropriate because the data did not have a bell curve

distribution.

b. Yes.

c. The discrepancies in household income and ethnicity among rural facility areas

were significant at the 93-percent level. The differences in the percent of

• households with no vehicles were not significant (the t-test indicated significance

at the 63-percent level).
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USPSIAPWU-T1-8
You presented testimony in PRC Docket No. N2009-1, which entailed a reqUest by the
Postal Service for an advisory opinion regarding its Station and Branch Optimization
and Consolidation Initiative, 2009, is that right?
a. Approximately what portion of your current testimony overlaps with that previous

testimony?
b. Did that, at least, facilitate preparation of your current testimony?
c. Do you see any resemblance between this case and that one? If so, what

similarity do you see?
d. What is your understanding of what the Postal Service has changed since that

previous docket?

RESPONSE

Correct.

a. Approximately 15 to 20 percent.

b. My participation in PRC Docket No. N2009-t gave me familiarity with the data

and the issues related to urban facilities.

c. Yes. The fourth group of 265 closure candidates undergoing locally-initiated

discontinuance review were presumably selected under the process used priOr to

RAOI.

d. It appears that the RAOI review was more explicitly driven by objective metrics

applied across the full spectrum of postal facilities; however, I have not analyzed

data for all of the facilities with earned revenue of no greater than $27,500 in

order to confirm that impression. The process identified in the P0-101 Postal

Seivice-Operated Retail Facilities Discontinuance Guide seems to have added

better mechanisms for public feedback and input, including distribution of

questionnaires to customers.
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USPSIAPWU-T1-9
Assume, for a moment, that you work for the Postal Service and that you are asked to
come up with a method that avoids any visible difference between locations that are
nominated for discontinuance studies when compared with locations that either have no
postal facilities, or locations that also have facilities, whether those differences are
statistically significant or not, how would you do so?
a. Would you undertake some sort of survey research? Please explain what you

would do.
b. How about a matched pairs design, so that you know only one of two very closely

matched facilities has even the possibility of being discontinued, would that be
workable? Please explain what you would do.

c. How about a survey involving sets of facilities, one group of facilities nominated
for discontinuance and another not, could that work? Please explain.

RESPONSE

a. No, I would not undertake survey research prior to closure decisions. I would

rely on Census and other demographic data that provide a common basis for

comparison among locations. I would then screen the demographics of

candidate facilities to identify areas with unusually high concentrations of low

inbome, minority and/or elderly residents. The closure decisions for those areas

should receive particular scrutiny and a focus on mitigation measures, It would

be very helpful to conduct survey research in areas where the postal facilities

have been closed to determine the adequacy of alternative retail services and

how customers have responded to the loss.

b. I do not believe a matched pairs design would work due to the difficulty in

identifying very closely matched pairs.

c. I do not see how such a survey would help. A statistical comparison of the two

groups could reveal bias that would need to be addressed on an individual facility

basis.
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USPSIAPWU-T1-1O
You mention the revised Handbook P0-101 in your testimony, do you not?
a. You also recommend that it be put on the Internet, do you not?
b. Have you used a search engine to look for it?
c. Did you do so before filing your testimony?
d. Have you done so more recently?

RESPONSE

Yes.

a. Yes.

b. Yes, I used Google within the usps.com website. In a couple of locations, I was
referred to the Postal Service PolicyNet at http://bluelusps.ciov/cpim. One

reference in the US Postal Bulletin (http:f/about.usøs.com/PoStaI

bulletin/201 1/pb2231 SIpdfJpb22Sl 5.pdf) had been updated 7/14/2011. That link

was broken. I was finally able to reach a website that listed the hahdbook, but

access was restricted to USPS personnel.

c. Yes.

d. Yes, I attempted to access the handbook on October 5, 2011. I was still unable

to find a working link, despite having a very specific name to use as a search

term. Searching under “closure process” was fruitless.
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USPSIAPWU-T1 -11
You describe in very brief terms on page 6, first full paragraph, how you gathered data
used in your analysis, is that correct?
a. Please expand that description so as to state precisely what data elements you

got from which source.
b. Please also describe whatever challenges you encountered, and why you

needed to use multiple sources.
c. For approximately how many locations did you collect data?
d. What challenges did you face, and apparently resolve, in gathering data from

multiple sources?
e. Exactly what did you draw from ESRI?

a “National Geographic Information System” (which one)?
ii. 2007-09 American Community Survey (why 3 years?)?
iii. 2010 Census?

RESPONSE

Yes.

a. All of the demographic data for facility areas were provided by ESRI. The 2010

U.S. Census of Population provided base data to ESRI on 2010 population; 2010

households; 2010 household size; 2010 population by age groups (65-69, 70-74,

75-79, 80-84, 85+); 2010 median age; and 2010 white population. These data

were manipulated by ESRI, using its Geographic Information System (GIS), to

conform to the half-mile radius and 20-minute drive time areas. ESRI estimated

the 2010 number of unemployed residents and unemployment rate and 2010

households with incomes below $10,000, from $10,000 to $14,999 and from

$15,000 to $19,999. ESRI based the estimate of the number of owner arid renter

households with no vehicle on American Community Survey data provided by the

U.S. Bureau of the Census. ESRI estimated the total number of businesses and

employees based on data provided by infoUSA.

b. This was a single source that aggregates the most recent relevant demographic

data. The results of the 2010 U.S. Census of Population are not yet available on
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a small area basis for household income, unemployment rates and other

economic characteristics.

Response USPSIAPWU-T1-11 (continued)

c. We pulled data for the 3,652 postal facility areas as well as control groups of

1,855 rural facility areas and 1,289 urban facility areas.

ci. The data from multiple sources were combined by ESRI. There were facility

areas for which ESRI showed no population, which ind!cates some of the

limitations of the GIS-based data. ESRVs methodology takes Census and other

data available at the lowest available geography and then allpcates them to even

smaller geographies to allow estimates for geographies not defined by the

Census Bureau but rather defined by driving times or a radius from a specific

point.

e. See Response to USPS/APWU-T1 -11(a).

This was a generic description of ESRI and its GIS.

This is a Census Bureau survey conducted annually to provide interstitial

estimates between the decennial Census surveys. Because this is based

on a sample, the Census Bureau combines results from three years to

provide the best possible estimate.

iii. See Response to USPS/APWU-T1-11(a).
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USPS!APWIJ-T1 -12
Would you agree that you make several references to the need for people to walk as
their exclusive mode of transportation?
a. What research have you conducted into patterns of walking, when people walk

and when they do not?
b. What is your understanding of when people walk?
c. When do you walk? Do you also walk for exercise?
d. Is it your understanding that automobile owners eve~ walk? If so, when?
e. In your testimony, is there any occasion when you assume that an individual

lacking an automobile does anything other than walk?
f. Do the elderly walk?
g Do urban customers walk?
h. Do rural customers walk?

When do people who lack automobiles do anything other than walk?

RESPONSE

My testimony discusses the needs of people who now walk to a postal facility and do

not own a vehicle to highlight the burdens of closing such postal facilities, particularly in

the event where the next closest postal facility is not within walking distance or in a

walkable environment.

a. I have not personally conducted research on when people walk. However, I work

extensively with urban planners and transportation planners who focus on the

behavior of pedestrians, including how far people typically walk to and from

transit and the impact of walkable environments on residents’ willingness and

ability to walk to school, retail, work and transit.

b. My understanding is that people walk for a number of reasons and under a

number of different circumstances. Many walk because they do not have access

to a vehicle, cannot afford the costs of operating a car, or are not capable of

operating a car (e.g., due to age or physical limitations). Others walk deliberately

as a form of exercise, because they prefer the walking experience to waiting in

traffic and searching for parking, and/or because it is more environmentally

responsible and sustainable.
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c. I am not sure of the particular relevance of this interrogatory to this proceeding;

however, I actually walk a great deal, including three miles to and from the Metro

Response to IJSPSIAPWU-T1-12 (continued)

most workdays and to the post office at least once a month. That is for exercise,

convenience, environmental and other reasons.

d. Of course. They are most likely to walk for errands when the distance is within
one-quarter mile and when the pedestrian environment is attractive and

sujportive (e.g., with sidewalks and crossing signals on busy streets), particularly

when they are not carrying heavy packages. They may walk to lunch when it is

easier than moving their car and finding a new parking space. Many often walk

for exercise.

e. People who do not own vehicles have different options depending on where they

live. They may bicycle. Where available, they may take a bus, a subway, a taxi

or a rental car, each of which involves a cost. They may also aàk a friend for a

ride.

f. Of course, if their physical limitations allow and their destinations are proximate

enough. They also may walk for exercise, as I’m sure many do in rural areas,

picking up their mail from their postal boxes.

g. Of course.

h. Of course.

In my experience, people who lack automobiles do anything other than walk most

often on their way to work or when shopping for groceries or other bulky items.
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USPSIAPWU-T1 -13
You observe on page 8 regarding a group of 2981 offices that they serve a “diverse
selection of communities.” Is this, in your mind, a good thing?
a. Should the Postal Service be nominating offices for discontinuance so that it

ends of with a diverse group of offices? Why or why not? Please explain your
response.

b. Is it your understanding that the Postal Service undertook effort to ensure that
this major subset of RAOI offices is diverse? What is your understanding based
upon?

RESPONSE

Yes.

a. Yes. Given the great diversity among American cities, suburbs, towns, villages

and hamlets, the selection of postal facilities also should reflect such diversity so

that low-income, elderly and minoHty customers are not burdened

disproportionately.

b. I have no direct understanding of the Postal Service’s efforts in this regard.
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1 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Is there any additional

2 written cross-examination for Witness Morrison?

3 (No response.)

4 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: No? This brings us to

5 oral cross-examination. Two participants have

6 requested oral cross-examination, the National League

7 of Postmasters, Mr. Brinkmann, and the United States

S Postal Service, Mr. Hollies.

9 Is there any other participant who wants to

10 cross-examine Witness Morrison here today?

11 (No response.)

12 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Hearing none, Mr.

13 Brinkmann, will you proceed? Identify yourself,

14 please, and proceed.

15 MR. BRINKMAMJ: Actually Mr. Hughes is going

16 to do it.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Is Mr. Hughes going to do

18 the cross-examination?

19 MR. BRINKMAEN: Yes. He’ll be doing the

20 cross-examination except for Mr. Hobbs, which I’ll be

21 doing today.

22 CHAIRMAN GOLt)WAY: Okay. Mr. Hughes then,

23 representing the National League of Postmasters?

24 MR. HUGHES: Thank you, Madam Chairman. If

25 I may, I’d just as soon follow the Postal Service, if
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1 that’s permissible.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: We usually do it in

3 alphabetical order. Let’s try and --

4 MR. HUGHES: That’s fine.

S CHAIRMAN GOLIDWAY: -- keep things the way we

6 normally do them.

7 MR. HUGHES: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

8 CROSS - EXANINATION

9 BY MR. HUGHES:

10 Q Ms. Morrison, my name is Harold Hughes. I

11 represent the National League of Postmasters of the

12 United States.

13 I noticed the Postal Service asked you

14 questions about the selection methods that the Postal

15 Service used for choosing facilities for inclusion in

16 the Retail Analysis Optimization Initiative. You

17 suggested that the selection criteria could result in

18 some discrimination. Could you explain what and how?

19 A The criteria include questions of earned

20 income, of earned revenue or workload I guess it is.

21 Using that standard, it would tend to bias against

22 areas with lower incomes.

23 Q You also mentioned I believe that there

24 might be some impairment of the internet access as

25 well. Could you explain that?
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1 A There are concerns in the rural areas about

2 the availability of internet, both in the area in

3 general, but to individual homes; that the extent of

4 availability is much more limited in rural areas that

5 are being affected by some of the recommended

6 closures.

7 Q Okay. And as I recall from later in your

S testimony, not only is internet access less available

9 in rural areas -- I believe it was 50 percent versus

10 70 percent in urban areas -- but I understood that the

11 quality of internet, the speed, was lower as well?

12 A Yes. The band width and the speed of

13 internet is significantly slower in some areas. There

14 was a comparison between Rhode Island and Idaho I

15 believe it was that showed almost three times faster

16 in Rhode Island.

17 Q So in rural areas, half may not have access

18 at all, and of those that do have access it’s crummy

19 access?

20 A Well, it may be dial-up access, or it may be

21 a slower access than available in urban areas, yes.

22 Q Thank you very much. You had mentioned that

23 the selection criteria the Postal Service used could

24 have a disproportionate impact on low income. What

25 about older residents?
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1 A The statistics showed some different impact

2 on the elderly, over 65. It wasn’t substantial, but

3 in the rural areas it was significant.

4 Q Okay. So there was a significantly higher

5 proportion of older people --

6 A Older people.

7 Q -- in rural areas?

8 A In the rural areas being proposed for

9 closure as compared to other rural areas.

10 Q In preparation for your testimony today did

11 you happen to read the testimony from Mark Strong?

12 A I did not. I’m sorry.

13 Q All right. The Postal Service in its

14 testimony said that it was going to be using a

15 top-down approach to look at closings under the RAOI.

16 MR. HOLLIES: Objection. That misstates the

17 case and the evidence. The Postal Service is not

18 using a top-down approach to look at the post offices.

19 The post office is using the same process it

20 has, which is the P0-101 process. That is not a

21 top-down process, so objection on the grounds that

22 that mischaracterizes the testimony.

23 MR. HUGHES: I respectfully disagree.

24 There’s a whole section of the testimony in the

25 request labeled Top-Down Approach, but it is what it
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1 is.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: I can’t sustain your

3 objection when the Postal Service’s own testimony

4 indicates a whole new formula that’s nationwide of

S $27,500 in two hours.

S MR. HOLLIES: Yes. Yes, Madam Chairman.

7 The nomination of offices for the conduct of

8 discontinuance studies is indeed a top-down change.

9 That was the change to our regulations that went into

10 effect in July. But the reference Mr. Hughes made was

11 to the discontinuance of offices themselves. That is

12 not a top-down process. It never has been.

13 The examination of each office is done in

14 the field and, as we have heard through the press

15 primarily, when the field stops going forward on a

16 discontinuance study that tends to be announced in the

17 press. So the discontinuance studies themselves are

18 not a top-down process.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Perhaps you can clarify

20 your question then, Mr. Hughes.

21 MR. HUGHES: And with respect, my question

22 did refer to the RAOI, not to the local process.

23 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: So your question referred

24 to the whole proposal rather than a portion of it?

25 MR. HUGHES: Yes, Madam Chairman.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Then I don’t think I will

2 uphold the objection.

3 BY MR. HUGHES:

4 Q Ms. Morrison, assuming that the RAOI uses a

5 top-down approach, would that RAQI overall, in your

6 opinion, consider the local needs of the communities

7 in identifying facilities to be considered for

8 closure?

9 A In the nomination of stations and post

10 offices for closure, it would tend to discriminate

11 against those with lower populations, lower population

12 densities and lower incomes.

13 Q All right. To your knowledge, did the

14 Postal Service conduct any studies related to the

15 impact on lower income people, minorities or those who

16 are elderly or without access to cars?

17 A Not to my knowledge.

18 MR. HOLLIES: The Postal Service will so

19 stipulate that we have not conducted such studies.

20 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you.

21 BY MR. HUGHES:

22 Q Of the rural offices being considered under

23 the RAOI, your testimony points out that one-third of

24 the post offices being considered for closure, are more

25 than 10 miles from the nearest post office.
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Is that correct?

3 A Itis.

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Will you speak up?

5 BY MR. HUGHES:

6 Q And that one in 10 is more than 20 miles

7 away?

8 A Yes.

9 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Yes to both questions?

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

13. BY MR. HUGHES:

12 Q All right. And turning to urban facilities,

13 how would you characterize the impact on residents by

14 income level?

15 A The stationary as nominated or proposed for

16 closure, being considered for closure, are

17 significantly, substantially lower in incomes or have

18 a much higher percentage of households with less than

19 $20,000 than those that are not being considered for

20 closure. -

21 Q And does that indicate anything about the

22 likelihood that they own or don’t own cars?

23 A There is a correlation between vehicle

24 ownership and income. The statistics that we looked

25 at showed that almost double the number of facility
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1 areas had more -- the average was more than almost

2 double the control group average of --

3 Q All right.

4 A -- households with no vehicles.

5 Q Thank you very much. You had indicated in

6 your testimony that the local post office plays an

7 even more pivotal role in rural communities than in

8 urban communities, and then you discuss the economic

9 development effects of losing a post office, referring

10 to a cycle of neighborhood decline.

11 Would you explain the cycle of neighborhood

12 decline and how closing a post office --

13 A What happens in a neighborhood business

14 district in particular is that we depend on certain

15 generators of pedestrian activity and customer

16 frequency to support the other retail within the

17 business district. When that activity is diverted to

18 another post office then the number of people who come

19 to that business district on a daily basis is lower.

20 That can mean the difference between profitability and

21 failure for some of the local businesses.

22 Then once you start to have businesses close

23 then you have a cycle where those business facilities

24 may be underinvested in terms of repairs and

25 maintenance and that further then leads to similar
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1 decline in other properties and an overall less

2 attractiveness for customers.

3 Q Okay. And you had mentioned that the owners

4 of those buildings were in a sense caught in a bind.

S With the lower volume they would either have to raise

6 rent or cease maintenance. Is that correct?

7 A Well, they are unable to raise rent in the

8 event that the businesses, the retail businesses, are

9 no longer doing the same volume of sales that they did

10 before the office closed, so they are in a position

11 where their rents are lower and so there is less

12 income available for those kinds of repairs.

13 Q All right. Thank you very much. The Postal

14 Service has suggested that retail alternatives might

15 fill the gap. What is your opinion or belief on that?

16 A I think there is some portion of the need

17 for postal services that can be met by a village post

18 office, but there are still a number of actions that

19 require going to an actual postal facility in terms of

20 sending registered mail or certified mail, picking up

21 a package that is too large to be left behind and also

22 mailing packages that don’t quite fit with the prepaid

23 boxes that are now being sold.

24 Q All right. Thank you very much. You had

25 discussed also for rural residents there might be an
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1 impact on social cohesion. Would you explain your

2 conclusions on that?

3 A It’s based largely on the articles I’ve read

4 about the communities that are being affected. The

5 issue is that action of coming on a daily basis to the

6 post office gives you the opportunity to run into your

7 neighbors in a neutral location.

8 That daily contact and daily interaction is

9 part of what builds the social cohesion in a community

10 and so it would be a loss to no longer have that

11 pattern of meeting up at the post office.

12 Q Wouldn’t local gas stations fill that need

13 just as well?

14 A It’s not as frequent a stop, and it’s not as

15 personal standing by your car and standing at the post

16 office.

17 Q All right. You had also mentioned in your

18 testimony that there are a surprisingly large number

19 of people that don’t have checking accounts. What

20 makes the post office essential to them?

21 A Money orders are a major tool for the people

22 who are unbanked, as they say, without access to

23 checking accounts or bank accounts. Those help them

24 pay their rent, pay their bills and send money abroad

25 for immigrants.
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1 That is a service that the post office

2 provides and in some communities other retailers

3 provide, but not in all communities, so the loss of

4 the post office service could be a major issue for

S those unbanked individuals.

6 Q And your testimony mentions that there are

7 nine million households that are unbanked.

S A Yes. We had some evidence from the Federal

9 Deposit Insurance Corporation that said 7.7 percent of

10 U.S. households, or nine million, are unbanked, yes.

11 Q And is there any unique characteristics to

12 the unbanked? Are they predominantly of --

13 A They’re generally low income residents.

14 Q All right.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Could you repeat the

16 percentage that you got?

17 THE WITNESS: It was 7.7 percent of U.S.

18 households, or nine million, are unbanked.

19 The FDIC or the report I was quoting from

20 that was prepared for the Postal Regulatory Commission

21 says that a disproportionately large number of these

22 households are minority and low income.

23 MR. HUGHES: Thank you very much. By the

24 way, I apologize for my voice. I’m not doing so well

25 today. I don’t usually use my froggy voice in
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1 hearings.

2 BY MR. HUGHES:

3 Q Without considering any statutory

4 requirements that may apply to the Postal Service, why

S should the Postal Regulatory Commission, or the Postal

6 Service for that matter, care that the RAQI

7 disproportionately impacts the poor or immobile? Why

8 should that make any difference to anyone?

9 A Well, the law does require that we provide

10 service to rural areas regardless of whether they are

11 losing money, whether they make a profit. There’s

12 just a basic justice aspect to it in terms of service

13 to the population, and then the impacts on the poor

14 and the elderly are on people who have fewer

15 alternatives and fewer options.

16 Q Why should we look to the Postal Service to

17 meet those needs, as opposed to WalMart?

18 A It is just part of • as I understand, the law

19 that directs the Postal Service to provide that

20 service as something of public good and public need.

21 MR. HUGHES: Thank you very much. That

22 concludes my questioning, Madam Chairman.

23 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. The next

24 party that wished to cross-examine was the U.S. Postal

25 Service. Mr. Hollies?
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1 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

2 This is Ken Hollies on behalf of the Postal Service.

3 CROSS -EXAMINATION

4 BY MR. HOLLIES:

5 Q Good morning, Ms. Morrison. I believe we’ve

6 met before under these circumstances.

7 A Right.

8 Q You testified in the Station and Branch

9 Optimization and Consolidation Initiative, 2009. That

10 would be PRC Docket No. N-2009-l. Is that correct?

11 A Yes, it is.

12 Q Thank you. It’s good to see you back. I

13 remember our interaction from the last time, and it

14 was conducted at a professional level and you stuck to

15 your science, which is all I ask. Thank you. We’ll

16 see if we can do something like that again.

17 As in that previous instance, I’m not here

18 to challenge your qualifications. I don’t want to

19 question that. Your ample background and appearance

20 in various matters involving public policy discussion

21 are well established, and the responses to our

22 interrogatories that you provided were quite helpful

23 and will serve therefore to limit my questions here

24 today.

25 Your testimony makes a presentation that is
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1 similar to what you provided in the previous

2 appearance, does it not?

3 A Similar, but not identical methodologies.

4 Q Could you comment on the similarities and

S the points of departure?

6 A In both cases I looked at the impact on the

7 immediate areas around the urban postal stations and

8 branches to look at the population and the

9 characteristics, the incomes, those without cars,

10 minorities and the elderly.

11 In this case we had many more rural stations

12 and primary post offices than in the initial, the work

13 in 2009, and it was that distinction between urban and

14 rural that drove me to compare the results from --

15 first to separate them into rural and urban and then

16 to compare the results from the characteristics of

17 post offices being considered for closure to a control

18 group randomly selected from other urban post offices,

19 or in this case other rural post offices, so that the

20 differences between urban and rural Americans would

21 not distort the analysis.

22 Q You looked at those offices that you deemed

23 rural and those offices you deemed urban as separate

24 groups. Is that right?

25 A That is right.
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1 Q As in the SBOC case, which is the shorthand

2 for the previous one, we face a context today wherein

3 the Postal Service, in accordance with applicable law,

4 seeks an advisory opinion from the Postal Regulatory

5 Commission.

6 SBOC involved a plan to look at a specific

7 group of somewhat more than 3,000 postal retail units,

8 as you’ve been so careful to note, stations and

9 branches that were supervised by EAS-24 and above post

10 offices. Is that your recollection as well?

11 A That’s my recollection.

12 Q And today we have, to use the shorthand,

13 RAOI. Is that right?

14 A Yes.

15 Q We can agree on that? All right. And it

16 also involves a count that exceeds 3,000 offices. Is

17 that right?

18 A It does.

19 Q Although perhaps a few more than the 3,000

20 plus in the SBOC case?

21 A Quite a few more, at least relative to the

22 ones we considered in the original analysis.

23 Q Well, let’s make sure I’m on the same page

24 with you. I thought that SBOC involved at the start

25 approximately 3,200 offices and here in RADI we
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1 started with approximately 3,600. Is that different

2 from your recollection?

3 A I think it’s a question of when I became

4 involved in analyzing from the SBOC analysis. By that

5 point it had already been narrowed down to some 300 or

6 400 --

7 Q And you looked at --

8 A -- perhaps.

9 Q Go ahead.

10 A And so in that case I looked at the ones

11 that were still being considered for closure and

12 compared them to the ones that had been taken off the

13 list.

14 Q That’s where I was headed. I expect that by

15 now you are somewhat familiar with Section 404(d) of

16 Title 39, which affords customers a limited right of

17 appeal to the Commission when the Postal Service makes

18 a final determination to discontinue a post office.

19 Is that right?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Are you also familiar at some level with

22 USPS Handbook P0-101?

23 A Yes.

24 Q What is your understanding of that handbook,

25 its purpose?
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1 A My understanding is that its purpose is to

2 guide the Postal Service in the consideration and

3 actual discontinuance of service to specific post

4 offices.

S Q So it’s what guides field postal officials

6 at they undertake a discontinuance study for a

7 particular facility?

8 A Yes, that’s my understanding.

9 Q Are you aware that P0-101 as it was used in

10 SBOC has been changed, that it’s been updated since

11 that time?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Have you looked through the current P0-101

14 enough to understand what those changes were?

15 A Probably not in totality, but generally,

16 yes.

17 Q I’m not going to grill you on details.

18 A Okay.

19 Q I just wanted that general understanding.

20 A Can you characterize the types of changes

21 that have been made briefly?

22 A Primarily the ones I focused on were more in

23 the notice and solicitation of input from the

24 community.

25 In the SBOC process people had to come --
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1 postal patrons had to come -- to the office and

2 request a questionnaire to fill out to provide input

3 to the closure process, and now as I understand that

4 it’s more proactively distributed by the Postal

S Service.

6 The lines of input are greater than they

7 were at the last, but there’s still some transparency

8 issues I think that continue.

9 Q Okay. In SEOC you were looking at

10 exclusively stations and branches and not post offices

11 as the Postal Service uses those terms typically,

12 correct?

13 A Yes. That’s right, yes.

14 Q Okay. And in RAOI, we’re looking at a mix

15 of primarily post offices, but also stations and

16 branches. Is that right?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Would you agree with a characterization that

19 the update to P0-101 changed the process for stations

20 and branches so that it is now the same process as

21 used for post offices?

22 A I believe that’s true, yes.

23 Q So do I. All right. I don’t plan to try to

24 trick you here. So if you have a question about what

25 I’m asking, push back and we’ll try an work our way
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1 through it.

2 So as to establish a foundation for some of

3 my questions and your understanding of them, I want to

4 make sure we share certain details of understanding

5 about how the SBOC and the RAOI cases fit together.

6 think you’ve already agreed that SBOC involves

7 stations and branches.

8 A Yes.

9 Q Thank you. And you seem to be aware that

10 nods don’t make it into the transcript, especially

11 well. Thank you.

12 The Postal Service did provide evidence in

13 the SBOC case that Handbook P0-101 covered

14 discontinuance activity for post offices and with less

15 specificity for stations and branches. Is that a fair

16 characterization?

17 A I don’t remember that specifically, but

18 Q Okay. SBOC opened with the recognition that

19 discontinuance of 3,200 or so stations and branches

20 had the potential for having a nationwide or near

21 nationwide impact. Does that sound familiar?

22 A Yes.

23 Q With a few hundred more offices involved,

24 RADI would seem to have the similar potential. Would

25 you agree?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Do you know how many or approximately how

3 many SBOC offices were ultimately discontinued?

4 A Idon’t.

5 Q Well, ultimately the count was about 140.

6 Does that seem to you as having a nationwide impact?

7 A I would have to see --

8 MR. ANDERSON: I’m not sure that there’s a

9 sufficient basis in the record for that question to

10 this witness. She wasn’t asked to study the impact of

11 those.

12 MR. HOLLIES: That’s all right. I’ll

13 withdraw the question.

14 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you.

15 MR. HOLLIES: My colleague tells me that

16 that’s in transcript pages 139 and 140. It is 140

17 offices, but that’s okay. Whether or not it’s

18 nationwide is --

19 MR. ANDERSON: I didn’t mean to suggest that

20 the 140 wasn’t in the record. It’s just that this

21 witness has --

22 MR. HOLLIES: The nationwide impact.

23 MR. ANDERSON: This witness has not studied

24 those 140.

25 MR. HOLLIES: That’s fine.
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1 MR. ANDERSON: That wasn’t what she was

2 asked to do. It wasn’t what she did. It wasn’t

3 covered by her testimony, and she can’t testify about

4 the impact of the 140, whether they were nationwide or

5 not. That was my point.

6 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you. Done?

7 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you.

8 BY MR. HOLLIES:

9 Q Your testimony in SBOC projected the

10 potential for disparate impact upon shall we say

11 vulnerable groups of customers. Is that right?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And you’ve done so here as well?

14 A Yes.

15 Q I take it from counsel’s description, but

16 I’ll let you answer this. Have you had an opportunity

17 to consider whether those 140 had any actual disparate

18 impact of the type you forecasted?

19 A No, I have not.

20 Q Okay. Let’s turn back to the current case,

21 RAOI. The Postal Service modified Handbook P0-101

22 subsequent to SBOC, taking many of the PRC’s

23 recommendations into account -- and some of those were

24 founded on your own testimony, I think -- and turned

25 them into both new regulations and the Code of Federal
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1 Regulations, and that was embodied for purposes of

2 field discontinuance studies as the Revised Handbook

3 P0-101, and formerly disparate procedures for

4 discontinuing stations and branches, as compared to

S post offices, were unified.

6 Those changes also involved creation of a

7 top-down avenue allowing headquarters officials to

8 nominate offices for the conduct of discontinuance

9 studies. That was the subject of an objection that I

10 raised to Mr. Hughes’ questions where I thought he was

11 confusing RAOI’s nomination of offices with P0-101’s

12 undertaking of discontinuance studies.

13 In a few short days in July of 2011, the

14 rule and handbook changes were finalized, the Postal

15 Service went to groups of congressional

16 representatives, giving everybody a chance to attend,

17 to explain its expectation of nominating 3,000 plus

18 offices for discontinuance, while identifying to those

19 members of Congress the offices that would be affected

20 in their respective districts, and then RAOI was filed

21 here at the Commission.

22 Now, you may not have been familiar with all

23 of those details, but that’s basically how this case

24 was teed up. Is there anything that I just described

25 that you would care to dispute or disagree with?
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1 A No.

2 Q Okay. Does it surprise you to learn or are

3 you already aware that Members of Congress tend to be

4 quite concerned about any study for possible

5 discontinuance of postal facilities in their home

6 districts?

7 A No.

8 Q From the smile on your face, I take it it

9 doesn’t surprise you at all; that you would rather

10 expect that?

11 A That would be my expectation, yes.

12 Q If you become aware that a postal facility

13 you use regularly is beginning to undergo a

14 discontinuance study, are you going to celebrate the

15 possibility that it might be discontinued?

16 A No.

17 Q Do you suppose anyone here in the hearing

18 room would welcome the loss of a facility he or she

19 uses regularly?

20 A I don’t expect so.

21 Q I think that’s true. We all don’t like

22 change in our lives, and when we lose something that

23 can be difficult.

24 MR. ANDERSON: I’m trying to be indulgent

25 here and not object. I don’t want to interrupt the
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1 flow of the cross-examination, but I think it’s

2 already interrupted, and I’d like to ask that the

3 witness be asked questions that are pertinent to her

4 testimony.

5 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think that’s good

6 advice because, Mr. Hollies, I’m about to ask you

7 questions about statements you’ve made, and I’m not

8 sure that that’s appropriate here.

9 Your characterization of the 101, for

10 instance, as being based on her testimony in the SBOC

11 when you stipulated earlier that you didn’t do any

12 demographic studies or other studies for populations

13 in the --

14 MR. HOLLIES: The stipulation was that we

15 didn’t do anything in RAOI, but I’m happy to take your

16 questions, whether on the record or not.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Those are questions, so I

18 think if you would focus on questioning the witness

19 about her area of expertise we might not get so

20 distracted by some of these other issues.

21 MR. HOLLIES: We most certainly will, but I

22 thought it was a point worth covering. Closing of

23 post offices is a difficult thing for the Postal

24 Service to do. We know customers don’t welcome it.

25 It’s difficult for the postal employees who do it, but
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1 if perceived need is there we have to do what our

2 employer tells us to do.

3 MR. ANDERSON: Madam Chairman?

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: That’s really not

5 appropriate as this juncture.

6 MR. HOLLIES: We’ll move on.

7 MR. ANDERSON: If there will be opportunity

8 for oral argument, I’d be happy to provide that at any

9 moment the Chairman wishes it.

10 BY MR. HOLLIES:

11 Q Okay. With that as a foundation, we can

12 agree that all else being equal, a customer would

13 prefer not to lose access to a facility they use?

14 A Yes.

15 MR. ANDERSON: Objection. Relevance.

16 BY MR. HOLLIES:

17 Q And that would be true if they used it

18 weekly or monthly? Would you agree?

19 MR. ANDERSON: Objection. Relevance to this

20 witness’ testimony.

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Could we move on to her

22 area of the testimony, her specific expertise?

23 MR. HOLLIES: We are. We are moving on to

24 her testimony. That is exactly where we’re headed.

25 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: But these questions don’t
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1 get there.

2 BY MR. HOLLIES:

3 Q Your testimony looks at groups of

4 communities which have postal facilities in their

5 midst, those in rural areas and those not. Is that

6 right?

7 A Yes.

8 Q And you examine the possible RAOI

9 discontinuance locations and compare them to

10 statistically selected control groups of facilities.

11 Is that right?

12 A Right.

13 Q The larger context of RAOI is one in which

14 all postal customers access the Postal Service for

15 their mail needs one way or another. Is that

16 accurate?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Are you aware of the Postal Service’s

19 universal service obligation?

20 A I’m not sure if you’re referring to the same

21 language that I saw in your initial request for

22 opinion, but in terms of service to rural areas, yes.

23 Q You would agree that in general the Postal

24 Service is responsible for providing access to service

25 throughout its domestic service area?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Can we agree that a lot of communities have

3 post offices, stations and branches, or perhaps post

4 offices, stations or branches, to facilitate their

5 access to postal services?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Approximately how many do you suppose we

8 have; that is, communities with at least one

9 classified retail unit?

10 A I know that there are more than 30,000

11 postal facilities, but I don’t know how many

12 communities that represents.

13 Q And for the record, do you understand that a

14 classified retail unit would be a post office, station

15 or branch operated by postal employees?

16 A Or an annex. Yes.

17 Q Or an annex. Thank you. So to go back to

18 your previous response, the definition of what

19 constitutes a community might matter here, would it

20 not?

21 A It would.

22 Q Do some communities have more than one

23 option among several classified units?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Have you read Witness Boldt’s testimony?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q So if we want to look beyond just classified

3 units as access point, Witness Boldt identifies

4 various what are termed “alternate access” points. Is

S that right?

6 A Yes.

7 Q If we want to look at the options a specific

8 community has, one might reasonably look at post

9 offices, stations, branches, annexes, contract postal

10 units, automated postal centers, village post offices,

11 perhaps postage by phone, fax, internet. Would you

12 agree?

13 A Yes.

14 Q And to jump sideways briefly, that’s what

15 gets examined in a particular discontinuance study.

16 Is that right?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Your testimony does not examine all of these

19 options. I think you would agree, yes?

20 A Right. Yes.

21 Q And was that perhaps related in part to the

22 type of data that were available to you?

23 A In part, yes.

24 Q What else does that depend on?

25 A Well, it’s really a function of alternatives
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1 that may not exist yet, village post offices that are

2 suggested that will be created, but for which we don’t

3 have any information at this time to share with the

4 customers who would be affected by a closure.

S Q Okay. But is that true of the other types

6 that I mentioned, such as contract postal units?

7 A I believe the contract postal unit

8 information is available. I don’t know about retail

9 alternatives other than the village post office.

10 Q So you could have looked at those things for

11 which data was available?

12 A At contract postal units the distances that

13 we looked at to the nearest postal facility were

14 provided by the Postal Service, and I expected that a

15 contract postal unit would be considered a postal

16 facility for the purpose of that analysis, but I don’t

17 have independent knowledge that that’s the way it was

18 done.

19 Q So if I understand you correctly, your

20 understanding is that contract postal units may have

21 been included in the materials the Postal Service

22 provided or they may not have?

23 A I assumed that in the Library Reference 7

24 that provided distance to the nearest post office,

25 postal facility, that a CPU would have been considered
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1 in that, in that distance.

2 Q Okay. But for your testimony you do go to

3 outside data sources as well, correct?

4 A Ido.

5 Q Did you explore the option of sources of

6 data regarding alternate access?

7 A No.

8 Q Why?

9 A That was not the question I was asked, but

10 it was also the issue that the alternate sources of

11 retail services don’t cover the full service array

12 that is provided by a postal facility.

13 And so I was concerned that even though your

14 day-to-day buying of stamps might be covered by a

15 retail alternative -- you buy them at the grocery

16 store -- that that doesn’t substitute for being able

17 to bring in a package and insure it and send it off

18 through a real post office.

19 Q Do you have an understanding, whether

20 developed from Witness Boldt’s testimony or otherwise,

21 approximately what proportion of access needs by

22 customers can be satisfied by going to a retail unit

23 to buy stamps?

24 A I don’t, no. I do have the information from

25 the Household Diary study from 2010 said that visits
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1 to the post offices did not change much with the

2 introduction and the availability of internet and

3 postal stamps by mail and on-line.

4 Q What is your understanding of when stamps by

5 mail was introduced?

S A It seems to me it’s been quite a while, but

7 I don’t know when that happened.

8 Q Okay. So you did not explore possible

9 sources of alternate access locations primarily

10 because they don’t provide all of the services that a

11 classified retail unit does?

12 A Yes. Right.

13 Q So you have no idea whether alternate access

14 point data are available?

15 A I believe they must be available to the post

16 office, to the Postal Service, because one of the

17 criteria was availability of alternative services

18 within a radius of the post office being considered.

19 Q Fair enough. But I was asking I guess about

20 sources that were extrinsic to what’s been filed in

21 this case.

22 A I would doubt it, but I don’t know for

23 certain whether they would be available.

24 Q Do you appreciate the distinction between

25 RAOI, which nominates several thousand offices using a
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1 newly introduced means that allows headquarters to do

2 so, from the subsequent discontinuance studies which

3 are then undertaken pursuant to Handbook P0-101?

4 A Yes.

S Q Do you agree that the data necessary to

6 undertake the group nomination of offices in PAOI

7 overlaps over a little with the data necessary for

8 each discontinuance study?

9 A I’m not sure I would characterize it as only

10 a little.

11 Q How would you characterize it?

12 A But certainly the initial analysis is more

13 data driven, but to the extent that it considers the

14 availability of retail alternatives that is also a

15 large part of what happens in the discontinuance

16 study, so I would say there’s a fair amount of

17 overlap.

18 Q Okay. Have you actually read any of the

19 administrative records filed with the Commission for

20 discontinuance studies?

21 A I have read feedback, appeals on three or

22 four cases, I believe.

23 Q And was that in the SBOC time period or more

24 recently?

25 A No. That was more recently. Right.
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1 Q So they were cases filed within the last

2 couple of months perhaps?

3 A I don’t know if they were undertaken under

4 the current handbook or not, in the July handbook.

S think they may have been older than that, but I just

6 don’t remember.

7 Q Most of them are --

8 A Yes.

9 Q -- so, yes, that probably is true.

10 So if you’ve seen -- I’m sorry. Let me go

11 back and make sure I’ve got my foundation established

12 properly. Have you looked at the administrative

13 records that were filed in support of those cases?

14 A No, I don’t think so.

15 Q Okay. So you haven’t seen all of the data

16 that is collected in one of those studies, have you?

17 A No.

18 Q Let’s turn for a moment to the data sources

19 you brought into your analysis and testimony. I

20 expect this will be more familiar ground for you.

21 You’re more than a little familiar with Census data.

22 Is that a safe statement?

23 A Yes. Right.

24 Q How much of your professional work would you

25 estimate relies upon Census data in one form or
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1 another?

2 A Well, much of our analysis is data driven,

3 and in doing market analyses Census data is always a

4 critical element so probably a third would be directly

S related to Census information.

6 Q And the other two-thirds wouldn’t touch

7 Census data at all?

8 A Indirectly. I mean, they’d be things like

9 financial analysis and economic impact analysis that

10 doesn’t necessarily depend on Census data.

11 Q Briefly, would you please provide us with

12 some understanding of what Census data are available

13 and that you use and, finally, why you chose what you

14 use in your testimony?

15 MR. ANDERSON: I have to object to the form

16 of the question because I’m not sure whether it is

17 limited to what she used in this case or what she uses

18 in her practice generally.

19 I understood the earlier question to refer

20 to her practice generally, and if it’s with regard to

21 her practice generally then I would object to the

22 scope of the question as being beyond the relevance of

23 this subject today.

24 MR. HOLLIES: I will certainly acknowledge

25 that the form of the question was compound and unduly
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1 so, but we have already been talking about her

2 background and her experience, and that is appropriate

3 material for cross-examination, but this line of

4 questions starts generally and then narrows down to

5 her testimony.

6 BY MR. HOLLIES:

7 Q Would you please provide us some

8 understanding of what Census data are available?

9 A There are --

10 MR. ANDERSON: Excuse me. I just need to

11 object to the scope of that question. What Census

12 data are available could fill this room, so I’d just

13 ask that the question be specific, please. I object

14 to the form of the question.

15 MR. HOLLIES: That’s a fair point.

16 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think we want to focus

17 on the expertise of this witness.

18 MR. HOLLIES: I agree. Exactly.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So the questions you ask

20 should be about the information she works with and is

21 familiar with, not --

22 MR. HOLLIES: That’s -- I’m sorry. Go

23 ahead.

24 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: -- the range of potential

25 data that might or might not be available.
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1 MR. HOLLIES: The thrust of these questions

2 is to examine how and why she selected the data that

3 she does.

4 Now, the first time I asked the question I

5 used the word briefly to start out because I don’t

6 want to get into roomfuls of data. I have also

7 encouraged the witness to push back if I’m misphrasing

8 something or asking a difficult question, but I don’t

9 think this is.

10 BY MR. HOLLIES:

11 Q I’m trying to start with roughly what’s

12 available and then narrow down to why you chose what

13 you chose. Can you answer the question in that form?

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Go ahead.

15 THE WITNESS: So briefly focusing on

16 demographic data, not on all the business information

17 and other things that the Census Bureau does, there

18 are a whole series of household and population

19 statistics that are compounded on a decennial basis in

20 great detail, in less detail on an annual basis, from

21 the American Communities survey.

22 They deal with age, ethnicity, income,

23 household type, household size, household incomes and

24 a whole range of housing characteristics and the

25 nature of the household in general.
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1 BY MR. HOLLIES:

2 Q Okay. And could you now narrow it down to

3 explain why you chose to use in this case what you

4 did?

5 A So in this case I focused on populations

5 that would be disproportionately impacted by the

7 closure of a post office where the closure would limit

S their access to postal services.

9 So in my judgment that related primarily to

10 the elderly, those who did not have a car to access a

11 more remote postal service postal facility, the

12 minority populations and then those in lower income

13 categories who would be again more constrained in

14 their alternatives.

15 Q Where does Esri fit in?

16 A Esri is a national data provider that

17 compiles Census data on a small, geographic level so

18 that it can be recombined into different kinds of

19 geographies. So it’s a geographic information system

20 base.

21 Then they take the Census information and

22 they break it down to its lowest geographic area, and

23 they use algorithms to then add it back up when you

24 say I want to know what is the population within a

25 mile of this location or within this geography
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1 self-defined or within a zip code or whatever.

2 Q Okay. Thank you. What is that lowest

3 geographic unit?

4 A It depends on the geography. In urban areas

5 it will get down to a block level and block groups is

6 typically how it’s handled, and that would be a few

7 blocks at a time.

8 When you get into rural areas it’s not as

9 fine grained because they’re trying to protect the

10 anonymity of the individuals who have responded. So

•ll if you got down to three blocks in a rural area it

12 might be a much smaller population and therefore too

13 easy to reveal someone’s income.

14 Q Thank you. Can you give us an example of

15 the lowest level in a rural context?

16 A I believe it’s probably on what they call a

17 Census defined place, which would be like a town or a

18 village, but it may be within that there may still be

19 Census tracts, but I don’t deal with the rural areas

20 nearly as often as urban areas.

21 Q Is the correct name then Census tract?

22 A Generally, yes.

23 Q Okay. Thank you. Where does data developed

24 and retained by PES fit in?

25 A In this case we did not generate any of the
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1 data. We assembled it. We pulled it down from Esri

2 by defining what we considered to be a logical service

3 area for each of the facilities, so I don’t believe

4 that any of the statistics were generated by PES

5 directly.

6 Q And the data that you pulled down was

7 defined by I believe a 20 minute drive for the rural?

8 A Driving time in the rural areas, yes.

9 Q For urban areas it was what?

10 A Urban areas it was a walking distance, so it

11 was a half a mile from the postal facility, with the

12 idea that they are much closer together and that it

13 would be the people who currently can walk to the

14 station that would be most potentially affected by a

15 closure.

16 Q And as you drew your half mile circle

17 essentially around the urban facilities, how did you

18 deal with Census tracts that were partially included?

19 A That’s why we used the Esri services. They

20 use an algorithm to divide the smallest level of

21 information, either block groups or tracts, as being

22 either within your area, within the radius, or outside

23 of the radius.

24 Q So that’s some of the data manipulation or

25 -- that’s the wrong term -- data management undertaken
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1 by Esri as part of its --

2 A That’s right.

3 Q -- general services?

4 A Yes. Right.

S Q Thank you. We’ve sort of covered this, but

6 I have more granularity in the question so I’m going

7 to go through it.

8 Census data obviously exists nationally with

9 total national population, for example. Do you happen

10 to know what the current estimate is of our national

11 population? That’s all right.

12 A Yes.

13 Q That’s all right. And then you can drill

14 down to state, regional, metropolitan statistical

15 areas and other levels. Can you drill down to five

16 digit zip code levels?

17 A You can.

18 Q What about nine digit zip code levels?

19 A I don’t believe so.

20 Q And I think perhaps the county, parish and

21 municipality levels would all be covered by your

22 description even of the rural Census tracts I believe.

23 Would you agree?

24 A Yes. Right.

25 Q Do you know how many Census tracts there are
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1 nationwide?

2 A No idea.

3 Q Can you ballpark it?

4 A Within a metropolitan area you might have

5 400 or 500 in a metropolitan area. So, no, I really

6 couldn’t ballpark it.

7 Q Can you think in exponents?

8 A (Laughter.)

9 MR. HOLLIES: No? Okay. I’ll go on.

10 That’s all right.

11 MR. ANDERSON: I think this question has

12 been answered.

13 MR. HOLLIES: Madam Chairman, at what point

14 do you think we should take a break this morning?

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Well, I was hoping that

16 you would conclude your testimony and then we would

17 break, but if you feel that you have a lot more to do

18 then perhaps we will take a break.

19 MR. HOLLIES: I do have a good bit more and

20 I need to locate an exhibit for the next question, so

21 this might be a good time.

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is that acceptable? All

23 right. Thank you for bringing that to our attention.

24 We will agree to accommodate you to break now, and we

25 will return at 11:05. How is that? Yes, 11:05.
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1 Thank you.

2 (whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: we have a busy day ahead.

4 we will continue with the cross-examination of witness

5 Morrison. Mr. Hollies?

6 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

7 The break was also constructive in that working with

8 counsel I have decided to forego use of the exhibit

9 that I couldn’t then find.

10 BY MR. HOLLIES:

11 Q Looking for a moment at neither postal

12 facilities nor Census data, do you have any idea how

13 many cities, towns or local Census tract places exist

14 in the Lower 48?

15 A No, I don’t.

16 Q Using the Census tracts around urban

17 offices, you used a half mile circle basically that

18 relied upon Esri data in order to answer what’s within

19 and without that circle. How many Census tracts were

20 typically included? Is that part of your --

21 A It would depend on the geography and how

22 densely the population was around each station. The

23 tracts have to have a minimum number of people in them

24 and so they vary in size from a few blocks to a couple

25 of miles.
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1 Q Is that population threshold known?

2 A It is, but I don’t know what it is.

3 Q I think we agreed earlier your research

4 basically defines control groups or halves -- that is

5 my characterization; that is, customer groups whose

6 local post office has not been nominated by RAQI for

7 discontinuance -- as a way of analyzing access to

8 postal services for both rural and urban customers.

9 Is that right?

10 A Yes.

11 Q I think you would agree that many

12 communities today do have classified retail units,

13 correct?

14 A Yes.

15 Q What might an examination of communities

16 whose retail facilities are RAQI nominated compared

17 with those who do not have or have not had such a

18 facility within the last 20 years? What might that

19 show?

20 A I really don’t know. I haven’t had the

21 chance to look at data for locations with no postal

22 facilities.

23 Q But that might be a research design that

24 could shed light on what we’re doing in RAQI, could it

25 not?
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1 A I don’t know whether or not --

2 Q Okay. That’s fine. Could one plausibly

3 look at groups of locations of Census tracts that are

4 defined or distinguished based on having lost a retail

5 unit, five versus 10 versus 20 years ago?

6 MR. ANDERSON: Pardon me. I object to the

7 form of the question. I don’t understand plausibly,

8 and I also think it’s a very compound question. It’s

9 very difficult to follow, and I don’t think the answer

10 is likely to be helpful therefore.

11 CHAIRMAN GOLEWAY: I think the issue is for

12 us to understand this witness’ research. Other

13 research that could be done might be research that the

14 Postal Service does, but we should understand what her

15 research provides I would think.

16 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you. Let me see if I

17 can cut to the chase here. I think counsel’s

18 objection and the Chairman’s comment are well taken.

19 BY MR. HOLLIES:

20 Q The Postal Service does have an obligation

21 to provide postal services to customers throughout the

22 nation, as we agreed earlier.

23 A Yes.

24 Q And I’m curious why -- well, I think I

25 understand your research design, but I’m curious why
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1 you didn’t choose a particular other design that

2 compares locations that have retail units or are by

3 RAOI or otherwise nominated to lose them with

4 locations that don’t have classified retail units.

5 A It in fact had not occurred to me in doing

6 the analysis to do it that way. I think you would

7 have some issues in defining exactly what those areas

S were to be able to say if they were at all comparable

9 or worthy of comparison.

10 Q I’m confident there would be some research

11 design challenges, but you agreed with me earlier that

12 there are probably a lot of communities that could be

13 described in Census data that do not have retail

14 facilities in their midst.

15 MR. ANDERSON: I don’t recall that exact

16 exchange --

17 THE WITNESS: Yes.

18 MR. ANDERSON: -- having been made earlier.

19 THE WITNESS: There is Census data for every

20 resident of the country certainly. In rural areas

21 where you would get something below a county there

22 tends to be some kind of nucleus of population and

23 activity which is traditionally at the local post

24 office, but it’s hard to generalize.

25
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1 BY MR. HOLLIES:

2 Q Can you appreciate why I ask the question?

3 I can spell that out. The Postal Service obligation

4 is to provide service, and the objections to each

5 discontinuance are understandable and predictable, but

6 the fact of the matter is many communities do not

7 today have a classified retail presence within --

8 MR. ANDERSON: I object. I don’t believe

9 that’s a fact in evidence. I think the question is in

10 part based upon facts not in evidence and in part

11 asking the witness to speculate, so I think it’s

12 objectionable.

13 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think the witness

14 answered your first question as to why she was to do

15 it, thinking that that information was not readily

16 available.

17 I think if you think it’s a good idea to do,

18 you should advise the Postal Service. They could have

19 included that information in the report they gave to

20 us. But she’s answered your question.

21 BY MR. HOLLIES:

22 Q Approximately how many retail units does the

23 Postal Service have?

24 MR. ANDERSON: Asked and answered.

25 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: It has been answered.
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1 MR. HOLLIES: And it’s a foundation for my

2 question.

3 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Then why don’t you just

4 say it. It will make it a lost faster.

5 MR. HOLLIES: That draws objections too.

S BY MR. HOLLIES:

7 Q There are approximately 32,000 postal

8 facilities, and per your testimony earlier since some

9 communities have more than one there are somewhat

10 fewer communities with postal retail units in the U.S.

11 Would you agree with that?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And would you agree that there are a large

14 number of communities in the U.S. that do not have a

15 retail unit presence within them?

16 MR. ANDERSON: Objection. Relevance. I

17 just don’t see where we’re going with this testimony

18 or this line of questioning.

19 Counsel has approached it several different

20 ways now, and none of them seem to head in any

21 direction that’s relevant to this witness’ testimony

22 so I don’t see why we should belabor these points.

23 This is essentially argument.

24 MR. HUGHES: And, Madam Chairman, for

25 clarification, when Mr. Hollies refers to communities
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1 that don’t have postal facilities does he mean those

2 that have never had postal facilities or those that

3 have had facilities and had them closed?

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think this opens us up

5 to defining what these communities may or may not be.

6 We have an ongoing Postal Service that says that it

7 provides universal service, which means it provides

S some service everywhere.

9 There’s no testimony on the record

10 identifying communities, a pattern of communities that

11 do not have postal services at the moment. If the

12 Postal Service has that information we’d be more than

13 happy to review it, but this witness has said she

14 doesn’t have it, so can we move forward?

15 MR. HOLLIES: Madam Chairman, Mr. Anderson’s

16 objection basically amounted to his not understanding

17 why I was asking the question and his own comment on

18 the use of that information. Mr. Hughes’ comment

19 basically asked for a further elaboration upon the

20 same set of questions for which Mr Anderson objected.

21 Your observations are that certain questions have

22 already been answered.

23 This line of questions goes to the

24 fundamental utility of this witness’ testimony. She

25 compares the locations that have a postal facility
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1 with locations that pursuant to RAQI are nominated for

2 the possible loss of their facility.

3 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: And she’s admitted that

4 she has not studied those post offices that do not

S have post offices in their communities.

6 MR. HOLLIES: And that is my point. That is

7 the point that I am trying to get the witness to

8 discuss.

9 She said earlier that she had not thought of

10 that as a research design, and I would submit that

11 where the question is access to retail services, given

12 that all locations do not have a retail postal unit,

13 the question is how service is provided nationwide not

14 only where retail units are now in existence, were

15 recently in existence or closed 10 years ago.

16 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I don’t want to argue

17 with you to extend this, but, Mr. Hollies, she’s

18 presenting her analysis of data that she prepared

19 based on what the Postal Service’s proposal was, which

20 was assuming that there are post offices and a

21 reduction in post offices, not a proposal from the

22 Postal Service about what the maximum service should

23 be provided to everybody or what the current lack of

24 post offices are around the country that should be

25 compared to the further lack of post offices you want
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1 to propose in this particular proceeding.

2 I think you’re getting into very dangerous

3 territory, and if you think there’s interesting

4 information there it’s something that you certainly

S can pursue, but we’ve got not very much time and a

6 witness who’s I think focused on an important aspect

7 comparing two possible subsets that are rationally

8 understandable, and that’s her testimony.

9 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

10 The witness is appearing as an expert, and it is

11 appropriate to cross-examine an expert by posing

12 hypothetical questions, which is in essence what I am

13 doing. This is perfectly appropriate.

14 Yes, we have an expedited schedule, but that

15 does not mean that the Postal Service’s due process

16 rights are thereby abrogated. This is a reasonable

17 question, and I submit at this point I’ve laid it out

18 in detail and the witness, if she can, should be able

19 to comment briefly upon it.

20 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay.

21 MR. ANDERSON: May I respond, Madam

22 Chairman? The hypothetical is completely inadequate.

23 There are a number of variables at work here.

24 As the Chair has observed, this case is

25 about the Postal Service’s proposal to eliminate post
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1 offices and stations and branches. It’s not about a

2 comparison of communities that have them compared with

3 communities that don’t have them.

4 One of the inadequacies, first of all, this

5 is for the Postal Service to make to introduce this

6 evidence. They’re the ones who have the evidence, and

7 this is their approach. As the Chair has observed,

8 they had that opportunity to introduce such evidence

9 and to make that argument if they wanted to make it.

10 Trying to make it backwards through our witness on

11 cross-examination is completely inadequate and not

12 probative.

13 But more to the point, there are several

14 aspects of the issue of service to communities which

15 may not have a post office. Over how many years have

16 they not had a post office? Are there contract postal

17 units there or not? I mean, that’s one question, one

18 hypothetical fact that wasn’t included in the

19 hypothetical question.

20 How many years have they had to go other

21 places for services? All these things and other

22 questions that bear on the impact of reduction of

23 postal services as compared to a static situation that

24 may have existed for some period of time.

25 This is just an impossible hypothetical. it
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1 would be so complicated to ask it that the witness

2 couldn’t possibly address it.

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Well, let me see if I can

4 simplify this and see if Mr. Hollies is satisfied.

S The witness has already indicated that she’s

6 not aware of this information and doesn’t know whether

7 it would be easy to get, but the Postal Service

a representative here is asking you whether in your

9 expert opinion you think such a study, should such

10 information be available and you could make the

11 definitions as to what a community that doesn’t have

12 postal service is, comparing that to communities that

13 do have postal services, would that be a useful avenue

14 for study, and what kinds of information might you get

15 from such a study? Is that the kind of question

16 you’re asking?

17 MR. HOLLIES: That’s a fair description of

18 it.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Are you comfortable

20 answering that?

21 THE WITNESS: In part, yes. I think

22 certainly for areas where we’ve had a post office

23 that’s been closed there would be things to learn

24 about what’s happened in the interim since that

25 closure in terms of what’s happened to the community
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1 and what are the alternatives that the patrons have

2 found to make up for the closure.

3 For the other communities I think it would

4 be dealing with a number of difficult data issues that

5 would call into question some of the findings.

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. All right,

7 Mr. Hollies.

8 MR. HOLLIES: Yes. Thank you.

9 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you.

10 BY MR. HOLLIES:

11 Q The research design challenges would be

12 substantial, but could they be managed?

13 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: I think we’ve answered

14 the question.

15 MR. ANDERSON: We need to move on.

16 MR. HOLLIES: If she says I don’t know then

17 we’re done.

18 THE WITNESS: I don’t know. Yes.

19 MR. HOLLIES: Okay. Thank you.

20 BY MR. HOLLIES:

21 Q Could you turn to page 29 of your testimony,

22 please? On that page you itemize six bullets

23 reflecting “additional factors that should be

24 considered in evaluating stations for closure”. Is

25 that correct?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Do you use the word stations as one of

3 limitation that excludes post offices or branches in

4 that situation, in that --

S A No.

6 Q Looking at the contents of the list, the

7 bulleted items, does that identify matters you believe

8 are not looked at in discontinuance studies today?

9 A No, not completely. I believe the

10 availability -- well, certainly the availability of

11 alternative retail access options is part of the

12 stationary or the specific facility closure decision

13 and analysis.

14 Q What about the others?

15 A I’m trying to --

16 Q If you’re not sure, that’s okay too.

17 A I don’t remember the details of the Handbook

18 101. To some extent, burdens imposed on residents are

19 implied to be considered. I’m not sure if that’s

20 exactly how it would be phrased in the handbook.

21 MR. HOLLIES: Okay. Thank you. I would

22 concede that the Postal Service does not look at

23 demographic data, at least through the lens you apply

24 in your testimony, but the others are considered.

25 I’ll move on.
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1 BY MR. HOLLIES:

2 Q I believe I may have asked this earlier, but

3 just in case I did not. Do you have any understanding

4 of how much retail traffic consists exclusively of

5 postage purchases?

6 A It would depend in -- oh, I’m sorry. To

7 actual post office traffic or --

8 Q Yes. Retail traffic in post offices,

9 stations and branches.

10 A No, I don’t.

11 Q The fourth of your bullets refers to

12 delivery of packages. Is that a market you’ve been

13 following in terms of recent changes?

14 A No.

15 Q On page 31 you address “walkability”.

16 A Yes.

17 Q Can we agree that some customers walk to

18 classified retail units?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Speaking generally, who walks to postal

21 retail facilities?

22 A I think it’s a cross section of the

23 community in terms of who walks. It’s mostly a

24 function of proximity and the cost of parking, the

25 difficulty of parking associated with that facility.
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1 I don’t know that you would be able to distinguish

2 uniformly.

3 Q Do you distinguish who would walk to a

4 facility based on whether that facility is urban

5 versus rural?

6 A The analysis focused on walking distance in

7 the urban area because the other postal stations

8 tended to be closer to them and so it was a question

9 of whether you were currently walking and would be

10 able to walk to the alternative.

11 In the rural area that’s not likely to be

12 the case that you could walk to the alternative, which

13 would average 10 miles away.

14 Q Is it your understanding that postal

15 officials have no idea who walks to a facility being

16 studied for discontinuance?

17 MR. ANDERSON: Objection. Arguing with the

18 witness.

19 MR. HOLLIES: I’m asking for her

20 understanding.

21 MR. ANDERSON: Relevance.

22 CHAIRP4JUq GOLOWAY: I think this is fine.

23 She can answer this.

24 THE WITNESS: I don’t know if the postal

25 officials have that knowledge or not.
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1 BY MR. HOLLIES:

2 Q What, if any, evidence did you examine

3 regarding the extent to which people engage in ride

4 sharing?

5 A I did not research ride sharing.

6 Q What about use of transit?

7 A I recognize that it happens and that that’s

8 often the case in an urban area, but I didn’t research

9 it specifically.

10 Q I have a question about your understanding

11 of the discontinuance process, and it may be too

12 specific --

13 A Okay.

14 Q -- in which case just say so, please. On

15 page 30 of your testimony you address the matter of

16 feedback, and that is customer feedback I think.

17 What is your understanding during a P0-101

18 discontinuance study of what feedback is provided to

19 whom at each stage?

20 A I’m sorry. Where are you referring on page

21 30? You’re talking about 31 perhaps?

22 Q Yes.

23 A All right.

24 Q That would be correct.

25 A Okay. My understanding is that there is a
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1 questionnaire mailed to patrons and to the businesses

2 served by the postal facility and that comments are

3 accepted from on-line comments and people can call in,

4 as I understand, and leave messages.

S Q Is that the full extent of your

6 understanding, or is that maybe just what you’re

7 recalling now?

8 A During the closures, the actual

9 discontinuance study of a specific facility, there are

10 public hearings or public meetings, and I don’t

11 remember if it’s one or two, that are held as well.

12 Q Are you familiar with the fact that a formal

13 proposal is posted with an invitation for comments, an

14 invitation for customers to submit comments?

15 A And that is before the questionnaire, the

16 original questionnaire, or this is later in the

17 process?

18 Q It’s usually the next to the last thing in

19 the process.

20 A Next to the last thing. I wasn’t aware of

21 that.

22 Q In which case I’ll leave it be. What is

23 your understanding of the purpose a discontinuance

24 study serves?

25 A My understanding is that it gives the Postal
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1 Service a greater opportunity to understand the

2 details and the situation of the local facility so

3 that it’s not simply a decision based on money, on

4 revenues, but it allows you to consider things like

S how far is the nearest station and postal facility and

6 whether there are alternatives available.

7 Q Are there mandatory topics considered in a

8 discontinuance study?

9 A I believe so, but I can’t enumerate them.

10 Q Okay. I’m getting your level of

11 understanding. That’s what I wanted. I’ll go on.

12 Would you say that the more feedback the

13 Postal Service gets in a discontinuance study the

14 better?

15 A I believe that’s true, yes. It helps if

16 that feedback is informed, so I would suggest that

17 maybe more information being available earlier in the

18 process would help make that feedback more useful.

19 Q And to flip it around a bit, is it possible

20 that 300 copies of a standard letter might not be a

21 whole 1~t more useful than just 50 copies?

22 A A standard letter?

23 Q Providing feedback from customers.

24 A I guess I didn’t expect that the customers

25 would be using standard letters.
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1 Q Okay. I’ll move on.

2 A I mean, if it’s 300 copies of the same

3 letter then 50 would be useful too, but --

4 Q I guess I’m getting at the point is it

5 possible there’s an upper limit, an upper bound

6 rather, on utility of further feedback?

7 A I would expect that the more you get the

S closer you are. You know, the closer you get to a 100

9 percent sample the better predictability of the rest

10 of the population would be just from a statistical

11 standpoint, yes.

12 Q Good answer. I hadn’t thought of that.

13 That’s a research question.

14 There’s a statement on page 32 of your

15 testimony which reads, “Public feedback and input

16 would be enhanced if the public were better informed

17 about the details of the planned alternative service.

18 The initial statement from the Postal Service provides

19 some information, but little detail, about retail

20 access options, whether the residents would be offered

21 cluster mailboxes or curbside delivery, and no

22 explanation of the analysis that backs up the cost

23 savings estimate.”

24 Except for my hiccough in the middle, did I

25 get that correct?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Is that a statement that you perhaps pulled

3 from your SBOC testimony?

4 A No, I don’t believe so.

S Q But did you earlier indicate that you’ve not

6 actually looked at the administrative record of recent

7 studies?

8 A Yes. Yes. This is related more to what

9 I’ve been reading about the RAQI announcements, and

10 lists and the feedback that’s been coming back from

11 the communities, as reported in the press, suggests

12 that they don’t know what the village post office

13 might be or if there would be one and whether they’re

14 going to curbside or whether it’s going to be a

15 cluster box.

16 Q Very good. Thank you. That gets promptly

17 to where I was headed.

18 would it be fair to characterize your

19 testimony when addressing the issue of how customers

20 locomote, move from homes to their nearby or less

21 nearby retail facilities, that you look only at

22 automobiles and walking as the only alternatives

23 customers have?

24 A No. I talked about the options for transit

25 and then the issues of if you’re a low income family
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1 and that’s not part of your regular commute that that

2 additional transit cost could be a burden to the

3 individual, but there’s certainly other alternatives.

4 Q What are those other alternatives?

S A Having someone pick up your mail for you or

6 ride sharing, as you say, having somebody give you a

7 ride or a taxi, which would again be very expensive

8 relative to the population’s ability to afford that.

9 Q But you didn’t examine the extent to which

10 those other options are utilized, did you?

A No.

12 Q Do you have some independent knowledge

13 indicating that they are largely disutilized, not

14 utilized?

15 A No.

16 Q Did you look at how customers move around

17 for purposes other than going to a post office?

18 A That was not -- no.

19 Q So you had no reason then to look at the

20 extent to which customers combine a visit to a post

21 office with other trips they might be making?

22 A No.

23 Q On the top of page 34, the first sentence on

24 page 34 states, “Serious consideration should be given

25 to operating rural post offices with reduced hours.”
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1 Is that right?

2 A Yes.

3 Q What is the basis for your opinion that no

4 serious consideration is given to that option?

5 A I don’t believe I was saying that no serious

6 consideration was given to it. I would just point to

7 the Table 10 that demonstrates that very few of the

8 offices being considered are open for anything less

9 than eight hours a day.

10 Q On page 35 you state, “The profile of urban

11 postal stations and branches being considered for

12 closure provides statistical evidence that the study

13 process discriminates. . .“ and it continues.

14 I think I know the answer, Why did you not

15 include post offices in this?

16 A My expectation was that most of the urban

17 ones were not post offices, but it should have been

18 postal facilities because there were a few urban post

19 offices.

20 Q Okay. So they weren’t words of limitation?

21 A Right.

22 Q What constitutes “statistical evidence”?

23 A The evidence we had was the differences in

24 the characteristics of areas around facilities being

25 proposed for closure compared to those of nonclosing
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1 facilities and the distributions that you can see in

2 the charts in the text were really the evidence.

3 Q In short, the numbers you present?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Where does the concept of statistical

6 significance enter into your use of statistical

7 evidence?

S A In that case it’s not relating specifically

9 to a statistical significance calculation for those,

10 for the urban stations.

11 Q Are you saying that there is not statistical

12 significance associated with all of the data you’re

13 reporting?

14 A No. I’m saying that the traditional test

15 for statistical significance did not apply to the

16 nature of the populations being considered in the

17 urban areas.

18 Typically when you’re looking at

19 significance you start with the assumption that the

20 universe of the cases that you’re looking at fall

21 within a bell curve, and then you’re asking whether

22 the distribution under one set is different from the

23 distribution under your control group, and then you

24 use a T test to look at statistical significance.

25 In the urban areas we didn’t find that bell
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1 curve kind of situation, particularly related to

2 minorities. They were very much skewed, either very

3 heavily minority or very few minority residents, and

4 so it didn’t meet that basic underlying tenant of

5 using the T test to test for significance.

6 Q And for your observations regarding rural

7 offices, you did attempt a test of --

8 A We did, yes.

9 Q -- statistical significance?

10 A Right.

11 Q And what did you find?

12 A For the age groups, the age of the

13 population, that did have that traditional variation,

14 and that was almost 100 percent certain that they were

15 different, that the two groups were different in

16 character. For income and for vehicle use it was a 93

17 percent so that it’s not as high as you’d like, but

18 it’s still very high.

19 For the final one, which related to minority

20 population, it was not significant, so that was again

21 I think related to the issue of the population

22 distributions and the nature of America.

23 Q How did you define minority population in

24 your study?

25 A In this case it was nonwhite.
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1 Q So that sets up I guess the point that

2 whites can’t be the minority?

3 A No. There are Hispanics that self-identify

4 themselves as white so there is some overlap between

5 the Hispanic population and the white population, but

6 generally you select one or the other.

7 Q I feel like there should be a follow up

8 question.

9 A I’m sorry.

10 Q I’m not sure what you’re telling me though.

11 when did you use which definition?

12 A We always used the nonwhite definition of

13 minorities. There may be some small group of Hispanic

14 residents who self-report themselves as white with a

15 Hispanic background. In that case we would have

16 missed those people in the definition of minority.

17 Q Are you aware of a Census projection of when

18 the United States domestic population will be majority

19 nonwhite?

20 A We’ve certainly reached that in certain

21 locations already, in certain areas, but I don’t know

22 the exact date when the Census Bureau is expecting

23 that will happen nationally.

24 Q But you think that there is such a date that

25 the Census has established?
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1 A I believe there is, yes.

2 Q Do you agree that the Postal Service’s

3 universal service obligation entails the provision of

4 service to all customers in the domestic service area?

5 A Yes.

6 Q So, if the Census reported in July 2011 an

7 estimate of the U.S. domestic population at a little

8 over 307 million people, that would be a reasonable

9 estimate of the customer base?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And you do understand that people access

12 retail services other than by visiting a classified

13 retail location, correct?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Do you have any understanding of how many or

16 what proportion of customers visit a post office,

17 station and/or branch on a yearly or monthly or weekly

18 basis?

19 A The statistics that I had from the household

20 diary study talked -- gave some information about

21 nationally. The 2010 study said 52 percent of

22 households visit the post office three or more times a

23 month, but that’s nationally, and so that’s not

24 focused on particularly in the rural areas were post

25 office box may be the only way you receive mail, and I
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1 would expect those would be much higher numbers.

2 Q Is it your understanding that a higher

3 proportion of rural customers are P.O. box customers

4 than are urban?

5 A That’s my understanding, but I do not have

6 specific information to that effect.

7 Q Can you give us some feel for the basis of

8 that understanding?

9 A Well, it’s related to the Postal Service’s

10 decision not to provide curb-side delivery in widely

11 dispersed populations, and so my expectation was that

12 that was largely a rural condition, but I haven’t done

13 that analysis.

14 Q Thank you for that explanation.

15 Are you aware of any reported changes in how

16 postal customers access Postal Services in recent

17 years, the changes in recent years?

18 A Again, the only real information i have is

19 from this household diary survey, and it did talk

20 about changes, but it said that even with the

21 continued availability of mail-related products and

22 services through alternative modes, such as Internet

23 orders, in-person visits to postal facilities remained

24 stable, so that’s --

25 Q Are you reading from your testimony?
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1 A No, I’m reading from the household diary

2 study, Mail Use and Attitudes in FY-2010, prepared by

3 the Postal Service.

4 Q Okay, thank you.

5 Does Witness Boldt’s testimony address

6 recent changes in how postal customers access

7 services?

8 A He certainly talked about the creation of

9 new alternatives with a village post office. This is

10 the area I remember most clearly, but I think he also

11 talked about the flat-rate boxes and the Internet

12 access to services.

13 Q Doesn’t he also talk about drastic declines

14 in the number of visits to retail customers?

15 MR. ANDERSON: Again, I object on the basis

16 of relevance, and testing the witness’s memory of Mr.

17 Boldt’s testimony on this point is not relevant.

18 CHAIRRAN GOLDWAY: I think I have to uphold

19 this objection.

20 BY MR. HOLLIES:

21 Q What proportion of the domestic population

22 lives within 10 miles of a classified retail unit?

23 A I don’t know.

24 (Pause.)

25 Q There’s a quote that crosses the page
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1 barrier between pages 7 and 8 of your testimony.

2 There is language which I will read and ask that you

3 verify. “The comparisons among the sets of

4 demographics for those locations remaining Operational

S and those potentially subject to closure help to test

6 whether the review process is fair and reasonable with

7 respect to burdens on minority, low income, and

S elderly households.”

9 Did I get that correct?

10 A Yes.

11 Q What review process are you referring to?

12 A In this case the review process would be the

13 original nomination of the facilities subject to, or

14 being considered for closure.

15 Q The RAOI optimization

16 A Yes.

17 Q I’m sorry, let me do that again.

18 The RAOI nomination process?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Could you turn, please, to your response to

21 USPS/APWU.Tl.1? That is our first interrogatory to

22 you.

23 A Okay. I don’t have a copy anymore. We had

24 to turn it in with the typo. Okay, yes.

25 Q Looking down in that fourth bullet --
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1 A Yes.

2 Q -- you have broken several variables down,

3 ones that could conceivably have had binary values

4 such as age groups, fourth and fifth lines. You

5 describe 2010 population by age groups, “(65 to 69, 70

6 to 74,TT et cetera. You have got roughly, was it five

7 different groups of what appear -- many people would

8 consider older customers, is that right?

9 A Yes, right.

10 Q And similarly, you do that with income

11 levels or low-income levels.

12 A Uh-huh.

13 Q You’ve got three different ranges defined.

14 What purpose is served by breaking those out into

15 multiple values?

16 A That was the way that the data were reported

17 to us and we combined them into a single value of

18 population 65 and over, and households 20,000 or

19 below. They provided separately for researchers to be

20 able to use for many different purposes.

21 Q So you I think you said you combined them

22 for your purposes?

23 A We just did the sum, yes.

24 Q I see. You explained what you pulled.

25 Thank you. Please move on to the second
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1 interrogatory.

2 In the second paragraph of your response to

3 Part A, well, second paragraph, sure, it starts, “The

4 research goals were to identify” and then it

5 continues. What were your specific goals?

6 A I was looking to see if the process that was

7 used to nominate facilities for consideration of

8 closure were showing evidence of bias relative to

9 these older minority and low-income residents.

10 Q So, you were looking for some indication

11 whether the discontinuances that were nominated might

12 lead to disparate impact on the variables you were

13 analyzing?

14 A Yes, right.

15 Q Were there any other goals that you

16 discussed or you considered using but did not?

17 A Goals. No. Any other -- the only other --

18 as I answered, the only other thing we discussed my

19 doing was actually going to visit rural post offices.

20 That was the only thing other than that.

21 Q Could you turn to the third one, please?

22 A tlh-huh.

23 Q Your response to Part E touches or Part E

24 and your response touch on the question that’s been a

25 sensitive one today; that is, a study of locations
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1 that don’t have post offices. But your response here

2 seems to imply your understanding that every location

3 or community once had its own post office or station

4 or branch. Is that your understanding?

S MR. ANDERSON: Objection; relevance. We’ve

6 been over this ground and it’s not relevant.

7 MR. HOLLIES: I’m asking whether her

8 understanding -- her implication in her answer

9 reflects her actual understanding, and if that’s not

10 the case she can tell us what her understanding it.

11 MR. ANDERSON: Do you have a proffer of

12 relevance?

13 MR. HOLLIES: Her understanding is a

14 perfectly fair question.

15 MR. ANDERSON: Understanding, it has to be

16 understanding of a relevant factor.

17 MR. HOLLIES: And this is now record

18 evidence that I’m asking about. It’s relevant.

19 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I suppose if you’re

20 saying we waived our objection because we didn’t

21 object to the introduction into the record of this

22 interrogatory response I would submit that would

23 impose a burden on counsel for all parties of fly

24 specking these interrogatory responses for objectional

25 -- irrelevant responses that would be insuperable.
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1 MR. HOLLIES: Madam Chair --

2 MR. ANDERSON: We have been over this ground

3 and we are going to be here -- I mean as much as I

4 enjoy this witness’s testimony I didn’t anticipate it

5 was going to take all day, and we are going to be here

6 today and tomorrow at this rate, so I think we should

7 move onto something relevant.

8 The answer is in the record. It’s basically

9 an argument. The question is either arguing with the

10 witness or it’s seeking an answer to an irrelevant

11 point.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mr. Hollies, I think we

13 did answer this issue, and we’re focusing on the

14 testimony provided and the analysis of the issues.

15 The Postal Service itself should have raised this

16 issue with regard to the comprehensive service and the

17 change if that’s what they wanted in the presentation

18 they made to us in the initial filing. This is not

19 something to be brought up now and ask of this

20 witness.

21 MR. HOLLIES: Well, we will be commenting in

22 the brief on your topic, but thank you for the

23 direction.

24 BY MR. HOLLIES:

25 Q I believe you understand how the offices
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were selected for inclusion as nominees within RAOI,

and I am not going to ask you about the specifics, but

you are familiar generally with those are you not?

A I’m familiar with what was written in the

Boldt testimony. The process for the fourth category

of ones that had been initiated at the local office

basis before RAOI was undertaken are not clearly

described as to how those were nominated.

Q Okay, with that caveat, given the methods of

their choosing, would you expect a priori there to be

no differences among those offices and a random sample

of offices that you selected on the parameters of

interest in your testimony?

A I think the emphasis on revenues would

suggest that they would be more concentrated in areas

of lower income and lower population density.

Q And is that the only thing that you found?

A We also found disproportionately in minority

areas, which often correlates with income, but that is

generally what we found, and I’m sorry, the elderly as

21 well.

22 Q Well, let me try the same question from a

23 different perspective. If you were to repeat your

24 random selection process for your control groups,

25 would you expect there to be no distinctions between
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1 your two control groups at that point, or four if you

2 break then out into the urban and rural, in the

3 parameters of interest here?

4 A If I drew two different samples of control

5 groups, again urban versus rural, you would expect

6 that they would be, given the size of the samples,

7 depending on the size of the samples, you would expect

8 that they would have similar distribution of

9 characteristics.

10 Q And I’m asking the flip side of that

11 question

Okay.

Would you expect there to be no differences?

You would not expect differences, no.

Could you turn to Interrogatory No. 5?

A

Q

A

Q

A Yes.

Q There are nine criteria identified in

subparts to Part B of Interrogatory USPS/APWU-Tl-5,

and you don’t answer in terms of any of those

separately identified criteria. Why was that?

A I thought that the bias was reflected across

those criteria. The relative to population, I guess

I’m not sure I understand what the question is on the

basis of -- selection bias on the basis of

populations. Certainly areas with low population
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1 would the emphasis on revenues would introduce a basis

2 against places with low populations in low numbers of

3 households. That’s the question you’re asking. It

4 would tend to relate -- it would -- the revenue

5 criteria would introduce bias relative to income

6 levels with ethnicity that would largely just relate

7 to the correlation between ethnicity and income

8 levels.

9 With age, you would not expect necessarily a

10 systematic bias. With car ownership, other than the

11 fact that car ownership often correlates with income,

12 so the bias would be introduced relative to income

13 which then would affect some of these other areas.

14 With graphics, I’m not sure what that would be. But

15 in an urban and rural locations --

16 Q I think you have covered it.

17 A Okay.

18 Q Thank you.

19 A Right.

20 Q Would your advice to the Postal Service be

21 to overtly control for these and maybe more

22 specifically the variables of interest in your

23 testimony when or if it next selects a set of offices?

24 A I would certainly expect to see that

25 considered in the individual station discontinuance
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1 studies, to identify areas where it is a

2 disproportionate impact and could be an undue burden

3 on those populations. Whether it -- whether it

4 happens at the earliest stage of nomination or not, I

5 don’t know.

6 Q I take it from that response there is

7 nothing necessarily improper about the selection that

S was actually made then. Do you agree with that?

9 MR. ANDERSON: I think that is a legal

10 question, so I’m not sure -- otherwise I’m not sure

11 what improper means.

12 MR. HOLLIES: Subject to this question is

13 about how the offices were selected and the witness

14 just explained her understanding that the issues her

15 testimony identifies as being of concern are ones that

16 should certainly be addressed in the context of a

17 discontinuance study. My question is a reasonable

18 follow-up to that by asking more specifically whether

19 she thinks the actual selection criteria were somehow

20 improper for the biases that they have introduced.

21 MR. ANDERSON: I think that’s the ultimate

22 question. It’s clear that the selection criteria

23 produced discriminatory impact. That’s a fact. And

24 the witness has established that fact.

25 MR. HOLLIES: And counsel is --
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1 MR. ANDERSON: And whether that makes them

2 improper i think is something the Commission has to

3 weigh. I don’t have any doubt what the witness is

4 going to say about that. If you want her opinion on

5 that, we can have her sit over here, there is an empty

6 chair.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAy: I think the record and

8 your questions have clearly demonstrated already that

9 the nature of the requirements for the nationwide

10 selection will automatically result in some bias.

11 MR. HOLLIES: Well, thank you for that. I’m

12 asking this witness --

13 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think she said it

14 already. i don’t know that we need to say it again.

15 We are running out of time. We have a lot of other

16 witnesses. We would like to move on.

17 MR. HOLLIES: And we will be here for

18 awhile, I guess.

19 BY MR. HOLLIES:

20 Q In your response to No. 6 from the Postal

21 Service are you saying here that if an office has

22 mostly low-income customers it cannot be discontinued?

23 A I’m saying that if it is discontinued there

24 may need to be specific or extra mitigation efforts

25 made to address the undue burden that it will put on
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1 those populations.

2 MR. ANDERSON: Once again whether -- she

3 isn’t in a position to say whether or not it can be

4 discontinued. That’s not her role here. Her

5 testimony is about the fact that the selection

6 criteria used by the Postal Service had a disparate

7 impact on various disadvantaged communities. You

8 know, the legal question the Commission is going to

9 have to address is addressed in the law and places, I

10 mean, for example --

11 MR. HOLLIES: The question has been asked

12 and answered. We don’t need this preaching from

13 counsel.

14 MR. ANDERSON: Ah.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: We are all taking

16 advantage of our positions to preach a little here.

17 think the question has been asked and answered, and we

18 will move on.

19 BY MR. HOLLIES:

20 Q Can you suggest appropriate mitigation

21 strategies?

22 A We talked, I think, in my testimony about

23 mobile vans that might come to retirement community

24 for those that couldn’t travel to the nearest post

25 office. it might again relate to whether you don’t
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1 close it, but you actually cut back the hours to the

2 number of days, the number of hours a day, those kinds

3 of things.

4 Q Thank you. I’m looking at No. 9, figuring

5 out again if I really want to ask these. And having

6 just discussed mitigation measures, no, I don’t think

7 I want to.

8 I’m looking quickly at question 10 which is

9 about handbook p.o. 101.

10 A Uh-huh.

11 Q Were you aware that the Postal Service filed

12 the handbook as a library reference when it filed this

13 case?

14 A Yes, I was. I received that through APWU.

15 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you, that concludes my

16 questions.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Thank you, Mr. Hollies.

18 Now we have an opportunity for others who

19 would like to ask the witness questions. i am hoping

20 that we can conclude this and then break for lunch.

21 Is that a reasonable expectation from counsel?

22 MR. ANDERSON: It certainly is for counsel

23 for the APWU.

24 CHAIRMJX.fl GOLDWAY: And others?

25 MR. HUGHES: I only have two questions,
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1 Madam Chairman.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay, then that’s what we

3 will do. We will proceed with questioning this

4 witness and then we will break for lunch.

5 MR. ANDERSON: Is redirect by APWU the next

6 order of business?

7 CHAIRMnT GOLDWAY: Yes, that’s the next

8 order of business.

9 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

10 MR. HOLLIES: Madam Chairman, in the usual

11 way we handle these kinds of things the Commission has

12 asked that follow-ups to questions asked on cr055

13 examination would be completed, and Mr. Hughes is --

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Oh, I’m sorry. I

15 misunderstood. I thought we were asking the witness

16 questions now.

17 MR. HOLLIES: Yes.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I wasn’t breaking for --

19 MR. HUGHES: He is suggesting I go first.

20 MR. HOLLIES: That’s right.

21 MR. HUGHES: And that’s fine, Your Honor.

22 MR. ANDERSON: That’s fine with me, too,

23 Your Honor.

24 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you.

25 CHAIRMfl~ GOLDWAY: Go ahead.
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1 MR. HUGHES: Again I apologize.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you for correcting

3 me, Mr. Hollies.

4 MR. HUGHES: I sincerely apologize for my

5 voice.

6 CROSS-EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. HUGHES:

8 Q The Postal Service in its Interrogatory 4

9 asked you how people who live in communities without

10 postal facilities access retail services, and then

11 said assuming they are dissatisfied with their access,

12 what coping strategies might they employ to improve

13 their satisfaction.

14 Given the universal service obligation that

15 Congress has assigned to the Postal Service, do you

16 find it peculiar that the Postal Service seems to be

17 putting the obligation on its customers to cope with

18 the closing of their post office?

19 A Yes, I guess.

20 Q I mean, they tend to be transferring the

21 obligation to the customer to come up with a fare fee

22 something that might make them feel better.

23 Mr. Hollies asked you a lot of questions

24 about the census and your use of the census. From

25 your review of the Postal Service’s direct case, and
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1 Mr. Boldt’s testimony, did the Postal Service take any

2 census or demographic data into account in its retail

3 access optimization initiative?

4 A Not to my knowledge.

S MR. HUGHES: Thank you, that concludes my

6 questions.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay, thank you Mr.

8 Hughes.

9 MR. HUGHES: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Now, Mr. Anderson, APWU?

11 MR. ANDERSON: The APWU has no questions at

12 this time. Thank you. Thank you for your testimony,

13 Ms Morrison.

14 CHAIRJ4flJ GOLDWAY: Public Representative, do

15 you have any questions?

16 MS. FERGUSON: Not at this time, Madam

17 Chairman. Thank you.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Questions from the bench?

19 VICE CHJ1IRIvIflJ ACTON: Thank you, Madam

20 Chairman. I have one question, Witness Morrison.

21 Thank you for your testimony today.

22 You put forth a variety of parameters in

23 your testimony -- age, income, ethnicity, Internet

24 access. Do you think that in your impact scenario

25 this is a static concern, something that won’t change
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1 with time?

2 THE WITNESS: The Internet access we hope is

3 changing and it has been changing over time. You do

4 see increases in access to Internet service both from

5 an infrastructure standpoint and also from the

6 individual household structure, household basis.

7 I think there are some natural limits given

8 the pricing that we have seen, and even trends to a

9 lower pricing, that when you are making decisions on

10 an income of -- on a fixed income of social security

11 that there will be a lot that continue to choose not

12 to have a home computer access.

13 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: And the age factor?

14 THE WITNESS: In terms of?

15 VICE CHAIRMflT ACTON: How would you perceive

16 that impacting your concerns moving ahead?

17 THE WITNESS; Well, certainly the

18 demographic forecasts are talking for a much larger

19 share of the population to be 65 and over as the baby

20 boom moves through so I --

21 VICE CHAIRJ’4AN ACTON: I think what I mean is

22 typically younger individuals are more comfortable

23 with digital options.

24 THE WITNESS: Oh, yes, right.

25 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: And as they grow older
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1 then it’s conceivable in my view, you are the expert,

2 but my view is that this impact that we are

3 discussing, at least from the standpoint of digital

4 options, i understand, you know, teleportation of the

S package is still a long way away.

6 THE WITNESS: Yes, right.

7 VICE CHAIRMfl~ ACTON: But I’m trying to get

8 a grasp of your expert view on whether or not --

9 THE WITNESS: In terms of --

10 VICE CHAIRJ’4flq ACTON: -- those problems that

11 you outlined, and I respect what you have to say in

12 this testimony, is something that will stay the same

13 or grow worse or perhaps grow less of a concern as we

14 move forward.

15 THE WITNESS: I think certainly the issue of

16 being able to be willing to access the Postal Services

17 online will get better as we -- the baby boom becomes

lB 65 and over they are not going to forget how to use a

19 computer and all that, and they will be more likely to

20 be online and connected; that it’s probably a

21 generational issue. There is some movement among the

22 elderly to become more connected but there is still a

23 very wide disconnect between the usage of young people

24 and middle-age people versus the elderly.

25 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Okay. And my last
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1 remarks is a comment really, not a question. i want

2 to thank you for including some thoughtful

3 recommendations in your testimony because it is

4 something to look at and decide whether or not you’re

5 offering some expert viewpoints which we might be able

6 to incorporate into our findings.

7 THE WITNESS: Fine.

8 VICE CHAIRMAJ~j ACTON: Thank you, Madam

9 Chairman.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLEWAY: Commissioner Langley as a

11 question.

12 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Thank you so much for

13 your testimony and your patience, willingness to be

14 here. It does certainly appear that you feel the

15 Postal Service should rely on census data as well as

16 other demographic data, particularly when you are

17 looking at populations that may be impacted more than

18 others, and I guess using census data and other

19 demographic data would give the Postal Service that

20 information.

21 How difficult is it to get the information

22 from Census, for example?

23 THE WITNESS: It’s not difficult if you have

24 access to a GIS system which is widely available and I

25 believe the Postal Service used a GIS system to create
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1 some of its library reference data as well, so it’s

2 not difficult.

3 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Is it is an available

4 system?

5 THE WITNESS: It is, yes.

6 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: And when you say

7 somewhat easy to use, I mean, does it require

8 training? I mean, I personally have gone to city

9 database and I know how to find information, you now,

10 including walkability.

11 THE WITNESS: Okay, right. Yes.

12 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: That is something

13 that is on city database, and city database and other

14 databases that are just available to an absolute

15 novice such as myself is there, but I think in order

16 to have reliable information, you know, I wouldn’t

17 consider anything that I access be census data to be

18 something that I would use to base a decision such as

19 this.

20 So, you know, is it something that, you

21 know, at the local level this can be used? You know,

22 at the local postal level.

23 THE WITNESS: It is certainly available and

24 even some of the simplest ones that can be accessed

25 online by individuals would be useful when the
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1 geography is small enough. The ability to say within

2 a walking distance of the postal facility does take

3 access to the GIS and it takes some training to use

4 it.

5 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: So some level of

6 sophistication.

7 THE WITNESS: Yes, right.

S COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: But it is something

9 that the Postal Service could be using.

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

11 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: No questions?

13 How reliable do you think the household

14 diary surveys are in terms of use of the mail?

15 THE WITNESS: I don’t have real independent

16 knowledge of the base. I think the same size looks

17 sufficiently large to be simply reliable.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Are you aware of any

19 other studies that might track the use of --

20 THE WITNESS: Use.

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: -- postage and mail by

22 citizens?

23 THE WITNESS: I have not -- I have not

24 encountered one, but I didn’t undertake an exhaustive

25 search for that kind of information.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And I want to reiterate

2 my understanding of your answers to Commissioner

3 Langley, that you feel that there would be a

4 relatively easy way for the Postal Service to do this

5 kind of demographic analysis, walk distance analysis

6 for each one of the offices that it is reviewing.

7 THE WITNESS: Yes.

8 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: And it wouldn’t be a

9 burden or expense, they have the computers already.

10 It might take --

11 THE WITNESS: I believe so.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: -- a little training?

13 THE WITNESS: Yeah.

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Additional manual

15 direction?

16 THE WITNESS: I would think so.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Direction in their

18 manuals?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes, right.

20 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: But that would be

21 possible?

22 THE WITNESS: It might be something that you

23 would do from headquarters and not every 100 person

24 rule a post office, but certainly at the headquarters

25 level it would be easy to do.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And my last question is,

2 I think your answers to the Postal Service indicated

3 that you think the criteria that they used, $27,500,

4 and two hours, had some bias in it.

5 THE WITNESS: I think just inherent.

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Do you have any

7 recommendations as to another way of reviewing the

8 system could be that would not necessarily have those

9 biases in them?

10 THE WITNESS: For initial screening of all

11 32,000 --

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Right.

13 THE WITNESS: -- I’m not sure there really

14 is one that would automatically avoid all the biases.

15 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: So anytime you do this

16 national screening you’re going to have some biases.

17 THE WITNESS: Uh-huh.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: But then the question

19 is --

20 THE WITNESS: The next step as you get to

21 the discontinuance analysis.

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: The next step to address

23 what those biases are and to make sure you don’t just

24 accept all of those biases --

25 THE WITNESS: Right.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: -- without further

2 review. I think I understand now where you are coming

3 from.

4 okay, I think that concludes these

S questions, but we have an opportunity for redirect, is

6 that correct?

7 MR. ANDERSON: Madam Chairman, if I may just

8 follow up on the question of the selection criteria

9 and of $27,500 in revenues.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Are you going to ask the

11 witness?

12 MR. ANDERSON: I would like to ask the

13 witness.

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And you are not going to

15 break for counsel with her?

16 MR. ANDERSON: I think if I get to ask this,

17 then I think we are done.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Great, let’s do it that

19 way.

20 MR. ANDERSON: Is that a deal?

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Absolutely.

22 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

23 BY MR. ANDERSON:

24 Q Ms. Morrison, do we need to talk? Do we

25 need to talk privately before I ask you questions?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 A No, that’s fine.

2 Q Okay, good.

3 My understanding is that the Postal Service

4 was moved to take this retail office initiative

5 because of financial difficulties they face and the

6 perceived need to cut costs.

7 MR. HOLLIES: Objection, that’s not a proper

8 characterization of this case.

9 BY MR. ANDERSON:

10 Q Perhaps if you can correct me.

11 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Why don’t we just skip

12 the premise and go to the question.

13 MR. ANDERSON: All right.

14 BY MR. ANDERSON:

15 Q I understand that most retail facilities are

16 unprofitable. That’s another preface, but I don’t

17 think that one is objectionable. On the selection of

18 these post offices there is a specific -- I think you

19 are aware -- this is all by way of preface too -- of

20 Section 101(b) of the Postal Reorganization Act, which

21 prohibits the closure of small post offices solely for

22 operating at a deficit.

23 A Yes.

24 Q You’re aware of that.

25 A Uh-huh.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 Q The process here there was a selection

2 criteria from Washington D.C., from postal

3 headquarters, all the post offices who met this

4 criterion were selected in that manner. Subsequently,

5 as you have testified, you understand there is a

6 process that’s followed that they are evaluated for

7 closure or not closure.

8 A Yes.

9 Q But they wouldn’t be in that evaluation but

10 for the $27,500 criteria having been made. That’s all

11 by way of preface. Here is my question.

12 Did you find any evidence that but for

13 having been put into that analysis by this application

14 of this nationwide criterion that they would have

15 closed those post offices?

16 A I didn’t do any other analysis to know what

17 that basis would be but I would guess not.

18 MR. ANDERSON: That’s my only question.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. I think I can

20 excuse you and thank you for your patience and for

21 your professionalism, and we appreciate your

22 contribution to the record.

23 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

24 (Witness excused.)

25 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: We have one small

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 procedural matter that I want to take up before we

2 break for lunch, and that is that we have discussed

3 with counsel for witnesses Zalinski and Artery, that

4 their testimony and written cross-examination are

5 available today, and we have agreed among counsel, as

6 I understand it, that the testimony and cross-

7 examination will be submitted to the court reporter

S today and that we will only delay the declarations and

9 the original signatures to the close of business

10 tomorrow. In that way the written testimony and

11 cross-examination can be included in today’s

12 transcript, and I think we are all much more

13 comfortable with that than with having a separate

14 transcript tomorrow.

15 MR. HOLLIES: That’s a good approach. Thank

16 you.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So we will do that. So,

18 Mr. Levi, would you come forward with those materials

19 for the court reporter? Thank you. So we have

20 addressed that issue correctly, yes, and we will now

21 take an hour’s break for lunch. It is 12:32, we will

22 come back at let us say 1:35. Enjoy your lunch.

23 (whereupon, at 12:32 p.m., the hearing in

24 the above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene

25 at 1:35 p.m. this same day, Monday, October 17, 2011.)

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1:38 p.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Good afternoon, ladies

4 and gentlemen. We are reconvening the hearing of

S Docket No. 2011-1, and we have adjusted the witness

6 schedule to accommodate some of the travel plans of

7 our witnesses with agreement from the counsel present.

8 Therefore, we will begin with the National Newspapers

9 Association witness, and, Ms. Rush, would you like to

10 introduce your witness?

11 MS. RUSH: Thank you very much, Madame

12 Chairman. I’m Tonda Rush, counsel for the National

13 Newspaper Association. I would like to call NNA’s

14 witness, NNAT-l Max Heath.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mr. Heath, would you

16 stand?

17 Whereupon,

18 MAX HEATH

19 having been duly sworn, was called as a

20 witness and was examined and testified as follows:

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you.

22 (The document referred to was

23 marked for identification as

24 Exhibit No. NNA-T-1.)

25 II
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1 DIRECT EXANINATION

2 BY MS. RUSH:

3 Q Mr. Heath, you have before you a document

4 entitled direct testimony of Max Heath, NNAT-1?

5 A Right.

6 Q Was this testimony prepared by your or under

7 your direction?

8 A Yes, it was. I reviewed it.

9 Q And if you gave that testimony today, would

10 your testimony be the same?

11 A Yes, it would.

12 MS. RUSH: Madame Chairman, I’d like to hand

13 to the reporter two copies of Mr. Heath’s testimony

14 and ask that it be entered into the record.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Any objections? Hearing

16 none, please give the court reporter the information,

17 and is our practice, the information will be included

18 in the record, but not transcribed.

19 (The document referred to,

20 previously identified as NNA

21 T-1, was received into

22 evidence.)

23 MS. RUSH: Madame Chairman, may I just

24 clarify that although we’re entitled to direct

25 testimony, it’s in fact rebuttal testimony? In the

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 last N case, NNA filed rebuttal testimony, and all the

2 other Intervenors called theirs direct testimony, and

3 so in this case, we decided to follow suit, and I’ve

4 noticed that everybody else has gotten right page.

5 Now we’re off, but it is in fact rebuttal testimony.

6 CHAIRMAN GDLDWAY: Well, we will recognize

7 it in the proper location in our transcript.

S MS. RUSH: Thank you.

9 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I will now ask whether

10 there are any written cross-examination materials?

11 I’m trying to find my space here in the script to make

12 sure I do it correctly. Do we have written cross-

13 examination for Mr. Heath?

14 MS. RUSH: I believe two parties have

15 designated. We have not brought copies. We thought

16 counsel was bringing them.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: The Postal Service and

18 APW indicated that they had intended to enter written

19 cross-examination of Witness Heath. Have you received

20 that material?

21 MS. RUSH: He has received electronic copies

22 I believe.

23 MR. TIDWELL: Madame Chairman, I just handed

24 the witness two copies of the designated packets of

25 the testimony of Mr. Heath.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Thank you, Mr. Tidwell,

2 from the Postal Service.

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mr. Heath, I understand

4 you received them electronically as well. Have you

5 reviewed this material and determined whether if those

6 questions were posed to you orally today, your answers

7 would be the same you previously provided in writing?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes, I have. This is what I

9 was familiar with. I wasn’t sure for a minute, but it

10 is, and we did.

11 CHAIRMAN GOLEWAY: It is, and are there any

12 corrections or additions you’d like to make to those

13 answers?

14 THE WITNESS: No.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: No. Counsel, would you

16 please provide two copies, these two copies I’d

17 imagine, of the designated cross-examination of

18 Witness Heath to the court reporter. This material is

19 received into evidence, and it is to be transcribed

20 into the record.

21 (The document referred to was

22 marked for identification as

23 Exhibit No. NNA-T-l and was

24 received in evidence.)

25 /7
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BEFORE THE
POSTAL REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, DC 20268-0001

Retail Access Optimization Initiative, 2011 Docket No. N2011-1

DESIGNATION OF WRITTEN CROSS-EXAMINATION
OF NATIONAL NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

WITNESS MAX HEATH
(NNA-T-1)

Party Interropatories

American Postal Workers Union, USPS/NNA-T1-3-5, 15
AFL-CIO

Postal Regulatory Commission USPS/NNA-T1 -5, 12

United States Postal Service USPS/NNA-T1-1-4, 6-9, 11-12, 14-15

Respectfully submitted,

~ana Grove
Secretary
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INTERROGATORY RESPONSES OF
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

WITNESS MAX HEATH (T-1)
DESIGNATED AS WRITTEN CROSS-EXAMINATION

Interrogatory Designating Parties

USPS/NNA-T1-1 USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-2 USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-3 APWU, USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-4 APWU, USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-5 APWU, PRC
USPS/NNA-T1-6 USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-7 USPS
USPS/NNA.-T1-8 USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-9 USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-1 I USPS
USPS/NNA-TI-12 PRC, USPS
USPS/NNA-TI-14 USPS
USPS/NNA-T1-15 APWU, USPS
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USPSINNA-T1-1. Please refer to your testimony on page 2, lines 11 through 16.

You state, “Our membership numbers indicate that new newspapers are being

started, and though some are being closed, overall our industry remains

reasonablfy] steady. The negative impacts we face are mostly from the general

economic malaise in the nation, not from digital competition.” Please provide any

documents you relied upon in support of the portion of your testimony quoted

above.

RESPONSE: I have not conducted an exhaustive study of newspaper start-ups and

shut downs. My observations are drawn from conversations with publishers and others,

and from NNA membership records. I am often surprised at the number of people

contacting me wanting to start a community newspaper in this difficult economy, but it is

often to fill a news gap in a geographic area. Also my interaction with USPS’s PCSC in

New York on permit approvals and their reinforcement that both new magazine and new

newspaper titles are being started. Below is a list of our newly-founded newspaper

members, along with some new newspapers that have not yet joined.

Title Founded Joined City State

PortArthur 09/01/10 3/1/11 Beaumont TX
Business
Journal

Elizabethtown 02/01/10 4/1/11 Elizabethtown PA
Advocate,

The
Washington 02/01/10 4/1/11 West Fork AR
County
Observer

GA Voice 01/01/10 Non- Atlanta GA
member
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Independent 01/01/10 6/1/10 Blythewood Sc
Voice of the
People’s
Republic of
Blythewood,
The
Wahiawa 01/01/10 Non- Wahiawa HI
Agenda, The member

Pinckneyville 07/01/09 1/1/10 Pinckneyville IL
Press, The

Waupaca 03/01/09 Non- Waupaca WI
county Post- member
West

cleveland 02/01/09 4/1/09 cleveland MS
current, The

Portland Daily 02/01/09 2/1/09 South ME
Sun The Portland

coast Lake 01/01/09 9/1/11 Lakeside OR
News

Gering 01/01/09 6/1/10 Gering NE
citizen

Suburban 01/01/09 2/1/10 Duncanville TX
Newspaper,
The
Wilson 11/12/08 Non- Fredonia KS
county member
citizen

Barrow 10/01/08 3/1/11 Winder GA
Journal,The

Opelika 10/01/08 2/1/10 Opelika AL
Observer

Urban Views 06/01/08 4/1/09 Richmond VA
Weekly



Carolina 01/01/08 3/1/09 Myrtle Beach SC
Forest
Chronicle

Vero Beach 01/01/08 Vero Beach FL
32963

1016
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USPS!NNA-T1 -2. Please refer to your testimony on page 3, lines 28 through 29.

You state, “The Postal Service has a special obligation to serve rural areas.”

Please confirm that the basis for your claim is 39 U.S.C. § 101(b). Additionally,

please identify any other statute, regulation, or policy that provides a basis for

your assertion.

RESPONSE:

I am not an attorney, so I do not tend to consult the US Code in my consideration of the

needs of mail users and the Postal Service’s provision of services. But I am aware that

Congress has for many years paid particular attention to the needs of rural America

when it discusses the Postal Service’s mandate. The Commission’s 2008 Report on

Universal Postal Service and the Postal Monopoly, for instance, laid out an excellent

history of Congressional consideration of serving the needs of a wide nation, including

rural America.
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USPSINNA-T1-3. Please refer to your testimony on page 8, lines 21 through

24. You state, “The loss of a local entry office would be enough to force many

publishers out of the mail.” Please provide any documents you relied upon in

support of your statement.

RESPONSE:

Publishers, of course, do not usually make distribution decisions based on a single

factor. The totality of change in U?PS direction, however, is affecting many

newspapers, in my judgment as an industry consultant. The potential loss of 6-day

mail, trouble with local entry stemming from Sarbanes-Oxley compliance, BME

consolidations, Delivery Unit Optimizations, slower service from plant closings and the

threat of much higher rates, such as the Qbama Administration has proposed, are all

major factors for a publisher trying to decide how to distribute.

Since the prior post office closings have not yet cut deeply into the levels of newspaper

entry offices, I have not yet seen a wide industry response on post office closings alone.

But I do regularly consult with newspapers having a problem with local mail entry. I am

also aware of some of NNA’s larger group newspapers, such as Community Newspaper

Holdings, as well as some of our daily newspapers, such as the Brookhaven (MS) Daily

Leader, who were poised to end their own home delivery and move to the mails until a

round of bad postal news came out. The 6 day mail issue as well as local entry

problems are discouraging to these businesses.

For example, below is an email the High Plains Sentinel, which learned that it would be

prohibited from dropping newspapers at its local post office, which is a contract postal

unit, and another from the Ord Quiz in Nebraska, with concerns about local entry. It is a

good example of the problems I expect we will face if many smaller offices are replaced

with VPOs or CPUs, unless USPS changes its policy on newspaper entry.

I want to emphasize, however, that NNA’s concern is not necessarily with maintaining

the post office, but in maintaining privileges to drop newspapers locally. The fact is: if
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the Postal Service cannot get the newspaper out within a day of entry, most publishers

will be unable to use the mail.

[Email document begins]

From: Wright News [mailto:hpsentinel2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 4:57 PM
To: Max Heath
Subject: Wright Post Office

Max,

I talked to Lori Gilbertson at the post office here in Wright. She told me that she
spoke with Renee Riggs and was told we cannot drop our papers here because she is a
contract office. I told Lori that we had filed for exceptional dispatch and she said she
hopes we get it.

A couple of hours later, she told me that even if we get approved, the papers will still
not be put in the boxes on Thursdays. The rules for her have changed also so she
wouldn’t be able to put the papers in the boxes until Friday. She said there will not be
any same day delivery for her anymore. So unless we can get our papers to us on
Wednesdays, we have another roadblock in our path.

Thank You,

Amy Winger
High Plains Sentinel
P0 Box 457
Wright, WY 82732
Office: (307) 464-0262

Wright, Wyoming, and a couple of other emails I have had from people concerned
about losing timely delivery because of entry problems.

From: Quiz Publisher [mailto:quizpub~frontiernet.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 3:55 PM
To: Max Heath
Subject: postal closings

We are a small circulation newspaper, 2,000. My biggest concern at this time is
delivery. It seems that out of state delivery for Snow Birds and people who have moved



away is very poor. Some papers take 10 days for delivery, some never even arrive, then
they call and want us to send them a paper first class, which runs us about $4. Saturday
closings would just make it worse than it already is. Plus we have several small town
Post Offices that are fairly close, and some of those take three to four days for delivery.
If they close, again a big delay in delivery, which hurts our advertisers, because their
ads do not get out in a timely manner.
The Ord Quiz
Ord, NE 68862

1020
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USPS!NNA-T1 -4. Please refer to your testimony on page 11, lines 25 through

26. You state, “the Postal Service must maintain at least overnight delivery for

our in-county and surrounding-county newspaper issues dropped at the delivery

office.” (Emphasis in the original.) Please identify the statute, postal regulation,

or policy that establishes this requirement.

RESPONSE:

Because Sarbanes-Oxley requirements for more rigorous mail verification, previously

unknown within our customers who regularly enter virtually identical products from week

to week, many newspapers in the past several years have encountered serious barriers

to mail entry.

As a result, the Postal Service instituted a revision in overnight acceptance policy for

newspapers. It appears in postal policy as a section in the Business Mail Acceptance

Manual 109 5-5.1 and recognizes the ability of newspapers to engage in overnight drop

at a local post office for purposes of next day delivery, with verification of the entry to be

conducted following acceptance. I have provided a copy of it below.

The following version of this policy has been in effect as implemented by Business Mail

Acceptance, and has been restricted to newspapers with fewer than 300,000 copies in

the mail each year, but at NNA’s request I understand the policy has just been

increased to 500,000 copies per year. The policy restores long-standing practices for

mail entry for community newspapers. I believe it may also set the stage for the Postal

Service to continue providing reliable local mail service, even if the paperwork “entry’ is

conducted at a more distant office, so long as the newspaper bundles can be dropped

at a local office, whether that is a USPS owned office, a contract office or a Village Post

Office that maintains box section service.
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5-5.1 Overnight Drop of Time-Sensitive Periodicals at Small Post
Office Locations
The Postal Service allows an exception to timely entry requirements for
time-sensitive Periodicals mailings deposited at origin post offices after
business hours (late night or early morning), commonly referred to as
overnight drops.
Publishers may make an overnight drop as long as the origin post
office approves it and the publisher guarantees that sufficient funds are
deposited in their advance deposit account to ensure that a negative
balance does not exist. Publishers must understand that regardless of
the date entered in the “Date of Mailing” field on the postage statement,
all classes of mail, including Periodicals, deposited after SME Critical
Acceptance Time (CAT) shall receive the next day’s date recorded in
the “Mailing Date” field in PostalOne! The “next day” is defined as the
first possible processing day after the mail is deposited.
In the scenarios below, the postage statement and marked copy of the
publication (if applicable) must be provided with the mail unless and
until a publication has been approved for the alternative verification
process by USPS Headquarters. A publication that has such approval
may submit postage statements and supporting documentation no later
than 11:00A.M. on the following business day that the drop occurs —

or no later than 11:00A.M. on the next business day following a
weekend or holiday period when acceptance personnel are not
available. Saturdays and Holidays shall be included as a “business
day” for sites open to the public on those days. The postage statement
must be entered into Postalone! immediately upon receipt to ensure
that postage is properly collected and reported. Postage statement
entry must be governed according to the overnight drop mailing
scenarios described below:
• Overnight Drops occurring after close of business during the

business week: The postage statement and marked copy (if
applicable) must be submitted no later than 11:00A.M. the
following business day, and the postage statement must be entered
into Pasta/One! immediately upon receipt to ensure that postage is
properly collected and reported. Since the mailing was deposited
after CAT the previous business day, the date entered in the “Date
of Mailing” field on the postage statement and the date recorded in
the “Mailing Date” field in PostalOne! should be the same.

• Overnight Drops occurring after close of business for a non-Holiday
weekend: The postage statement and marked copy (if applicable)
must be submitted no later than 11:00A.M. of the next business
day following the weekend closing, and the postage statement must
be entered into PostalOne! immediately upon receipt to ensure that
postage is properly collected and reported. Since the mailing was
deposited after CAT the previous business day, the date entered in
the “Date of Mailing” field on the postage statement and the date
recorded in the “Mailing Date”field in PostalOne! may vary by no
more than the number of non-business days from the drop date to
the next business day.
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Example: If the mailing is dropped after CAT Friday at 3:00 A.M. Saturday
morning and released to Operations, the postage statement must be
received and finalized in Posta!One! on Monday. The “Mailing Date” (the
day the mail arrives for verification and acceptance) is Saturday, the
“Certification Date” (the date PostalOne! shows the mail was finalized in
the system) in PostalOne! is Monday, and the date variance is three (3)
days.
• Overnight Drops occurring after close of business for a Holiday

weekend: The postage statement and marked copy (if applicable)
must be submitted no later than 11:00A.M. of the next business
day following the Holiday, and the postage statement must be
entered into PostalOne! immediately upon receipt to ensure that
postage is properly collected and reported. Since the mailing was
deposited after CAT the previous business day, the date entered in
the “Date of Mailing” field on the postage statement and the date
recorded in the “Mailing Date” field in PostalOne! may vary by no
more than the number of non-business days from the drop date to
the next business day.

Example: If the mailing is dropped after CAT Friday at 3:00 A.M. Saturday
morning and released to Operations, the Holiday is on Monday, and the
postage statement must be received and finalized in PostalOne! on
Monday. The “Mailing Date’ is Saturday, the “Certification Date” in Postal-
One! is Tuesday, and the date variance is four (4) days.
• Overnight Drops occurring after close of business for a mid-week

Holiday: This scenario is governed by the same procedures
detailed above in Overnight Drops occurring after close of business
for a non-Holiday weekend.

5-5.1.1 Verification of Overnight Drop of Time-Sensitive Periodicals
at Small Post Office Locations
Acceptance employees are required to adhere to the following mail
acceptance policy for low circulation and mail volume Periodicals that
meet the criteria outlined below. Periodicals affected by this policy are
commonly referred to as newspapers and are produced to provide
predominately local time-sensitive information, news, and events to a
subscription or requester base of recipients. These Periodicals are
mailed at frequencies weekly or more often. Due to the challenges
regarding publication of these time-sensitive publications and the
limitations on business mail acceptance capabilities where the
publication’s accounts are held, local origin acceptance offices have
allowed these types of Periodicals to be dropped at local office or local
delivery offices after normal business mail acceptance hours so they
can be processed for timely delivery. This policy supersedes all current
HQ, Area, and District acceptance and verification procedures for these
newspaper Periodicals that have been authorized to enter the mailing
at Post Offices or local postal delivery facilities so that they can be
processed for timely delivery.
This policy regarding the application of non-standard verification
processes only applies to publications currently authorized to mail
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under Periodicals privileges (Periodicals authorization approved or an
application to mail at Pending Periodicals privileges has been filed and
fees paid prior to November 16, 2009) and the publication was granted
authorization to drop overnight by the Origin Entry acceptance office
Postmaster prior to the effective date of this policy. This policy is
effective November 16, 2009.
All requests for authorizations for Overnight Drop for Time- Sensitive
Periodicals after November 16, 2009, must be approved by the District
Manager Business Mail Entry who, in addition to notifying the
requesting publisher, must also forward notice of publisher approval to
his/her respective Area Customer Service Programs Analyst and
Business Mail Acceptance HQ. All future authorizations to mail as
Overnight Drop for Time-Sensitive Periodicals will require the
publications to use the electronic features offered in the Post&One!
system. Publishers will be required to submit all postage statements
and supporting documentation electronically to the PostalOnel system.
Exceptions to this requirement can only be approved by the Manager,
Business Mail Acceptance, HQ, USPS.
Publications authorized for acceptance under this procedure must meet
all of the following criteria:
• Mail less than 300,000 copies annually.
• Mail less than 5,000 copies per postage statement.
• Mail at a frequency of weekly or more often.
• Are authorized to deposit mailings after mail acceptance hours or in

time to meet scheduled transportation.
• Are deposited at the office where the publication account is

maintained or at a designated local delivery facility as identified by
the Postmaster of the origin entry office.

• Are primarily (50% or more of the mailed distribution) for In-County
distribution within the local area of the Known Office of Publication
(KOP).

• Funding for mailings must always be on account prior to deposit of
the mailing.

• Can be used with or may be more effectively accepted under an
Exceptional Dispatch procedure.

• Would not be more effectively accepted using a drop shipment
procedure.

In some cases a Publication can meet all of the criteria identified above
except for the total pieces in the mailing may exceed 5,000 copies.
Publishers may request an exception to the mailing volume criteria in
writing to the District Manager Business Mail Entry. These requests will
be handled and approved on a case by case basis. There will not be
any exceptions for mailings that exceed 10,000 copies per mailing.
Publications authorized as “overnight drop for time-sensitive
periodicals” will not be subjected to all required acceptance processes
as other mailings as defined in the DM 109. Since these Periodicals
publications will often have been processed for delivery or may have to
immediately be loaded onto USPS transportation for critical dispatch,
they may not always be subjected to cursory or in-depth verification
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procedures. Though these required verification procedures may be
waived in the interest of timely dispatch or delivery, acceptance offices
should always attempt to per-form (at least cursory level) as much
verification as possible (couple of sackslbundles) without disrupting the
established service expectation of the publisher.
This policy does not provide any exceptions for the annual verifications
required for all Periodicals publications. Annual verifications must be
performed as required by the DM 109. The annual reviews require
verification of the information reported by the publisher on the
Statement of Ownership, Management, and Circulation (PS Form
3526), eligibility, advertising, frequency, and postage statement
accuracy.
The origin acceptance office must ensure that it follows policy
established in Management Instruction DM-707-2009-2 on acceptance
procedures for marked copies and postage statement process for
Overnight Drop for Time-Sensitive Periodicals (pg.15). Whenever
possible publishers of Periodicals granted this authorization should be
encouraged to transition to using the electronic documentation features
available through the Postalone! system.
The origin acceptance office must notify all processing! delivery
facilities of any Periodicals publications they have authorized for
Overnight Drop for Time-Sensitive Periodicals and provide them with
the publication title, the frequency and the planned drop day/time, and
approximate volume. This notification will not be required for mail being
dispatched to meet critical dispatch times. The origin acceptance office
must ensure that there are adequate notification processes in place for
the facilities where the mail is being dropped at or dispatched to for
reporting problems associated to the publication (e.g., missing
frequency of drops, preparation or sort problems, dropping mail other
than that specifically authorized or volumes in excess of 5000 copies).
When problems are reported the origin acceptance office must take
immediate action and contact the publisher to remedy them. Failure on
the publisher’s part to adhere to the conditions of the authorization or
meet mailing requirements may result in an immediate suspension of
this privilege requiring the publisher to submit their mailings during
scheduled hours of operation for acceptance.
Modifications to the PostalOne! system and the Performance Based
Verification model strengthen verification procedures for the annual
verifications required on mailings authorized to mail at Periodicals
prices.
Modifications to the PostalOne! system also provide a checkbox on the
Account Management Edit Permit/Periodical page to designate the
publication “Overnight Periodicals”. When this box is checked, no
verification will be requested by the system and the statements for
those publications will be excluded from the verification performance
reports.
“Overnight Periodicals” is a reason for non-performance of verification
in PostalOne! and also track that annual reviews are being conducted
and all required verifications are per-formed during the review.
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/5.5.2 Time-Sensitive Periodicals Dropped Outside of Business
Mail Acceptance Hours
This document provides mail acceptance policy and guidelines to
ensure proper acceptance and verification of Periodicals not authorized
as Overnight Drop Time Sensitive Periodicals.
Time-Sensitive Periodicals are defined as a Publication having a
frequency of weekly or more often and are primarily published for the
dissemination of news or other current event information to a list of paid
subscribers or requestors. These Periodical mailings can be allowed to
drop their mailings outside of normal acceptance hours because a
portion of the mailing is prepared at a level where the office can
provision it for delivery on the day it is dropped. There is no service
standard commitment to provide this level of delivery service but where
possible the Postal Service tries to deliver these Time-Sensitive
publications in the interest of providing the public with relevant and
current news.

5.5.2.1 Time-Sensitive Periodicals Dropped Outside of Normal
Acceptance Hours (Not Authorized as Overnight Drop
Periodicals)
The Postal Service recognizes the importance of timely delivery of all
Time-Sensitive Periodical publications. However the Postal Service
also has to adhere to its responsibilities regarding our financial
controls. Arrangements can be made between the Publisher and the
Origin Mail Acceptance office to accommodate for the depositing of
time-sensitive Periodicals mailings (not authorized as a Time-Sensitive
Overnight Drop Periodical) after business hours (late night or early
morning).
Time Sensitive Periodicals that can be dropped outside of normal
acceptance hours should meet the following criteria:
• Are authorized to deposit mailings after mail acceptance hours.
• Mail at a frequency of weekly or more often.
• Are deposited at the office where the publication account is

maintained or at a designated local delivery facility as identified by
the Postmaster of the origin entry office.

• Are primarily (50% or more of the mailed distribution) for In-County
distribution within the local area of the Known Office of Publication
(KOP).

• Funding for mailings must be on account prior to deposit of the
mailing.

• Must present the postage statement and supporting mailing
documentation and the Marked Copy (if applicable) with the mailing

• or to the acceptance unit during the business hours prior to the
drop day. Whenever possible publishers of Periodicals granted this
authorization should be encouraged to transition to using the
electronic documentation features available through the Postalone!
system.
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• The Publisher must physically segregate segments (CRRT and
delivery service area 5 DGT preparation levels) of the mailing that
is for the same day delivery of the office from the segments (CRRT,
5 DGT non-service area ZIP codes and 3 DGT, ADC, or MXADC
preparation levels of the mailing.

Publishers may make an overnight drop as long as the origin post
office approves it and the publisher guarantees that sufficient funds are
deposited in their advance deposit account prior to depositing of the
mailing. Publishers must understand that regardless of the date
entered in the ‘Date of Mailing” field on the poètage statement, all
classes of mail, including Periodicals, deposited after BME Critical
Acceptance Time (CAT) shall receive the next business day’s date
recorded in the “Mailing Date” field in PostalOne! The “next day” is
defined as the first possible processing day after the mail is deposited.
Failure on the publisher’s part to adhere to the conditions of the local
agreement or meet mailing requirements may result in an immediate
suspension of this privilege requiring the publisher to submit their
mailings during scheduled hours of operation for acceptance.

5-5.2.2 Verification for Dropping Time-Sensitive Periodicals (not
Authorized Overnight Drop) Deposited Outside of Mail
Acceptance Business Hours
This policy does not provide any exceptions for the annual verifications
required for all Periodicals publications. Annual verifications must be
performed as required by the DM 109. The annual reviews require
verification of the information reported by the publisher on the
Statement of Ownership, Management, and Circulation (PS Form
3526), eligibility, advertising, frequency, and postage statement
accuracy.
Periodicals allowing deposit outside of regular Mail Acceptance
business hours must be verified according to existing policies on mail
verification. Employees are required to adhere to the following mail
acceptance policy for Periodicals meeting the criteria outlined below.
The origin acceptance office must notify all processing delivery facilities
of any Periodicals publications they have agreements for dropping
Time-Sensitive Periodicals outside of acceptance business hours and
provide them with the publication title, the frequency and the planned
drop day/time, and approximate volume. This notification is separate
and distinct from notifications provided regarding Time-Sensitive
Periodicals Authorized Overnight Drop.
The origin acceptance office must make arrangement with mail
processing delivery operations to retain mail for verification purposes or
provision resources to conduct verification prior to mail entering
processing.
The origin acceptance office make arrangements with mail processing
delivery operations to provision reporting to acceptance regarding any
issues (e.g., missing frequency of drops, preparation or sort problems,
out of sequence, dropping mail ~ot specifically authorized or volumes
exceeding what is reported on the documentation ) with the segments
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of a mailing that are being processed for delivery. Generally speaking
this will be preparation levels of the mailing that are carrier route sorted
or in 5 digit bundles for the delivery office (usually In-County but in
some areas may include some Out-Side County). When problems are
reported the origin acceptance office must take immediate action and
contact the publisher to remedy them.
All other preparation levels of the mailing that are not for the immediate
delivery office processing can be held for verification once the
acceptance office opens for business. The segments of the mailing
retained will be subjected to verification as required by policy or
requested by the Posta/One! system. If verification of the mailing
identifies presort or other mailing standard errors/discrepancies then
the acceptance unit must make arrangements with the delivery office to
perform an in-depth verification on the segment (preparation levels of
the mailing that are carrier route sorted or in 5 digit bundles for the
delivery office) of the next subsequent mailing. The Publisher must be
contacted regarding the results of the verifications, assessments
applicable, and subsequent actions regarding their mailings.
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LJSPSINNA-T1 -5. Please refer to your testimony on page 12, lines 24 through

25. You state, “As Postal Committee chairman, I have received some comments

from publishers who have participated in these public meetings.” Please also

refer to your testimony on page 12, lines 27 through 28. You state, “Here is an

excerpt of an email I received earlier this month, with the names of the postal

employees deleted.” Please produce a complete copy of this email message that

includes the following information: the sender, the recipient, any information in

the “cc” field, the subject, the date and time the email was sent, the text of the

message, the text of any other message or communication that was attached,

appended, or inserted into the email (i.e., the email string or thread), and copies

of any attachments to the email.

RESPONSE:

I do not keep exhaustive email files because I receive hundreds of notes a day. The

incident I referred to in my testimony derived from this note from a former NNA Board

member, Douglas Crews, executive director of Missouri Press Association.

[Email begins here]

From: Doug Crews [mailto:dcrews@socket.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 12:01 PM
To: Tonda Rush; Max Heath
Cc: Brad Gentry
Subject: One report from Post Office closure meeting

Tonda, Max: Are you hearing accounts such as this one?

Brad Gentry, publisher of the Houston (Mo.) Herald, attended a meeting Aug. 31, at the
schoolhouse in Success, Mo., where postal officials met with about 40 local residents
who were notified by mail of the event. A community organizer asked that someone
from the newspaper be present.
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Tern Ryan, manager of post office operations, Springfield, Mo., and Melissa Vest,
Stockton, Mo., postmistress, discussed possible plans to close the Success postal
facility. For the most part, Ryan conducted the meeting.

Gentry said the first order of business by the postal officials was to announce that no
audio, video or still photographs would be allowed, or the postal officials would
immediately close the meeting and leave.

State Rep. Don Wells (R-Cabool), who was attending the meeting on behalf of U.S.
Sen. Roy Blunt, was using a tape recorder and was told to stop and also erase the
tape. Rep. Wells asked the postal officials under what authority was audio recording
prohibited. He was told, “We will email you a copy of that.”

Gentry said the postal officials, when asked questions by the audience, consulted pages
of a Q&A script they had brought to the meeting. Members of the crowd were well-
behaved, Gentry said, as they gave postal officials several reasons why closing the
Success post office would be detrimental to businesses and residents of the community.

As the last question was asked, Gentry said he snapped a photograph of those at the
meeting. A moment later, a man approached Gentry and identified himself as a U.S.
Postal Inspector, and Gentry was asked to step outside into a hallway.

Gentry said, “He (the postal inspector) was very nice, but I told him to not allow the local
newspaper to make a photograph of the meeting is not right. Fifty years from now when
researchers want to know how rural post offices were shut down, they will turn to
newspaper archives for the story.”

While the postal inspector seemed to agree, he told Gentry the two officials were under
instructions to conduct the meeting as they did.

Gentry has the photo he made at the meeting. He’s not sure if he’ll publish it in his
newspaper.
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He said he wants to continue having his newspaper delivered by the U.S. Postal
Service.

(Houston and Success are towns in Texas County, located in south-central
Missouri. Recently it was announced the Success post office is one of 167 post offices
in Missouri that may be closed by the U.S. Postal Service.

Doug

Doug Crews

Executive Director

Missouri Press Association

Columbia, MO

office: 573-449-4167

cell: 573-881-5272

fax: 573-874-5894
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USPSINNA-T1-6. Please refer to your testimony on page 13, lines 31 through

33, and page 14, lines 1 through 2, and Appendix A. You state, “Curious to know

how others were experiencing this community dialogue, NNA surveyed

newspapers across the country using its own membership list, and asking for

assistance from state level newspaper organizations to reach out to our nonmembers.

The results of that discussion are attached here as Appendix A, with

all the comments that were provided included.” Please also refer to subsection

(k) of Rule 31 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice (39 C.F.R. § 3001.31).

(A) Please provide all information required by Rule 31(k), including the

following: a description of the study plan underpinning the survey

described in your testimony, a clear description of the study design, all

relevant assumptions underpinning the survey, the techniques or

procedures used to compile the data set forth in Appendix A, the

definition of the universe under study, and the sampling frame and

units.

RESPONSE:

See my response to Part (C).
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USPSINNA-T1 -6 (con’t)

(B) If not provided in response to subpart (A) above, please provide the

following: the date (month, day, and year) on which the survey began

and the date (month, day, and year) on which the survey ended (i.e.,

the survey period).

RESPONSE:

It began Sept. 10, 2011. The survey is still open for response, but no new responses

have been received since Oct 3, 2011
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USPS!NNA-T1-6 (can’t)

C) If not provided in response to subpart (A) above, please provide a

complete copy of the survey, including all questions posed to survey

participants, all instructions provided to survey participants, and

complete copies of the individual survey responses received from

participants. Names of specific individuals may be redacted.

RESPONSE:

NNA created this survey in an online forum called Survey Monkey, which we often use

to get a sense of our industry. Questions are not designed with scientific data methods

in mind, but rather to learn what our members and others in the industry are thinking.

The questions and responses are being provided in an Excel file as an attachment to

this response.
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(D) If not provided in response to subpart (A) above, please provide the

total number of persons who were provided with an opportunity to

participate in the survey and the number of those persons who are not

NNA members. Additionally, please provide the total number of survey

respondents and the number of respondents who are not NNA

members. Please also identify any criteria that were used to determine

which persons would be provided with an opportunity to participate in

the survey.

RESPONSE:

I do not have access to NNA’s proprietary membership database. I have not cross

tabulated responses to learn which are or are not NNA members. We accepted

responses from all newspapers interested in the topics.
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(E) If not provided in response to subpart (A) above, please explain the

nature and scope of the assistance NNA requested from “state level

newspaper organizations” and what assistance was provided in

response to NNA’s request.

NNA maintains a close relationship with state newspaper organizations, though those

are independent organizations with their own boards of directors and priorities.

However, I regularly appear as a speaker on their programs and am aware that postal

concerns rank high among their members. At times, when NNA conducts a survey, we

ask the executive directors of these organizations to distribute our invitation to

participate. I have not tracked which ones accepted our invitation, but I believe at least

a dozen or so did. Some state executive directors also serve on the NNA Postal

Committee, and the committee members were asked to distribute within their group or

state, in an effort to maximize the response base.
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USPSINNA-T1-7. Please refer to your testimony on page 2, lines 19 through 22. You
state, “[W]hen Congress charged the Postal Service with ‘binding the nation together,’
newspapers were an integral part of that mission. They remain so today and must be
served, despite the Service’s financial troubles.” Please define and describe the term
“served” as used in your testimony and please identify which newspapers will not be
“served” upon implementation of the RAQI. For each newspaper identified, please
include the location (city, state, and ZIP Code) of the newspaper.

RESPONSE:

By “served,” I mean the newspapers in the mail that are locally entered must be
delivered within a day, and desirably, those in adjacent areas are delivered within two
days. Without this assurance of service, no newspaper will be able to remain in the
mails. A stale newspaper is of no value to a reader. Because the publisher provides
every type of assistance to the Postal Service by highly presorting and drop-shipping to
delivery units, there is no reason for NNA to expect local deliveries to be complicated by
the Postal Service’s retail unit optimization unless the Postal Service unreasonably
chooses not to provide publishers with the ability to keep the local newspaper bundles
local, and not to send them off to distant offices only to be returned at unnecessary
transportation expense back to the local area.

In this docket, I have not examined the potential closures to match them to newspapers
that may be affected, but am addressing the Postal Service’s policy generally. Please
see my response to USPS/NNA T1-3.
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USPSINNA-T1-8. Please refer to your testimony on page 2, line 28, and page 3,
lines I through 2. You state, “[l]n its choices for downsizing its distribution
network, USPS must choose its moves strategically and wisely. The size of a
post office is not necessarily the best indicator of its importance.” Please define
the term “importance” and/or describe the factors that contribute to the
“importance” of a Post Office. Please also provide any documents in which the
Postal Service and/or representatives of the Postal Service have claimed that the
size of a Post Office is the best indicator of its importance.

RESPONSE:

By importance, I mean that a post office’s role in maintaining service for a significant
local mailer, like a newspaper, that may be spending upward of several hundred
thousand dollars a year in Periodicals and Standard Mail postage with a local office.
The Postal Service confirmed in its response to POIR No. 1, question 2, that it is not
considering this revenue in determining whether a local office may be discontinued.
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USPSINNA-T1-9. Please refer to your testimony on page 3, lines 2 through 4.
You state, “[l]t is not sufficient for USPS to simply decide that its rural service
mandate is no longer achievable because of chronic cost overruns in its
networks.”

(A) Please define and describe the “rural service mandate” referenced in
your testimony. In your answer to this part, please identify all sources
(statutes, regulations, policies, etc.) that support your definition and
description. To the extent that your answer differs from your answer to
USPS/NNA-T1-2, please explain how it differs.

(B) Please define and describe the “chronic cost overruns” that you
reference in your testimony. If your answer to this part includes
chronic cost overruns identified by the Postal Service in this docket,
please provide citations to the portions of Postal Service filings in this
docket that discuss such overruns.

(C) Please identify and provide all documents that support your claim that
the Postal Service has “simply decided[ed]” that its “rural service
mandate” as you have defined it and described it in response to part
(A) cannot be achieved due to costs overruns identified in your answer
to part (B).

RESPONSE:

(A) Please see my response to USPA/NNA-T1-2. This question appears to be
restating that interrogatory.

(B) I would not expect the Postal Service to provide evidence in this docket that
refers to cost overruns in its retail optimization network. In fact, as I stated in my
testimony, I do not disagree in principle with the Postal Service’s desire to close some
small post offices. I am simply stating that service to mailers can and should be
maintained if USPS wishes to keep the customers it has.

However, most mailers have serious concerns about USPS costs, and those concerns
have reached public attention. I am attaching a recent article on the Des Moines
Register’s website on October 4 that contributes to the perception of many mailers that
the Postal Service does carry excess costs. I believe it is essential for the Service and
employees’ organizations to work urgently to eliminate them, so mailers can regain trust
in the Postal Service.

Idle Sioux City postal workers to earn millions
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Union contracts locked in salaries for 40 employees
11:28 PM, Oct 4,2011 I
15 Comments

U
Written by
JASON CLAYWORTH

• FILED UNDER

• News

U Sioux Falls

By the numbers
Closure of mail-processing facility studied since:
2005
New union contract signed:
May2011
Workers with guaranteed jobs:
40
Annual payroll and benefit costs:
$2.88 million*
Annual savings to close facility:
$2.8 million
* Amount will drop if workers move into other jobs with the Postal Service or elsewhere.

Tuesday was the first day that Scott Toil was scheduled to become a standby employee
at the Sioux City mail-processing facility that closed Friday.

Toil — and 39 of his workplace peers — might have nothing to do for the next 3%
years, but will still get paid.

Top postal officials have studied plans to close the facility since 2005. Yet in May the
officials agreed to a four-year union contract.

The cost to the U.S. Postal Service to continue paying the salaries is $1.72 million a
year.
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Add benefits, and the total average costs of those 40 employees top $2.88 million a
year, slightly exceeding the estimated $2.8 million annual savings of merging the
center’s functions with those in Sioux Falls, S.D.

“The sickening thing about this is they knew it (the closure) was coming” and still agreed
to a four-year contract, said Tott, president of Sioux City Postal Works Union Local 186.

Postal spokesman Richard Watkins said closing the facility makes financial sense, even
with the standby jobs. Watkins said it’s likely that the majority of the 40 standby
employees eventually will be relocated to other postal jobs, so the overall cost of paying
standby employees for doing nothing will be far lower in future years.

Toll, an Army veteran, described the situation of reporting to work with potentially
nothing to do as demoralizing.

The situation has prompted some of Iowa’s top elected officials to sound further alarms
about the rationale behind the federal government’s decisions to close some postal
operations.

“My question is: Are there actual cost savings in this move?” asked U.S. Sen. Tom
Harkin, a Democrat.

Sen. Chuck Grassley, a Republican, echoed a similar sentiment.

“If the Postal Service is determined to close this facility to save money, then it belier
make sure that it’s saving money,” Grassley said.

U.S. Rep. Steve King, R-Kiron, whose district includes Sioux City, said he believes
some of the intricate details about the downsizing were not revealed to lawmakers
during various congressional hearings.

“I’d have liked it if they had the vision not to sign those union contracts,” King said.

Senior postal officials made the decisions to sign the contract. They prefer not to
discuss their rationale, Watkins said.

“I’m not going to get into going back and re-litigating what the rationale was for the
negotiations. They are what they are,” Watkins said. “I don’t want to characterize them
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as good, bad or indifferent. The contract was voted on, signed, ratified, sealed and
delivered. It is what it is.”

Tott pointed out another quirk in the contract: In previous years, there were no
limitations on how far the Postal Service could relocate employees if it closed facilities.
The new contract contains a 50-mile limit from the processing plant in Sioux City. So if a
job becomes available in farther-flung areas, those employees would not be forced to
take the job, Toil said.

That part of the contract was not something the union fought for in contract negotiations,
but was offered by the Postal Service, Toil said.

“I’m not understanding how they go into and negotiate and agree to restrictions on
themselves,” said Tott, who has been involved with union negotiations for a decade.

The Postal Service faces dire financial straits, including potential default, stemming
largely from the $5.5 billion it owes for future retiree health benefits. Since 2006, the
Postal Service says it has closed 186 facilities, eliminated 110,000 jobs, removed more
than 1,500 pieces of equipment and shaved an estimated $1.9 billion in costs.

Provisions for standby workers have been part of mail union contracts for years as
postal officials have sought to match work hours to the workload as managers scale
back operations. Mail volumes peaked in 2006 at 213 billion pieces of mail and are
projected to drop to 150 billion by 2020, which means further reductions are necessary.
Standby status is critical to help fill unforeseen gaps that arise during transitions,
Watkins said.

Federal officials last month announced that four more Iowa mail-processing centers are
among 252 being studied for closure across the country. They’re in Cedar Rapids,
Waterloo, Carroll and Creston.

That study follows an announcement this summer that 12 individual post offices will
close in Iowa as part of a plan to eliminate more than 170 across the country.

Plus, two additional big waves of post offices are being studied for closure, including
about 250 total in Iowa, out of nearly 4,400 nationwide. And U.S. Postmaster General
Patrick Donahoe has said as many as 15,000 locations nationally, about half the retail
network, could be reviewed in the next several years.
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The wisdom behind some of the closures or decisions leading up to the closures has
been under scrutiny for months.

Gov. Terry Branstad last month decried the process in which closure decisions were
made and asked Donahoe to impose a one-year moratorium on the closing of Iowa post
offices to allow the concerns of rural residents to be addressed.

Sioux City Councilman Aaron Rochester said the Sioux City closure, including the union
contract, is yet another example of poor planning from federal officials that needlessly
costs the Postal Service millions of dollars.

“I don’t think that there is anything that they’ve done that isn’t strange,” Rochester said.
“Another dumb move is, to me, just pretty much protocol.”

[end of article]

(C)l believe the Postal Service’s response to POIR No. 1 sufficiently supports my
concern. If the Postal Service is not considering the revenue provided by community
newspapers that enter mail in smaller post offices as sufficient reason to keep that office
open, I would say the Postal Service has decided no longer to serve those rural areas.
Smaller communities depend upon their Periodical newspapers and “shoppers” sent via
Standard Mail with grocery ads, coupons, and other special local offers and news.
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USPSINNA-T1 -11. Please refer to your testimony on page 7, lines 3 through 5.
You state, “USPS has the power to protect its newspaper mail by requiring the
replacement service provider to provide the exceptional dispatch drop.” Please
also refer to the following excerpt from the transcript of the hearing on September
8, 2011, which contains the oral testimony of USPS Witness James J. Boldt (Tr.
1/470, lines 5 through 18) in response to a question posed by Ms. Tonda Rush
(NNA).

Q If one of the exceptional dispatch offices on the endangered species list
were to be chosen for a discontinuance, how would the newspapers’ mailing
practices [hjave to change?

A The associate office that would be the administrative office that will be
delivering to that location, either in those cluster boxes or the P.O. [B]ox there
will be the office that will take that out and originate that out to that P.O. Box.
Now, actually, in that example that you used, it actually saves you cost
because you’ll actually get to stop at less facilities, and it will reduce your
transportation, and it will also give us the product perhaps even a little bit
earlier.

(A) In preparing your testimony, did you consider the portion of the
testimony of Jim Boldt excerpted above. If your answer is affirmative,
please provide citations to the portions of your testimony that address
or discuss this portion of Witness Boldt’s testimony.

(B) Assume for this part that currently, a newspaper must stop at two exceptional
dispatch offices to receive exceptional dispatch service for a given service area (or for
specific cluster boxes or P.O. Boxes). Please also assume that under the RAOI, one of
these offices is discontinued, and the other office becomes the administrative office for
deliveries serviced by the discontinued office. Assuming that the remaining
administrative office continues to provide exceptional dispatch to that newspaper for its
service area (or cluster boxes or P.O. Boxes), do you agree that the newspaper’s
transportation costs could be reduced because the newspaper will only have to tender
mail at one office as opposed to two offices? If your answer is negative,
please explain how you reached your conclusion.

RESPONSE:

(A) I agree with witness Boldt that fewer drop-shipping entry points (called exceptional
dispatch for Periodicals) may lead to lower transportation costs for the publisher.
Whether this change proves to keep the newspapers in the mail will depend upon a)
whether the Postal Service’s increased transportation cost in bringing newspapers back
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to the local community from a more distant entry office leads to higher postage rates;
and more importantly b) whether the Service can deliver the newspapers within the
same delivery windows as we have today. Please see my response to USPS/NNA Ti-
7.

So while we agree with Mr. Boldt, our primary concern remains having access to
contract offices and Village Post Offices that might replace closed post offices, if there is
box delivery there handled by the contractor or VPO provider.

(B) I believe the question misconstrues the meaning of exceptional dispatch. In an
exceptional dispatch situation, the publisher enters and pays for the mail at its entry
office, and transports bundles of newspapers at the publisher’s cost to the exceptional
dispatch office. If an administrative office in your scenario handled entry and paperwork
including postage payment, and the delivery routes emanated from there to cover area
served by a discontinued office, there would be no exceptional dispatch because the
discontinued office would no longer have routes or boxes. If by the question you mean
could an administrative office handle the entry, but some type of facility like a CPU were
to replace the discontinued office, then newspapers would need to be able to drop
exceptional dispatch bundles at the CPU. That is what NNA hopes the Postal Service
intends in cases where an exceptional dispatch office is considered for discontinuance.
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USPSINNA-T1-12. Please refer to your testimony on page 8, lines 4 through 7.
You state, “It is surprising to me, as a prior witness in PRC cases where
questions about counting within-county revenues and volumes have been
pervasive, to learn from the Postal Service’s written testimony that commercial
mailer revenues are not being examined in the discontinuation analysis.” Please
provide the citation or citations to the Postal Service’s written testimony that you
reference in your testimony and please explain how such testimony supports
your statement.

RESPONSE:

Please see my response to USPS/NNA T1-8.
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USPSINNA-T1 -14. Please refer to your testimony on page 10, lines 26 through
27, and page 11, lines I through 2. You state, “The Commission should
recommend that the Postal Service immediateJy issue a legal opinion that
newspapers’ within-county .rate eligibility will in no case be denied because of the
Postal Service’s decision to close all post offices within a county.” Please identify
each county in which the Postal Service has issued a final determination to close
all Post Offices within the county. Additionally, please identify the counties that
will have no Post Offices if the Post Offices identified for closure in this docket
are closed.

RESPONSES:

I am unaware of any post offices where a final determination has ended in all post
offices being closed. But I am aware of publishers who have been told by postmasters
or district managers that such an occurrence is likely as the Postal Service proceeds
with closings in this docket and in others that may be ahead.
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USPSINNA-T1 -15. Please refer to your testimony on page 11, lines 5 through 9.
You state, “NNA member newspapers are long accustomed to taking on new
costs and inconveniences as the mailing network changes. These costs are real,
and they put the newspapers at an economic disadvantage. But to help the
Postal Service overcome the financial challenges that gave rise to this docket,
NNA is ready to assist our industry in finding workable solutions, provided timely
delivery can still be provided.”

(A) Please describe the costs and inconveniences that newspapers have
absorbed due to past changes in the Postal Service network.

(B) Please explain how the newspapers that have absorbed the costs and
inconveniences identified in response to part (A) have been
disadvantaged vis-ã-vis other persons or entities. In your answer,
please explain which persons or entities gain a comparative advantage
over newspapers as a result of the costs and inconveniences identified
in response to part (A).

(C) Please define and describe the “financial challenges” that you
reference in your testimony. If your answer to this part includes
financial challenges identified by the Postal Service in this docket,
please provide citations to the portions of Postal Service filings in this
docket that discuss each challenge.

(D) Please also refer to your testimony on page 12, lines 3 through 10. Is
NNA opposed to the closure of all Post Offices where NNA members
enter their mail? If the answer is negative, under what conditions
would NNA not oppose the closure of a Post Office where an NNA
member enters its mail?

(E) Please define and describe the phrase “timely delivery” as you
understand it. If your definition and description relies on a statute, a
regulation, and/or a postal policy, please provide a citation to the
statute, regulation, and/or policy.

RESPONSE:

(A) Since the Postal Service’s last major network realignment in 1996, newspapers have
faced slower service, longer transport times for newspaper copies in the mail for
delivery within the state or newspaper area, and delays of 2-3 weeks for copies to more
distant areas.
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Publishers can do little to help themselves in the instances of the distant subscriber
when the Postal Service fails to achieve its service standards. But keeping subscribers
who do business, use schools and participate in community events in the market
requires the publisher to engage in increased drop shipping. Costs vary depending
upon the market, but with today’s high fuel costs, the expense of hiring a bundle dropper
can be significant for a newspaper that is barely profitable. Also, newspapers regularly
must carry the expense of personnel to answer calls about late newspapers, and often
to deliver an extra copy to keep the customer happy, often forced to pay First-Class
prices to get the non-delivered or late Periodical to the subscriber.

(B) I don’t believe anyone experiences an advantage when the Postal Service is unable
to provide timely delivery. Newspapers lose subscribers; advertisers lose sales, and the
Postal Service loses the public trust.

(C) Witness Boldt attests to the loss of postal customers in his testimony at page 6, the
loss of revenue on page 7, precipitous declines in mail volume and the Postal Service’s
financial duress at page 13. In addition, I am keenly aware as a long standing member
of the Mailers Technical Advisory Committee that the Postmaster General has stated
that the Service may run out of money in the summer of 2012.

(D) No, NNA is not opposed to closure of every office where mail is entered, nor closure
of offices used for exceptional dispatch, provided that the Postal Service can provide
reasonable alternatives that continue to get the newspaper delivered on time without
greatly increasing the cost to the publisher. My testimony has suggested many steps
the Postal Service could take to help our members avoid harm, and keep their mail in
the Postal Service. I believe these are reasonable steps.

(E) Please see my response to USPS/NNA TI -7.
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Postal Regulatory Commission
Submitted 101512011 7:35:04 PM

NNA Small Post Office Survey

1. Have you identified any small post office within your service area that is on the current
closing list?

Response Response

- . Percent count

Yes l_~~-car”.~- —‘ I 68.5% 354

No ~i.a_ 24.2% 125

Not sure 7.4% 38

answered question 517

skipped question 8

2 If you answered “yes” to Question 1, is that office a part of your delivery netiwork

Response Response
Percent count

~ An original entry permit office 49% 18
(postage is paid there)

An exceptional dispatch office I.~aLstL.. j1Th~t.L I 50 4% 185

INot part of our network~H 44 7% 164
~

answered question 367
-~

skipped question 158

1 of 126



3 If any potential closing involves an entry office for your newspaper, what are your
concerns about the loss of that office’ Please check all that apply

Response Response
Percent Count

• ihàoi~Vehiehte in ènt&in~ at a thbre
~ • ~-~c±s.J 647% 176distant location

—————~——----~

Loss of Within County eligibility
(e g the new entry office wiii be~ 41 5% 113

outside your county)

Deterioration of service I ~tI ~ 82 7% 225
—

Loss of key business relationship~ ~ 39.7% 108
~ :with postma er, BMEU ~taff, c~c

Loss of other community services
for your readership (ease of buying~ 67 6% 184

stamps, sending packages. for
r example)

~——~ ———fl-.—

Competitive disadvantage ja~a ~ 34 2% 93

Other (please specify)

answered question 272

skipped question 253

2 of 126
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4. If any potential closing involves an exceptional dispatch office for your newspaper, what
are your concerns about the lass of that office? Please check a~I that apply.

:—-——

- - - - Response Rüponse
. - Percent - Count

Loss of timely delivery Ih~flt~- ~ — ~~ 90.0% 296

Loss of identity of that community - ~~ -a~r I 57.1% 188

Competitive disadvantage fr 35.3% 116
--—--

Greater cost to transport -

I ~- ‘-~—~-~-- 57.8% 190
- newspapers for entry

I Other (please specify) 35

answered question 329

skipped question 196

3 of 126



5. Postal policy encourages, but does not require, a community meeting prior to a closing. It
does require a questionnaire sent to postal patrons in advance. If you have witnessed any
part of this process in recent months, NNAwould like some feedback on howwellit
worked. If you have not witnessed a closing yet, please skip to the next question.

Response Response
Percent Count

There was no meeting. l~±t~~t~M “~‘~jtgtb~M 51.0% 79

There was a meeting, but during ~ 0% 14
most people’s workday.

There was a meeting, but notice
occurred only on a poster at the It~ 10.3% 16

post office.
~

There was a meeting, but no press
~ 21.9% 34announcement was made.

~__~__~O.____#__———-———----~. -— —

There was a meeting, but press 0.6% 1
were not admitted.

— a———--——~--~.—

> There was a meeting, but
photography or recordings were 2 6% 4

! barred.

~——~

There was a meeting, but it clearly
was to tell people what was going lrt.2.~,z..~ai~w.l 31 6% 49

pn, not to ask for input.

There was a meeting, but it was 11.6% 18
poorly handled.

Other (please specify) 91

answered question 155
~-- -—— -——-—--

skipped question 370

4 of 126
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6. The law permits corhmunities to appeal a clàsing to the Postal Regulatory Commission. If
you have viitnessed a closing in your area, please provide some feedback on that value of a
potential appeal.

Reflonse Response
Percent Count

People in our area were not told 37.7% 49
by USPS of the option.

The possibility of appeal was
discussed but discouraged because l~ii~”~I 12.3% 16

it probably wouldn’t help.

An appeal is probably too 12.3% 16
expensive.

————--~-~—--

People in our area are considering 27.7% 36
or have filed an appeal.

Our newspaper has participated in 4.6% 6
or is considering an appeal.

We are aware of residents’
concerns, but share the view the lY~ijzS~ ~~-j 23.8% 31

post office should be closed.

Other (please specify) 9

answered question 130

skipped question 395

5 of 126
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7. USPS has so far chosen vely small offices to put on the closing list. In months ahead,
larger offices will be considered for closure. NNA would like to know whether you have
become concerned that a post office that is truly critIcal to your business may get on the hit
list. For example, a deteriorating building or a retiring postma~ter may cause an office to
come into the closing analysis. If you are getting worried, please provide a short comment
to NNA about your concerns. Please identify by zip code the post office that concerns you.

Response
Count

181

answered question 181

skipped question 344

6 of 126
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8. National Newspaper Association is heavily involved in pending legislation that will
reshape the way USPS provides services to newspapers and the country as a whole. USPS
says it cannot currently pay its bills, and it believes it will run out of cash next summer.
Congress is likely to pass a law to provide relief, but much debate is ahead on how
sweeping the law should be. Where should the NNA Board of Directors put its priorities?

Response Response
Percent Count

Making sure newspapers have
. . l.z~~-dcita~~-” ~ts~n~ 76.7% 389access to delivery post offices

~
Making sure exceptional dispatch

. . ~ 50.9% 258privilege survives

Preserving 6 day mail delivery,
. . ~ 41 8% 212including Saturdays

Fixing service probl~ms reaching
readers outside your county, but ~ 45.8% 232

within your service area

Fixing service problems reaching
distant readers (former residents, ~ ≠fl1g~~~l 454% 230

snowbirds)

Keeping rales as low as possible I a e’r —~ 673% 341
~

Guarding against new competitive
. . ~ 39.1% 198threats from direct mail

Making sure USPS stays in
business, regardless of the I~e3I’~~Ltrtt~tiJ 383% 194

problems newspapers may face

Other (please specify) 49

answered question 507

skipped question 18

7 of 126
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9 Which of the above is your greatest concern and why’

Response
Count

405

answered question 405

skipped question 120

10 Please provide your name

Response
Count

481

answered question 481

skipped question 44

11 Please tell us which newspaper or newspapers you publish

Response
Count

482

answered question 482

skipped question 43

8 of 126



12 Is your newspaj~er a member of the National Newspaper Association2

Response Response
Percent Count

Yes V 70 5% 356

No I~~’ 295% 149

answered question 505

skipped question 20

9 of 126
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Q3. If any potential dosing involves an entry office for your newspaper, what árè your concerns aboUt the loss of
- that office? Pleaie check all that apply. -

I our case, the only thih~ left at the affected P0’s are the Post Office Boxes. Oct 3, 201112:59 PM
Formor RR ‘s have been already moved to nearby bigger towns with more RR’s. - -

2 We are a free hewspaper and do hot use the post office for delkiery. - Sep 15, 2011 6:58 AM.

3 Late deliver~ of time §ënsistive news and advertising . Sep 14, 2011 &31 PM

4 Timely delivery of all inail,but particularly newspapers! . Sep 14, 20111:18 PM

5 Out of state subscribers ~weékly) delivery delayed - more - - Sep 14, 201112:26 PM

6 Clàsing our local post office would be cutting off a large source of commerce for Sep 14, 201111:40 AM
- our community. . . .: -

7 Have delivery issues under the present situation across the nation. Have lost Sep 14, 201111:34 AM
subscriber due to reluctance of-postal system to deliver newspapers.

8 Most of the patrons in the Sweetwater area (far west Beckham!Roger Mills Sep 14,2011 9:19 AM
counties) are older and if delivery is poor, I fear that we may lose their business
as they thi~ht decide to discontinue our newspaper. We do have papers at a
vendor in the ONLY store in that community. Zip Code 73666

9 Our local offte was not on the original 3,600+ hit list, but I am concerned that it . Sep 14, 2011 6:50 AM
will be included in the nett round of closures.

10 I’ll have to wait ~nd see. I have 3 papers and there ?re several on th.e list that Sep 14. 2011 6:35AM
may affect us. Aftçr the closute, will know more as it may slow us down arid it
may not.

11 Entry office not closing . Sep 14. 2011 6:28 AM

12 NA . . Sep 13,2011 7:14 PM

13 I am going to have to hire newspaper carriers, to deliver my paper to people’s Sep 13, 2011 2:46 PM
homes and do not want to do that.

14 - The publication of some public notices in Illinois ?re determined by the entry Sep 13, 2011 2:38 PM
office,making it so the town can put there notices in any other newspaper. Not
forced to put it in the newspaper of that community . . . -

15 Shouldn’t affect us much, hohestly. We’ll drop the exceptional dispatch papers at Sep 13, 2011 2:37 PM
whatever post office picks up the customers.

16 Timeliness of delivery will be jeopardized - Sep 13. 2011 2:12 PM

17 Travel time to pick up mail would decrease the number of hours m~ business Sep 13, 2011 9:21 AM
could be open.

18 In relation to Question.#1, a local post office remains open, but the rural route Sep 13,2011 9:21 AM
carriers sort mail out of anothe.r office furthpr awai, removing our option of -

driving a bundle to the post office to expedite service quiàker. We can no longer
do this, plus if P.O. boxes are not identified on the mailihg list, they will be sent -

backto sender. -

11 of 126
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Q3. If any potential clo~ing involve~ an entry office for your newspaper, what à~e your concerns about the loss of
that office? Please check all that apply.

19 At Ohio Community Media we publish 60+ publications in Ohio (Daily, Weekly, Sep 13, 2011 8:57 AM
Niche, and Shopper Publications); within the next fe~v weeks we will have moved
all printing operations from six plants to on large press facility. Many of our
operations rely on same-day postal delivery. The time-constraints regarding
point-of-entry deadline~ are critical. If we realize additional USPS closures and
are forced to expand to tther delivery locations involving time and ?xpénses, this
could be very detrimental to our business.

20 I have checked all of the above for a reason. The Post Office at its b9st delivers Sep 13, 2011 8:44 AM
our products without concern about being timely. They will hold pai5e~s for
nuMbers of days and then deliver them in one bunch, breaking one of their own
rules. They ~re in direct çopipetition with the newspaper business and they
intentionally work dgainst us. We some contact locally and a relationship with a
postmaster that is part of our communities, we do have some chance of making
the system work for our customers. Closure of these small distribution offices
hurst u~ in all categories. - _______ _____________ ___________________________

21 NA Sep 13, 2011 8:33AM

22 100% of our publications are direct mailed to subscribers. We already Sep 13, 2011 8:31 AM
experience poor service through delayed or lack of delivery. Last week alone we
received over 20 complaint~ for non-delivery. The post office response to
customers “We never received your newspaper, they muCt not have mailed one
to you this week” Costs continue to rise while service declines. You Would be
shocked at the amount of mail we empty from postal bags shipped to us to be
reused for delivery. We have found tax retums, payroll checks, letters, etc.

23 Timeliness of mail delivery for our subscribers. This appears to have already Sep 13, 2011 8:23 AM
started and clients sometimes do not receive the paper or they receive it 2 to 3
wpeks late

24 Adding 60 miles a wçek in extra travel costs Sep 13, 2011 8:19AM

25 None Sepl3,20117:I5AM

26 Loss of subscriptions, loss of revenue Sep 13, 2011 6:39 AM

27 loss of circulation,loss of advertiser,loss of reader Sep 13, 2011 4:06 AM

28 n/a Sep 13, 2011 2:44AM

29 Our post office only sells stamps and delivers box mail. We drive ‘our Sep 12, 2011 6:43 PM
newspapers 15 miles to the entry office for our mail and have done so for 26
years:

30 Half of our circulation circle Js in Kansas. We can see Kansa~ from our front Sep 12, 2011 4:24 PM
window but it takes three days for the mail to get there, sometimes longer. So
our paper and a number,of local business regularly drive 7 miles to a Kansas
post office. We mail our statements, newspapers, newsletters, etc. at that office
to obtain next day delivery. Closing it will cause many problems.

31 Many citizens still rely on the postal services provided: money order purchases, Sep 12, 2011 3:43 PM

12 of 126
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Q3. If any potential closing involves an entry office for your newspaper, what are you~ concerns about the loss of
that office? Please check all that apply.. -

P 0 Boxes availability, receiving (not just sending) packages: Not all citizens are
computer literate and rely on face to face instructions and help.

32 - It will be very difficult for us to drive long distances to multiple ehtiy points and Sep 12, 201-1 3:07 PM
meet the tune requirements in order to get the paper delivered on time.

33 The offices that are on the list get our paØer from the Great Falls branch, the Sep 12, 2011 3:06 PM
ãlosure would delay the paper from being delivered in a timely manhèr which -

would possibly result in ioss of subscriptions for us.

34 It iá not a direct entry office for us but three are in our area. With postal issues Sep 12, 2011 3:03 PM
piling up every week, I fear that subscribere will lose faith in the postal system
and thus, cancel subscriptions to periodicals, etc. -

35 none . . . . Sep 12 2011 2:59 PM

36 Rural delivery is expected to take an extra day for delivery of our newspaper to Sep 12, 2011 2:53 PM
the communities of Raymond and Alden (Kansas). . -

37 we are a free newspape? and are carrier delivered Sep 12,2011 2:45 PM

38 We will have to drive over 60 miles to mail our papers every week. Sep 12, 2011 2:29 PM -

39 Does not apply to our situation - . SeØ 12, 2011 2:29 PM

40 inconveniece - costs associated with inconvenience . Sep 12,2011 2:03 PM

41 I believe the post offices on the target list will have little affect on the consumer Sep 12,20111:57 PM
because the three offices are very ~rpall and within five miles of another facility. -

42 AIthou~h the Post Office to be closed is not an actual part of our delivery Sep 12, 20111:41 PM
network, our newspaper does cover that town’s post office with a local -

correspondent. That coveia~e aids in our subscHption basis.

43 I would rather they close the unprofitable post offices than have to cut back on Sep 12, 20111:33 PM
- Saturday mail service if that would work better. They are no different than other

businesses, if you aren’t making money, thAn you need to close what is -

- unprofitable. -

44 So far the-two post offices named are not malor parts of our readership area. Sep 12, 2011 -1:32 PM
- S5me residents will lose the ability to get mail from a local P0 box and will have -

- to drive 15-17 miles one way. - . -

— —————- - ______ ________

45 Our Eldridge, Iowa, Post Office, built new to Postal Service speciflcations in Sep 12,2011 1:31 PM
1996, lost carrier route supervision through DUO to the satellite Northwest
Station in Davenport. Our seven carriers now drive 39.200 extra miles to thç NW
Station to sort the mail and back-haul it to Eldridge. With Max Heath’s help, we
decided Exceptional Dispatch to NW Station was the best option. But NW
Station does not have verification status. Max said this was the only place in the
country he was aware of where a newspaper was directed to deposit papers not
the local post office that HAS verification status, but at an office that does NOT.
Lucky for us, a last minute determinati6n says that our money stays in Eldridge
and the Eldridge Postmaster will go to NW Station quarterly for verification. That
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Q3. If any potential closing involves an en~ry office for your newspaper, what are your concerns about the loss of
that office? Please check all that apply.

is the good news. The bad news is that because of DUO, our box mail is not
available until 11 a.m. This is a severe adjustment for us and all the businesses
and government offices in our town of 5,651. A severe decrease in service.

46 The Gering post office is two blocks away. Due to our press schedule, we may Sep 12, 2011 1:16 PM
be adding time to our normal drop time at the post office because we will have to
drive farther to the neighboring town’s office. In addition, we cannot ensure that
we will receive the same level of attentiveness or flexibility with a neighboring
offiOe as we do with our hometown post office.

47 The original entry post office is still open but our mail can no longer be drooped Sep 12, 2011 12:39 PM
there. It must be taken to another post office about 20 minutes away because
caniers are no longer headquarted out of our post office but rather the new
location.

48 two different mailing distributions will now handle part of our rural routes as a Sep 12, 2011 12:31 PM
small P0 will now only handle box customers, from just Pontiac, to Flint and
Pontiac and then back to the community it started.

49 We have a paper that is not on the list yet, but I fear soon will be. It’s in Hayes Sep 12, 2011 12:06 PM
county Nebraska. Population for the entire county is 967 and for the village of
hayes center is 220. We mail out about 600 papers a week. The postmaster in
the adjoining county where we have a newspaper has already told us that if they
close Hayes Center he does not want to be the original entry. He says it’s too
much paper work and hassle. We are working hard with the local postmaster in
Hayes Center to keep his numbers up as high as possible. Recently I bought a
postage meter and all of my postage for all three of my newspapers, (Hayes
Hitchcock and Dundy Counties) and my parents business is being run through
my postage meter out of the Hayes Center office. I am told that this is not °retail”
sales or people walking through the doors of the Hayes Center Post office to buy
the postage, so it doesn’t help quite as much, but it still affects the bottom line of
that office. So essentially what I am trying to do is bring money to that post office
from the other communities right now to make sure that the numbers don’t drop.
If we lose that post office, we will probably have to close that newspaper down.
The extra costs associated with mailing elsewhere and travel to get it there as
well as employee to make it happen just aren’t feasible. It is a downhill effect.
You have communities that are working together to maintain their identity and
keep what they have, and losing the post office is out of everyone’s hands
locally. Locals will fight to keep what they have.

50 This latest change, while not a closure, has stripped our local rural routes and Sep 12, 2011 11:32 AM
means that we now have to use exceptional delivery and take our rural route
papers to another state at a larger post office so they can come back here the
same Øay. Boxholders are still sorted locally. Mail delivery truck §till comes here.
Only difference is we have to drive 25 miles extra and our two rural carriers also
have to drive to large post office, sort their mail, and then bring it back here for
delivery. It actually adds to their mileage and does nothing to save money at
local office. I expect our office will be subject to closure soon. Not sure what this
does to our legal status.

51 Though it is not an entry office for our newspaper, the loss of Annapolis, CA Sep 12, 2011 11:25 AM
95412 is a major inconvenience to our readers in that remote community.
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Q3. - if any potential closing involves an entry office for your newspaper, what a~e your céncerns about the loss of
that office? Please check all that apply.

52 That office is 35 miles away from our entry permit office, yet still in county. Sep 12, 201111:24 AM
Delivery would be delayed by a day and this community would become very
isolated. -

53 This há~ already happene~ to me. Last year I had to take my papers Out of my Sep 12, 2011 11:21 AM
county. They do give me in-county rates after I discu~sed the problem and the~
unfairness to-my business with the added travel and them nQt providing me with

- an entry office in my-county of Gloucester County, New Jersey. - - --

54 We currently blanket that zip code with our free paper, but do not drop them Sep 12,201111:14 AM
there. -

55 I had to moVe from a ~maIl post office to a larger one to accept my newspaper. It Sep 12,201111:12 AM
is a mess, the larger po continueá to lose the Øapers. Paper mailed to 50 miles - -

away took 4 weeks tobe delivered. The service is not like whch I mailed at the
smaller P0 - - - ________________ ______

56 We were already experienàirig considerable delivery problems. Plosing of Sep 12, 201111 :bi AM
- smaller post office does not help, unless the postal service actually works to -

improve the service at the large offices. Cheyenne’s post office is a horribly run
office, often tak!ng weeks to get our mail delivered a mere 40 miles away.

57 I may have to re-inVent carrier delivery for our towns, having done away with ita Sep 12, 201110:55 AM
few years ago in favor of USPS. -
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- 04. If any potential closing involves an exceptional dispatch office for ybur newspaper, what are yoUr concerns
about the loss a that offlce? Please check all that apply. - -

In rural theas, like the ones up for closure, it will be hard to reach customers. Sep 14, 2011 4:56 PM

2 The service will probably be picked up by a neighboring Post Office, with delivery Sep 14, 2011 8:37 AM
at about the same time, or at least that has been our experience. -

3 There are several sma!l post offices (Milan and/or Ulster, Pa.) that would Sep 14,2011 7:09 AM
probably be closed in the next round of “hits.’ This would affect our ~lropè to the
next office that i~ available. It would hull us for sure in timely delivery.

4 same as above - . Sep 14,2011 6:35AM

5 Should not change Sep 14,2011 6:28 AM

6 This is horrible. We already get so many complaints from theSt.- Louis area - Sep 14, 2011 5:52 AM
cust&mers that it taKes 5 - 7 days to get their paØer. Our paper iè at St. Louis
Post Office on the same day that it i&publihed. -

NA - - Sepi3,20117:I4PM

8 Readers will be dissatisfied with us, because of Untimely delivery and this will Sep 1~, 2011 3:10 PM
- - - cause a lack of sales because they will just not renew or require a refund. -

9 I may have to move printing my paper to a day earlier,since the new Sep 13, 2011 2:46 PM
requirements are for newspapers.to be dropped and paid for by 3pm. We are a
weekly paper and our deadline for news is Mondays at 5pm. The paper is sent to -

the printer on Tuesday and delivered on Wednesday. SObscribers get therri in
their mailbox on Thursday. I won’t have very timely news if I have to move my
printing schedule up. My altemative will be paper boys, and going on the web.

10 Unhappy customers who will be at least a day late receivingTheir newspapers. Sçp 13, 2011 12:26 PM

11 We recently lost several exceptional dispakh offlces even though they have not Sep 13, 201111:18 AM
been identified for dosing yet. Postmasters are saying they may be on future
lists. -

12 Seeabove. . Sep 13,2011 8:57AM

13 We don’t believe this fitst round of closings will have a negative effect on our Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM
delivery service. P.O.s in zips 43333 and 43009 will be closed in our area. These

- ?reas represent a nomin& portion of ouriotal circulation. Closings may further
worsen delivery time, but most mail subscribers are already used terrible service
from USPS ~hd will probably toleiate any changes.

14 If I could check competitive disadvantage twice I would. They are our Sep 13, 2011 8:44 AM
competitors. We pay taxes to help our competitors provide us with Øoor service,
and this situation will further this dilemma. -

15 NA - - Sepl3,20118:33AM

16 this is a small office and probably should be closed: Myra, TX - Sep 13, 2011 7:43 AM

17 None Sepl3,20117:I5AM
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Q4. If any potential closIng involves an exbeptiônal dispatch office for your newspapei~, what are your concerns
abodt the loss Of that office? Please’check an that apply.

18 - LoSs of support/service, loss df subscriptions, loss of revenue Sep 13, 2011 6:39 AM

19 The post offices that are closing in our area are tural and to be honest it just SÔØ 13, 2011 2:44 AM
means we have three less drops to make every night. The proposed alternative -

post offices that we would deliver to are already on our route. For Us, this cut is
bbneflcial. -

20 We also use the office that is being closed for exceptional dispatch of a Kahsa~ Sep 12, 2011 4:24 PM
title. - -

21 While the post office was pot closed 471Q2 Waa downsized to a single clerk. All Sep 12. 2011 3:46 PM
mail for 461.02 is now sorted for deliver at nearby 47170. So far no one has
indicated I am no longer eligible for DDU discount of 47102.

22 it I~ hard for me to answer these quesitions since I don’t know which of the next Sep 12, 2011 3:07 PM
7,000 post offices being closed wi!l be in my trade area. I dO not have any on the
current list.

23 Possible loss of subscriptions from the areas in question. Sep 12,2011 3:06 PM

24 We expect IJSPS delivery cosft to incréa~e in communities that shift from P0 Sep 12,-201 1 2:53 PM
- ~oxes to home delivery. Ultimately, that cost inOrease will be passed on to

newspapers, we expect. - -

25 poes hot , newspaper Sep 12. 2011 2:45 PM

26 Does not apply Sep 12, 2011 2:29PM

27 The papers are delivered so late that everything the folks need to know about Sep 12, 2011 2:23 PM
-sales, meetings, special pvents, etc., are already over. - -

28 I don’t know what this term means. Customers of the three POs slated for Sep 12, 2011 1:57 PM
possible closing in our area will be served by nearby post offices, so we will re
route accordingly. -

:29 ft wouldn’t affect us because we have to pass by the Post Office that would be Sep 12, 20111:43 PM
designated to receive mail for that office anyway.

30 Our customers in those three(so far) areas are quite up~et about th~ whole Sep 12, 20111:34 PM
thing,- but it particularly concerns us because those subscribers will now get their
papers three to four days after publication.

3i We ought to be given keys to those post offices where we use exceptional Sep 12, 20111:28 PM
dispatch, if the office is close on Saturday as an accommodation to the closing. -

(lobby needs to be opened for the patrons) -

32 At this point in time, we are looking at 3 post offices that we have exceptional Sep 12,201112:29 PM
dispatch to that are on the list for possible closing. One has already had their
hearinU and are Waiting on the decision.

33 We recentlly lost two exceptional dispatch offices. We were not told until the day Sep 12, 201112:06 PM
they closed that-they were closing. When we asked the postmaster, she told us
that they had told all employees if they told anyone in the media or talked about
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Q4. If ally potential closinginvolveC an exceptional dispatch office for your newspaper, what are your concerns
about the loss of that office? Please check all that apply.

it they would lose theirjobs. They hid it from the commUnities until it was to late -

to doanythingabout it. They also didn’t hold the public hearing for the Parks
postofficé (the one that no ohe knew about and that only the postmaster and
lettercarriercame to) in Parks. They held it ih a different community altogether.
Why would the post office do that if they were truly wanting people to know what
wa~ going on? They were trying to sneak it through as far as we are concerned
and that is what is scary about the whole thing. Sneak it through and threateh
the postrriasters job if they sayinything about it. The common courtesy of telling
the newspaper hey you’re mailing out papers tomorrow, and you’ve been a long
time customer, we want you to know that we are removing this post office and
this is how we wOuld like you to ma!l your papers out from now on.t. Didn’t
happen. So less customer service from the post office and more money from us
to mail the papers.

34 Subscribers in Star Valley, Wyoming are already experiOncing a hostof postal Sep 12, 201111:05 AM
snafus as adjustments are being made in our postal service area. Five post
offices in the Star Valley Independent New~paper coverage area are scheduled
to be cloCed. We the cohstantl~ fielding questions out of our front office
regarding how area subscriberC will be able to receive their newspaper when the
post office closujés take place. -

35 The two closing do not have a negative effect on us. Sep 12,201110:43 AM
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Q5. Postal policy encourages, but does not reqUire, a community meetingprior to a closing. It does require a
questionnaire sent to postal patrons in advance. If you have witnessed any part of this process in recent months,
NNA would like some feedback on how well it worked. If you have not witnessed... -

I No P0’s have been closed at this point. Oct 3, 201112:59 PM

2 There was a meeting, it drew a large crowd, the large crowd probably came Sep 19, 20111 ‘1:43 PM
because of our coverage of the meeting, w~ did a story about the meeting.

3 Diagonal did have an infór national meOting. Lots of questions were asked and Sep 17, 2011 9:37 PM
answered. We felt they did a good job at ariswerin~ the questions and Ietthe
community know the steps being taken. -

4 lam unaware of any meetings. Sep 16,2011 11:16 AM

5 The meeting I attended was ndt publicized by the pOst office but wa~ well Sep 16, 2011 8:17AM
attended due to grassroots efforts to get it out. one-third of the entire town -

attended. ~SPS handled it extremely well, i thought. -

6 The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 20, so of course it hasn’t happened Sep 15, 2011 4:43 PM
yet. We did receive a press release on it, though.

7 I reported the closing of the Karbers Ridge, IL ppst office in Hardin County, IL on Sep 15, 2011 12:47 PM
September 8, 2011 in my weekly newspaper. At the ~ame time I reported there
would be a meeting to discuss possible closure of Herod, IL post office in

• neighboring Pope County. I was not notified by the postal service of this meeting.
It was posted in the Herod, IL post office and someone brought it to my attention.
The meeting was held September 14, 5 p.m. I did not attend. -

8 lnput was accepted at the meeting, but it was clearly not taken into Sep 15, 2011 8:25 AM
- consideration. - - __________

9 Can’t answer this question. Never been to One. Sep 1 5,-201 1 5:37 AM

I 0 One post offlce that we drop-ship to has all rural delivery going to a larger post Sep 14, 2011 4:05 PM
office 10 miles north. We are now forced to drive our papers there. There has
already been a probl&m with drop ship to new location.

11 The meeting was very well handled Sep 14, 2011 2:53 PM

12 In th?c?se of one post office, it was closed without a public hearing. The reason Sep 14, 2011 2:47 PM
cited was an “emergency suspension.” Residents had only four days’ notice to -

- make other arrangements. - - __________________

13 I attended a meeting for the cIosin~ of the Grant, IA post office. Recorded ?nd Sep 14, 20111:52 PM
took a few pictures; other press was there also. Officials from the P.O. were
there, and tried to explain why they were closing the offic&down and also
alternatives such as other towns delivering the customers mail to their mail
boxes - each perthn to erect a mailbox at the entry to their property. It will no*
be closing for sure October 1; Another town, Lewis, IA has had a meeting, but
our newspaper was not informed-about it.

14 There will be a theeting shortly and a press announcement was made in Sep 14, 201112:09 PM
advance of the meeting. - -

15 No meetings or questionnaires yet. We are watching for this Sep 14, 201111:48 AM
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Q5. Postal policy entourages, but does not require, a comthunity meeting prior to a cloaing. It does require a
qbestionnaire äent to postal patrons in advance. If you have witnessed ~ny part of this process in recent months,
NNA would like some feedback on how well it worked. If you have not witness~d...

16 There was a meeting, publicized by the local postal union workers and Sep 14, 2011 9:45 AM
correspondingly covered by the media. I attended the meeting, offered insight
into qur particular situation (reliance on poStal distribution facility as primary drop
plocãtidn for newspaper distribution) and was given promises of alteranative

. plans. Since that hearing those plans have not been forthcoming, in spite of
efforts to get details from contacts with the regional poãtàl operation.

—--~ —

17 If there has been a meeting, my newpaper was NOT notified I would like to be Sep 14, 2011 9:19 AM
notified of ANY and ALL meetings.

18 there was a publicized meqting with Congressional representatives in Sep 14, 2011 8:37 AM
attendance. It was Pollock, MO - Don’t think there have been any meetings at
the other 3 P0’s in our locality.

19 local postmasters have been awesome. Sep 14, 2011 7:38 AM

20 not sure there was a meeting or any notice Sep 14, 2011 6:38 AM

21 Tfiere was a meeting when they tried to close Chester and a large group of Sep 14, 2011 6:35 AM
residents showed but so far there have been no announcements of meetings of
the Post Offices on the list.

22 I have not witnessed any part of that process. Sep 14, 2011 6:08 AM

23 I have gone to several of these over the last few years, most recently in Keswick, Sep 14, 2011 5:52 AM
Iowa. The 2 postal workers who were leading this meeting were rude ~and
laughed often as if it were not important or even funny. They were cold and the

, questions asked were hot answered well and many were answered in a way to
lead the ques~tioner to beii@ve they didn’t matter. Best quote when an elderly
man asked why he would have to go to a town in another county and school
district and was further away, the USPS gal said “County line and district lines
mean nothing to the post office.~

24 NA Sepl3,20117:14PM

25 It was also not heki inthatcommunity, but about 14 miles away in Enid. Sep i~ 2011 ~04 PM

26 New information to me. I didn’t know they were suppose to do this. Sep 13,2011 3:10 PM

27 This is a comment based on a m9e~ing a few years ago when addresses in this Sep 13,2011 2:37 PM
area were changed based on ~tate... if you lived in Minnesota you got a
Minnesota address even if that post office was miles from you, same for Iowa.
We are a border town so we have many roads that wind back and forth among
the two states.

28 I am not aware of a meeting, but i$ is possible that one happened. Sep 13, 2011 2:37 PM

29 Unsure Sep 13. 2011 2:16 PM

30 no announcements made of any meetings. Sep 13. 2011 1:18 PM

31 We’ve had one post office close however not sure if there was a meeting. Sep 13, 2011 1:13 PM
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- Q5~ Postal policy encourage~, but does not require, a community meeting prior to a closing. It does require a
- questionnaire sent to postal patrons in Odvance. If you have witnessed any part of this process in recent months,

NNA would like, some feedback on how well it worked. If you have not witnessed...

32 thete is a meeting coming up - Sep 13, 2011 12:39PM

33 The Eldora Post Office where we exceptional dispatch, sWitched ~orting centers Sep 13, 201112:37 PM
to Grundy Center.an additional 25 miles from Eldora. We enter approximately
3,QO0 pieceè of our TMC at that Post Office but we were given no notice of the
change: Our po≤t.offtce personnel at the local levelMave been very helpful

• however, they too received littleor late notice of the changes. We are Unaware -

of any meeting. Téchhically the post office is CtilI open however, they no longer
accept bulk mailing. -

34 We were Only told ONE bAY in advance of not being abie to exc~p1IonaI Sep 13, 201111:14 AM
dispatch one of oqr weekly publications.

35 One of the recent closings waiin Cambridge IL w!lere we have the Cambridge Sep 13, 2011 9:45 AM
Chronicle. The production for this paper is done at our Géheseo, IL location. If
there was a ineeting about the closing of Cambridge, it Was not brought to my

- attention as the circulation person that one was held. I was caught by surprise.
Most of the closings I had been mädë aware of where much smaller offices than - -

this one in the county seat.

36 Meeting at 3 p.m. with public input and media allowed. - Sep 13, 20119:28 AM

37 Weexperienced closures in Covington, Fletcher, and LewiCtown, Ohio. We Sep 13. 2011.8:57 AM
were notified of the closure, but to my knowledge there wasn’t a community-wide
meeting held. As Group Publisher [did not receive an invitation to such itieeting,
if it was held.

38 N4eeting was well attended by residents, but P0 officials, while they did take Sep 13,2011 8:56 AM
questions, skewed their replies to the fact that the P0 in question was not
generating revenue and it is all about the money.- P0 officials kept saying that
the local P0 was being çonsidred for closure because the PM had retired. Local
people replied with the answer that the job Was posted only for a few days. -

39 There was no meeting that our newspaper was made aware Of. We did publish a Sep 13,2011 8:56 AM
news item related to the closings.

40 Don’t know if there was a meeting; we weren’t notified. —- Sep 13,2011 8:41 AM

41 NA Sep 13, 2011 8:33AM

42 Questions and concerns were not addressed - Sep 13, 2011 8:19AM

43 - Notawareofameeting . - Sep 13, 2011 7:51 AM

44 Have not heard that the Lamar office is planning to close as yet Sep 13. 2011 7:20 AM

45 We learned of it ahead of time and wrote an article. Otherwise, no one would Sep 13, 2011 7:20 AM
have known about it except a few post office patrons.

46 Meeting scheduled- notice sent to newspaper. . Sep 13, 2011 6:43 AM

47 I’m unaware of any meeting Sep 13, 2011 6:29 AM
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05. Postal policy encourages, but does not require, a community meeting prior to a closing. It does require a
- questidnnairesent to postal patrons in advance. If you have witnessed any part of this proceàs in recent months,

NNA would like Eome feedback on how well it worked. If you have not witnessed...

48 Meeting has not yet been scheduled to our knowledge Sep 13, 2011 6:09 AM

49 news article: Residents upset about possible closure of post office in Crane By Sep 12, 2011 8:19 PM
Bill Vander Weele Sidney Herald Crane resident Chris Knutson wonders how
she will receive the medications for her hUsband in the future. Now when the
insulin arrives, the Crane postal worker gives her a call to pick it up. The Crane
Post Office is targeted for closure. The U.S. Postal Service announced in

• January its plan to close about 5,000 small, rural offices in the nation. Offices
currently being reviewed in Montana are in Crane, Cardwell, Shawmut and
Redstone. à€caWhat am I going to do in 30 b?low weather and we need
medications?â€ Knutson said. ã€caThere were a lot of times this winter I
didnã€~t go to town because of the weather.â€ Lisa Blomquist, manager of
consumer affairs for the U.S. Postal Service in Montana, says within the next
month the proposal will be posted at the post offices inCrane and Sidney. The
proposal will explainthe possibility of the Crane office closihg because of a
limited work load. Residents have 60 days to comment on the proposal. The
national äffice will then review those comments and make a final decision. Once
the final decision is posted, residents have anoth& 60 days to comment.
Residents Dave Harris and Bonnie Litten agree the post office is vital to the
small townâ€~ residehts. Harris says the most in~portant componentihe post

• office offers is the picking up and delivering Of packa~es. There are about 45 box
holders. â€cePeople get their meds here, you canâ€~t always get out in the
winter,â€ he said. But another part of the post office is its community
importance. â€celtâ€~s the communications center for our ôommunity,â€
-Harris said, noting how peojle look at the bulletin board for news. ã€celtâ€~s
-our information center. ltã€~s all we have to jell this community. We donã€”’t
have a gas station or coffee shop.á€ Litten added, â€csWe wouldna€mt know
anybody here if it wasnã€Tht for the post offlce.â€ Harris says often residents
leave their suiplus of vegetables in the buiIdingã€~s eAtry way so others can
enjoy them. â€wThey donâ€~t call the neighbors and say we have some
vegetables because everybody is busy working,à€ Harris said. One dommunity
meeting has already been held considering the matter. On the buildingâ€ms
counter are questionnaires from the U.S. Postal Service as well as a letter from
U.S. Sen. Jon Tester. The senator writes that he has held discussions with
national and state leaders about the subject. â€~lâ€~m really disappointed

• they are even thinking pf closing it,ã€ Knutson said. ã€celta€~s going to affect
people with limited income and piople with disabilities.ã€ Knutson said many
residents have offered to provide services such as mowing the lawn to help
reduce expenses. ã€wThis is the stupidest time to close when we midht really
need it in a year,â€ Harris said, referring to the potential added residents
because of the oil boom. Residents have been urged to contact Tester, U.S.
Sen. Max Baucus and U.S. Rep. Denny Rehberg to express their desire to keep
the post office open. a€celta€ms been here for 100 years. I would hate to see it
go away,â€ Knutson said. - -

50 Cheraw downtown was scheduled to be closed. There was a notice and a Sep 12,2011 3:19 PM
meeting. It was well publicized by radio and newspaper. The community
attended. Former Rep. John Spratt (6th Dist) intervened and saved the post

-Office from closing. - - _____ - ____ ________ ____

51 There was a meeting regarding proposed closing of MuldOon, TX, post office. It Sep 12,2011 3:17 PM
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Q5. Postal policy encourages, but does not require, a community meeting prior to a closing; It does require a
-questionnaire sent to postal patrons in advance. If you have witnessed any part of this proceàs in recent months,
NNA would like some feedbaók on how well it worked. If you have not witnessed...

- was handled well and we covered it in the newspaper. Why doe~ your
questionnaire not have a box for a positive response. This does not give me -

cohfidence in the survey methodology.,

52 When the meeting was announced, it was as if the proposed closing were a Sep 12,2011 3:12 PM
1’done deal.” Weeks later, the next list didn’t even have the first post ofti~e as a
prospect f& closing. And the~eare itty-bitty places that need to close. A county
of 37,765 people does hot need nifle post offices, and we certainly don’t heed
three within as tO 10-mile radius. -

53 no meeting yet Sep 12,2011 3:10 PM

54 I am not aware of such meetings or surveys Sep 12. 2011 3:07 PM

55 Don’t know of any meeting at this point. Sep 12, 2011 3:02 PM

56 I leam~d of the meeting at a small poCt office in our county from a patron. I did Seji 12, 2011 2:t3 PM
cover the meeting and the people who attended were very upset with the postal -

service. MUst pecple left feeling that there was hothing they could dU to stop it.

57 The three meetings I attended or knew about were not publicized until I foUnd Sep 12, 2011 2:35 PM
• - out about them myself. Postal patrons were informed by a personal note in their -

P0 boxes :.. some of them on the ve(y day of the meeting.
----—--------

58 At the Halsey, NE meeting it seemed it had already been predetermined that the Sep 12,2011 2:29 PM
post office would be closing. They were not looking for input. -

— -• —.—- -——

59 I kndw of nà such meeting in my circulation area. Se~5 12, 2011 2:29 PM

60 Not aware of any meeting(s). Sep 12, 2011 2:24 PM

61 I was not there myself, but a refresentative for the newspäpUr reported that they Sep 12, 2Q11 2:23 PM
were unprepared for her questions and they didn’t have any knowledge she was
coming or who she was. She just happened to be the liasoh from Sen. Tim
Griffin’s office.

62 havent heard of a meeting yet Sep 12,2011 2:13 PM
- - --

63 Postal officials were clearly out of their element in a small community, and they Sep 12, 2011 2:10 PM
were unable to answer a considerable nUmber of questions. -

64 I have not heard anything ?bout a meeting. If it was, it wasn’t advertised with us. Sep 12, 2011 2:03 PM

65 There is a meeting scheduled in a couple of weeks foi Ruskin, NE Sep12, 2011 2:02 PM

66 There will be a theeting, but not yet schedUled Sep 12. 2011 2:01 PM

67 The message came across pretty plainly that the meeting w?s to discuss serving Sep 12, 20111:57 PM
the area “efficiently and effectively” with the closing of the P0. And frankly, the
office had $22,000 in revenues last year and expenses of over $100,000 per -

year- it needs to close. -
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Q5. Postal policy encoura9es, but does not require, a cothmunity meeting prior to a closing. It does require a
qudstionnáire sent to postal patrons in advanèe. If you have witnetsed any part of this process in recent months,
NNA would like some feedback on how well it worked. If you have not witnessed...

68 There is supposed to be a community meeting scheduled and the Postmaster Sep 12, 2011 1:41 PM
‘ has told us that all postal patrons will receive a notice as will as newsfraper in

order to publicize it
—-___ —--—.-

69 We found out the day before from a resiØent. We sent a staffer to cover it. Sep 12, 2011 1.32 PM

70 At meetings that were well attended in Andrew and McCausland, Iowa, reporters Sep 12, 2011 1:31 PM
said Postal officials were equipped only to answer questions about how much
money USPS is losin~ and why change is necessary. They had no or very little
data pnd were unprepared to answer any questions about local operations.
People were frustrated!

71 Not sure about public meetings at ~ll ... haven’t heard a word on any of that. Sep 12, 2011 1:28 PM

7~2 A meeting will be held on Sept. 22nd, with a representative from the USPS there. Sep 12, 2011 12:54 PM
-------------

73 we found out about the change two days before our paper was to be entered. Sej 12, 2011 12:39 PM

74 public meeting happened and much concern and unhappiness was displayed by Sep 12, 2011 12:38 PM
citizens at another post office no hearing!

75 I was allowed to attend and take pictures at the one location. I found out about Sep 12, 2011 12:29 PM
the meeting through our local post master.

—-

76 I guess there was a meeting. Everyone says that they didn’t know about it, the Sep 12, 2011 12:06 PM
- only two people that showed were the postmaster and the mail carrier. The

paper found out because someope Ctopp~d by the day it was closing and said
hçy did you know that there is a sign in the Parks po~t office today saying the
post office is closing today? Why didn’t you do a story on it, none of us knew
anything about it. Funny that the Post Office says they sent letters because the
last I heard no one had ever received them. Maybe they got lost in the new
sorting system since our local postmasters can no longer put an envelope in the
box here without having it sent to North Platte 120 miles away or Grand Island
25 miles away to be sorted first. Funny that the postmaster said she was told
she’d lose her job if she told us about it. It was a farce. I don’t think the other
town had a public meeting either. So that would be two meetings that I am not
aware of happening. We would have appealed one of the post offices had we
known it was go~ng on.

77 LiSPS staff illegally would not let us shoot pictures in the Post Office. Sep 12, 2011 12:05 PM

78 I said there was not mepting, however, if there was, I was unaware of it. No Sep 12, 2011 11:32 AM
residents in our community were aware of it, if there was a meeting There
certainly was no meeting when the decision was made to remove the local rural
route carriers from our local post office.

79 The representative spoke out of both sides of his mouth... He was there to Sep 12, 2011 11:32 AM
gather input and no final decision had beeq made... but at the same time it was
clear that the wheels were in motion and not much was going to stop them.

80 No meeting yet that I am aware of. Sep 12, 2011 11:30 AM
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Q5. Postal policy encourages, but does not require, a community meeting prior to a closing. It doçs require a
questionnaire sent tO postal patrons in advance. If you have witnes~ed any part of this process in recent months,
NNA would like some feedbaok on how well.it worked. If you have not witnessed...

81 Two of the meetings we attended there was no recordings allow and he also Sep 12, 201111:29 AM
lumped in no photography, but we shot anyway.

82 Some meetings were held by the community to try to find a solution, but no Sep 12, 201111:25 AM
offiOial USPS meeting has yet been scheduled.

83 There were meetings; Most of the community memberé attended. they wéré not Sep 12, 201111:23 AM
happy. We (the mpdia) did attend and we DID report on the meetings!! These

- meetings primarily were informational as to what was going to happèh. -

84 We received notification from the postmaster by phone and püblicize.d it in our Sep 12, 201111:21 AM
paper. We attended the meeting and both the USPS reps and the citizens

• attending were courteous, but it seemed evident to all that the closing will
happen regardless of citizen input.

85 got a letter and told where I had to go to drop àff my pipers with one week’s Sep 12, 201111:21 AM
notice!

86 The SiEoot, Wyoming Post Office closure meeting hap~ened and no one in the Sep 12,201111:05 AM
community even knew it was taking place. There was some soundbites about
how notice had been given. But ask area residents if they knew what was taking - -

place and they will say no. The Freedom Post Office has been battling ólosure
for months. The meeting waà well attended, letters have been sent. Local and
state officials have appealed on behalf of the postal patrons; The post office ià
still scheduled to be closed and area residents are extremely frustrated and feel
they have not been heard by the govemment.

87 - The meetings haven’t been scheduled yet so I can’t tell you. I do plan to try to Sep 12, 201111:00 AM
attend the ones affecting the Dupuyer and Bynum post offices in mycoverage
area. - -

88 In one instance, where a post pffice has already been closed, no one seethed to Sep 12,201110:57 AM
know about the meeting if there is one. Another post office likely to be closed did
have a meeting that we were aware ot so we have seen it go down in several

• ways so far. -

89 There was a meeting. We received no notice froth the USPS, but got the date Sep 12, 201110:54 AM
and time ourselves from USPS and published a notice. The meeting was well
attended and those in attendance were able to prQvide input.

9Q There is a meeting scheduled, hasn’t happened yet. Sep 12, 2011 10:41 AM

91 meetings are not the problem. Sep 12, 201110:32 AM
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Q6. The law permits communities to appeal a closing to the Postal Reg9latory Commission. If you have
witnessed a doting in your area, ti,lease provide some feedback on that value of a potential appeal.

I n/a Sep 16, 2011 1:01 PM

2 I don’t see how the post office can continue operating small post offices at a Sep 16,2011 8:17 AM
huge financial loss.

3 We really Won’t know until th~ meeting on Sept. 20. Sep 15, 2011 4:43 PM

4 I Was hot aware that the Karbers Ridge, IL post office was slated to close oh Sep 15, 2011 12:47 PM
Septembçr 8 until it was posted on thU Elizabethtown, IL post office door. There
may have been a notice posted to that effect, but I was not aware of it.

5 Notapplicable atthis time. Sep 15, 2011 12:21 PM

16 Residents were told about a’n appeal, but little information was provided to Sep 15, 2011 8:25 AM
~ encourage the process.

7 Can’t anäwer this question. Never been to one. Sep 15, 2011 5:37 AM

8 There was talk of an appeal, but don’t think it was acted upon. Sep 14, 2011 1:52 PM
- -—

9 Have not witnessed closure yet Sep 14. 2011 11:48 AM

10 Don’t know if the people in Sweetwater have been told of any options. Sep 14, 2011 9:19 AM

11 We need the USPS. It must revamp. It’s a matter of practicality and money that Sep 14, 2011 7:38 AM
some small offices must close.

12 No meetings have been held yet. There is one upcoming -we just found out Sep14, 2011 5:52 AM
about the closing

13 In Delta Iowa as well as the Keswick meeting, USPS told those there of the Sep 14. 2011 5:52 AM
process but were told it is highly unlikely to matter. As the process was
explained, when they got to the part about sending it to DC, they said someone
there would look at all the ipformation but that it is most likely to be closed.

14 NA Sep 13, 2011 7:14 PM

15 We did hear something about an appeal but not much information was given. Sep 13, 2011 2:16 PM

16 Peàple are resign~d to the fact that their post office will be closing. Sep 13, 2011 1:54 PM

17 Not sure of any of the above. Sep 13, 2011 1:36 PM

18 We are in the middle of things right now so don’t know how it will shake out. Sep 13, 2011 12:39 PM

19 Not pure. Sep 13,201’l 9:28AM

20 See above Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM

21 h/a Sep 13, 2011 8:38AM

22 NA Sep 13, 2011 8:33AM
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Q6. The law p~rniit~ communities to appeal a closing to the Postal Regulatory Commissipn. If you have
witnessed a closing in your area, please Provide some feedback on that value of a potential appeal.

23 The mayor was told that the case was closed Sep 13, 20~ 1 8:19 AM

24 I’m unaware anyone was told Sep 13. 2011 6:29 AM
—~---- -

25 See#5 Sep 12,2011 3:19 PM

26 Six possible answers. Six negative responses. Hmmm. Sep 12, 2011 3:17 PM

27 I am under the impression that residents of the Jadwin area are raising Sep 12, 2011 3:03 PM
awarehess and sharing concerns with politicians and USPS employees.

28 We aren’t aware of any aj,peal at this point. Sep 12, 2011 3:02 PM

29 The one office in my region on the closing list just incorporated. This closing Sep 12, 2011 2:4~ PM
would get their town off to a negative start.

,30 I understand the residents are upset, but I don’t know what, if anything, they Sep 12, 2011 2:23 PM
have planned to do. I have been told the P0 has been ‘closed” but is open to
sell stamps, other products from the P0, but do not accept mail. It is Bigelow,
Ark.

31 There was another (larger) P0 within a half mile that had more options and Sep 12, 2011 1:44 PM
offered better service. -

—

32 USPS rep said the final decision would be made in October. Sep 12, 2011 1:32 PM

33 They tried to close the post office in McCausland, Iowa (pop. 250) in 2006, but Sep 12, 2011 1:31 PM
the citizens protested and raised $56,000 for a building and with the help of
Posffilu~onofficewaskpptope~Nowflbackonthefldosure.

34 We have not witnessed any closings of yet ... Sep 12, 2011 1:28 PM

35 We were able to help Seneca a few years ago keep their post office open, for Sep 12, 2011 12:54 PM
which the community I believe was extremely grateful.

36 Local businesses and residents made their appeal to not close that particular Sep 12, 2011 12:29 PM
post office. The postal workers presenting the meeting encouraged all those in
attendance to submit their concerns.

37 One of the post offices was probably small enough to be closed. The other one I Sep 12,2011 12:06 PM
would have fou~ht.

38 Our people were told there was nothing that could be done except wait for 18 -20 Sep 12, 2011 11:32 AM
months and see what the decision was before taking any next steps.

39 The communities are aware that an appeal is possible. We don’t believe they Sep 12, 2011 11:23 AM
are at that point yet. We have several communities in our area facing this issue!!
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Q7. LISPS has so far chosen very small offices to put on the clo&ng list. In months ahead, larger offices will be
considered for closure. NNA would like to know whether you have become concerned that a post office that is
truly critical to your business may get on the hit list. For example, a deterio...

I I am more concerned about sectional centers being closed and folded into each Oct 3, 2011 12:59 PM
other. I am already seeing delays in delivery to local papers.

2 Mounds, Oklahoma 74047— point of entry for Oklahoma News Weekly paper Sep 26,2011 12:12 PM
Slick, Oklahoma 74071 — several customers in that zip Depew Oklahoma 74028
— main school district of coverage as well as distrubution through the mail site...
would seriously delay delivery of Bristow News Milfay Oklahoma 74046 -- no
real impact

3 36373 36353 Sep 19, 2011 7:06 PM

4 The possible closing of the Toledo OH Processing Center (I don’t know the zip Sep 18. 2011 11:04 AM
code) would have a huge impact on the delivery of our newspaper. It was bad
enough when the Lima Processing Center was closed, and the mail went to
Toledo and never came back. What’s going to happen if Toledo closes and it
goes to Columbus or Detroit? Our advertisers require timely delivery. We print on
Wednesdays, and advertisers have weekend sales in our paper. If the papers
take any more time to come back fromihe processing centers, they will choose
other forms of delivery to ttieir customers. How is closing more processing
centers going to make sure mail is delivered on time? It will just cause more
people to pot use the mail.

5 The Diagonal Post Office is on that list and we have had the informational Sep 17, 2011 9:37 PM
meeting. The Diagonal zip code is 50845. The community has been writing
letters, sending them to thp Postal Regulatory Commission.

6 I just hope that post offices where newspapers are located won’t be closed Sep 16, 2011 2:51 PM
because that will greatly inconvenience the local newspaper, in additiqn to the
residents. We are a small community and a town that is larger (Earlville) has
already had their post office closed, so our residents are concerned that we may
be on a future closing list. Dundee is on the future closing list in Delaware
County. My zip code is 52237 Mary Helle, newspaper publi~her

7 Concerned about Millport USPS. They quit taking 2nd class mail and we have to Sep 16, 2011 1:01 PM
drive 20 miles to another USPS.

-~

8 I understand that 250 larger market facilities are now targeted for closure. On Sep 16, 2011 11:16 AM
the list for consideration is a sort facility in Tyler. Our mail will be sorted either
120 miles away in Dallas, or 100 miles away in Shreveport, La. I am very
concerned about what this will mean to our newspaper deliveries. Service is
already poor, and I fear that it is about to get worse. For out-of-county deliveries,
many of our subscribers say that they do not receive their papers for 5-7 days
How long will it take Without Saturday delivery?

9 There was talk at one time of shifting the BMEU functions to Shreveport. Have Sep 16, 2011 10:57 AM
not heard that recently, but that kind of consolidation would be very harmftil.
Even if we could still drop locally but then the papers were processed in
Shreveport, this would increase the amount of time before customers would
receive their paper. We are in the 71301 ZIP code.

10 I am concemed that my point of entry post office at 74002 wiull be closed in the Sep 16, 2011 8:17 AM
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Q7; USPS has so far chosen very small offices to put on the closing list. In months ahead, larger office& will 1w
considered for closure. NNA would like to know whether you have become concerned that a post office that i~
truly critical t6 your business may get on the hit list: For example, a deterio...

future, it is not on any closing li~t at the moment but it is a small rural post office -

with larger ones available I ~ miles away.

11 Nothing yet. - Sep 15,2011 4:43 PM•

12 N/A - - Sep 15,2011 3:03 PM

13 We primarily uä two post offices in our area. 63080 and 65441. The 65441 post Sep.1 5,20111:09 PM
office postmaster just recently retire and We are concerned that office may shut - -

down- - - - - - _______________

14 Concerns over closing the following post offices: 24216, Appalachia, exception ~ep 15, 201112:56 PM
dispatch 24228, St. Paul, exception dispatch 24279, Pound, exception dispatch

• 24226, Clinchco, exception dispatch 24228, Clintwood, original entry 24256,
•Haysi, exception dispatch 24273, Norton, original entry These are ~maller post
offices serving smaller comi~unities with declining populations. Citizens living in
and near these places are a far distance from any other post office that could

- serve them. And from our business perspective, We will encOunter increased
co~ts with poorer service. - - - - -

15 lam concerhed that any and all post offices in Hardin County, Illihois may be SeØ 15,201112:47 PM
targeted for closure, because Hardin County is the second smallest pounty in the
State of Illinois. The post offices that concern me are Elizabethtown, IL 62931
(where my newspapers are mailed now); Cave In Rock, IL 62919; and Rosiclare,
1L62982. Karbers Ridge, IL was closed September8. There is no other post
office iii the county to serve my newspaper. If all of those post offices closed, I

- would have to use a post office ih a neighboring county of Saline, Pope or
• Gallatin.

16 unaware of any future closin~s and/Or retirements of postmasters. S0R 15, 201111:52 AM

17 We have numerous subscribers in 29638, 29692 and 29654. When there are Sep 15. 201110:27 AM
delivery problems, we depend on personnel in those post offices to “fix” them in - -

atimely manner. -

18 Our service is bad now. It won’t get any better by having fewer offices. Sep 15, 2011 9:33 AM
- ---_---_ --

19 Elgin - 58533 New Leipzig - 58562 Carson -58529 F4ew Salem - 58560 Flasher - Sep 15, 2011 8:58 AM
58535 Without these post offices, it will be iitipossible for me to provide timely
news to my readeis. I have already lost nearly 1/3 of my sub~cribers because of - -

such incredibly poor deliver9 service to my out of county and out of state
readers. I may as well close my doors if the service from the USPS continues at
this pace! They need tp SHAPE UP and do theirjob!HB! ________ _______— _________

20 The scheduled closures, thus far, have impacted two small Post Offices in our Sep 15,2011 8:25 AM
county but not our own facility. However, upon the retirement of our Postmaster,
our office (Beaver City, 68926) was suddenly scheduled for an “emergency
suspension,” supposedly becau~e the postal officials could not find a
replacement to wàrk in the office. After many phone calls and letters to
government and postal officials, a woman with local ties offered to come wOrk in
our office, and was hired. The emergency suspension was cancelled. There was
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Q7. USPS has so far chosen very small offices to put on the closing list. In months ahead, larger offices will be
considered for ólosure. NNA would like to know whethei you have become concerned that a post office that is
truly àritical to your business may get on the hit list. For example, a déteho...

considerable concern that had the office been closed, it would have never re
opened, even though the closing was called “temporary.”

21 The post office in Sullivan, IN 47882 is absolutely integral to our newspaper Sep 15,2011 8:01 AM
delivery. Losing thi~ office would increase our costs, as ~elI as decrease our - -

ability to provide exemplar~i delivery service to our area. They are instumental in
helping us avert any delivery errors.

22 Traverse City, Ml, 49684, is our main sort faOility. II sortation becomes more Sep 1~, 2011 7:56 AM
regional (Gaylord, Ml) those subscribers in county may hot get their paper on -

publication date.

23 29205 - -- Sep 15,2011 6:58AM

24 37388-This is our main post office for delivery of The Tullahoma News. We have Sep 15, 2011 5:37 AM
- - had smaller ones close in our area and Ihe service is horrible now. We have so

many complaintsirOm out of our area custome?s abOut not getting their papet. -

• Or not getting it in a timely fashion like they used to. We have actually lost
customers because of this. We do use the post office for several of our division
papers and the service we receive can be hit or miss. We even exceptional
dispatch our papers in all divisions: My post office is one of the biggest around

- here and if it were to close, we would have to rqthink our way of delivering the
- new~paper. - - -

25 We are a FREE Newspaper that is MAILED each week to 10,000 households in Sep 14, 2011 4:05 PM
21 communities. SIX of our drop ship post offices are on the Expanded Access
study list. —61313, 60917, 60920,60934, 60437, and 60479. Our largest

• community that we saturate is Dwight with approx. 2200 copies all others are
smaller. For each delivery it will cost more postage to mail and already our -

60444 rural has to be delivered to a post office we have not used in the past.
The 60444 delivery Will cost approx. $20 per week more for postage/delivery.

26 Outside of our main post office we are surrounded by very small P0’s that are in Sep 14, 2011 2:34 PM
our network and while we have not heard of any closing, I am very worried they -

could be added to the list. They are: Enville-38313 Jacks Cre~k-3$3 Beech
Bluff-38313 Finger-38334 Pinson-38366 Luray-38352 Bethel Springs-38315

27 the two larger post offices are not slated for closure (to our knowledge) our Sep 14, 201111:48 AM
- concern is the loss of our mail subscribers in the rural smaller communities. - -

28 Living in PlankintOn, South Dakota, our city post office is where our entry permit SWp 14, 201111:40 AM
is and where we mail the bulk of our wéeklynewspapers. We also drop off at
Mitchell (where we print), 11 miles east in Mt. Vemon and 9 miles south in
Stickney Obviously losing the ability to take a DDU discount would hurt
financially, but ri,ost importantly the timely delivery of those papers to our

- subscribers will hurt more. We are concerned because of all of those towns
listed are within 25 miles of the large post office in Mitchell. Thanks!

29 We have a unique situation with some of our exceptional dispatch. Don’t know if Sep 14,201110:45 AM
this is the norm, but the postal truck driver picks up threø smaller towns -

newspapers Oconee (62553), Tower Hill (62571) and Shelbyville (62565) at the
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Q7. USPS has so far chosen very small offlces to put on the closing list. In months ahead, larger offices will be
- considered for closure. NNA woUld like to know whether you have become concerned that a post office that is

- truly critical to your business may get on the hit list. For example, a deterlo

Pana (62557) Post Office and then drops them off the morning of delivery as he
makes his roupds to those post offices. ThUs, those newspapers are not
proce~sed a~ any other post offlce. My fear is the really smaller office (Oconee,
Tower Hill) may be included in the closure in the future (At the present time, I
don’t think they are on the list). Same goes for the post offices which àrè in
Monisonville (62546) and Assumption (62510) and to an extent, Nokomis
(62075). Then, what do we do? Morrisonville, Nokomis and As~umption are
where those newspaper~ are considered published. While we are a town of -

5,700,which seems to be bigger than the ones on the closing list; my fear is the
Postal Service would close the Pana P. 0. and then we’d have to mail out of

• Taylorville (62568)-irs the county seet and has a population of over 10,000.
The smaller post offices are where Postal Service officials ought to comb ~nd -

étudy the way they run. Our local post offices are the most cooperative and -

accommodating ?round. Our problems occur once our newspapers leave the
local dodks, anil get into the bigger post offices in the system.

30 Recently, there have been some renovstions done to äur local post office. Sep 14,201 110:10AM
However, they did remove the machines necessary to post mark thail at the local
office and now all mail i~ taken to Chattanooga and post marked, even that
which is mailed within our city limits. If I mail an envelope to my neighbor...it
goes to Chattanooga...and b?ck to Pikeville, extending the time it took for my . -

neighbor to receive the envelope.

• 31 Our ~ituation is? bit different. The USPS Hickory (N.C.) Processing and Sep 14, 2011 9:45 AM
Distrbution facility that serves the 286 area codes in North Carolina is closing, as
announced la~t week. As a result we wiwll be unable to drop our publications
here for in-county, next-day delivery, which severely cripples our ability to
remaian competitive. As a result of this decision, we are forced to explore
delivery altemativves that both taakes money away from the USPS, but is also
most etpensive for us to consider. Thia closure will impact 11 counties and 82
communities in western North Carolina, as well as 200 jobs in the facility, as it is
incorpàrated into s similar operation 80 miles east.

32 Custer City, Ok 73639 could be a part of the second round of closings. This is a Sep 14, 2011 9:25 AM
critical servicelor distribution of our newspaper as this is a consolidated town in - -

theThomas School district.

33 - The Pollock, MO 63560 will probabiS’ have increased usage because of a new Sep 14,2011 8:37 AM
lake being built riqar the town, and it will probably show some growth because of
this. -

—-

34 Yes, I am cóncemed. In Carroll County, IL, we have experienced combined drop SeØ 14, 2011 8:35 AM
off points for our DDU; We must drop Mount Carroll (61053) Rural and City -

• Routes at Savanna (61074), but we still drop off P0 Boxes at Mount Carroll.
Also,-the same for Thomson (61285), where wc drop PQ Boxes in Thomson, but
must cross the Mississippi River into Clinton, IA to drop off Thomson Rural
Routes. These types of steps make no sense, since all the post offices still - -

- remain open, and are not on a closure list. Driving to Iowa adds time and
mileage to my costs, negating part of the savings offered by the USPS for DDIJ.
It is decision-making like this that have been the win of the P0.
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considered for closure. NNA would like to know whether you have become concerned that a post office that is
truly critical to your business may get on the hit list. For example, a deterlo...

35 We have several small post offices in our area and are concerned that if they Sep 14, 2011 8:35 AM
close, delivery will be delayed. 56219, 57260, 57232, 57270, 57255, 57279,
57224.

36 82637 (Glenrock, WY) which is a primary entry unit for one of our papers. Sep 14, 2011 8:31 AM

37 Keota. No other in-county post office that delivers from that rçgion, thus longer Sep 14, 2011 7:38 AM
delivrery period through des moines or no in-county rate from neighboring
community.

38 Our main post office in Towanda is safe and not on any list. Sep 14,2011 7:09 AM

39 At the present time our building is nearly new and postmaster seems content to Sep 14, 2011 7:04 AM
b~ here but she has roots in a communiy 100 miles from here- She pould move
at any time if the right opportunity came up. In that case, it would be hard lo find
someone to fill her position. With housing situation as it is here due to the oil

~ boom, finding a place to live, especially rent, is almost impossible.

40 Dundalk Post Office (zip 21222) is not on the current closure list, but I am Sep 14, 2011 6:50 AM
concerned because in the past, there were problems with parking for postal
employees and that may still put it into consideration for closure. It covers the
largest population area in the Baltimore County metro district.

41 The closing of the Fort Dodge SCF center. Fort Dodge, IA 50501. Sep 14,2011 6:46 AM
-

42 Zip Code 50514 The routes for this community were moved to be sorted in a Sep 14, 2011 6:34 AM
smaller community with a smaller post office building, the community the routes
were moved to doàs not have the industry that the 50514 community has. There
are many businesses and industries that rely on the post office in our
community. To move the postal routes to a community with less business and
industry and I would assume much less retail for the post office and definitely a
smaller more crowded building does not seem like a good business move. The
building in the 50514 commupity is a good size, sound building and the
postmasters available are young to middle age adults so there are not wonies
about them retiring.

43 50595 50548 Sep 14,2011 6:12 AM

44 The only P0 in our area is Troy Mills -52344, which is a very small office in a Sep 14, 2011 6:08 AM
unincorporated community.

45 No concerns at this time. Sep 14, 2011 6:08 AM

46 62801 - this post office does a great deal for our newspaper. If this were to Sep 14, 2011 5:52 AM
close, customers who live 15 miles away will get their paper in 4 days rather than
same day delivery. Old news is not good in a small/farming community where
you rely on the local newspaper

47 50268 What Cheer, Iowa My post master as well as all the local citizens believe Sep 14, 2011 5:52 AM
we will be on the next list. Several offices have closed have been rerouted to
offices farther away then ours. We have an old building and have looked into
trying to get a new one build for many, many years. This post office is where our
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Q7. USPS has so far chosen very nail offices to put on the closing list. In months ahead, larger offices will be
conáidered for ölosure. NNA would like to know whether you have become concerned that a post office that is
tiuly critical to your bUsineés may get on the hit list. For example, a détirio... -. -

mail is delivered from. - - -

48 Blehcoe, Iowa The Post Office was ãlosed due to the Missouri River Flooding Sep 13, 2011 7:14 PM
- - and rumors have it that it will not reopen.. -

49 .42450 42409 42455 42404 . . Sep 13,2011 6:25 PM

50. Not aware of any at this time . . Sep 13,2011 3:09 PM

51 Might close? 35410 Livingston,AL 36925 York,AL 36907 Cuba,AL 35459 Sep 13,2011 2:56 PM
Enielle,AL ~5460 Epes,AL On the list to close. 36922 Ward,AL 36901
Bellamy,AL 35464 Gaihe~ville,AL 35477 Panola,AL Any closing will destroy
the community, only public building in area.

52 50228 was mrcirop zip code far all papers; NOW I have to take-my Prairie City Sep 13, 2011 2:46 P~
50228 rural route papers to 50054 a lown 7 miles àway~ I have to drop my
Monroe subscribers 50170 at the Monroe post office 7 miles away in a different
direction. . . . . -

53 51001 - postmaster plans to retire in three years: The office also has reduced SeØ 13, 2011 2:42 PM
services because now all our mail goes to a town 15 miles nàrth to be sorted and
then comes back to uS. 1ih~eI9 delivery is a problem and we’ve had complaints
about delivery of our newspaper. Thiá could hurt our cirtulatión.

54 My paper in Illinois 61252 wIll now be entered in Iowa 52732. My concem isthat Sep 13,2011 2:38 PM
my postage will all be out of state even through all my subscription will be in
Illinois. The city will not have to publish its noticeC in my paper since there will
not be one. -

55 have heard rumors that the ~orting center in La Crosse, Wis. (just across the Sep 13, 2011 2:37 PM.
Mississippi River) from hete is losing jobs and its sorting going away. Some say - -

to Rochester, NN, which would be an advantage to us, while others sa9 to
Madison, Wis., which would delay delivery for sure.

56 Our postmaster passed away a couple of years ago. The acting postmaster Sep 13, 2011 2:25 PM
since that time is supposed to be a postmaster for another post office and is very
noncustomer oriented. She badmouths the town’s people ?nd will make snide
remarks such as “You must be desperate” when inquiring about a lost check in

-. the mail. Without a true postmaster and with someone that truly does not like the
town that she is serving, losing our local Post Office is a real concern.

57 If a post office closes, they ~hould at least keep their delivery spot in the same Sep 13, 2011 2:22 PM
county.

58 We are not sure if our post office may be on the ~‘hit list” but it is a grave concern Sen 13,2011 2:16 PM
to the existance of our business. -

59 My2 major providers in Marion County are in 50138 and 50219. Staff reductions Sep 13,2011 2:12 PM
and turnover have led to slower service in the 50219 zip. Further reductions will
seriously jeopardi±e our ability to provide our customers with a timely product.

60 Sadiveille, KY 40370 Interim postmaster on duty. Small community with Sep 13, 20111:58 PM
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Q7. USPS has so far chosen very small offices to put on the ôlosing list. In months ahead, larger offices will be
considered for closure. NNA would like to know whether you have become concerned that a post office that is
truly critical to your business may get on the hit list. For example, a deterio...

primarily clientele. If closed our mail would go to Cincinnati and delaydelivery by
a day.

61 74080 Talala OK was one of our exceptional dispatch post offices. However its -. Sep 13, 20111:49 PM
mail is how being delivered through our home post office 74053 Ooiogah. So it is
actually easier for us~ We suspect Talala will be on the next hit li~t and the
people in that community will not be ha’ppy. The Talala postmaster has been
moved to Oologah as aninterim postmaster since our poCtmaster just retited.

62 We are mailing mostly at county seats, including our plan site (Goodland, KS Sep 13, 20111:18 PM
67735) and SCF (Colby, KS 67701) Other papers are in Norton (67654), Oberlin
(67749), St. FranciS (67756) and Bird City (67731). The PS is accepting any
mail that might miss a connection at Goodland or Colby, includin~ in-county mail
for Jennings and Norc?tur, KS, which has to be delivered through the Hays SCF, -

about a 200-mile round trip. So far, we are getting ihe in-county rate for these.
Bird City is the smallest office, and it could be closed. We could depoáit Bird City -

mail in St. Francis, but we’d lose a day on delivery if the office closed. (Pajiers
there are cased in the p.m., creating a second “mail rush” that day!

63 The Area Mail Distribution Center in Sioux City, Iowa will close at the end of Sep 13, 201112:51 PM
• -Sept., 2011. This will impact delivery of our shopper and newspaper, as well as

cost us more money. I-am concerned that the pOst offices that we use for
• exceptional dispatch and entry: 5lO3~1, 5103?. 51051, 51012, 51004, 51028,

51040, 51016, 51018 will be closed. These woUld greatly affect our•operation.

64 Lytton, IA 50561 Early, IA 50535 Sep 13, 2011 12:43 PM

65 52040 we use the Dyersville ppst office daily and hope that we can continue to Sep 13, 201112:41 PM
have it open and with good-staffing.

66 We have a postofflce in a community about 12,000 that is closing. However, it is Sep 13,2011 -12:39 PM
just a few miles from Des Moines, so it won’t be as convehient as walking down
the street, but iVs not a catastrophe. - - -

67 I wonder whether returning small communities back to contract delivery might Sep 13, 201112:37 PM
work. Towns with 3,000 hàmès or less could receive their mail once a week -

through a contractor for substantially less. Newspaper publishers within the -

towns could certainly provide the service much like Benjamin Franklin.

68 Chailes City. 50616, has both a deteriorating building and a post master nearing Sep 13, 2U11 12:30 PM
- retirement. - -

69 Jamaica, IA 50128. This office is on the closure list. I exceptional dispatch Sep 13. 201112:26 PM
newspapers there every Thursday morning. If it is closed, the office will probably

- be served out of Perry. I will be unable to deliver my papers there on Thursday
due to the distance from my office. This will force me to mail the papers, thu~
delaying their delivery by at least one day. I know my customers in Jamaica will -

- be very unhappy arid I expect I will lose subscribers because of it.

70 Our P0 of entry for mailing the paper is Crestline 44827. Our business mail also Sep 13, 201111:52 AM
comes to a P0 box at this post office. About half of our circulation goes out by
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mail, so closing the post office would have a big impact on our subscribers and
our business function. We would have to drive to an adjacent town for -

everything. Another conbem is the possible closing of the mail processing
center at Mansfield 44901, which they are threatening. This would further delay
delivery to our subscribers, which is already ~êry, VERY slow.

71 I’m very worried about future losSes which could make it difficult for us to deliver Sep 13, 201111:18 AM
papers on a timely cost/effective basi~. In many cases, this reqUires a local post
office. - - - -

72 We have several small post offices in the 446 zip code area that I am afraid will Sep 13, 201110:24 AM
be in the USPS next tatget round. Several of these are exceptional dispatch
drops for our paper, and are in our key primary delivery area. -But we also know
that sévéral similarly-sized post offices in rural areas throughout the country - .

clould be closing. and those residents (including our readers) will suffer ~
hardship and think twice about subscribing. - -

73 61540613696156561375 - _: - - - - — Sepl3,2011 10:14AM

74 - I view the Cambridge, IL 61238 post office which has alread moved its carriers to Sep 13, 2O1 1 9:45 AM
Geneseo 61254 as a mid,sized postal facility. It was an original entry for our
Cambridge Chronicle but we have always used Geneseo as the entr3i office. We - - -

have noticed a great deal of delay in mail in both communities overall. The past
two Weeks we have heard from customers they get part of their mail at one time
in the day andthe rest another. They’ve called complaining of not getting their
newspaper only to phone back two to three hours later that they now have it. We
are surroUnded byimaller communities. Our local postal employees fight - - -

deligently to get us good service from the plants to them and we will be losing
that leverage. I deal mainly with the Hàwkeye (De~ Moines) District and have -

- gotten responses from them ok in the paSt. However, in working With other -

districts I have not been so luóky. Usually I have to get the information from the
local post master if I hear anything at all.

75 At this point we are not that concerned. Effingham may become a concem. Sep 13, 2011 9:26 AM

76 Like a community newspaper, the post office adds to the identity of a small Sep 13, 2011 9:21 AM
community. A loss of good, personal service is at the top of our fears if our post
office is closed. Our post office is 49034 . - _________

77 - We did have a retired poStmaster late last year and have had temporaries fill in. Sep 13, 2011 9:14 AM
We have not heard anything about our local post office (54487), but a smaller
P.O. (Brantwoqd, 54513) in our service area is on the list. To be honest, we
have wondered over the years why some verysmall cOmmunities have a Post
Office, particUlarly out West. And, in many of those communities the post office
is the newest and nidest building within miles. Struct us as curious.

78 So far, our post office seems secure. However, much of their work is being Sep 13, 2011 9:04 AM
shipped to a larger post office about 30 miles away for sorting, and then it is
brought back. That could be a first step to phasing our post office out — or
minimizing its role. - -
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79 6865268627 Sep 13, 2011 9:02AM

80 Throughout the State Of Ohio our operations rely heavily on same-day delivery. Sep 13, 2011 8:57 AM
Many of our daily’newspa~iers “contract” for rural motor route USPS delivery,
while maintaining foot darriers !n hometowncitiea. But we also have daily

- operations that fully rely On USPS delivery on motor routes and in-town. Years
back, When we deôided to make the switch from motor route to USPS, we met
regularly todetermine the best move for our newspaperC and our publishing -

company(ies). It seemed rather foolish for two delivery conttactors (Independent
Contractor Motor Route Deliverers; and USPS Carriers) to make daily ~tops at

• the same house. In ~n era where GREEN and the conservation of fuel i~ KING,
it seemed that not only was the contracting with LISPS ? good fiscal decision,-it
was/is also a good decision for the conservation-driven g6vernment. If Ohio
Community Media were to lose key point of entry locations and!or key-locations
Where Second Class Mail Permits are held, we would be forced to throw
conservation opt the window; we would have no other choiOe than to initiate-a - - -

delivery department. The cost of such event could be fatal to our operation~ as
- well as the entire newspaper industry. As one of four Group, Publishers for Ohio , -

Community Media, I oversee daily pperations in five smal!er Ohio communities: - -

Sidney (45365); Piqua (45356); Troy (45373); Xenia (45385); and Fairbom
(45324). In addition to ALL point-of-entry USPS offices surrounding each of

• these “daily” communities, I oversee weekly operations in Tipp City (45371);
West Milton (45383); Vandalia (45377); Huber Heights (45424); Englewood
(45322); Kettening-Oakwood (45409,45419,20,45429, 30,45432,45439,40,
45459); Centerville-Washington Twp. (45458,45459); Beavercreek (45430.
-454a2, 45434); Sugarcreek (44681); and Springboro (45066). There is little
doubt in our minds that a number of these zip codes will be affected.

81 So far NO post offices that we-mail at DDU level out of, have been announced Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM
for a survey for possible closing. However, closing the flowing zips would be a
major problem for us on delivery of oUr products. Thosp zips are62049, 62056, -

- 62075, 62560, 62088, 62033, 62069, 62626, 62014, 62012, and 62097. We
also have a lot of Saturday deliveries to some of the above DDU’s

82 - The closing of West Liberty, Ohio, 43357, offide, one of our core delivery areas, Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM
is a concern. It is midway between two county seats located only 16 rhiles apart.
Its closing could lead to increased costs and a competitive disadvantage

- depending in which P0 would service the area.
— -—-, —-____ __—- — -

83 - Our local post office in Miles City Montana has for the past year been located in Sep 13, 2011 8:44-AM
a temporary facility, because of a problem with ground contamination, and fumes
from a leaky fuel tank. It would be just as easy to close as move back intO the old

- building. ‘ - -

84 35640 - Sep 13, 2011 &38AM

85 I’m not aware of any in our service ?rea. Sep 13,2011 8:35 AM

86 I do have a concern for Portageville, Missouri 63873. As of noW we have an Sep 13, 2011 8:33 AM
interim Post MaCter and there is a semi tractor trailer truck that has been setting
there for almost two months, like it is ready to load up, but nothing as of yet is in
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there. The Post master That was there first took time off after her husband died, -

then she decided to resign, then she ask to be back but is taking her grieving
time still. The people there really do not know how to use their computer Postal
One program and it seems like we are the orily newspaper and post office that
seern~ to have issues. All of our pther áister papers are done exactly the same - -

without issue. The interim post master did not even have a cOmputer at her . -

previous office. - -

87 NA Sep 13,2011 8:33AM

88 - We publish 7 newspaØèrs acros5 3 counties in 2 states. Due to past delivery Sep 13, 2011 8:31 AM
problems, we cui~ntly drop Chip tà each post office in our newspaper market
area. The closure of any local post office will certainly cause additional delivery
delay. Delivery delays have and will continue to caUse problems with
subscrjbers. If a subscriber does not receive the newspaper in a timely faChion
they will not subscribe. As you know, a newspaper without subscribers will not
continue to publish. -

89 Our maTh postal entry !~ BeardstOwn, IL. The postmaster has not discuC~ed any Sep 13; 2011 8:28 AM
pending concerns. I would hope he would, if we have ally pending conceins. - - -

90 Services and all delivery people arp being removed from the post office in the Sep 13,2011 8:19 AM
county seat Williamstown, Ky. 41097

91 We currently use mahy small USPS offices in our very rural area of Michigan; we Sep 13, 2011 8:13 AM
truck deliver to the small USPS officeS. If there are closures, there will be an
additional step and additipnal niileage in reaching other offices. -

92 Yes, we have~exceptionãl dispatch for thrqe small post office’C ?nd would be a Sep 13. 2011 8:03 AM
big problem foi~ us to get the paper to our cuslorners on a daily basic. -

Faimington, Ky., Hazel Ky. and Puryear,TN. -

93 67457 Post Office is small, it will take over some operations soon from a - Sep 13, 2011 7:58 AM
neighboring post office that is closing. The newspaper is currentlythe biggest
customer at trie local post office. My newspaper is printed in a town 20 miles
east in another county, if in the future the local offlce closes, my options would
be to mail out of coUnty where J print, or drive back to our county and go another - -

- 11 miles west to retain in county rates. -

94 - 48602 or 48603. These zip cod&areaC are where a majority of the business and Sep 13, 2011 7:36 AM
residential traffic hinge, so obviously their closure would create massive
problems for us. -

95 68701 Sepl3,2011 7:34AM

96 Beaver 45613 Lucasville 45648 Piketon 45661 Sep 13,2011 7:29 AM

97 65270 . Sep 13,2011 7:28AM

98 We are a biweekly newspaper that is only delivered through the mail, so we are Sep 13, 2011 7:20 AM
very cOncerned about losing our post office. Right.now we are very concerned
about losing Saturday delivery because We are a Wednesday, Saturday -
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publication. This newspaper, The Lamar Democrat, has been continuously
published for 141 years; we know our readers depend on us and our delivery of
a timely publication. There has not been a missed publication date in all those
years. People in smaller communities depend on local newspaper to get local
news, something they can not get anywhere else.

99 42064 42081 42078 42028 42411 Sep 13,2011 7:20 AM

100 21233- main post office in Baltimore Sep 13,2011 6:58 AM

101 I am concerned about any closings as for the past several years we have Sep 13, 2011 6:43 AM
already experienced the loss of subscribers due to the postal services lack of
getting the weekly newspaper to our subscribers in a timely manner. They
continue to make changes of distribution and our newspapers are sent to bigger
distribution centers then sent from there to our subscribers. This takes additional
time and sometimes our subscribers are not getting their papers for 5 days and
even have them complain that they haven’t received their paper and then they
receive several at one time. We run auction ads in our newspaper and
subscribers receive their paper after the weekend auctions are held and have
told us they are discontinuing their subscription for that reason.

.~_2_~___~~
102 Rural newspaper entry has been ‘moved/taken away’ from two post offices in Sep 13, 2011 6:39 AM

Stoddard County. My concern is that this me be phase one of closing these two
post offices. Bloomfield - 63825 Advance - 63730

103 17233 McConnellsburg Sep 13, 2011 6:39 AM

104 Two small POs slated for closing in our county, which should have little effect on Sep 13, 2011 6:31 AM
our delivery; however, if this is the tip of the ice berg and additional, larger POs
are next, then obviously we are greatly concerned. Delivery as it is by the USPS
leaves MUCH to be desired, and closing ANY POs will make it even worse.

105 One of our greatest concerns is our Distribution Center in Easton MD and the Sep 13, 2011 6:27 AM
closing of small Post Offices throughout the Mid-Atlantic Region. The Delivery of
the USPS is currently less than satisfactory when it comes to getting our
newspapers to our customers. We’re a weekly agricultural newspaper with time
sensitive material that our farmers need to know about in a timely manner. The
USPS system in the name of efficiency has already shown us that their system is
not working now and by cutting out post offices throughout the country and
region will cost us customers. We depend on the USPS to get our newspaper
where it has to go on time and that is not happening now!

106 Our entry level post office is at Pawleys Island, S.C. 29585. We have been Sep 13, 2011 6:07 AM
dealing for years with poor service, lack of commitment from postal employees
and condescending attitudes. Most recently, one postal employee told one of our
customers that her newspaper laid on the floor of the post office, until he finally
picked it up. After filing a complaint, we never heard back from the post office.
Quite frankly, it is going to destroy our business if our post office closes. We do
not have the capability to handle home delivery. We have a lot of out of the area
subscribers, if these post office close, a good many of our subscribers will face
even later delivery.
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107 Lancaster Faiming...56500 paid sub ,from Main to North Carolina, Saturday Sep 13, 2011 4:06 AM
publication date, readers are now getting it 3 to 5 days later than normal (over
the past 55 years).

108 I am not concerned about our main post office being affected by this round of Sep 13, 2011 2:44 AM
-closures. -What concerns me rhost is the loss of Saturday delivery as we are a
Tues-Sat MAILED publication as well as rumors of a complete failure of the
Øostal system. As far as the smalle? offices being affeôted, I have actually driven -

our roUtes and it amazes me how small some of the rural post offices are and
how many of them there are within just a few miles of one ériother.

1O9 77035 East Bernard is an entry pQint for one of our newspaper publióations and Sep 12,2011 7:55 PM
an exceptional dispatch for another äf our newspaper publications - loss of this - - -

outlet would probably mean forwarding to a hub like Houston and the delay in
our customers receiving our papers would probably lead to thp loss of oUr
publication 77488 Wharton is an entry point for our main newspaper publication -

- and its closing would probably mean the demise of our ne*spapêr - the county -

s??t paper and publishing since the 1800’s

110 49862 ThiS post office i~ very inefficient in mo~t ?reas. so if the closure list is Sep 12,2011 5:53 PM
based on j5erformance I feel they pould be on a future hit list. If they close our
poor postal service will get even worse. We are their largest customer, and we
onlsi mail 6,000 pieces a week. -

111 Not a concern at this time. Would not the j,eriodicals section of the DMM need to Sep 12, 2011 3:46 PM
be re-written? Aren’t newSpaper offices to be located within the zip code of the
entry post office? Isn’t public notice advertising predicated by entry of periodical
class mail? (At least it is here in Indiana.)

112 I know that our post office is always busy, but that they may not be good enough. Sep 12, 2011 3:43 PM
My zip code is 78570. The post office is needed in many ways for the citizens of -

this small community.

113 Nope. - Sep 12,2011 3:17 PM

114 67114 I am not too concerned about dur local postal offices as! feel if smaller - Sep 12,2011 3:10 PM
- offices in the rural area do close, our local past office might see an increase in

business. -

115 Would be very difficult for us if downtown Independence P0 shut down Sep -12, 2011-3:10 ~M

116 I am very concerned abOut the logistics of how are newspapers are handled in Sep 1?, 201 1 3:07 PM
the post office. It is getting incredibly complicated. I do thing some of the small -

post offices should be closed. Many of the offices only have a clerk and are not
really Post Offices; they don’t take any delivered mail. If possible, it would b~
very helpful for me to know which Post Office will be closed and when so I can
work with Postal officials before the change to figure out what is the best way to
mall our papers.

117 We associate with the Conrad Post Office as a distribution point, 59425. Next Sep 12, 2011 3:06 PM
nearest town is Shelby 59474 which is 25 miles away, which is also a small
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office. Then we would have to go to Great FaIls, 59405 ... 60 miles away. Miles
- - are one way. The small offices on the cloSure list we have papers go to are:

Bynum 59419; Dupuyer 59432~ Heart Butte 59448 and Pendroy 59467.

118 65560-Salem Missouri The postmaster waS recently replaced by someone from Sep 12, 2011 3:03 PM
the Licking post office (65542). All of our papers originate in Salem and are -

mailed through our Salem post office. Mail de!ivery illater ever~’ day and With - -

Saturday being removed from delivery, I fear that subscribers will again, give up
on the service. - -

- ----- —. —-— —--

119 We are not concerned at this ~time. We have two post offices in Lawrence. Sep 12, 2011 3:02 PM

120 I am concerned mostly by.the fact that one day niail delivery may become 2 days Sep 12, 2011 3:02 PM
or 3 days or who knows. The post offices in my county that are dosing are very -

small as well as the cdmmunities they serve. - - -

__ _____— —-—--—--——--— -

121 We are a 100% mail delivery newspaper. We expect closures of Alden ?nd Sep 12,2011 2:53 PM
Raymond Kansas post offices will adversely affect our circulatjon in those
communitiea, particularly if delivery is delayed by one or more days. We can’t -

- see how USPS cah makeup an $8 billion shortfall by closingrural post offices, - -

which make up less thari one percent of the USPS annual budget. Fuzzy Federal -

math (again)~ - -

122 We have a number of post offices in our county that may be closed. We are the Sep 12, 2011 2:53 PM
only hewspàper in the county. I have aCsumed all along that our post office (St.
Paul, NE 68873) is safe because the community is fairly large by Nebraska

- standa~ds (230Q) and is the county seat. However, we had a postmaster retire a
- few years ago and a permanent replacement has never been named. Our

Wolbadh newspaper is in a very small down and the likelihood of that posl office
closing woUld be much more likely. Although it would bea hardship for the
people Who live there, we could still mail the newspaper from St. Paul where our
central plant is located. We wouldn’t like it, but we could live with it.

123 Amite - 70422 post office is an old building, not one of the new buildings they Sep 12, 2011 2:51 PM
have built in other communities, but I just can’t see them closing it. But who -

knows? - - -

124 N/A Sep 12,2011 2:40PM

125 35462 - Sep 12- 2011 2:34 PM

126 These possible post office closings greatly concern Us: Arnold, NE 69120 Sep 12, 2011 2:29PM
Stapleton, NE 69163 Thedford, NE 69166/

• 127 None in my area héve been identified and there are no deteriorated offices. Sep 12; 2011 2:29 PM

128 The possible clOsing of a number of post offices iri Northeast Montana is a Sep 12, 2011 2:28 PM
concern. This is because our newspaper, The Glasgow Courier, is delivered by
mail topost office box holders in small towns throughout the area. At this point,
the announced closing list Would have limited impact becausesome post offices
on the list are on the fringe Of oUr circulation area. Neither our entry po~t office in
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Glasgow (59230) or other smaller but significant ones in the immediately
surrounding area have been listed. -

129 - I have not heatd of either of our two main post offices being on a hit list. Sep 12, 2011 2:23 PM

130 Absolutely! Zip code 85932 will have its Postmaster retiring soon leaving us with Sep 12,2011 2:19 PM
one post office in the county. Distribution center changes have already caused -

prolonged delays in delivery time to our subscribers out of county, affecting 50
percent of our ôirculation. We’ve had people discontinue their subscriptions due -

to delays in receipt. Frequently sub~cnibers complain of receivinO a month’s -

worth in one mailing.

131 Zip: 68825. Oprs is a small community of around 600 plus rural folk. We are not Sep 12, 2011 2:17 PM
yet on the hit list but should it happen it will mean a 20 mile trip (one way) to the
next available pqst office. It might mean a tàugh decision of whether to continue
publishing or to shut down.

132 These are the last links in rural communities to services for the elderly and Sep 12,2011 2:16 PM
infirm. They provide medicines, mail, supplies and contact that are vital in
keeping people independent. When there are so many other areas that could be
addressed, closing services is akin to a clothing store that is in trouble deciding
to not carry undergarments anymore. The essentials must be kept; stop the
waste at the top and make all charges, expenses and facilities equal to what the
rest of the ecomony has. Paying for rural service is an option if kept minimal. I
know of some who would gladly pay box renr to gurantee their mail service
would continue in small towns and rural areas. How about competitive packaging
costs with FEd Ex and UPS? Thanks!

133 Post office zip 57434..our post master and one of thg carriers is close to Sep 1?, 2011 2:13 PM
retirement and if the PC closed my next pos~office is over 25 miles away to mail
out the papers

134 I am concerned that there will be a reduction in sectional centers, and we will be Sep 12, 2011 2:10 PM
forced to enter our publication there, causing a day’s delay in our publication’s
delivery.

135 67456 Sep 12,2011 2:04PM

136 Brdsett - 59318 Cohagen - 59322 Sand Springs.. 59077 All of these post Sep 12, 2011 2:03 PM
offices serve patrons that are anywhere from one mile from the Post Office to 30
or more miles. A very large distance in anyone’s time. Please do not take away
these patrons one sure connection to the rest of the area, state, and nation.
Close post offices that are within live miles of one another. There are many of
them. Rural America should not be the ones to suffer losses of post offices.
Many of the rural patrons only receive mail twice a week anyway. At best it is
already barebone delivery. The Postal Service is one thing that is supposed to
be governed under the constitution and provided for the public.

137 Hickman (68372) has an old building that could be a concern and is close to Sep 12, 2011 2:00 PM
Lincoln so cl;osure may be attractive as it is a bedroom community.
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-Already lost

158 57260 If this Post Office would close the direct line of business would be broken Sep 12,20111203 PM
Other Post Offices in the area would require to much travel time for my business
to handle and cause a competitiveness between the tn-state areas newspapers
It could cause yet another small business to close

159 Until we receive an itemized list of additional pending closures we cannot Sep 12, 201111 52 AM
speculate on the potential impact

160 Yes I’m concerned that our smaller post offices (65793 - main entry and 65548 - Sep 12, 201111 49 AM
drop ship) will be consolidated into our much larger office (65775 - also drop
ship)

161 We the newspaper have tryed to get the word out about the closure but can’t Sep 12, 201111 44 AM
find anybody to talk too at the USPS It would hurt our busness if a larger P0
office shut down 23937

162 See comments made in previous questions 61285 is our Zip Code Sep 12 201111 32 AM

163 Things are good locally (79226) but after visiting with other publishers in our Sep 12 201111 32 AM
?rea, I am extremely concerned by what may happen if we ever loose our
postmaster Newspapers dealing with an OIC instead of a postmaster are
currently going through hell in our region with issues of the droop test, not being
able to use automation rates, and being forced to use sacks

164 We can’t imagine that they would close the post office in Mount Ayr which would Sep 12 201111 26 AM
mean that they did not have a post office in our county but with all the talk we
are beginning to wonder The plan is to drop six of the eight post offices in our
county in this round Some of these post offices are very small and I understand
their clOsure Others seem to be taking the closure too far If all are consolidated
in one post office out of Mount Ayr I guess everything we mail in the county
would get the ODU rate which would probably be lest costly in the long run

165 The Fort Scott KS (66701) Post Office has just gone through a “down sizing — it Sep 12,201111 23 AM
was an SEC and they have switched much of the processing to the Kansas City
center They claim they will keep the newspapers in house Also the Nevada
Post Office (64772) has gone through several leadership changes lately and the
building is in bad repair This would be a huge issue if either of the POs were~o
closeli

166 I do not know if Cabool MO 65689 will be on any future lists but if it were to be Sep 12 201111 21 AM
closed it would be devastating for our newspaper All our delivery is by mail in
this very rural area and we have no other viable options

167 My concem right now is that the post office employee is telling me to prepare in Sep 12 201111 21 AM
advance that the USPS plans to do away with 2nd class entirely mail next year
and that will mean that I do not have any option to deliver the newspaper to my
customers which may result in closing my business because most of my
business is subscription based If they do keep it for now they plan to increase
the rates which will have a major effect on people subscribing’
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168 We deliver by carrier in our immediate delivery area. More worried about the Sep 12, 201111:19 AM
new ~Eveiy Door” initiative that pits postal service against us as a competitor

- with direct mail.

169 With only three post offices Ioc?ted in our entire copnty, the loss of even one Sép 12, 201111:15 AM
(38626) will dramatically impact our community. If we were to lose either or both
of the other two (38676, 38664), many people in our commUnity woulØ be more -

than 30 miles from a post office.

170 We have a couoplé small offices we dealwith and are worried about the service. Sep 12, 201111:14 AM•
60536. 60512. 60537: currently on the closing list.

171 P0 in Hellertown PA 18055 This office and its staff serve our community and its - Sep 12,201111:12 AM
businesses. A closed P0 here will damage the comunity’s idenity beyond repair. -

And many people use it becaUse it is close and simple to get to with out hassles.
This would be hard for senior citizens who for the most part use the postal
~ystem rather than e-mail. Hard for local businesses Who are owner-operated
and can’t spend a half hour going to and from a post office for business mail. As -

foi~ my newspaper, having to take bulk mail to a largei facility ha~ been nothing
less than a mess. - -

172 Eagle Grove: Iowa 50533 Town population 3,500 — Local sorting of mail has - Sep 12, 201111:09 AM
ceased. It is being done in the next town 15 miles west. Parcels are not brought
over for delivery until the customer asks: Then delivery is done the next day.

- ExampIe~ Parcel conies from Amazon.com to customer on Tuesday. Customer
gets note in mail on Tuesday to call for pickup. Customer calls Wednesday for
parcel. USPS brings package over from neighboring town on Thursday so
customer can have it. That’s crazy. Why not just stack up the parcels in the
back room of the home post office. There is plerity of room then now that
sorting isn’t being done in that office. Other small post offices in towns of 300 or
less Will just have to close, such as these around us: 50470. 50420, 50439,
50457, 50101. We understand the closing of small offices. But what about larger
towns like Eagle Grove (above). Some of the decisions affecting those towns
don’t make sense. -

173 I am an advocate for streamlining and culling government spending. And, I can Sep 12, 201111:05 AM
see ~ome value in closing more rural post offices. However, the methbds of
closure for the Lincoln County, Wyoming area (including Star Valley) show no
logic or fore thought on the part of the postal service. Small post offices where
other deliver options exist are remaining open. While post offices that serve a
much larger population With no other deliver options are on the schedule to be•
closed. I am confounded by the whole process. Meanwhile, families who have
subscribed to the Star Valley Independent for over 100 years (five generations of•
subscribers) are now experiencing hiccups in delivery for the first time. Tell me
how any of this is good for tax payers or newspaper or’ the postal service? -

174 I would be very concerned if the following post offices closed: (Top 3 are in Sep 12, 201111:01 AM
Wyoming, last in Colorado) Albin 82050 Burns 82053 Carpenter 82054 Grover
80729 If these close, a large portion of our local readership will be significantly
delayed in receiving our publication.
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175 I am not concerned that by post office of entry will be closed: new building, new Sep 12, 201111:00 AM
postmaster, high volume, but lam veryconcerned about the closure of the post
Office in Bynum (59419) snd Pendroy (59467). In Bynum, people there will have
to drive at least 26 hiiles round trip to get their mail because there is not a
business in their town (only a bar) that could “village” post office. This -

idea of closing the rural post offices is insane. These rural postal clients are the
ones who still use the Post Office for nearly 100 percent of their mail needs. Why -

is the post office discontinuing services to the people who are it’s most loyal
customers? We think cuts to suburban or urban post office make a lot-more - -

sense. - -

176 We have several small post offices in the area with only one person working and Sep 12,201110:59 AM
then at only limited hours. My concern is not with the physical presence to buy
and sell stamps, other businesses could offer that service. I would however
support closing poSt offices, if improvements are made to speed up delivery.
Most of our mail is already sorted in Grand Rapids, mi and then delivered to local
post offices for delivery. - . - - . - - -

177 Coulee Dam’s (99116) post office is apparently about to close or be Sep 12, 201110:55 AM
downgraded, although it appears on no list (as far as I know). We have our
Standard permit there for mailing the shopper. Two weeks ago, they decided to -

move all the walking route carriers for Coulee Dam to the city of Grand Coulee’s
post office (99133) and transferred the sorting bins etc. We now must deliver all
our 99116 standard and periodical mail for those routes (which is most of it) to.
Grand Coulee, but not the P0 Box addresses. One relief postmaster at Coulee
Dam told me she had already receWed a RIF notice in the mail. This is most
definitely not more efficient. By the way, I recently learned the building that is the
P0 in Coulee Dam was purchased in the recent past by~ key aid to Rep. Cathy

- McMorriS Rodgers, 5th Dist, WA. I have ho idea if that fact is pertinent. -

178 No worries at this time. . Sep 12, 201110:54 AM

179 56150 since it is the drop point for one of oUr newspapers - Sep 12, 2Q11 10:51 AM

180 Loss of services and another business where local employeeS will lose their Sep 12, 201110:50 AM
jobs. hours have already been cut here (53533) 50 am afraid the rO will be on
the next cut list.

.181 81210 -Alrnont, Colorado 81239- Parlin, Colorado 81248- Sargents, Coloradp -. Sep 1?, 2011 10:32 AM
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Q8 National Newspaper Association is heavily involved in pending legislation that will reshape the way USPS
provides services to newspapers and the country as a whole USPS says it cannot currentlV pay its bills, and it
believes it will run out of cash next summer Congress is likely to pass a law t

1 I am not sure about the last one I have not thought about it Oct 3 201112 59 PM

2 our subscribers are calling constantly about not getting newspapers Sep 16 20111 01 PM

3 Each of these are of the utmost importance Sep 15, 2011 1256PM

4 The postal service should recognize that if they do not want to provide service, Sep 15, 2011 9 33 AM
someone will They have almost written themselves out of business because of
poor service now Closing post offices reducing services, reducing days of
delivery and other proposed options will certainly only accelerate their demise

5 Overcoming the limitations to efficiency imposed by Postal Unions Sep 14, 2011 2 53 PM

6 We believe the Postal Service should discontinue the prepaying of funding the Sep 14,201111 40 AM
pensions They need to operate in the real world like the rest of us

7 Keeping a strong national mail system is not only absolutely necessary for the Sep 14, 201111 34 AM
survival of newspapers but necessary for a strong national defense system
Congress needs to see that it is fully funded

8 I think newspapers need to lead on this issue and we can’t lead if all we are Sep 14, 2011 7 38 AM
doing is saying no to things We need a healthy USPS and we might have to
cave some

9 Although our efforts at NNA and other organizations like PNA here in Sep 14, 2011 7 09 AM
Pennsylvania, will be most important I doubt we will have the ability to allow
these “non performing” post offices to stay open I would hope the six-day
delivery is at the forefront of the efforts listed above, as a closure Saturday
followed by a holiday on a Monday would really cause mail backups

10 The post office is vital to every business and individual in the county as a rural Sep 14 2011 7 04 AM
area not everyghing is done on intemet etc

11 The country has had to cut back in all areas Pay scales are not what they used Sep 14 2011 5 52 AM
to be with all the benefits The post office should do some cuts within - hire
people in the big distribution centers that care about their job and get it done in a
timely manner There should be plenty of those people in the country with the
rate of unemployment

12 Their economic problem is there own making Closing these post offices is not Sep 14 2011 5 52 AM
fixing it Here is a current situation Keswick Iowa is on the new list to be closed
The lease runs until 2014 and the USPS will have to continue to pay this (They
are still paying lease on Webster, IA which is closed) Additionally, they will pay a
portion to whomever becomes the Village Post Office They will also pay
someone to keep the new Box unit free of snow and ice So they will pay for an
empty building rather than keep it open Also, during closing meeting the USPS
mentioned using USPS com a number of times after complaining that the
intemet and the younger generation is at fault

13 It is sad to say but when we took over the paper the anthrax incident had just Sep 13 2011 2 37 PM
occurred and we had the best delivery every I was told every post office and
sorting facility had to clear out its entire load of materials every day It has been
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Q8. National Newspaper Association is heavily involved in pending legislation that will.reshape the way LISPS
provides services to newspapers and the country as a whole. USPS sayá it cannot óurrently pay its bills, and it
believes it will run out of cash next-summer. Congress is likely to pass a law t... - - - - -

all down hill since theb and now takes weeks to getlo where it needs to be.

14 Enabling news~ape(s to drop off newspapers earlier in the morning at Sep 13, 20111:56 PM
exceptional dispatch locations to get same day delivery. Most are not open at

- an early hour in Our-area of Southern Illinois to allow uito get same day service
of our daily newspaper. They would gain more business if they were more -

flexible. - _____

15 As a weekl~’, I have no other options for delivery than USPS. Sep 13, 2011 12:59 PM

16 Making sure USPS haCa long term plan and the ability to complete the plan. Sep 13,201110:38 AM

17 I think even if we have to pay a little bit more to get the paper into our readers’ -Sep 13. 2011 10:24AM
hands, easy, close entiy and sixday delivery are crucial to Our industry in -

general, and our newspaper in particular. - -

18 I would like to see with these mergings the discounts applied to papers Sep 13, 2011 9:45 AM
pre~ented at the postal facilities where the carriers are located. As of now, we do
hot receive any discount for our Cambridge subscribers even though their
carriers are located at the point of àntr~. - -

19 We have had a very good relationship with Our local P.O. (And that hasn’t always Sep 13, 2011 9:14 AM
been the case many, many years ago. Late last year Our postmaster retired and
we now have a new temporary “from Chicago’ who does things by the book,
we’re told.) What surprises us the most is that we are their beat customer in town
but the always changing regulations that sometimes make no sense often make
us feel unappreciated and tired of jumping through hoops. We’re not the enemy!
We want to work together and remain good customers. -

?0 Saturday mail doesn’t affect us directly, so I would Cee-the closute of medium- Sep 13, 2011 9:04 AM
size post offices as agreater threat than the Saturday delivery: - -

21 allI of the above. We need 6 day mail delivery. No. I we need Saturday Sep 13,2011 8:03-AM
deleverylli!

22 I personally think the financal hardships of the US Postal Service are caused by Sep 13, 2011 7:59 AM
- themselves. Charging higher rates to the newspapers is not the answer to their

problefris. They do not have an income problem they do in fact have an expense -

problem. I am in agreement with the closure of some of the ámaller post offices
in my county but I-dont understand the reasons for leaving others. -They closed
one that served nearly 500 households but left anoTher open thatserves 60. The

• two were less than five miles away from each other. What I do see is that as
more post office close in neighborhoods more people will go to home delivery.
because of the post office being farther away from their homes. As more people
stop the P0 Box service there will be higher expenses on the postal service -

becauseof fuel cost in delivety.

23 Supporting the P.O. where possible in re-inventing services. S~p 13, 2011 7:25 AM

24 Personally, I wouki like to see it privatized. The service couldn’t get any worse. Sep 13, 2011 7:20 AM
What we lack is competition in the market. If there were two carriers, this - -
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Q8. National Newspaper Association is heavily involved in pending legislation that will reshape the way USPS
provides services to newspapers and the country as a whole. USPS says it cannot currently pay Its bills, and it
believes it will run out of cash next summer. Congress is likely to pass a law t...

wouldn’t be an issue.

25 all of the above are important. Sep 13, 2O11 6:43AM

26 I think all of these options are prioritites; there isn’t one or tweo best answers. Sep 13, 2011 6:24 AM

27 I support Saturday delivery/openingC and suggest that they close-instead on Sep 13, 2011 2:44 AM
Mondays. Not just for our sake, but for folks that work Mon-Fri and need to buy
stamps, mail packages, etc. Additionally, If I could drop my sacks all at one post
office and have them take care of dispatching those sacks to the outer post -. -

offices, ensuring same day delivery within the county then I would gladly pay~
little extra. Keeping drivers, paying drivers, especially in our county (because of
it’s size and weather) are one of our biggest stressers. I would happily pay the -

POwhat lam paying those drivers if that were the case.

28 Not only are they proposing to close an office we use to achieve next day Sep 12, 2011 4:24 PM
- delivery, they are proposing making it two days for mail sent within our state to

an office only 16 miles away. I don’t see how this newspaper can survive without
an alternative to the US Mail. -

29 As I understand the situation, 80% of the USPS problem dea!s with labor and Sep 12, 2011 3:19 PM
- benefits to reitrees. This needs to be fixed by USPS. We can’t helji them with

that problpm....however, we have to deal with the consequences. I am in foavor
of any type congressional intervention that will mandate the USPS to balance
their budget. I also resent the mountains of paperwork we must fill out for our
mailings.

30 we depend heavily on the Post Office for the delivery of our paper: - Sep 12, 2011 3:07 PM

31 Free Paper Carrier delivered Sep 12,2011 2:45 PM

32 Finding ways to better partner with the USPS to tell their story and to help tell the Sep 12, 2011 2:37 PM
newspaper story of how we together are the glue that keeps many towns going.
We-need to keep the postal service, but not at the total cost of our newspapers.

33 Abandon permit requirements — all newspapers go for a set rate based on Sep 12, 2011 2:29 PM
- weight. Postal Service i~ pricing themselves out of existence. Will not exist in 50 - -

years. Everything, including newspapers, will be digitally transmitted. -

34 At this point, service pioblems reaching distant readers is absolutely terrible and Sep 12,2011 2:28 PM
inconsistent. We receive frequent complaints from out-of-state subscribers who -

receive our paper 2 or 3 weeks late and then in some cases receiving the late
papers at the same time or a day apart. The Postal Service’s system is ridiculous -

for newsjiapers to record and submit three complaints from the same distant
• reader before the Postal Service looks into the pioblem. What other business -

anywhere treats customers this way? - - - -

35 It wàuld not hurt to propose a federal tax on e-mail, twitter, Facebook, even You Sep 12, 2011 2:04 PM
Tube - say a penny, or better, a nickel per posting. Revenue to the Postal
Service. - I -

36 Close them all asap. Sep 12,2011 2:03PM
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Q8. National Newspaper Association Is heavily involved in pending legislation that will reshape the way USPS
provides services to newspapers and the country as a whole. USPS says it cannot currently pay its bills, and it
believes it will run out of cash next summer. Congress is likely to pass a law t...

37 Talk of closure of the USPS and if it ultimately happens, not at all good for the Sep 12, 2011 2:03 PM
country.

38 There will obviously be dramatic changes in the operation of USPS, and Sep 12, 2011 1:57 PM
newspapers have been the step child in terms of service and delivery for years-
we do more and more work for USPS and get worse and worse service.
Whatever happens, it likely won’t be good for us.

39 If the USPS cannot generate enough revenue to pay salaries, benefits and bills, Sep 12, 2011 1:51 PM
the government should consider making the USPS a private business and
should treat it as such. UPS, FedEx and others have found ways to survive.
Postal carriers, like many other government employees, are over paid. I would
love to ride around in a government vehicle S hrs a day and make $25 per hr
plus benefits.

40 Our biggest complaints come from subscribers who say they are not receiving Sep 12, 2011 1:41 PM
their papers and when they do often they receive two or three at a time. Most of
those are out of state sub~cribers.

41 Saturday mail would be first, then exceptional dispatch Sep 12, 2011 1:32 PM

42 These are all important! Sep 12, 2011 1:31 PM

43 I care about 6 day mail but have larger concerns about timely delivery Sep 12. 2011 1:19 PM

44 I wish I knew. I am not nearly informed as well as I should be to have a solid Sep 12, 2011 12:06 PM
opinion. Our postmaster made the comment to us that he thinks that the
Postoffice is trying to shut itself down, so they can force an end to the unions. He
thinks this is all political.

45 Service is the #1 issue, It must get better. Sep 12, 2011 11:45 AM

46 times are changing and so must the post office. They need to look as payroll, as Sep 12, 2011 11:30 AM
they have long had salaries that are at the top of the pay scale — at least they
are in this area.

47 fixing in-county delivery problems. one of our in-county post offices’ mail goes Sep 12, 2011 11:18 AM
out of the county for sort and then comes back. Problem is that it goes to st. louis
from here, before it goes to destination po. Causes a three day delay (where
customers used to get them same day).

48 I am taking steps to have the newspaper delivered by a pnvate delivery service. Sep 12, 2011 11:12 AM
Sorry To take the $ away from the P0 but they are not doing the jab like they did
1 year ago.

49 I have subscribers in Phoenix AZ, that receive their newspapers quicker than in Sep 12, 2011 10:59 AM
Holland, Ml which is only 5 miles away. In Florida, I will have subscribers that will
not receive a paper for weeks, and then get 3-4 in a day.
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Q9. Which of the above is your gieatest óoncern and why?

1 Delivery times and cost of postage - Oct 3, 201112:59 PM

2 keeping rates low— cost of doing buEiness always increasing Sep26, 201112:12 PM

3 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. Our business Sep 20, 2011 12:39 PM
relies on the postal ~eMcè for delivery to Our cUstomèrà.

4 6 day mail, we publish on Saturday. Losing Saturday mail would cut but half of -Sep 20, 2011 8:46 AM
our sub~cribers getting their paper same day inside our äounty. Fixing service -

issues outside our county but within our service area -

5 Rates - Because thëy’vebeen going up despite the fact the customer service ~ep 19, 201111:43 PM
and quality of service has been going down. -

6 Timely delivery of both local and distance newspapers. - Sep 19, 2011 7:06 PM

7 Making sure new~papers have access to delivery post offices. We are in a rural Sep -18, 2011 7:26 PM
area and have to do a làt of driving from our press location to our post office
now. - - - - - -

8 The Diagonal Post Office is on the list and we have had the Informational Sep 17, 2011 9:37 ~M
meeting. Very concerned that our office will be closed and that there is not much - -

wecandoaboutit. - - -

9 AccesC to delivery post offices and keeping rates low so I don’t have to raise my Sep 16, 2011 2:51 PM
subscription price to compensate. Television doesn’t cover small town news
events. We need Freedom of the Press and Freedom of Information for Small
Town U.S.A.

- 10 Fixing service problerfls, both within and outside, of my immediate county - is my Sep 16. 20111:18 PM
greatest concern. We have lost several print subscribers due to service ièsues
with the US Postal system; it is an extra challenge to have a product people want
and are willing to pay for, but unable to deliver it in a timely manner.

11 Direct Mail and reaching our subscribers - Sep 16, 20111:01 PM

12 My greatest concern is how our customers will suffer with five-day delivery. I Sep 16, 201111:16 AM
may be wrong, but I think what the post office REALLY wants is five day delivery.
I think they are throwing out other cuts they are, considering to scare us like - -

closing-our mail sort facility. lnihe “give and take” of negotiation, they will offer
to leave the sort facilities open and insist on five-day service. Their pay-scale for - -

- employees is their problem. In our little town, a janitor is making $40K plus a -

year, which is morç than our sdhool teachers make. I can only assume that -

other more ranking employees are pushing $100K. Qn a 16-page paper, we are
paying $455/week for postage. That means the first 82 column inches that we
sell in ads goes straight to the post office. We are ?lready paying the post office
a premium, and are receiving mediocre service. - The day is coming when all -

newspapers will be “web only.” The post office is going to accelerate the -

decisioh by many papers to drop printissues, I fear. The post office must work
with us, not against us. Thank you very much for continuing the battle on our
behalf for cost containment and better service. I read all your information and
appreciate your efforts. -
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99. Which of the above is your greatest concern and why? -

13 Making sure of a local office Sep 16, 2011 11:11 AM

14 Preserving Saturday delivery. As we have reduced our home delivery area, more Sep 16, 2011 10:57 AM
people get the paper by mail, especially in rural areas with little or no internet
access for digital editions. They are not going to want to wait until Monday to -

receive the previot4s Friday, Saturday and Sunday paper. - - ________

15 I am co~cemed that the entire post office could fail, thereby putting at risk many Sep 16, 2011 8:17AM
bu&nesses,notjustpublishin~. ___ ___

16 Preserving 6 dà~ mail delivery We will lose considerably more mail subscribers Sep 16, 2011 6:41-AM
- - if there are 2 days where they do not receive their paper on time; The mail -

àubscribers we wil! lose are the very subscribØrs who are most Iik~ly receiving
ad inSerts. - _____ -

17 Newspapers are c’ery imporiant informatioh sources to the smallest communities Sep 15, 2011 4:56 PM
in America, so those offices who Serve as delivery post offices and exôeptional -

diSpatch offices are Serving a very, very important àommunity service. The
closing of such offices wHI greatly affect life in small-town America. - -

18 Making sqre newspapers hàvç acceSs to delivery post offices. Right now, Sep 15,2011 4:43 PM
newspapers (or at least ours) have thc papers sorted and ready to go. Heck, I -

coUld get in my car and deliver these. The people complaining about the po~t
offiOe needing i~oney need to take a look at how they run theii business — they -

pay high salaries and offer poor service. If we did that at the newspaper, we
would face constant criticism. Where ha~ the management of thA post office
gone? We are constantly being threatened by one post office that they can’t
handle our volume of mail, yet when I tell them I can go other places (we have
three post offices in our county), they change their minds. I wonder if all post
cffices are like this? Terrible management and vé~y-poorsewice are their
doWnfall. - _____

19 Making sure USPS stayâ in business. We have not alternative way to distribute Sep 15,2011 3:41 PM
our newspaper. -

20 Guarding against direct mail- smaller newspapers loosing inserts because of Sep 15,2011 3:03 PM
direct mail.

21 - Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. Sep 15,20111:09 PM

22 I really don’t know how to distinguish priority as all are so important. I guess I - Sep 15, -2011 12:56 PM
would ranknumbers 1,2 and 3 as our top priorities. -

23 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery p6st offices. I think rates for Sep 15,201112:47 PM
any othSr venue would be outrageous even though the U.S.Postal SeK’ice rates -

are constantly on the rise. My newspaper is located in an economically -

depressed area, and I try to keep a check on rate increases: However, it
becomes necessary with all of the iflcreases by the postal service. -

.24 six day delivery - critical that we preServe the dption to distribute our papers and Sep 15, 2011 12:21 PM
other products on the day(s) most valuable to our readers and customers;

25 Delivering our newspaper outside Of county. The service is worse now than it. Sep 15,201112:16 PM
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Q9. Which of-the above is your greatest concern and why? - -

has ever been. This is a serious problem with all newspapers, not just ours: - -

26 Access to delivery post office - Sep 15, 201111:56 AM

27 The problem now is the same it has been for the 20 years we have been here — Sep 15, 201111:52 AM
customer service. Delivery outside of our county is less than acceptable and -

even worCe for our reader~ Out of~tate. C -

28 - -We have Over 7,500 daily copies and our Iowa subscribers have become - - Sep 15, 201111:15 AM
accustomed to same day delivery. Due to USPS processing changes an
increasing number of sUbscribers are reporting delivery delays and expect us to -

be able to correct the situation. Many are getting frustrated and stopping their
maP accounts. -

29 We are fortunate in Hancock County, Maine. Most of oUr papers are delivered in Sep 15, 2011 lj :11 AM•
- Oounty where we enjoy excellent service. The problems USPS face are not

problems that NNA cannot fix. Email and Internet will continue to suck
information and revenueout of the mail stream. USPS is not the only industry
facing this struggle. Who wants to be manufacturing TV sets when the iPad has -

ALREADY sucked up 25% of TV show downloads? Rather than trying to figure
- out h&i to keep a buggy whip plant operating for a few mor7e years USPS should -

concentrate on reinventing itself. - - -

30 Making sure USPS survives. If it does not, we Wi!l not. Sep 15,201110:27 AM

31 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices - Sep 15, 2011 9:11 AM

32 Getting the paper to my out of state readers. As I stated above, I have very Sep 15, 2011 8:58 AM
dis~atisfied customers who are dropping their subscriptiohs left and right. The -

- postal service is single handedly ruining my business. -

33 Making sure newspapers have acces~ to delivery post offices. The cost and Sep 15,2011 8:25 AM
hassle of travel to another facility to mail our newspapers would be detrimental to
our busihess. - - -

34 Loss of Saturday delivery would cause the most disruption to our operation. Sep 15,2011 8:18 AM

35 Fixlqg service problems and keeping the rates as.low as possible. It’s hard for ~ep 15, 2011 8:17 AM
small businesses like mine to stay in business without the help of the USPS. - -

36 Our primary concern is the loss of smaller post offices within our own-county. Sep 15, 2Q11 8:01 AM
The vast majority of our readers live within the county we publish in, and the loss

• of post offices may result in less effective delivery to our most important client - -

- base. -

37 Our largest problem is and always hasbeen, reaching distant readers. With Sep 15,2011 7:56 AM
over 50% of our subscribers outside our county and in almost all 50 states, we
are constantly battling the USPS for late, lost or damaged papers. Some areas
experience a 2-3 week delivery time! We a~e a weekly paper, with ? circulation -

less than 9,000. We cannot maintain our subscriber base when the USPS is
delivering news that is 2 - 3 weeks old. Our customers have stated as much.
We have lost too many subscribers for that very reason. We know it is not our -

price or the economy - we still only charge $42 per year for anywhere in the
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Q9. Which of the above is your greatest concern and why? -

U.S.A. -

38 The poor service of deIiverin~ newspapers to readers across the country has -. Sep 15, 2011 7:53 AM
caused los~ of subecriptions to small town papers — often subscriptionsThat
cannot be recouped. - - - -

39 cost of serviceC Sep 15, 2011 7:23AM

40 Making sure it stays in business regardless of the problems that may arise for Sep 15, 2011 5:37 AM
newspapers. If we don’t have access to the post offices, it wouldn’t be lông
before we were out of business also. - -

__________ — ——-

41 Timely delivery. Have had to take drastic, time-consumihg, and expensive steps Sep 14, 2011 7:07 PM
to ensure acceptable de~iv~ry because of closing offices and individual -

postmasters not allowing dropping of the papers during the night so they would
be ready to deliver in the mOrning. - -

42 In order for us to survive, we need, the post office to stay in business. We are a Sep 14, 2011 4:05 PM
free paper but have done exceptionally well by not throwing The Paper in their
yard, not charging, and providing what we feel is a service every week. We are
able to do this through our advertisers. If rates go up due to P.O.s closing and -

the possibility of having to deliver door to door this will put one mor~ hardship on
the newspaper. - ‘ - - --

43 Fbdng Cervice problems. It will not matter where S’ou mail your paper from if the Sep 14, 2011 3:31 PM
readers do not receive it in time to save money as they prepare to do their
grocbry ‘shopping and other comparitive shopping for the week.

44 Preserving Saturday delivery, because that would greatly affecUour small daily Sep 14, 2011 3:27 PM
paper that comes out about noon weekdays, meaning .Friday’s paper wouldn’t be
delivered until Monday if Saturday delivery disappears

45 Rate control is essential due to reduced margins ‘ Sep 14, 2011 2:53 PM

46 That the Post Office stays in business ‘ Sep 1~, 2011 2:52 PM
———------—----~ ——-

47 Making sure that newspapers have access to delivery post offices. Sep 14. 2011 2:47 PM

48 I guess “making sure USPS stays in business”—while it is unthinkable they ‘ Sep’14, 20112:34 PM
could go out of business, the reality is--they could! This would create a cascade
of problems, not only with newspapers but other timely delivered products as,
well--despite thp damage it would do to bur nations psyche with one of our oldest -

nationaT institutions. This should not happen. ~

49 Postal service is atrocious (has been for three decades) and increasingly Sep 14. 2011 2:22 PM
expensive. USPS is forcing people into electronic editions through extremely bad
service. We see little chande that this will change.

50 Keeping rates as low as possible. We can’t continue to pass costs increases on’ Sep 14,2011 2:15 PM
to our customers (advertisers and subscribers) and keep them. - -

51 Keeping rates as low as possible because we are a small weekly papet wanting Sep 14, 20111:52 PM
to stay in business. In order to do that, we have npt raised our subscription rates -

in the last 7 - 8 years. We lose enough subscribers by them passing away. The
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older generation is our best support. Between the cost of printing our newspaper
and mailing, it is scary to think we would have to pay more in either one of those.

52 Keeping po offices in business. Sep14, 2011 1:18 PM

53 Our greatest immediate concehi is the deterioration we are already seeing in Sep 14, 2011 12:09 PM
delivery to out-of-state subscribers. We are losing subscribers because of very
poor service.

54 Fixing service problems, in and out of area! Sep 14, 2011 12:09 PM

55 Closing post offices where we have exceptional dispatch. Sep 14, 2011 11:48 AM
———-. ~——-.—-- - -4——-- ._ —

56 Keeping rates low Sep 14, 2011 11:47AM

57 We currently distribute our newspaper to subscribers via the post office. If they Sep 14, 2011 11:40 AM
go out of business, we would be challenged to find an alternate carrier that’s
either affordable or practical. And because we’re in a summer resort community,
thousands of our subscribers live outside our primary distrib~ition area. Service
to those customers has been deteriorating for years, and closing more
distribution centers and small post offices will simply accelerate the problem.
We’ve already experienced a large number of subscriber cancellations because
of postal delays, if the numbers continue to dec?ease our advertisers will find
other methods to reach that audience.

58 1. Have access to delivery post offices. Sep 14, 2011 11:40 AM

59 Fixing delivery problems and making sure that the system is fully funded. Sep 14. 2011 11:34 AM

60 Making sure USPS stays in business. Without USPS, this newspaper could Sep 14. 2011 11:30 AM
conceivably go out of business.

61 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices Sep 14,2011 10:10 AM

62 Preserving 6 day mail delivery. I’ve found out that currently quite a few of my Sep 14, 2011 10:00 AM
customers are not getting this type of service, that would be a upgrade????

63 Access to delivery post offices - it is critical to our successful delivery of our Sep 14, 2011 9:45 AM
products. Without it we are forced to employ a carrier force or explore third-party
delivery by competitors in our market.

64 Preservation of Saturday delivery... Friday night events are most imp/ortant in Sep 14, 2011 9:25 AM
our community and timely coverage of those events that is essential to our
reputation.

65 Access to delivery post offices because of operational problems that would be Sep 14, 2011 9:25 AM
created with not only delivery but required paperwork and especially problem
solving as we incur considerable issues with proper deliver

66 Saturday delivery. We depend on Saturday delivery for our weekend edition Sep 14. 2011 9:21 AM

67 The Mailing costs could become a problem and force us to go digital, which we Sep 14, 2011 8:37 AM
probably should do anyway.
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Q9. Which of the above is your greate~t concern and why?

68 Keeping rates as low as possible. I spend over $150,000/year with DDU. In Sep 14. 2011 8:35 AM
essence, all the P0 has to do is take a bundle and deliver it. We drop it at the
P0, sort it, etc. I would hope the USPS will not bite the hand that feeds théni. -

69 Making sure newspapers have accessto delivery post offices because they Sep 14, 2011 8:3~ AM
need to get the paper in a timely matter for dated advertising/news content

70 ~cbess to dehvery post offices. - Sep 14,20118:31 AM

71 could give a rip abotfl saturdaydelivçry. if that solves the problem, it’s a good - Sep 14, 2011 7:38 AM
trade. papers big enough to deliver on saturday can have a delivery team. We -

• need a financially viable USPS, pnd closing offices and eliminating Saturday
delivery are just two ways to accomplish that. That revenue is not coming back,

- and the only other revenue is to sell more advertising arid printing, and we don’t
need that competition in oUr smaller markets. -

72 The six-day delivery. -. Sep 14, 2011 7:09 AM

73 Fixing delivery problems especially those that go to Denver. Making sure Sep 14, 2011 7:04 AM
newspapers have access todelivery post office. - . - -

74 Fixing service problems. - - Sep 14, 2011 6:58 AM

75 Rates. Postal rates have risen to the point where it is difficult to keep Sep 14, 2011 6:50 AM
subscription prices low enough to retain readers. Every time we raise
subscription rates, we lose readers, so we have swallowed postal rat? increases
for the past several years to try to keep our circulation at a level that will still
attract advertisers. - -

76 6 day mail seryice. Delivering to rural residents in our circulation area will be very Sep 14, 2011 6:46 AM
expensive, will force us to dramatically raise motor route rates, and likely result -

in a significant decrease in circulation as a result. - -

77 Service. If readers do not receive paper in timely manner they will discontinue Sep 14, 2011 6:34 AM
being subscribets which hurts all of us.

78 stay in business Sep 14, 2011 6:28AM

79 The distinct possibility of a longer turn around time for all mailed produàts - Sep 14, 2011 6:12 AM
newsØapers ?nd shoppers - is a great concern. Periodicals are supposedly now -

“same or I day” delivery. When the PC service level failà due to cut backs, -

ultimately leading to “1 day” delivery, we will lose subscribers. If a shopper can
not be eligible for DDU because of P0 closings, this means we increase our
costs because We are forced to deliver to all other Post Offices - or delay
delivery to 3-4 days. This will be the end of many mailed shoppers.

80 Keeping rates as low as possible. The USPS has mismanaged their funds and Sep 14,2011 6:08 AM
pay high wages for a lot of now computer-generated work. We do ALL
paperwork for the USPS now; if there’s a frroblem, they blame the computers...

81 Preserving 6 day delivery or more important for us Saturday deliver. ltthey were Sep 14, -2011 6:08 AM
to cut out a day it would be better to cut out Tuesday. Our readership likes
receiving our publication on Saturday. Without Saturday delivery we-would need -
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to make sweeping changes to what could be provided in our paper each week
due to deadlines beyond our control.

82 All of them. Our newspaper rely on the post office 100 percent. We will have Sep 14, 2011 5:52 AM
major problems and delays.

83 That at some point there will be one post office per county. This makes it difficult Sep 14, 2011 5:52 AM
for rural patrons to use services or be able to the post office. Additionally, lose of
jobs and all the empty buildings they leave. Small town has given up enough and
is out of things to give up Another empty building on main street and lose of the
Post Master is hard on everyone but not being able to get ~tamps, packages,
etc. Additionally the rural carriers are not getting hours added. They are just
getting work added. In the recent meeting, the USPS rep said they will make it
work and figure it out but the math of going all the new places seems that they
will have to speed and be dangerous. Not sure how it will happen in the winter.

84 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. The other Sep 14, 2011 5:44 AM
concerns won’t matter if we can’t get the papers to a post office within a
reasonable distance.

85 If the USPS would address their issues with the union of payiqg carriers to Sep 14, 2011 5:29 AM
receive full pay while doing nothing and not cuffing its workforce in line with
decreased demand, it would drastically reduce its constant indebtedness. Why
tank the entire organization just because they won’t slaughter this Ksacred cow?”

86 Making sure USPS stays in business. It it’s not in business, the other concerns Sep 14, 2011 2~21 AM
won’t mailer much.

87 Poor deliver with increasing rates. Sep 13, 2011 7:37 PM

88 Direct Mail - The Post Office will be able to cut rates for direct mail clients and Sep 13, 2011 7:14 PM
take inserts away from newspaper and posibly the printing also. (Like they do
now with envelopes.)

89 Preserving 6 day delivery in order to ensure timely delivery to rural customers in Sep 13. 2011 7:02 PM
our immediate publication area.

90 Our local post office is responsive and helpful in getting mail slelivered (49740). Sep 13, 2011 6:38 PM
However, our summer resort readers (one of our key constituencies) has serious
problems with late delivery outside of our area — from Detroit area to California.
Newspapers are actually mail people want to receive (not junk, not bills), yet we
get treated like “third class” citizens. Why can’t the Post Office deliver on
excellence in this area -- we fill out more and more paperwork and get worsç and
worse service. No wonder the Post Office is in trouble.

91 Preserving 6 day and access to delivery post offices. Sep 13, 2011 6:38 PM

92 USPS staying in business. Cntical to success of weekly paper Sep 13, 2011 6:25 PM

93 Access to delivery post offices. Sep 13, 2011 6:03PM

94 USPS entering into bulk mail single piece business removing the 3.3 oz Sep 13, 2011 4:52 PM
minimum.
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09. Which of the above is your greatest toncern and why? -

95 Preservihg Saturday delivery.Delivery delays for the Friday and Satu?day Sep 13, 2011 4:08 PM
- editions of our daily newspaper, and questions about the delivery of the Monday

edition (which is taken to the P.O. on Sat.) of our twice-weekly newspaper.

96 Loss of next day deliver combined with or caused by having to take newspapers Sep 13, 2011 4:00 PM
a greater distance to get them worked. - -

97 - Keeping rates as low as possible is a main concern because current rates are Sep 13, 2011 3:44 PM
almost more than I can ~fford to pay. -

98 It is difficult for rural areas to be informed. Approximately 70% of oUr rural Sep -13, 2011 3:10 PM
market i~ without internet. There is little to no cell phone coverage in many parts
of our market area limiting that dala availability. Also, we have a responsibility
as a newspaper to report activites of our government especially since we are a
community publicatiop. There is no local television station so we have radio and -

newspaper for our only local news source. -

99 Making sure exceptional dispatch privilege survives. Our industy is downsizing ~ep 13, 2011 3:09 PM
as well and we are the print hub for numerous small newspapers in our -

company. If we lose the exceptional dispatch privilege it might affect the
timliness of delivery and newspapers get the brunt of the complaints even if it is
a postal complaint - - -

100 Guarding against competition from direct mail Fixing service problems reaching Sep 13,2011 2:56 PM
distant readers outsidet general area. OUt of Staete and Out Of County are
horrible. Losing subscribers weekly because of slow and no service for our - -

newspaper. - - - -

101 Preserving six-day a week service. Discontinuing Saturday service will create Sep 13, 2011 2:47 PM
- even more serious delays getting our Friday and Sunday newspapers to

customers. We do not publish a Saturc~ay newspaper. -

102 I lIke reading a newspaper in my hands, made out of cheap paper from trees. I Sep 1 3~ 2011 2:46 PM
am not thrilled about puffing my paper on the web or hiring paper boys.

103 In our case it’s access to delivery. If our post office closes we would have to go Sep 1 3,-201 1 2:42 PM
about 15 miles north which increases our costs and unfortunately would increase
our subscribers’ cost for the newspaper. We have a great working relationship
with our j~ost office ?nd if we have to go el~ewhere I’m worried-about service.

104 Making sure newSpapers have access to delivery post offices. It there is not - Sep 13, 2011 2:41 PM
access and we are forced to cover delivery costs to distant offices it may - - -

become cost porhibitivé. - -

195 all . Sep 13, 2011 2~38PM

106 The postal system has to be saved as FedEx and UPS are never going to go to Sep 13,2011 2:37 PM
every house in America every day. To compare the post office to that delivery
system is insane. We need a workable system that is dependable. Even if we -

have to have longer delivery dates to keep prices affordable, so be it as long as
those delivery dates are met, i.e. if 3-day delivery is this price and 7 day is that - -

price, I would probably do the 7-day pricing if I knew FOR SURF, it would be -

delivered in that time period. If seven days means whenever we feel like
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delivering it then not an acceptable option’

107 Service issues and timely delivery Sep13 2011 237 PM

108 Both are equally important Either one will raise the price of the newspaper to Sep 13, 2011 2 25 PM
where the current subscnbers will quit subscribing

109 Making sure we have 6 day week delivery including Saturdays Sep 13, 2011 2 22 PM

110 We are a daily newspaper and we rely on the post office for our daily delivery Sep 13 2011 2 16 PM
Without USPS, our entire business would be in jeopardy

111 Daily mail at a competitive rate Sep13 2011 2 12 PM

112 Preserving Saturday mail service This is critical in small rural communities that Sep 13 2011 1 54 PM
are only marginally sewed by UPS and Fed Ex Without Saturday delivery and
with Monday holidays rural residents could become isolated rather easily

113 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices Because in our Sep 13 2011 1 45 PM
rural area if we should lose our local post office we would have to dnve approx
30 mm to mail our papers With the price of gas, that is just another expense
small papers don t need

-—- —

114 Keeping rates as low as possible Sep 13 2011 1 44 PM

115 6 day delivery we currently publish on Saturday’s rates Sep 13 2011 1 39 PM

116 Keeping acces to delivery post offices Sep 13 2011 1 38 PM

117 Loss of my office of entry post office will, according to Iowa law make my Sep 13 2011 1 31 PM
newspaper no longer eligible for public notices

118 Preserving 6 day mail delivery incIuc~ing Saturdays We have a lot of Saturday Sep 13, 2011 1 24 PM
deliverys of our newspaper and we need our newspapers delivered as soon as
possible

119 Loss of timely delivery Post office creating bogus regulations especially the Sep 13 2011 1 22 PM
droop test to capture more revenue Be reasonable and less bureaucratic and
gain market share It takes more than 20 pages to prepare one mailing each

~ week, 3541

120 USPS stays in business Keeping rates for periodicals reasonable Sep13 2011 1 20 PM

121 Preserving service in our area, which is threatened by wrong-headed cutbacks Sep 13 2011 1 18 PM
done to fill out a national “plan “ There is no service to distant sites

122 access to delivery post offices most direct effect on our costs/delivery time Sep 13 2011 1 18 PM

123 Making sure exceptional dispatch privalege survives as it gives the newspaper Sep 13 2011 1 13 PM
the advantage of same day delivery

124 Keeping rates as low as possible making it feasable to provide print delivery and Sep 13, 2011 1 03 PM
fixing the service problems so that our distant readers receive the copy of the
newspaper in a timely manner
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125 Keeping rates low I think that it is digusting that their rates go up as our Sep 13, 20111259 PM
percentage goes up There should be a flat or fixed rate for certain weights It
should not fluxuate with the adversting pecentage

126 Losing Saturday delivery We publish 5 day dailies and Saturday delivery of the Sep 13 201112 51 PM
Fnday paper is sketchy now Making 20% of your product irrelevant is
dangerous

127 Keeping rates as low as possible I believe that rates are going to increase Sep 13 201112 43 PM
significantly in order to try to save the USPS

128 Keeping rates as low as possible Sep 13,20111241 PM

129 Our greatest concern by far is the possible elimination of Saturday delivery Our Sep 13 201112 40 PM
paper is a twice-weekly delivered almost entirely by USPS on Wednesday and
Saturday The elimination of Saturday delivery would force a huge shift in our
operation likely resulting in lost advertising and circulation revenues

130 Rates—that’s the bottom line of everything Sep 13 20111239 PM

131 access to delivery post offices Sep13 2011 1236PM

132 making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices Without these all Sep 13 201112 30 PM
other points are moot We can get creative but none of it will matter if there are
delivery post offices in the county

—-

133 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices Making sure Sep 13 2011 1226 PM
exceptional dispatch survives Preserving 6 day mail delivery including
Saturdays

134 All— we just have been using this P0 for years and now we drive across town Sep 13,20111217 PM
to deal with P0 Farther drive and way crowded

135 Keeping rates competitive Sep 13,20111201 PM

136 Keeping rates as low as possible - for obvious reasons as they are the most Sep 13 2011 11 54 AM
important to small weekly newspapers in these current economic times

137 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices and making sure Sep13 2011 11 52 AM
exceptional dispatch survives Small papers like mine depend on the US Postal
Service to deliver the product we produce But its not just small weeklies — a
number of small dailies have also gone to mail delivery because it is more cost
efficient and because it takes the burden off the newspaper of having someone
to run a route But by closing smaller post offices, they are making it harder for
us to get our paper into the hands of our customers

138 Servicei The service we get from USPS is lousy both in-county and out-of-state Sep 13 201111 52 AM
We’ve lost subscribers because of it It’s ndiculous

139 The Post Office needs to m~ke dramatic changes to ensure its long-term Sep 13 201111 49 AM
viability From what I’ve seen of their losses a piece-meal approach will not
work Though no one wants to see the reduced service and job losses
associated with a post-office closing it is a necessary evil My biggest concern
is that injecting political concerns into this process will prevent some of the
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changes that need to be made, leaving the P0 to limp along until the next
perfectly predictable cnsis a few years down the road. All I ask is that the P0
develop a workable plan and give us adequate time to prepare for its
implementation.

140 rates and service problems for our distant readers. Sep 13, 201111:49 AM

141 Keeping rates as low as possible Sep 13, 2011 11:44AM

142 Fixing service problems. Our main product is carrier delivered locally but have Sep 13, 201111:39 AM
numerous complaints that out of county mail customers receive 2 or 3
newspapers at once. And most are delayed. Although cost is a major issue
these days we need to make sure the service is worth the price we pay. - ________

143 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices and newspapers Sep 13, 2011 11:36 AM
are delivered in a timely fashion. -

144 Fixing service problems reach distant readers. We are losing many subscribers Sep 13, 2011 11:19 AM
monthly due to the fact that the USPS may take as long a~ two weeks to deliver.
our publication. - -

145 It’s difficult to take any item off your list. All are important as oui own industry Sep 13,2911 11:18 AM
struggles. Exceptional dispatch, six-day delivery and out-of-county service are
critical to our business. - -

146 Bein~ able to exceptional dispatch and receive the discOunt. Sep 13, 2011 11:14 AM

147 Keeping rates as low as possible. Besides mailing subsôriptions we have a Sep 13, 2011 11:06 AM
large TMC program. We also mail many of our subscriber bills and all of our
advertising bills. -

148 Right now, preseMn~ 6 day service is a priority because our access post office Sep 13, 2011 11:01 AM
• is not likely in danger, but it would probably cau~e subscriber drop-off if people -

couldn’t get the Friday paper (with the week’s ads) until Monday or Tuesday.
(We are a small, M-F paper in North DakOta).

149 If rates go up much higher, with lesser services, I will have to pull out of the Sep 13, 2011 10:59 AM
• USPS and go to hoirie delivery. I would prefer to stay with USPS. I also need

• exceptional dispatch because it speeds up deliver of our product. I am certainly
willing to go to Buda (78610)to enter my product, and then pay my own
emplpy~es to drpp the bundles at our three exceptional dispatch locations -

(Manchaca - 78652, Kyle -78640 and San Marcos - 78666).

150 Making sure USPS stays in business. Sep 13,2011 10:38 AM

151 The ehd of Saturday mail delivery would deal a crippling, probably fatal, blow to Sep 13,2011 10:26 AM
our newspaper. Sixty point-eight (60.8) percent of pur subscribers receive their
paper by mail on the day following publication. That means two-thirds our
readers would get Friday’s paper on Monday. We don’t have enough density in - -

our circulation area to allow timely and affordable private delivery. We will lose -

enough subscribers to make it nearly, or entirely, impossible to say in business.

152 For this newspaper no doubt it’s six-day delivery Sep 13 20111024 AM
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153 Fixing service problems reaching distant readers (we lose subscribers because Se~ 13, 201 ‘1 10:14 AM
the papers sometimes are delivered two weeks later) Keeping rate~ as low as
possible - -

154 Fixing service problems because the mail/newspaper delivery is supposed to be Sep 13, 201 ‘1 9:55 AM
timely and consistent.

I 55 - Customer service is my greateCt concern. Our customers expect their papers on Sep 13, 2011 9:45 -AM
a given day but it is not feasible at our size to go to a carrier force. We utilize the - -

postal service for our deliveries and expect the servicp we have had ih the past -

or been promised by their own manual. With the facilities taking on more carriers
- and given less room, it has delayed delivery already. With the closing of eveh - -

more facilities and neighboring towns taking on the deliveries, this will overload - - -

the carrier force and give us even poorer Service. In turn, with the rising costs, it
forces the small-town newspaper who has the customer in mind to cut costs in
other areas in order to accomrriodate the costs. Ending the circle would be the - -.

loss of subscribers due to the poor sergice or costs of getting the paper. -

156 P~eserving 6 day mail delivery., - Sep 13,2011 9:41 AM

157 Being able to deliver the paper as mahy days as possible through the mail. Sep 13,2011 9:26 AM

158 If our post office closes, it would cause a gieat deal more work at home for me in Sep 13, 2011 9:21 AM
the evenings, due to more travel time in order to send the papers and to be able
to collect checks in the mail for banking depo&ts.

159 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. We are very small Sep 13, 2011 9:21 AM
and this would-add a huge expense driving to an entry post office each week, not - -

to mention a time element that is becoming very thin as well.

160 Having our delivery post office is crucial for us, in part because of the in-county Sep 13, 2011 9:14 AM
rate and naturally because of convenience - we’re next door. Having to drive 30 -

or more miles to a larger P.O. would make timely delivery harder and add - -

additional mileage expenses and time. -

161 We’re in a town of about 7,000 people and ?re su~rounded by very small Sep 13, 2011 9:04 AM
communities. A áity of about 30,000 people is about 30 miles away. I ~m -

concerned about the diminished service we’ll receive when more and more of
- the local work is transferred from our local post office to the city 30 miles away.

We already have seen our deadline to get our papers to the local post offiOe
pushed up an hour on press day —just to meet their internal staffing schedule. -

That puts a real hardship-on us to get them done; qnd if we miss the dead!ine by
even a few minutes, they won’t work with us, even though the truck doesn’t leave - - -

for an hour after the deadline they have given us. When we do miSs the
deadline, the papers just sit for a day before they go out to other post offices for -

distribution. They’re also fining us more for droop issues. Overall, they are a lot
less cooperative and helpful — and nobody seems to care.

162 Right now, I have great concern about how USPS will maintain distant (out of Sep 13, 2011 9:02 AM
state) delivery of our product with the staff cutbacks that are under discussion. It
already sometimes takeS 2 weeks to get our newspapers to either coast from the
Midwest.
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163 Service to far away customers is probably the thing that has killed the P 0 the Sep 13, 2011 9:01 AM
most. They give slow service on purpose to bulk mailers to penalize them for
paying a lower rate, rather than giving them the best service of all because they
are committed to delivering every day of the year. They havee lost the most
customers due to this blatent poor service.

164 Newspapers throughout the nation are already faced with many challenges ... Sep 13, 2011 8:57 AM
most of these challenges are true threats to the existence of the newspaper
industry. We are now faced with survival and while most newspapers provide
website news content (free and/or behind the wall), citizens do not rely on the
web to satisfy a “community news appetite.” Newspapers continue to provide a
true community news venue via print and/or online. Most of our subscribers still
prefer print deliver as opposed to online delivery. Since the days of the Pony
Express, mail delivery ... the dissemination of news, whether it be personal,
local, or global ... and newspaper publishers have been partners in keeping
citizens informed. We need to do everything in our power, whether it be
governmental, organizational, and/or business involvement to preserve
consistent and adequate mail delivery.

165 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. Without that we Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM
can’t get the timely service we need for our readers. I’ve already had one of my
ddu offices being consolidated with another office and it has costs me a day in
delivery on many occasions.

166 1. Rates-out of county and zone 6, 7, 8 now prohibitive as it is. In county is good. Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM
------_-----~~

167 Converting mail subscnbers to a digital customers via free Web content and pay Sep 13,2011 8:56 AM
e-editions. Many mail customers are older and probably will not make the
change.

168 Making sure papers get delivered in a timely manner. Sep 13, 2011 8:46 AM

169 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post ofices Sep 13,2011 8:45 AM

170 Competitive disadvantage. Loss of customer service, on both ends, us and our Sep 13,2011 8:44 AM
subscribers.

171 We worry that they will send our papers to a larger distributing office and will Sep 13, 2011 8:41 AM
delay delivery. We have enough problems getting them delivered in a timely
fashion in our own area.

172 Newspapers are not going to be delivered in a timely manner. Sep 13,2011 8:40 AM

173 That the post office would close and our newspaper would not be able to be Sep 13, 2011 8:38 AM
delivered on a timely basis. Also our cash flow could be slowed due to longer
delivery times form a more distant post office.

174 6 day delivery. Our customers already deal with news which is I day old, and Sep 13, 2011 8:35 AM
often 2 or 3 days old. Cutting out Saturday delivery will mean that customers will
have to wait until Monday at the earliest to recieve their newspaper.

175 Getting someone else in that is a hard-nosed know it all and is hard to deal with. Sep 13, 2011 8:33 AM
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176 Exceptional Dispatch: Enables us & P0 to provide quality service. USPS stays in Sep 13, 2011 8:33 AM
- bu~ineás: It’s a national asset.

177 Being a small weekly newspaper, postal rate increases are always a problem, Sep 13, 2011 8:32 AM
but there is not a day that goes by that we don’t hear from sqmeone about poo?
delivery àervice. We are concerned about constantly paying more for service that -

deteriorates daily. -

178 We needtimely delivery to our subácribers. We must have confidence the Sep 13, 2011 8:31 AM
newspaper will be DELIVERED ON TIME, EVERY TIME.

179 Fixing Service Problems, because when people don’t receive their paper in a Sep 13, 2011 8:29 AM -

timely manner, they cancel subácriptions. - -

180 Saturday delivery would greatly effect our 100% mailed shopper and prompt Sep 13, 2011 8:28 AM
delivery for insert customers. Direót mail is also a big threat.

181 Losing six day delivery. It would be the first step down that slippery slope. Nett Sep 13, 2011 8:27 AM
we will lose Tuesday, then Thursday...Daily delivery will become a thing of the
past. The postal service needs to get back to doing what it used to do best —

delivery. Get out of the Tour de Frahce business. Stop the sponsorships and the
advertising. Stop selling the trinkets and devote all resources to accuratertimely -

delivery. - _____ _____ _____

182 I worry about the timeliness of delivery of our publications if more changes occur. Sep 13, 2011 8:26 AM

183 The newspaper mailing is my greatest concern. I don’t know all the Options if Sep 13, 2011 8:24 AM
they close our post office. - -

184 Service. Service impacts customer satisfaction which ultimately impacts our Sep 13, 2011 8:23 AM
revenue -

185 Closing andlor removal of serVices from our local post office in the county seat. Sep 13, 2011 8:19AM
This post office has a large covered dock. The new entry point has no covered
dock and is a 30 mile round trip while we drive by our county seat, 31097, and
another post office 31035, both just 2 rninutes away.

186 Fixing current service problems for mail subscribers. Has been a huge issue for Sep 13, 2011 8:13 AM
years and years. - - - -

187 out-of-state readers consistently complain about poor service, have lost Sep 13, 2011 8:11 AM
subscriptions over this.- . - - - -

188 Without the service from the post Office we will be forced to find alterna!iveways Sep 13, 2011 ~8:O6 AM
- to deliver our paper. The cornmunity has come to expect our piper in the mail

every week. Good postal service is getting to be rare and this has cauCed
issues with the perception that the paper is not doing well or we don’t know how
to service our customers. We are a good customer of the USPS with over -

37,000 mailed pieces each week.

189 Preserving the 6 day mail delivery. We publish 6 issues per week - Monday thru Sep 13, 2011 8:06 AM
Saturday. We are the only daily newspaper in our county. I am positive we would -

lose most of our mail subscriptions which would be devastating for our business.
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Q9. Which of the above is your greatest concern and why? - - -

shopper is published on Saturdays. We used to publish on Mondays,tut after
switching to Saturdays have seeh a growth in advertising directly rèlate~ to the
Saturday publication date. Of course, we want the exceptional dispatch to
survive to save money, -

?08 For my newspaper, which is a small weekly publication, I currently do not Sep 1 3~ 2011 7:21 AM• anticipate a closure that will directly ãfféct where I drop my newspaper. Currently -

my biggest concern is delivery out of my area. This past yearWaa by far the
worst year I’ve had with delivery problems to subscribers out of state and out of
my main area. It is causin~ me to lose subscribers as they do not want to pay to
not receive their paper. Subscribers who in the past have not had problems did -

this year. Several “snoW birds” were gOne foE 3-4 months and only received 2 -3
papers in that period Of time. -

209 Making sUre the USPS stays in business with six-day delivery because that is Seji 13, 2011 7:20 AM
the only way-we can deliver our product -

210 Need our main post office to stay open. We can understand why the smaller, - Sep 13,2011 7:15 AM
community post offices should be closed. Why pay for additional upkeep -of the
offices and the additional salaries of the post masters plus the utilities. -

211 Fixing service problems both within service area and reaching distant readers. Sep13, 2011 7:03 AM
The cost culling mea~uies from our local pest office delays papers being picked - - -

up by their truck andsent to other post offices for delivery. Our “out of county”
mail sent on the dock until late in the day. We deliver our papers at night and - -

especially fpr the Saturday paper they are not picked up until late Monday
afterhoon. I am losing several subscribers because it takes 4 to 7 day~ just to -

receive I issue. - - - -

- 212 Saturday delivery is the most crucial element for us - Sep 13, ?01 1 6:59 AM

213 Saturday opening of P.O. We would have to consider reducing dayC of delivery Sep 13, 2011 6:46 AM
or reinstate a Saturday independent carrier force. -

214 fixing problems reachin~ readaers outside our county and in our service atea a~ Sep 13, 2011 6:43 AM
these subscribers are the ones facing the most problems in receiving their -

papers in a timely manher. - -

215 - Making sure USPS stays in busihess. We can hot afford to pay carriers in our Sep 13, 2011 6:43 AM
large rural areas. - - - - - - - - -

216 Because we serve rural markets in Appalachia, we NEED access to delivery Sep 13, 2011 6:41 AM
post offices in EVERY county. Lack of truly local DDU offices means increased - -

cost and longer delivery times. USPS must provide every county an office so - - -

- same day delivery remains a possibility. Otherwise, our already challenged -

industry will be forced to seek costlier, ?lternate delivery means, raisin~ prices
on some of Americans poorest citizens living in counties with high poverty rates. -

217 Making sure USPS stays in business. Subscriptions and revenue will be lost if Sep 13, 2011 6:39 AM
the liSPS eliminates Saturday delivery and that situation could be terminal to -

newspapers but keeping liSPS in business at least gives newspapers an -

opportunity to make changes in an attempt to stay alive.
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218 USPS needs to stay in business to provide a national delivery service for Sep 13 2011 638AM
communications of and with governments Competitive growth in business
depends upon exchange of advertising catalogs remittances legal notices
Until problems with hacking and identity theft through internet are solved the
USPS is essential for transfer of payments and as guarantor of clean business
transactions National news and sensational news are available through all sorts
of media, but local news that effects everyday life comes only through
newspapers Newspapers are recognized unobtrusive source of local
information and their delivery should receive priority especially in thinly
populated areas

219 all, the Po offers good reliable delivery in a cost effective manner If rates are Sep 13 2011 636AM
forced to increase by closures etc readers may not be able to afford to keep
informed with what happens in their community Its one step to further the
national media and destroy community newspapers

220 The loss of Saturday delivery will really hurt us as we are a weekly publication Sep 13 2011 6 31 AM
with a Thursday publishing day

221 Fixing serviuce problems reachihng readers outside our county This is where Sep 13 2011 627AM
our biggest issues are Late delivery is becoming a real big issue with our
subscnbers Lack of timely delivery affects which customers renew their
subscriptions which effects our bottom line If the farmer doesn’t get his paper in
timely manner he will stop subscribing This could put this newspaper out of

- . . ~--~ ~-:

222 Our readers have come to expect timely delivery which sometimes is a problem Sep 13 2011 6 26 AM
as the system currently stands Any changes to the current system will likely
make that promise impossible

223 Getting the newspaper to the readers Sep 13 2011 6 09 AM

224 Six day mail delivery Weekender product is largest and most cntical and without Sep 13 2011 608AM
Saturday delivery our costs escalate dramatically and service level is reduced
with a one-day carrier force

225 Making sure that newspapers have access to delivery post offices and Sep 13 2011 6 07 AM
preserving 6 day mail delivery, including Saturdays

226 Preserving 6 day mail delivery including Saturdays is our greatest concern at this Sep 13 2011 5 37 AM
time Our product is mailed on Saturday If the post office closes on Saturdays
then our customers will get their newspaper on Mondays almost two days later

227 Ensuring that we can use the post office to deliver our papers We switched from Sep 13 2011 4 49 AM
independent contractor delivery to postal delivery several years ago The move
saved us thousands of dollars per month as well as virtually eliminated the many
service and delivery problems we were having The only downside was the loss
of a pre-6 a m delivery, but the many benefits made the trade off worthwhile
Losing postal delivery could well kill our two daily newspapers One more
thought Please encourage the USPS to look at our industry as a potential
lifesaver If they would become more newspaper friendly they may well find a
huge revenue source in newspaper delivery However with our two daily papers,
we find night and day differences in how we are treated by the post office In
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Noblesville and Hamilton County Indiana, we are constantly jumping through
hoops and such. It is very cumbersome. But in Crawfordsville and Montgomery
County Indiana We have a great partnership with USPS and they are very easy
to work with. - -

228 Saturday delivery, its when we are received by the reader. - Sep 13, 2011 4:06 AM

229 Service problems Sep 13,2011 3:31 AM

230 Access to delivery post offices and exceptional dispatch...with out these two Sep.13, 2011 3:19AM
smaller newspapers may not survive. - -

231 Please see #7. - Sep 13. 2011 2:44 AM

232 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery P.O. Sep 12,2011 8:19 PM

233 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices andpreserving 6 - Sep 12,2011 7:55 PM
day mail delivery, intluding Saturdays

234 rates . - Sep 12,2011 6:37 PM

235 Direct inail threats have greater impact on ug than Postal concerns as our Sep 12, 2011 6:12 PM
distribution system is roughly 99% Contractor-based and hag minimal
involvement with the LiSPS.

236 making sure that Newspapers have access t delievery .1 cover a vary vast area Sep 12,2011 6:10 PM
and the options of delivery aãre not good other thatn the postal service

237 service problems to distant readers Sep 12, 2011 5:53 PM

238 Making sure USPS stays in business. Our postal business does not seem on the Sep 12, 2011 5:41 PM
list of things anyone wants to pick up. For us the post office, or some similar -

means of delivery, is critical.

239 Preserving 6 day mail delivery, md. Saturdays. - Sep 12,2011 5:17 PM

240 We already receive terrible service on out-of-county deliveries. I fear this will Sep 12, 2011 5:15 PM
make it Worse -

241 Make sure the LiSPS stays in business. Without P0 delivery, our business Sep 12, 2011 5:02 PM
model will not survive. - - -

242 Kee~iing rates down. I live in a town under 1000 people and people already feel Sep 12, 2011 5:01 PM
the pinch, it would be hard tci raise my rates during this time tp make up for
higher postage costs. -. -

243 We are very concerned about the inability to reaóh our customers with timely Sep 12, 2011 4:24 PM
news. We used to go to press at 4 p.m. Wednesday and have the papers
delivered in our two-state trade area by noon the-next day. Now we have to go to
press by 11 a.m. and do not have the same quality of delivery. Wc have lost
more than 25 percent of qur subscribers—much caused by our inability to deliver
a timely, good quality product.

244 Access to delivery post offices - It would be a mess if we couldn’t enter our mail Sep 12, 2011 3:55 PM
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here The majority of our mail is in-county and goes through our local post office
which is a county seat P0 in a town of 50 000 It could probably serve many of
the smaller communities within the area by having those camers work out of the
P0 here In some cases that would simplify our work since we do Exceptional
Dispatch for those smaller offices

245 Making sure nespapers have access to delivery post offices 6 day mail delivery Sep 12, 2011 343 PM
including Saturdays and keeping rates as low as possible

246 Saturday delivery will hurt weekend publication Timely delivery to make sure we Sep 12, 2011 3 33 PM
do not get flooded with calls

247 all of theabove Sep12 2011 330PM

248 Fixing service problems We get so many complaints on a daily basis about Sep12 2011 323 PM
poor delivery service and it’s from our mail subscribers If we can get the
newspapers to the post offices by our deadline shouldn’t they have to meet a
delivery deadline for our customers9 A customer living less than 35 miles from
our main office should not have to wait a week to receive their paper

249 The overall cost of mailing and the hassle we have to go through with the Sep 12, 2011 3 19 PM
paperwork

250 A Republican dominated Congress allowing the Postal Service to go bankrupt Sep 12 2011 3 17 PM
and fail We need postal delivery for our newspapers NNA taking positions that
would cause USPS to go broke faster is counterproductive to our long-term best
interests

251 Making sure exceptional dispatch survives — otherwise my papers will be sent to Sep 12, 2011 3 12 PM
an out-of-county (and notoriously inefficient) big city P0, then returned to a
regional P0 in our area then to the more rural POs Next day delivery will be
stretched to 3-4 days — and the paper will be toast

252 USPS service is so bad I’m not sure it needs to survive Sep12 2011 312 PM

253 Access to delivery post offices Exceptional delivery privilege survival Sep 12, 2011 3 11 PM

254 Keeping rates as low as possible Sep 12,2011 3 10 PM

255 keeping rates low our costs continue to skyrocket Sep 12,2011 3 10 PM

256 access to a post office within a reasonable distance from our newspaper is my $ep 12 2011 3 07 PM
biggest conem I am concerned I can’t get the papers to the different post offices
in time so they papers will be delivered on time

257 As I also am in charge of the mailing these closures bother me along with the Sep 12 2011 3 06 PM
rest of the staff If we loose enough advertising and subscnptions then we also
take the chance of going out of business If we re not in business, then I’m out of
a job yes it all concerns me but I am positive that someone someplace will
figure out something to do to find a solution to this problem

258 We have many subscribers in the St Louis area that have delayed or non- Sep 12, 2011 303 PM
existent service for our newspaper It has become a major issue in zip codes
starting with 630- No one at the postal service seems to provide a valid response
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as to why. We have lost subscribers to this issue and issue many refunds. Also
out-of-state subscribers sometimes do not receive papers for up to 2 weeks. I
myselt attempted receivin~ the paper in Denver Colorado and would ~ometimes
receive 3 issues at once.

259 Making sure exceptional dispatch privilege survives. If newspapers were to Sep 12, 2011 3:02 PM
enter papers into their primary post offices, it will take days for subscribers to get
their papers; especially if it enters the KCMO black hole.

260 Preserving 6 day mail and keeping rates low as possible ~ep 12,2011 3:02 PM

261 Service problems - I receive complaints every week about out-of-state papers Sep 12, 2011 2:57 PM
not getting delivered in a timely manner. Some subscribers receive two or three
weekly papers on the same day. They should do better than this and I wouldn’t
mind paying more if the service was better.

262 Complete failure of the postal system, leaving us to deliver our own product Sep12, 2011 2:56 PM

263 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. Losing our Sep 12,2011 2:53 PM
delivery post office would create a problem for our business and for the entire
community. Driving to another P.O. would result in Our spending more time and
money to get our newspapers into the postal delivery system, and could also
result in a delay in delivery.

264 The postal service in our area does such a poorjob now, closing any of our post Sep 12, 2011 2:51 PM
offices I think would be detrimental. Some of our customers less than 20 miles
away don’t receive their paper for 7 to 10 days.

265 Stopping delivery on Saturday is my greatest concern due to loss of customers Sep 12, 2011 2:49 PM
and their disatisfaction.

266 Out of area delivery remains a concern, but cost tops the priority list. Sep 12, 2011 2:42 PM

267 Access. Periodicals permit. Difficulty in getting papers to P.O. Sep 12, 2011 2:40 PM

268 Keeping the postal service - have always believed we should not have tried to Sep 12, 2011 2:37 PM
privatize the postal service back in 1971 - This is an important part of our country
and our founding fathers thought it was important enough to mention it in the
constitution.

269 MAny of our readers live outside the boundaries of the st?te. Those readers who Sep 12, 2011 2:36 PM
living in adjoining states wait up to 5 days for their paper. Some at the coastal
states take up to 12 days. If the mail service is Only five days, that would cut
worker hours back to five days and adding a couple more days before delivery in
many cases.

270 Generally, we are concerned about the viability of the USPS because it is our Sep 12, 2011 2~35 PM
primary delivery source. Without the USPS, we would be forced to return to
optional delivery methods such as local carriers. For out-of-state readers, we are
encouraging the use of our e-editions, and with some success.

271 We’re a small city with only one post office. Obviously, we feel the USPS is the Sep 12,2011 2:33 PM
best option for our product delivery - but also our community’s growth potential
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requires é local post office.

272 Making sure USPS stays in business. We are located on the Navajo Sep 12,2011 2:30 PM
Reservation and many of the post offices here are located in remote rural areas
that many people use for important and valuable business, personal and
professional. These post offices serve a population that has to drive many miles
to conduct business, shop and go to hospitals and clinics and schools. Having
them close will hurt the people in many ways.

273 Affordable rates and good delivery service are our greatest concerns. Postal Sep 12, 2011 2:29 PM
rates have increased and we have seen slower delivery of our newspapers.
More of the burden of filling out forms, §acking, and general mail preparation has
fallen on newspaper employees.s

274 Having USPS available for delivery of our papers. Sep 12,2011 2:29 PM

275 Low rates — sorry, but profit is essential. Sep 12, 2011 2:29 PM

276 1. Closings of post offices where perhaps 2 or 3 dozen papers are delivered to Sep 12, 2011 2:28 PM
box holders. 2. Closings of post offices through which any other subscribers get
their papers. 3. Terrible service to distant subscribers. Saturday postal service
seems doomed, and I understand why, but the problem with very slow distant
delivery go far beyond Saturday service. The consolidation of regional mail
distribution hubs appears to be significant in this problem.

277 6 day delivery. Weekend product is our largest product. Couldn’t move a day Sep 12, 2011 2:26 PM
for advertising and loss of local sports coverage and having 3 days without a
newspaper would hinder local news coverage

278 Access to delivery post offices, and exceptional dispatch Sep 12, 2011 2:25 PM

279 Timely delivery and unfair rates provided to direct mail are my greatest concern Sep 12, 2011 2:23 PM

280 Making sure exceptional dispatch privilege survives in order to get our Sep 12, 2011 2:23 PM
newspapers to the customers while it is still news.

281 Access to delivery post offices-- because residents and businesses use the Sep 12,2011 2:19 PM
local post offices for services; new competitive threats from direct mail because
the sales flyers compete with local advertisements and flyers in the newspaper.

282 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. Our county has a Sep 12, 2011 2:19 PM
total population less than 3000. Many areas in county received their paper after it
has been sent to a larger distribution center out of county and then sent back to
the county. It is an insane waste and delay which impacts our ability to provide
news to our community.

283 We are not overly concerned with USPS delivery of the Daily. Keeping the Sep 12, 2011 2:19 PM
USPS operational for mailing invoices and receiving payments. We also have a
large direct mail shopper that we use to compete against direct mail - however
we’d love it if the USPS dropped bulk mail.

284 Making sure we have access to delivery post offices at a reasonable price. We Sep 12,2011 2:17 PM
are a tiny newspaper. It will not take much to make it untenable to stay in — -
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business What is not mentioned in this survey is the absurd amount of
bureaucratic paperwork, rules and regulations reminiscent of the federal
government which this so-called privatized institution can’t seem to shake It’s a
big reason why it’s in trouble in the first place

285 Six day service because the newspapers have a tendancy to have a poor Sep 12 2011 2 17 PM
delivery time npw with one more day closed it would be terrible

286 Maintaining competitive pnces so that newspapers may continue to exercise Sep 12 2011 2 16 PM
freedom of the press and information not found anywhere else

287 Lack of information and services to those most isolated that cannot afford Sep 12 2011 2 16 PM
computers and email, or are not accessible in their areas

288 Reduction in hours and/or services at our post office would hurt our business as Sep 12 2011 2 15 PM
we mail up to 1/3 of our paid subscribers and currently have delivery on the
same day as carrier delivery We also need to have our weekend papers
delivered on Saturday Post Office is Parsons, KS 67357

289 Fixing service problems because if the service is too poor the readers will not Sep 12 2011 2 14 PM
renew the subscriptions

290 Competitive threats for preprints Postal Service is conducting workshops for its Sep 12 2011 2 14 PM
every door delivery service

291 keeping rates low it seems they keep going up and up Sep 12 2011 2 13 PM

292 Pending full-day delay of delivery service to local areas Sep 12 2011 2 10 PM

293 Keeping the Post Office open at least 5 days a week Sep 12, 2011 207 PM

294 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices and keeping costs Sep 12 2011 2 06 PM
low as possible — both of these issues are crucial to keeping my newspaper
viable

295 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices Weekly Sep 12, 2011 2 06 PM
newspapers will have a tough time staying in business if their main source of
postal sending is taken away from them

296 Our greatest concern is the loss of timely delivery of our newspaper Sep 12 2011 2 06 PM

297 The postal service is crucial to the economy the culture, the life of rural Amenca Sep 12, 2011 2 04 PM
And rural America is crucial to the life of America, without it we are consigned to
the freeway, the mall the office park, and thus to insignificance

298 Eliminating Saturday delivery would senously affect delivery times in our area Sep 12 2011 2 03 PM

299 None Sep 12,2011203PM

300 Because of the nature of my business making sure that newspapers have Sep 12 2011 2 03 PM
access to delivery post office Making sure that the pricing does not push out
businesses such as mine We are small in nature and more expense may make
it prohibitive Thus more loss overall to the Postal system Pay attention to the
delivery Right now delivery is much longer than it was 20 years ago Not better
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as it is supposed to be When papers can lay for 48 hours in each post office the
mail passes through it is much too long Technology has given us mailings
sanctioned by the post office but which do not get the job done partially
because no one understands distances between stops Those making the rules
have to understand the geography of an area or state or region, before setting
up regulations or making closures

301 Making sure the USPS stays in business - withouth them we will not survive Sep 12, 2011 2 02 PM

302 The last one if USPS i~ gone our distribution costs would likely soar and our Sep 12 2011 2 01 PM
subscriber list would be shorter Post offices need to think outside the box like
maybe drive-up service like fast food places

303 rates Sep12 2011200 PM

304 The rates They affect so much of our distribution strategy for various produOts Sep 12 2011 2 00 PM
Please help with this issue

305 All of these things are important to us as a small newspaper (and the industry as Sep 12 2011 1 59 PM
a whole) We NEED the post office to operate more efficiently than they
currently are a reduction in progress/standards could be catastrophic Keeping
rates reasonable so readers/advertisers do not see an increase is also very
important

306 Service problems outside the county Sep 12, 2011 1 57 PM

307 Maintain access and keeping the USPS in business is the greatest concern Sep 12 2011 1 57 PM
because their financial problems are serious and immediate I’d rather have
them as an option than have no options at all as we transition to full electronic
delivery It is a little disgruntling however, to know that we~ve spent a bunch of $
with the USPS over the years and never got anything but non-delivery threats if
our check didn’t beat our papers to the post office and I learned last week of a
3% discount program the USPS put together sppcifically for direct mailers Pretty
much a kick in the crotch to newspapers & shoppers in my opinion, to give
discounts to our competitors when, as I said, we never got so much as a thank
you for doing business with USPS

308 6 day mail delivery - we rely very heavily on postal delivery in our rural area Sep 12 2011 1 57 PM
Adding Saturday cawier delivery will be very costly for us

309 Making sure USPS stays in business Sep 12 2011 1 56 PM

310 Subsidizing the USPS The USPS will never become fiscally sound as long as it Sep 12 2011 1 51 PM
can depend on Congress to bail it out

311 Keeping rates as low as possibe Sep 12 2011 1 49 PM

312 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices We struggle, Sep 12,2011 1 46 PM
financially, and don t need the added expense of having to truck newspapers to
a more distant office We need to fight, as best we can, to anything that
increases our expenses

313 Without the USPS we are out of business” Sep 12 2011 1 44 PM
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314 QUality of delivery. We have lost many subscribers in the past few years Sep 12, 20111 ;43 PM
because they get papers late (two to three weeks in some ca~es), or not at all. -

315 Beyond keeping them in business, it would be making sure newspapers have Sep 12, 20111:37 PM
- access to delivery host offices, ensuring sarhe day delivery within the market.

316 All area máiked are big concerns for our community as we have a large number Sep 12, 20111:36 PM
of seniors who don’t drive. - -

317 6daymailDelivery - Sepl2,?011 1:35PM

318 Keeping USPS in business. - Sep 12,20111:35 PM

319 Making sure newspapers have àccessio delivery post offices bqcause if the Sej 12, 2b11 1:35 PM
delivery post office is not available, I’m not sure what ?ctions we would have to
take to get our paper to the subscribers in a timely manner. This actually does-
not apply to the above question but is a gripe of mine concerning the postal
service. When they are in such dire straits concerning finances, why then do -

they spend the money to publish four color promotional materials. I realize that
they are trying to keep the po~tal service in front of the public but I think there
has to be cheaper ways in which the postal service can promote themse!ves
without spending the kind of money that is needed for four color publications.

320 Exceptional dispatch and aàcess to delivery àfflces - without those, we would Sep 12, 20111:34 PM
have a circulation and accounting nightmare. - - -

321 My biggest óoncem is that the postal service will start pushing direct mail harder Sep 12, 20111:33 PM
and take advertisers and insert advertisers from nèwspapets. -

322 Making sure exceptional dispatch privilege survives for my local community. Sep 12, 20111 ~32 PM
- -- —-——-----— —--—

323 Our weekend paper goes into mailboxes on Saturday. Loss of 6-day would Sep 12, 2011 1~32 PM
require a major restructuriAg. - - -

324 Saturday mail. The public does not understand or appreciate the problems this Sep 12, 20111:31 PM
would create for the business community. There are newspapers with Saturday
editions. Who speaks for them? The u.s: Chamber of Commerce ought to join
us on this onel - - -

325 both are of equal interest -. - Sep 12,2011 1:31 PM

326 - Access to local delivery post office Sep 12,2011 1:31 PM

327 Rates. Sep 12, 2011 1:30PM

328 Access to delivery post offices - Sep 12,20111:28 PM

329 Six-day delivery; if we lose Saturday, we will have to go to a total new six-day Sep 12, 20111:28 PM
delivery force and not use the USPS at all. Saturday closure might as mean
closing down the whole thing - shut down the USPS.

330 The post office may be forced to deliv€r mail just three days a week, Monday- Sep 12. 20111:23 PM
Wednesday-Friday.
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331 Postage costs Sep 12 2011 1 23 PM

332 Timely delivery Sep12 2011 1 19 PM

333 With post office closing we will have no means of distributing our newspaper on Sep 12, 2011 1 16 PM
time We would have to make our deadline earlier and change our press time if
possible We would also lose out on breaking news particularly with
governmental offices that frequently hold meetings on Mondays and Tuesdays or
make important announcements on those days, which would then because our
extreme deadline

334 Preserving 6-day mail They have problems delivenng to out-of-town customers Sep 12, 2011 1 16 PM
now can’t imagine the USPS reducing work days, even one day

335 Saturday delivery Sep 12, 2011 1 10 PM

336 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices Sep12 2011 1 07 PM

337 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices Developing the Sep12 2011 1259 PM
newspapers own delivery system would become far more expensive adding
more burden to the newspaper in tough times

338 Cost convenience but most important attitude Sep 12 2011 12 54 PM

339 Newspapers have access to delivery post offices Sep 12, 2011 12 54 PM

340 Survival followed by timely delivery Sep 12 2011 12 47 PM

341 Preserving 6 day mail delivery including Saturdays Sep 12 2011 1239 PM

342 The rising cost and dwindling quality of service provide the postal service The Sep 12 2011 12 38 PM
lack of understanding of their own rules and regulations If they can’t reduces
their pension problems none of these short term fixes will make any difference
anyway

343 Guarding against new competitive threats from direct mail Sep 12 2011 12 36 PM

344 the current delivery of our newspapers to our out-of-state customers is totally Sep 12 2011 12 29 PM
unacceptable I can’t imagine what it will be like if they start closing post offices
It takes a week to get from Scotland South Dakota to Fremont, Nebraska It is
approximately 200 miles between the two locations

——--

345 Service outside of the county is homble and has cost us business and Sep12 2011 1227 PM
readership, which will continue if the service issues are not fixed This will lead
to a huge loss of business for the post office as well

346 Making sure USPS stays in business - which will help us preserve and improve, Sep 12, 2011 1224 PM
all the other items mentioned

347 ALL OF OUR SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE BY MAIL WE DO NOT HAVE HOME Sep 12, 2011 1224 PM
DELIVERY IF THE POST OFFICE CLOSES WE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO
DELIVER BECAUSE WE ARE IN A MOUNTAINOUS SNOWY REGION ALSO,
ONE-THIRD OF OUR SUBSCRIBERS LIVE OUT OF THE COUNTY AND
STATE
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348 Definitely service problems as well as rates are a concern we’re a Wed & Sat Sep 12 2011 12 23 PM
publication so the Sat closing is also a concern

349 our paper currently takes 71- days to get from ND to Az The made 2 changes in Sep 12 2011 12 19 PM
the past 3 years still no improvement

350 ultimately, ends up being keeping USPS going because we would be hard- Sep 12 2011 12 18 PM
pressed to come up with any kind of alternative

351 Making sure th?t 6 day mail delivery is kept In the rural parts of South Dakota Sep 12 2011 12 15 PM
the loss of Saturday mail would be devastating to our next day delivery

352 The two I checked That is the bottom line - preserving local service and keeping Sep 12 2011 12 10 PM
rates affordable

353 Preserving 6 day mail delivery Without six day mail delivery, my business will Sep 12, 2011 12 06 PM
stand to take a double hit I Mailing papers 2 Cash flow being able to send and
recieve billings and payments I am working as fast as I can towards an
automated online bookkeeping service because we are little weekly papers
without lots of extra cash We need to keep the cash coming in and out and if
that can’t happen with the post office I can

354 We arc prepared to leave the USPS entirely if they dropS day delivery-- one Sep 12,2011 1205 PM
delivery day is as important as every other delivery day if six day delivery is
dropped we will plan to remove all other customer bills from the mail stream
too switching to electronic transactions The consequence of our small mail
delivery loss will be many thousands of dollars of postal revenue loss for the

**~~H. U~S~S;~:*. ..~ ...

355 Service Problems hardly a week goes buy that subscribers do not receive Sep 12 2011 1200 PM
their paper What happens to them the USPS says that they don’t throw them
away but what happens to them, there must be a very large pile of newspapers
somewhere1

356 Preserving Saturday delivery Sep 12, 2011 11 52 AM

357 making sure we continue to have access to a delivery post office because we Sep 12,2011 11 51 AM
have no other way to get our papers to readers

358 Greatest concern is if USPS goes away what will happen to delivery costs9 On Sep 12, 2011 11 49 AM
the other hand if USPS raises its rates in order to make up its deficit will it make
it impractical to use for delivery’

359 Keeping rates low We publish our weekly newspapers and have had to Sep 12 2011 11 47 AM
consolidate our operation in order to keep up with nsing costs, particularly
delivery costs

360 mAKING SURE NEWSPAPERS HAVE ACCESS TO DELIVERY POST Sep 12 2011 11 47 AM
OFFICES

361 Service to readers outside county but within service area Sep 12 2011 11 45 AM

362 That the P0 will go out of busness and I will have to shout down Sep 12, 2011 11 44 AM
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363 Preserving 6-day delivery. This affects alomost all the new$apers in our Sep 12, 2011 11:42 AM
company.

364 The Saturday delivery because right now we publish 3 days a week and Sat. Sep 12, 2011 11:37 AM
issue is too late now.

365 Exceptional dispatch privileges. I don’t want the USPS to send papers to a giant Sep 12, 2011 11:37 AM
FSS machine on the other side of the state,

366 In-county rate stability is my greatest concern. With exceptional dispatch and Sep 12, 2011 11:37 AM
walk sequencing, the postal service’s cost of delivery of our newspaper has to be
quite low. There is a gap now in what we pay the USPS and what it would cost
us to implement our own carrier force, but if it narrows or goes away, we’ll have
to look elsewhere.

367 Making sure newspapers have acces~ to delivery post offices Sep 12, 2011 11:36 AM

368 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices is my greatest Sep 12. 2011 11:32 AM
concern. Without this, we simply cannot survive. Mail delivery will be extremely
slow if we cannot use our local offices. Our county is sewed by two sectional
centers. We are the only community in one of them. If rernoving rural routes is
done in other communities we will be forced to haul our papers to three much
larger communities to get exceptional dispatch- I don’t think we can do this and
still rnake all three delivery schedules in a timely manner. The post office can
immediately improve its revenue stream by forbidding the inclusion of inserts in
mailed newspapers. These should pay the per piece rate and not piggy back on
newspapers’ rates. I realize most NNA members will disagree with this, but this
practice is robbing the post office of significant dollars and threatening
newspapers’ existence. We need to decide if we are in the newsp?per business
or just providing a convenient “cover” for advertisers.

369 Rising costs and Iowenng service. As I’ve said in the past, every solution the Sep 12, 2011 11:32 AM
postal service comes up with only niakes their problems worse. Every day mail
is delayed or the cost is increased drives more people to online alternatives and
hastens the demise of thp postal service.

370 Efficiency! Sep 12, 2011 11:30 AM

371 Service is not sustainable in many portions of our subscription base and even Sep 12, 2011 11:29 AM
though our subscription is only $28 annual several long time customers have
dropped their subscription. It would seem all of the automation that has been
implemented does not keep service good.

372 Saturday delivery is a concern. Many of our readers prefer the Saturday Sep 12, 2011 11:28 AM
morning newspaper because it is part of their routine. They work durning the
week and prefer to catch up on the week’s news on the weekend in preparation
for the coming week.

373 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. If papers are sent Sep 12, 2011 11:26 AM
to Des Moines to come back to our county, we will have erratic service for sure.

374 Making sure USPS stays in business, It’s the lifeblood of democracy. Sep 12, 2011 11:25 AM
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375 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post officeds. Sep 12, 2011 11:24 AM

376 Gdaydelivery Sep 12, 2011 11:23AM

377 Having access to delivery post office, because we have no other way to delivery Sep 12, 2011 11:21 AM
our newspaper.

378 I pay more money to mail my newspapers out of state and it takes sometimes 10 Sep 12, 2011 11:21 AM
days to get to the customer! Also I have no local place to mail my newspapers -

I have to go out of county - costing more in fuel!

379 Gyarding against new competitive rates from direct mail. New competitors are Sep 12,2011 11:19 AM
killing our business. Old co ~ipetitors under government monopoly might just
drive the final nail in the coffin.

380 seeabove Sep 12, 2011 11:18AM

381 The loss of exceptional dispatch post offices within our market. Sep 12, 2011 11:17 AM

382 Keeping rates as low as possible is critical to our business, because as a small Sep 12. 2011 11:17 AM
weekly newspaper we cto not utilize ôarriers for distribution. We have store racks
and mail subscribers. Keeping postage rates as low as possible helps us to
keep subscriber rates lower, which maintains our circulation and enhances our
advertising efforts. Conversely, higher postage rates eventually must be passed
along to the subscriber, which adversely impacts our circulation and distribution.

383 Fixing service problems and interface with P0 Sep 12. 2011 11:16 AM

384 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. Sep 12, 2011 11:15 AM

385 I am concerned that service in the area will suffer, because the 605 center is Sep 12, 2011 11:14 AM
slow already.

386 fixing service problems for distant as well as local deliveries Sep 12, 2011 11:12 AM

387 Fixing service problems. Even implementing Max’s delivery suggestions we have Sep 12, 2011 11:11 AM
some delays in delivery within the state.

388 Service problems. That is why people drop subscriptions. They are tired of Sep 12, 2011 11:09 AM
waiting for old news. We live at the corner of three 3-digit zip code areas — 504,
505, and 500. USPS does a bad job of getting mail between the 3-digit areas.
We get overnight service in our own area, but up to 5 day service to go 18 miles
into the neighboring 3-digit area.

389 I’m most concerned with the exceptional dispatch issue and having access to the Sep 12. 2011 11:09 AM
post office to drop papers. If I can’t get my papers to my subscribers, my
business can’t survive.

390 The cost of using the postal services verses the benefit to the newspaper of Sep 12, 2011 11:05 AM
using the service is way out of whack. We are paying more for services and
receiving less service. I am okay with paying less for less or paying more for
more. I am not okay with paying substantially more for less. Lack of service with
a high pnce tag is my primary concern.
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Q9. Which of the above is your greatest concern and why?
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391 Preserving six day mail service. Under the plan to reduce service, a letter mailed Sep 12, 2011 11:03 AM
in Oologah after 4:30 p.m. Friday would not even enter the mail stream until 6 or
7 p.m. Monday. Since our schedule forces us to bill at the end of the week, this
would create a significant cash flow problem. Mail from Oologah, even that for
local delivery, is trucked to Tulsa for processing. Since USPS is talking about
allowing longer delivery time, even for first class, the results could be disastrous
for any small business using mail for delivery.

392 Delivery problems have plagued us. There is no con~istency and we get the Sep 12, 2011 11:01 AM
blame and lose money from customers not renewing subscriptions ?~ well as
loss of ad revenue.

393 Making sure newspapers have access to delivery post offices. I think this is Sep 12, 2011 11:00 AM
critical for the fimely, accurate delivery of local papers. I have written an editorial
on how the postal cuts would affect our rural county were 2 out of six post offices
are slated for closure. If you would like a copy, please e-mail me.

394 Delivery service. I used to send 200 papers to Florida in the winter, now it is less Sep 12, 2011 10:59 AM
than ten. Many call to suspend their subscnptions until they return in the spring.
Unfortunately many that suspend their subscripfions, often let them lapse and
don’t renew them.

395 Keeping rates low and making sure we have access to delivery post offices. We Sep 12, 2011 10:59 AM
are just now in a position to consider mailing our papers and the timing is not
very good for our business.

396 Not a week goes by that someone does not mention that their paper never Sep 12. 2011 10:57 AM
arrives, or arrives weeks later. I have been told sometimes 2-3 papers arrive on
the same day. I mail them the same time every week. I simply want my
subscribers to actually get their~paper. It galls me to pay more and more and
more and still have to convince people that I am truly sending them a paper
when they call. I even mail a separate paper 1st class in an envelope to two
women who have such a hard problem. I’m losing money every week doing that
for them, and I still can’t guarantee their papers arrive.

397 Fixing service problems reaching distant readers. The later the delivery, the less Sep 12, 2011 10:57 AM
satisfied the reader. And, many have established readership patterns where
they prefer the paper in hand vs. electronic editions.

398 Exceptional dispatch and outside county is critical for us. Our community lies at Sep12, 2011 10:55 AM
the intersection of four counties with a fifth nearby.

399 Keeping rates as low as po&sible. If rates continue to rise, we will be forced to Sep 12, 2011 10:54 AM
hire our own people to do local delivery and we may be forced to make out-of-
town readers get all their news from our website. We spend about $2,200 each
week mailing our three papers and our shopper.

400 The USPS continues to increas&rates for newspapers, most of the time without Sep 12,2011 10:51 AM
actually implementing a rate change. The latest increase for our newspapers
was the change of our post office designation from a DDU to a None on line Al
of our periodical report. This increased our postage $1000 per year. Before that
it was the “droop test’ which barred us from using automation rates on our
papers. Other issues are post masters requiring that small newspapers use the
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09. Which of the above is your greatest concern and why? - - -

postal wizard rather than certified software reports. - -

401 Having aàcess to a near location. Next one would be 45 miles away Sep 12, 2011 10:50 AM

402 USPS stays in business Sep 12,2011 10:43 AM

403 Making sure we have access to deliVery post offices. Of course, it would be Sep 12, 201110:41 AM
detrimental to our business if we couldn’t mail to our subscribers. In addition, I
would say making sure the postal personnel are trained and CARE about their
jobs, not just getting a paycheck and pension. Our rates continue to escalate but
service declines. -

404 Making sure the Post Office stays in business b/c we are a weekly community Sep 12, 201110:32 AM
newspaper and the Post Office not only delivers our newspapers, but is also a
hub for business. Foot traffib iii our business (office supplies and print shop is -

included) and others will deteriorate. What’s !eft of our downtown will barely
SurviVe, if at all.

405 Making sure service is of high quality. Without Service, none of the rest of it will Sep 12, 201110:25 AM
matter and USPS won’t survive.
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Sep 15,2011 109PM

Sep15 2011 1256PM

1137

010 Please providç your name

I Joe Moss Oct3, 2011 1259PM

2 Chns McCarthy Oct 3 2011 820 AM

3 carolyn ashford Sep26 2011 12 12 PM

4 TrecaCarter Sep22 20112 55PM

5 Scott Richardson Sep 20, 2011 1239 PM

6 Bnnn Clayton Sep20 2011 846 AM

7 Dan Thalmann Sep 19, 2011 11 43 PM

8 Eddie Dodd Sep 19,2011 706 PM

9 Cindy Hanner Sep 18 2011 726 PM

10 MaryHuber Sep18 2011 11 O4AM

11 Patty Newton Sep 17, 2011 937PM

12 Mary Helle publisher Sep 16, 2011 251 PM

13 Rob:nR Handy Sep16 20111 18PM

14 Barbara Bobo Sep 16 2011 1 01 PM

15 TerneW Gonzalez Sep 16,201111 I6AM

16 TeclAimen Sep 16,201111 11AM

17 Jim Smilie Sep16 2011 1057 AM

18 Louise RedCom Sep16 20118 I7AM

19 PeteJones Sep16 2011641 AM

20 Janine Kook Sep 15, 2011 456PM

21 Deb Ruiz Sep15 2011 443 PM

22 Greg Viergutz Sep15 2011 341 PM

23JohnPonier Sep15 2011303PM

24 Bill Walter Sep15 2011 252PM

25 SepIS,2011226PMAlesha Henley

26 Carmin Ball Office Manager

27 JenayTate
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Q1O Please provide your name

28 Julia Smith Sep 15 20111247 PM

29 JoyMonopoli Sep 15,20111221 PM

30 Zonelle Cox Rainbolt Sep 15, 2011 12 19 PM

31 Vicki Dorn Sep 15 2011 12 16 PM

32 Larry Wilhs Sep15 2011 11 56AM

33 Dawn Mathis Sep 15,201111 52 AM

34 Christine Wdliams F Sep15 2011 1115AM

35 Terry Carlisle Sep15 2011 1111AM

36 Dan Branyon Sep 15, 2011 1027AM

37 Judy Whitaker Sep 15, 2011 911AM

38 Jill Fnesz Sep15 2011 858AM

39 Travis Theobald Sep 15 2011 8 25 AM

40 Kenneth Jones Sep 15,2011818AM

41 Teresa 1-fatfield-Barger Sep 15,2011 8 17 AM

42 Allison Orwig F Sep15 2011 801AM

43 Stacia Thompson Circulation Manager Sep 15 2011 756AM

44 Ginnyl-leth Sep 15, 2011 753AM

45 Barbara King Sep 15, 2011 723AM

46 Mimi Maddock Sep 15, 2011 658AM

47 Kathy Boswell Circulation Manager Tullahoma News A Division of Lakeway Sep 15 2011 537AM
Publishers Inc

48 Carolyn Jordan Sep 14 2011 7 07 PM

49 Mary Boma Sep 14 2011 405PM

50 Joe Stagner Sep14 2011 331 PM

51 Michael Williams Sep 14,2011 327PM

52 Tom Stevens Sep14 2011253 PM

53 Gary Spurgeon Sep 14 2011 2 52 PM

54 Philip G Conger editor and publisher Sep 14, 2011 2 47 PM
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55 Tim Stratton - - Sep 14,2011 2:34 PM

56 Stan Stamper Sep 14. 2011 2:22 PM

~ Brian Blackley Sep 14, 2011 2:15 PM

58 Janet Reed - - Sej 14, 2011 1:52PM

~9 WilliamA. Napper - - Sep 14, 2011 1:18PM

60 Ro~in Wunderlich Sep 14.2011 12:33PM

61 Ajril Jackson - Séji 14,2011 12:26 PM

62 Allan Burke, Publisher EmeritUs Sep 14, 2011 12:09 PM

63 Jessica Giard, editor - - Sep 14, 2011 12:09 PM

64 Dave Wood - - Sep 14,?O11 11:48AM

65 Angela L.Damery - Sep 14, 2011 11:47AM

66 JoePitt Sepl4,2011 11:40AM

67 Gayle Van Genderen and J.P. Studeny Jr. Sep 14, 2011 11:40 AM

68 Gerald Harris Sep 14,2011 11:34 AM

69 Marcia & Tom Johnson Sep 14, 2b11 11:30 AM

70 Jessee Middick - Sep 14, 2011 11:04 AM

71 Tom Latonis Sep 14, 2011 10:45 AM

72 Sandy Dodson - - Sep 14, 2011 10:10AM

73 Jerry Clarke - Sep 14, 2011 10:00 AM

74 Michael Willard Sep 14,2011 9:45 AM

75 Bill Woodall -- Sep 14,2011 9:25 AM

76 Harold Gleasorr - - - - - - Sep14, 2011 9:25 AM

77 -Rhonda Humble Sep 14, 2011 9:21 AM

78 Dayva Spitzer Editor Sayre Record and Beckham County Democrat Sep 14, ?01 1 9:19 AM

79 RobertW. Wilson Sep 14, 2011 8:37 AM

80 Thomas Kocal, Publisher Sep 14, 2011 8:35 AM

81 Harley Deutsch Publisher Sep 14 2011 8 35 AM
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82 MattAdelman Sep14 2011831 AM

83 Brad Hicks Sep14 2011 738AM

84 melrhodes Sep14 2011710AM

85 Greg Zyla Publisher The Daily & Sunday review Towanda, Pa 18840 Sep 14, 2011 7 09 AM

86 Frank Daffa Editor Wibaux Pioneer-Gazette Wibaux Montana 59353 Sep 14, 2011 7 04 AM

87 John CuIlen Sep 14 2011 658AM

88 Deborah Comely Sep 14, 2011 6 50 AM

89 Grant Gibbons Sep 14 2011 6 46 AM

90 Steve Mores Sep 14 2011 638AM

91 Mack Miller Sep14 2011 635AM

92 Renae Irmiter with Community Publications Sep 14, 2011 6 34 AM

93 Darren Oliver Sep 14, 2011 6 28 AM

94 Terry Christensen Sep 14 2011 6 12 AM

95 Rae Ann Holub Sep 14 2011 608AM

96 Jeffrey 0 Keeten Sep 14, 2011 6 08 AM

97 Kurt Hower - Circulation Director Sep 14 2011 5 53 AM

98 KimTorres Sep14 2011552AM

99 MendyMcAdams Sep14 2011552AM

100 EncBauer Sep14 2011544AM

101 Nancy Grossman Sep 14,2011 529AM

102 Ida Roberts Sep 14,2011221 AM

103 LynnButh Sep13 2011737PM

104 Loren Sawyer Sep13 2011714PM

105 D W Manning Sep13 2011702PM

106 Charles ONeill Harbor Light Newspaper Harbor Springs Ml Sep 13,2011 638PM

107 LoydW Ford Sep13 2011638PM

108 charlie hust Sep 13 2011 625PM
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109 Tom Muchmore Sep 13,2011 603PM

110 Ralph Rice Sep 13, 2011 602PM

111 Barb Walter Sep 13, 2011 504PM

112 PeterRicker - Sep13 2011452 PM

113 ScottGove Sep13 2011408 PM

114 JeffMayo Sepl3,2011400PM

115 Mike Brown Sep13 2011344PM

116 Jim Montz Sep13 20113 12PM

117 Jowannasandy Sepl3,2011310PM

118 John Huckabee Sep 13,2011309 PM

119 DannyDavis Sep13 2011307 PM

120 TRUMAN NESS Sep 13 2011 305PM

121 Tommy McGraw Publisher 205-652-6100 Sep 13, 2011 2 56 PM

122 Joy Caldwellpubhsher Sep 13, 2011 256PM

123 Lone’ Beasley Sep 13 2011 247PM

124 Cnste Scamati Sep 13 2011 246PM

125 Dodie Hook Sep 13,2011 242PM

126 Claudia Lovin Sep13 2011 241 PM

127 anthony komlanc Sep 13 2011 238 PM

128 HeatherM Gray, managing editor Sep13 2011 237PM

— 129 BnanB!ansett Sep13 2011237PM

130 Charlotte Klutts Sep 13,2011 236PM

— 131 Kathleen Darrach Sep 13 2011 225PM

132 Vonnie Clark Sep 13 2011 222PM

133 Lynda Henningsen Sep 13 2011 216PM

134 Maureen Miller Sep 13,2011 2 12PM

-~ 135 Titus Workman Sep13 20112 11PM
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136 Mike Scogin Sep 13. 2011 1:58 PM

137 Phil Summers, publisher Daily Republican Register Mt. Carmel, Illinois Sep 13,20111:56 PM

138 Sue Dieter - Sep 13,20111:54 PM

139 Faith Wylie Sep 13,20111:49 PM

140 Brenda Feller - Sep 1-3, 2011 1:45 PM

141 Barbara Vice Sep 13, 2011 1:44 PM

142 Belinda Ramsey Sep 13, 2011 1:39 PM

143 Gary L. Milks - Sep 13, 2011 1:38 PM

144 C.F. David Sep 13,20111:36 PM

145 Kim Edward Adams Sep 13, 2011 1:31 PM

146 Wathena Walton Sep 13, 2011 1:24 PM

147 SeanDyer - - Sepl3,2011 1:22PM

148 Roger Pugh Sep 13,2011 1:20 PM

149 Steve Haynes Sejil3,2011 1:18PM

150 Maureen R. Olsen Sep 13,20111:18 PM

151 Staci Molony-Klimék Sep 13,20111:13 PM

- 152 RiçkMorain Sep 13, 2011 1:12PM

153 Chuck Friend Sep 13, 2011 1:03PM

154 James D. Brown Sep 13,2011 12:59 PM

155 Rich StJohn Sep 13, 2011 12:56PM

156 Tom Stangl - - - Sep 13,2011 12:51 PM

i57 Lynn Griffith - - -- - - Sep 13,2011 12:46PM

158 Dale Wegner Sep 13, 2011 12:43 PM

159 Mary L. Ungs-Sogaard Sep 13, 2011 12:41 PM

160 Jacques Rutten Sep 13, 2011 12:40PM

161 Amy Duncan - Sep 13,201112:39 PM

162 Jo Martin Times-Citizen Communications, Inc. martin@iafalls.com Sep 13, 201112:37 PM
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163 JaneE Podgomiak Sep 13, 2011 1236PM

164 GeneHall Sep13 2011 1230PM

165 Luann Waldo Sep13 2011 1226PM

166 Chuck Edwards Sep 13,-2011 1217PM

167 Shern Rahn Circulation Manager Sep 13, 2011 1205 PM

168 Jeffrey Karlovec Sep 13 2011 1201 PM

169 AlGibson Sepl3,20111154AM

170 Patricia M Edwards Sep 13, 2011 11 52 AM

171 Kim Ross-Polito Sep 13 2011 11 52 AM

172 Chad Campbell Circulation Manager Please note this is my opinion alone and Sep 13 2011 11 49 AM
doesn’t necessanly reflect the opinion of my employer

173 James B Campbell Sep13 2011 11 44AM

174 Susan Rowell Sep 13,201111 39AM

175 Debbie Harshman Sep 13,2011 11 36 AM

176 Ryan Wells Sep13 201111 I9AM

177 John Foreman Sep13 201111 I8AM

178 Melinda Carpenter Sep13 2011 11 I4AM

179 Frank Habusta Sep13 2011 11 O6AM

180 Brandon Woodruff Circulation Manager Sep 13 2011 11 01 AM

181 Cyndy Slovak-Barton Sep 13 2011 1059 AM

182 LaneMoon Sep13 2011 1054AM

183 Robert Titone Circul?tion Manager - - Sep 13 2011 1038 AM

184 FrankL Martin Ill, publisherand editor Sep13 2011 1026AM

185 Keith A Rathbun Sep 13, 2011 10 24AM

186 William Sondag Sep13 2011 1014AM

187 Greg Perrotto Sep13 20119 55AM

188 Marnie Eggen Sep 13,2011 945 AM

189 Melissa Perner Sep 13, 2011 943AM
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190 LarryGlass Sep 13,2011941 AM

191 Todd Nelson Sep 13,2011926AM

192 Teresa Mueller Sep13 2011 921 AM

193 Bruce Rolfe Sep13 2011 921 AM

194 KathyTobin Sep13 2011 914AM

195 Jim Stevenson Media Solutions Manager Michigan Press Association Sep 13, 2011 9 13 AM

196 Nicola Mcintosh Sep13 2011911 AM

197 JerryL Reppert Sep13 2011909AM

198 David R Bell Sep 13, 2011 9 O4AM

199 Jim Dickerson Sep 13,2011902AM

200 Ron Hance Sep13 2011901 AM

201 Frank L Beeson Group Publisher Greater Miami Valley Newspaper Group Ohio Sep 13 2011 857 AM
Community Media

202 John M Galer Sep13 2011 8 56AM

203 John Ellioft Sep 13,2011 856 AM

204 TJ Hubbard Sep13 2011856AM

205 Rinda Maddox Sep 13, 2011 8 46 AM

206 Beverly Puhalla Sep 13, 2011 8 45 AM

207 Dan J Killoy Sep13 2011 844AM

208 Linda Jorgensen Buhman Sep 13, 2011 841 AM

209 Misty Douglas Sep13 2011 840AM

210 Randy Gamson - ?ep 13,2011 838AM

211 BnanTedrick Sep 13,2011 835AM

212 MikeClark I Sep13 2011835AM

213 H Scott Seal general manager Sep 13, 2011 8 33 AM

214 p CarterNewton Sep 13,2011833AM

215 Walt and Carol Haase Sep 13 2011 832 AM

216 William Creed Sep 13 2011831 AM
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217 Amy Ziegler Sep13 2011 829AM

218 JodyWoliman Sep 13, 2011 828AM

219 Dirk Milliman Sep 13,2011 827AM

220 Barbara Horstman Sep 13 2011 827AM

221 Amy Richards Sep13 2011 826AM

222 Cynthia Ervin Sep 13, 2011 8 24 AM

223 Krafus Walker Sep 13 2011 8 23 AM

224 RobertLyons Sep13 2011822AM

225 KenStone Sepl3,2011819AM

226 Jeff Evans Sep 13,2011813AM

227 Kathleen Leinen Sep 13 2011 8 11 AM

228 Dave Caughman Sep 13 2011 8 06 AM

229 Carla McBnde Sep 13,2011 806AM

230 Alice Rouse Publisher Sep 13,2011 803AM

231 WillieGray Sep13 2011759AM

232 Denice Dater Sep 13 2011 7 58 AM

233 William Dixon Sep 13 2011 7 54 AM

234 John Norton, Group Publisher Sep 13, 2011 751AM

235 Rick Hohlt Sep 13,2011 748AM

236 JimDunn Sep13 2011746AM

237 JIM PERRY Sep 13 2011 743AM

238 Michael Schuver Sep 13 2011 7 43 AM

239 Richard W Lamb, Publisher Sep 13 2011 7 42 AM

240 Robert Marlin Sep13 2011 736AM

241 H Kenneth Douthit Ill Sep13 2011 734AM

242 Missy D Rech, Circulation Director Sep 13, 2011 7 34 AM

243 JanetMendler - Sep 13,2011 732AM
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244 KenCrisp Sep 13,2011729AM

245 Bob Cunningham Sep 13 2011 728AM

246 l-fenryH Nyce Sep13 2011 727AM

247 Michael Drey Sepl3,2011725AM

248 Gary Connor Sep 13,~2011 722AM

249 April Simmermaker Sep 13 2011 722AM

250 Amy Helsel Sep 13, 2011 721 AM

251 Rayma Bekebrock Davis Sep 13, 2011 7 20 AM

252 Chns Evans Sep13 2011720AM

253 Barbara Battcher Sep13 2011 715 AM

254 Tammy Walker Sep 13, 2011 7 03 AM

255 Jonathan Willis Sep 13, 2011 659AM

256 Harry Jackson Sep13 2011 658 AM

257 Judy Dingman Sep 13 2011 656 AM

258 Randall Shields Sep 13 2011 6 49 AM

259 Tim Hobbs Sep 13,2011 646 AM

260 Linda Gindlesperger Sep 13 20~ 1 6 43 AM

261 Dane Vernon Sep 13 2011 643 AM

262 Jay Nolan, Nolan Group Media Sep 13 2011 641 AM

263 Bobby Greer Sep 13, 2011 6 39 AM

264 Jamie Greathead Sep13 2011 639 AM
——__

265 David 0 Heishman Sep 13,2011 638 AM

266 jeff vanderbeck Sep 13 2011 6 36AM

267 Don Sincell Sep 13 2011 631 AM

268 Scoff Dillingharn Sep13 2011 629 AM

Sep 13, 2011 629AM269 Vern Brown

270 Linda Gilmore Sep13 2011 628AM
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271 Bill Ball Circulation Director for American Farm Publications Inc Sep 13 2011 6 27 AM

272 Adrienne Gieszl Sep 13 2011 6 26 AM

273 Fred Arnold Sep 13, 2011 624AM

274 Kim White Sep 13,2011 609AM

275 Keith Ponder Sep 13, 2011 6 08 AM

276 MP Swenson Sepl3,2011607AM

277 Stevie Lowery Sep 13, 2011 5 59 AM

278 Rebecca Lawyer Sep13 2011 5 37AM

279 Tim Timmons Sep 13, 2011 449AM

280 Bill Burgess Sep13 2011 4 O6AM

281 Kasie L Foster Sep 13,2011 331 AM

282 JoyceM Searson Sep13 20113 I9AM

283 Michelle R 1-lessling, Group Publisher Sep13 2011 244 AM

284 Libby Bemdt, publisher Sep 12, 2011 8 19 PM

285 Frances M Deiterich Sep 12, 2011 7 55 PM

286 Stephanie Grubert Publisher Mountaintop Eagle Mountaintop PA Sep12 2011 643 PM

287 Kimball Long Sep12 2011 637 PM

288 RobertFoos Sep 12,2011614PM

289 Chns Yee Circulation & Distribution Manager on behalf of Elliott Freireich Sep 12 2011 6 12 PM
Publisher

290 Sue Doty-Lloyd Sep 12 2011 6 10 PM

291 Willie J Petersofl Publisher/Owner - - Sep12 2011 5 53 PM

292 Paul Overlie Sep12 2011 541 PM

293 LynetteMason Sep12 20115 I7PM

294 Kevin Hohnbaum Sep 12, 2011 502 PM

295 Diane Clark Sep 12 2011 501 PM

296 Michael Lewis Sep 12 2011 436 PM

297 Bill Blauvelt Sep 12 2011 4 24 PM
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298 Elizabeth Wilkinson Sep 12 2011 4 17 PM

299 Jennifer Hams Sep 12, 2011 401 PM

300 Clark Thurmond Sep 12, 2011 355 PM

301 Olga Hinds Publisher Sep 12 2011 343 PM

302 JertyHooper Sep12 2011333 PM

303 Brad Franklin Sep 12, 2011 330 PM

304 Kandi George Sep12 2011 323 PM
----- —-

305 Jane Pigg Sep12 20113 I9PM

306 LarryJackson Sep 12,2011317PM

307 KarenCourtney Sepl2,20113 12PM

308 Michele Gerlach Sep 12 2011 3 12 PM

309 SharoriGuevel Sep12 2011311 PM

310 Randy Mitchell Sep 12, 2011 310 PM

311 SteveCurd Sep 12,20113 10PM

312 Kathy Comlier Sep 12 2011 309 PM

313 Andrew Johnson Sep 12,2011 307 PM

314 Patncia Lee is the Owner I am Barb Endler Production I Advertising Manager Sep 12, 2011 3 06 PM

315 Catherine Wynn Sep12 2011 303PM

316 ChnstopherJ Bell Sep 12, 2011 302 PM

317 John Edgecombe Sep12 2011302PM
..- •:r~ ~ .

318 Connie Musil Sep 12 2011 257 PM

319 Mark Rhoades Blair, NE Sep12 2011 256 PM

320 Ben Marshall Sep12 2011 253 PM

321 Connie Thompson Editor Sep 12 2011 253 PM

322 Carol Brooke Sep 12, 2011 251 PM

323 Debbie Irwin Sep 12, 2011 249 PM

324 VickeyBoyd Sep 12,2011245PM
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325 David Brown Sep12 2011 242 PM

326 Allan Von Warder Sep 12, 2011 2 40 PM

327 Rebecca Robison Sep 12, 2011 2 38 PM

328 TomBetz Sep12 2011237 PM

329 Joe Harder Sep12 2011236 PM

330 Rudy Taylor publisher Taylor Newspapers of Southeast Kansas Caney, KS Sep 12, 2011 2 35 PM

331 Sharon S Trammell Sep 12 2011 234 PM

332 Tonya Evans Sep12 2011 234 PM

333 Nancy Stephens , Sep 12,2011 233 PM

334 Tom Arviso Jr CEOlPublisher Navajo Times Publishing Company, Inc Window Sep 12, 2011 2 30 PM
Rock, AZ 86515

335 Marcia Hora Sep 12, 2011 229 PM

336 William Light Kinney Jr Sep 12 2011 2 29 PM

337 Jeff Aydelette Publisher Sep 12 2011 229 PM

338 Jim Orr Sep 12, 2011 228PM

339 Chns Huckle Sep 12, 2011 226 PM

340 Dale Gentry Sep 12 2011 225 PM

341 Chad Ferguson The Banner Press Newspaper Columbus TX Sep 12 2011 2 24 PM

342 JonathanKey Sep 12,2011223 PM

343 Charlotte Hodge Sep 12, 2011 2 23 PM

344 Stephanie A Berry Sep 12, 2011 2 19 PM

345 Ann Mullen Sep 12 2011 219 PM

346 ChuckRathbun Sep12 20112 19PM

347 MichaelA Wendorif Sep12 20112 I7PM

348 Nancy Bittner Sep 12,2011 2 17 PM

349 Dennis Warden Sep12 20112 I7PM

350 Rogerjones Sep12 20112 I6PM

351 Peter Cook Sep12 2011215 PM
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352 Robert G. Bozeman III Sep 12,2011 2:14 PM

353 Hugh Braddock Sep 12, 2011 2:14 PM

354 Tina Sanderson Conde New&Doland Times Record Sep 12, 2011 2:13 PM

355 John Heudng Sep 12, 2011 2:10 PM

356 Mike Overmann Sep12, 2011 2:07 PM

357 Lucy Williams Sep 12, 2011 2:06 PM

358 Lawrence Johnson Sep 12, 2011 2:06PM

359 Dick Crockford Sep 12, 2011 2:06 PM

360 John Marshall Sep 12, 2011 2:04 PM

361 Darla Shumway Sep 12, 2011 2:03 PM

362 John Sullivan Sep 12, 2011 2:03 PM

363 Ronald a Vodenichar Sep12, 2011 2:03 PM

364 Janet F. Guptill Box 322 Jordan, Montana 59337 Sep 12, 2011 2:03 PM

365 Paulette Hynek Sep 12,2011 2:02 PM

366 Willis Mahannah Sep12, 2011 2:01 PM

367 Linda Bryant Sep 12, 2011 2:00 PM

368 Charles Broadwell Sep 12, 2011 2:00 PM

369 Alice Wanamaker Sep 12, 2011 1:59 PM

370 Walton Dunn, Associate Editor Sep 12, 2011 1:58 PM

371 Joel Washburn Sep 12, 2011 1:57 PM

372 Dane Hicks Sep 12, 2011 1:57PM

373 Art Segers Sep 12, 2011 1:56 PM

374 Mike QuaIls Sep 12. 2011 1:51 PM

375 Denese Dameron Sep 12, 2011 1:50 PM

376 Shirley Cave Sep 12, 2011 1:49 PM

377 Sara Jane Locke Sep 12, 2011 1:48 PM

378 Deuce Niven Sep 12, 2011 1:46 PM
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379 Don Bona Sep12 2011 144PM

380 Tommy Campbell Sep 12 2011 1 43 PM

381 Jeanne Loewen The Montezuma Press Montezuma KS 67867 Sep 12, 2011 1 41 PM

382 Dave Berry Sep 12,2011 137PM

383 Lonnie Peppler-Moyer Sep 12 2011 1 36 PM

384 Ron Storey Sep 12, 2011 1 35 PM

385 CyWood Sep12 2011135PM

386 Stephanie A Dawson Sep 12 2011 1 35 PM

387 Shanna Guiot t Sep 12, 2011 1 34 PM

388 Joe Skrivan Sep12 2011 1 33 PM

389 Melinda Goertz-Office Manager Sep 12 2011 1 33 PM

390 Kendall R Neiman Sep12 2011 1 32 PM

391 Phil Major Sep12 2011 1 32 PM

392 William (Bill) Tubbs Sep 12 2011 1 31 PM

393 Alex Coulter Sep 12, 2011 1 31 PM

394 Sue Shinneman Sep12 2011 1 31 PM

395 JohnCarr Sep12 2011 130PM

396 Mary Ann Morford Sep12 2011 1 28 PM

397 MarkRoby Sep12 2011 128PM

398 Charley Najacht Sep 12, 2011 1 23 PM

399 Elaine Rider Sep 12, 2011 1 23 PM

400 Pat Desmond - -‘ - - Sep12 2011 1 49PM

401 Lisa Belz Sep 12, 2011 1 16 PM

402 Jamie Gardner Sep12, 2011 1 16 PM

403 Allen Beermann Nebraska Press Association Sep 12 2011 1 10 PM

404 Merle Baranczyk Sep 12 2011 1 07 PM

405 Natha McAllister Sep12 2011 1 03 PM
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406 Bill Ferguson Sep 12,2011 1259 PM

407 Deb McCaslin Sep12 2011 1254 PM

408 Kathy Kauffold Editor Sep12 2011 1254 PM

409 Sean McClellan Sep 12, 2011 1247 PM

410 Schlesinger Sep 12, 2011 1239PM

411 Jeff Fishman Sep12 2011 1238PM

412 Rick Peterson Sep12 2011 1238PM

413 Vickie Foraker Sep 12, 2011 1236 PM

414 don rush Sep12 2011 1231 PM

415 PeggySchelske Sep12 2011 1229PM

416 GinaWard Sep12 2011 1227PM

417 Bruce Wallace Sep 12, 2011 1224PM

418 BEECHER THREAYF Sep 12 2011 1224 PM

419 The Advertiser-Gleam Sep12 2011 1223 PM
—-----————-—- .—

420 Ronda Walton Sep 12, 2011 1222 PM

421 PaulErdelt Sép12,2011 1219PM

422 Dale Kovar Sep 12, 2011 1218PM

423 Cow Bolhnger Sep12 2011 1215 PM

424 Deborah Steele Hazen Sep12 2011 1210PM

425 Amy Frederick Sep 12, 2011 1206 PM

426 Stephen B Waters Sep12 2011 1205 PM

427 CJ Fahrenbacher Sep 12, 2011 1200PM

428 RoyG Robinson Sep12 201111 52AM

429 Doug Card Sep 12, 2011 11 51 AM

430 Dave Baumeister Sep 12 2011 11 51 AM

431 WilliamGray Sep12 2011 11 49AM

432 Kim Wehmer Sep 122011 11 49AM
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433 LeAnne Kavanagh Editor and Publisher Sep 12, 2011 11 47 AM

434 Manleen Tilberg Editor Sep 12, 2011 11 47 AM

435 Patsy Speights Sep 12 2011 11 45 AM

436 OtisO TuckerHi Sep 12, 2011 1144AM

437 Mark Kneer, Rust Communications Sep 12, 2011 11 42 AM

438 MarkHenry Sep12 201111 S7AM

439 Cheryl Kaechele Sep 12, 2011 11 37 AM

440 MattPaxton Sep 12, 2011 11 37AM

441 Andy Wilcox Sep12 2011 11 36AM

442 kathyConger Sep12 201111 33AM

443 Jon Whitney Sep12 2011 11 32AM

444 Roger Estlack Sep12 2011 11 32AM

445 Elaine Kolodzie; Sep12 2011 11 3OAM

446 Kay Wilson Sep12 2011 11 29AM

447 Amber Weems Sep 12,2011 11 28 AM

448 H Alan Smith Sep 12, 2011 11 26AM

449 J Stephen McLaughlin Sep 12 2011 11 25 AM

450 Joel Summer Sep12 2011 11 24 AM

451 Julie Simpson Publisher Sep12 2011 11 23AM

452 DalaWhittaker Sep 12, 2011 1121 AM

453 Cindy Merckx Sep12 2011 11 21 AM

454 John Fisher Sep12 201111 1SAM

455 James R Fraser Sep 12, 2011 11 I7AM

456 Clay McFernn Sep 12, 2011 11 I7AM

457 Stu Neilson Managing Editor Town Crier Tewksbury I Wilmington MA Sep 12 2011 11 16 AM

458 BrooksTaylor Sep12 201111 I5AM

459 JEFF FARREN Sep12 201111 I4AM
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460 Ann Mane Gonsalves Sep 12,2011 11 12 AM

461 Wendylsbell Sep 12,201111 11AM

462 DirkVanderhnden Sep 12, 2011 11 09 AM

463 Jennifer Cone Chciuk Sep 12 2011 11 09 AM

464 Sarah Hale, managing editor Sep 12 2011 11 05 AM

465 JohnM Wyliell Sep12 2011 1103AM

466 Cynthia Shroyer Sep12 2011 11 01 AM

467 Melody Martinsen, editor Sep12, 2011 11 00 AM

468 Kurt Van Koevenng Sep12 2011 1059AM

469 Jessica L Lloyd-Rogers Sçp 12 2011 1059 AM

470 Cheryl Maxwell Sep 12 2011 1057 AM

471 Kevin Olson Sep 12 2011 1057 AM

472 Scoff Hunter Sep 12, 2011 10 55 AM
—— ———----- --- — -

473 Rob Viehman, Publisher Sep 12 2011 10 54 AM

474 Amy Durst Sep12 2011 1051 AM

475 J Patrick Reilly Sep 12, 2011 1050 AM

476 Rod Worrell Sep 12, 2011 1045 AM

477 Banks Dishmon Sep12 2011 1043AM

478 Shari Pierce Sep12 2011 1041 AM

479 Chris Dickey j Sep12 2011 1032AM

480 JoeB Coates Sep12 2011 1032AM

481 Jerry Tidwell - - Sep 12, 2011 1031 AM
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011. Please tell us which newspaper or ne~spapers you publish -

1. Carroll County Comet Delphi, IN 46929 Oct 3, 2011 12:59 PM

2 The Messenger (Gadsden, AL) -Oct 3, 2011 8:20 AM

3 Bristow News, Record Citizen (creek county oklahoma), Oklahoma News - Sep 26,2011 12:12 PM
Weekly (covering Glenpool, Beggs, Kiefer and Mound~ Oklahoma) -

4 Hominy News-Progre~s Sep 22, 2011 2:55 PM

5 - The Tuskegee News - - Sep 20,201112:39 PM

6 - The Couriei-Times, Roxboro NC - Sep 20, 2011 8:46 AM
- —— —— -

7 Washington County News - Sep 19, 2011 11:43PM

8 The Abbeville Herald P. 0. Box 609 Abbeville, AL 36310 - - Sep 19, ?01 1 7:06 PM -

9 Aurelia Star - - - - - - - Sep 18,2911 7:26 PM

10 - Archbold Buckeye - - - Sep 18, 2011 11:04 AM

11 The Diagonal Progress - Sep 17,2011 9:37 PM

12 Delaware County Leader, Hopkinton IA 52237 Sep 16, 2011 2:51 PM

13 lam a Managing Editorforthe Sigoumey News-Review, a division of Mid Sep 16,20111:18 PM
- America Publishing Corp. - - - - -

14 West Alabama Gazette and The Northport Gazelle I would like info on joining Sep 16, 20111:01 PM
NNA - -

15 - Oherokeeãn Herald - Sep 16, 2011 11:16AM

16 Kerkhovên Banner - - Sep 16, 2011 11:11 AM
- ~-- — ---.- --—- — ———- —----—-—

17 The Town Talk in Alexandria, LA Sep 16,201110:57 AM -

18 The Bigheart Times - Sep 16, 2011 8:17AM

19 TheNew-Gazette - - - Sep 16,2011 6:41 AM

20 - _Theobserver, Westside, Iowa - - - - - - Sep 15,2011 4:56PM

21 Central bakota -Times of Chamberlain, SD - - - Sep 15, 2011 4:43 PM

22 Gothenburg Times, Gothenburg, NE - - Sej 15,2011 3:41 PM

23 The Daily Iberian - Sep 15, 2011 3:03 PM

24 The Henessey Clipper (Oklahoma) Sep 15, 2011 2:52 PM

25 The Davis News Sep 15, 2011 2:26 PM

26 Sullivan Independent News, Sullivan Missouri Sep 15,20111:09 PM
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27 The Coalfield Progress Norton Va The Post, Big Stone Gap Va The Sep 15, 2011 1256 PM
Dickenson Star, Clintwood Va

28 Hardin County Independent 25-27 West First Street P 0 Box 328 Sep 15 2011 12 47 PM
Elizabethtown, Illinois 62931

29 The Mechanicsville Local - Mechanicsville, VA The Goochland Gazette - Sep 15 2011 12 21 PM
Goochland, VA The Midlothian Exchange - Midlothian, VA Powhatan Today -

Powhatan VA Cumberland Today - Cumberland VA

30 The Cordell Beacon Sep 15, 2011 1219 PM

31 McCormick Messenger McCormick SC Sep15 201112 16 PM

32 County Jooumal—Percy, IL Sparta Journal—Sparta, IL Sep 15 2011 11 56 AM

33 The Lincoln County News Sep 15, 2011 11 52 AM

34 Des Moines Register Sep 15 2011 11 15 AM

35 The Ellsworth American and Mount Desert Islander Sep15 2011 11 11 AM

36 Ware Shoals Observer Sep 15 2011 1027 AM

37 Linda A Geist The Lake Gazette 304 S Main St, Monroe City Mo 63456 Sep 15 2011 9 33 AM

38 Banner Democrat Sep 15 2011 9 11 AM

39 Grant County News Carson Press Sep 15, 2011 8 58AM

40 Blazin’ Trails Tribune (a newly established weekly newspaper in July 2011) Sep 15, 2011 825 AM

41 TheTimes Pryor 01< Sep15 20118 18AM

42 Citizen Voice & Times Clay City Times Money Mailer/Red River Trader Sep 15 2011 8 17 AM

43 Sullivan Daily Times Sep15 2011 801 AM

44 Leelanau Enterprise Lake Leelanau MI 49653 Sep 15, 2011 756 AM

45 The Standard, Westhope North Dakota Sep 15, 2011 7 53 AM

46 North Vernon Plain Dealer The North Vernon Sun Sep 15 2011 7 23 AM

47 The Columbia Star Sep 15,2011 658 AM

48 The Tullahoma News The Sunday News High Mach The Elk Valley Times The Sep 15, 2011 5 37 AM
Herald Chronicle The Manchester Times The Grundy County Herald The Moore
County News

49 Tompkinsville News Sep 14,2011 707 PM

50 The Paper Dwight IL Sep 14,2011 405 PM
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Q11 Please tell us which newspaper or newspapers you publish
— — —————--—---———~--- —-—-———-~ ~___J_ ———-~—————-—---————— --~--—-——— —

51 YOUR COMMUNITY SHOPPER - MEMBER OF THE TENNESSEE PRESS Sep 14,2011 331 PM
ASSOCIATION

52 The Paris (TN) Post-Intelligencer Sep 14, 2011 3 27 PM

53 Astoria South Fulton Argus Sep14 2011 253 PM

54 Bloomfield Democrat Sep14 2011 252 PM

55 Bethany Republican-Clipper Bethany, MO Sep 14, 2011 2 47 PM

56 Chester County Independent—Henderson TN Sep 14% 2011 k 34 PM

57 Hugo Daily News Choctaw County Times (Both in Oklahoma) Sep 14 2011 2 22 PM

58 The Brownsville States-Graphic (Brownsville, TN) The Leader (Coviñgton TN) Sep 14 2011 2 15 PM

59 Gnswold Amencan LLC Sep 14, 2011 1 52 PM

60 The Kwik Konnection (a member of the Illinois Press Assn) Sep 14, 2011 1 18 PM

61 The Eureka Herald Sep14 2011 1233 PM

62 The Tn-City Reporter Dyer, Tennessee 38330 The Humboldt Chronicle Sep14, 2011 1226 PM
Humboldtt, Tennessee 38343

63 Emmons County Record Linton, ND Praine Pioneer Pollock SD Sep 14 2011 1209 PM

64 Chamberlain/Oacoma (SD) Sun Sep 14 2011 12 09 PM

65 The Times (Ottawa IL) Sep14 2011 11 48AM

66 Golden Prairie News Sep 14 2011 11 47 AM

67 Vineyard Gazette Martha’s Vineyard MA Sep14 2011 11 40 AM

68 The South Dakota Mail Newspaper Sep 14 2011 11 40 AM

69 LaMoure Chronicle KuIm Messenger Litchville Bulletin, Enderlin Independent Sep 14, 2011 11 34 AM

70 The Pinconning Journal Sep14 2011 11 30 AM

71 Kuowa County Democrat Snyder, Oklahoma Sep 14, 2011 11 04 AM

72 Pana News-Palladium Nokomis Free Press-Progress, Momsonville Times, Sep 14 2011 10 45 AM
Assumption Golden Prairie News (all Illinois)

73 The Bledsonian-Banner The Dunlap Tnbune Sequatchie Valley Shopper- TMC Sep14 2011 1010 AM
type product sent through mail

74 Ness County News Sep14 2011 1000AM

75 The Obsenver News Enterprise of Newton, N C Sep 14 2011 9 45 AM
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76 Kilgore (TX) News Herald ThCounty Leader (Whitehouse TX), Chandler- Sep 14 2011 9 25 AM
Brownsboro (TX) Statesman, Bullard( TX) Banner News

Sep14 2011925AM77 The Thomas Tribune

78 Gardner News — 66030 Sep 14, 2011 921 AM

79 Sayre Record and Beckham County Democrat (pnmarily covering Sayre, Enck Sep14 2011 919 AM
and Sweetwater)

80 The Milan Standard, Milan MO 63556 Sep 14 2011 837 AM

81 The Prairie Advocate News Acres of Sky Communications, Inc www pacc- Sep 14, 2011 8 35 AM
: news.com ~ S...... .

82 Sisseton Courier Sep14 2011 835AM

83 Douglas Budget Glenrock Independent Sep14 2011 831 AM

84 Hampton, Sheffield Rockwell, Dows Clarion Eagle Grove, Lake City-Rockwell Sep 14 2011 7 38 AM
City Buffalo Center, Gamer Allison, Clarksville, Grundy Center Frernont, What
Cheer Sigoumey New Sharon Keota Conservative Chronicle Liberal Opinion
Week

85 mineral wells index Sep 14, 2011 7 10AM

86 We publish as part of Times-Shamrock Communication with weeklies dailies Sep 14 2011 7 09 AM
and alternatives heavy in the Northeast Pennsylvania corridor Closing Saturday
would affect not only the questionable/slow delivery we all now receive with our
second class postage permits, and also slow even more any thrid class mailings
as these mailbags can sit for days before processing at EACH postoffice along
the way Also our Towanda Printing Company prints 45 other newspapers each
week and we mail several of them

87 The Wibaux Pioneer-Gazette Sep 14 2011 7 04 AM

88 The Storm Lake Times Storm Lake, Iowa Sep 14 2011 6 58 AM

89 The Dundalk Eagle Sep 14,2011 650 AM

90 The Messenger The Daily Freeman-Journal, Fort Dodge, IA and Webster City, Sep 14, 2011 6 46 AM
IA- - - -

91 Harlan (IA) News-Advertiser Harlan (IA) Tribune two shoppers as well Sep 14,2011 638 AM

92 The Okeene Record The Dewey County Record The Canton Times Sep 14 2011 6 35 AM

93 Armstrong Journal Ringsted Dispatch Bancroft Register Swea City Herald Sep14 2011 634 AM
Press Sac Sun Lake View Resort Pocahontas Record Democrat, Buena Vista
County Journal Laurens Sun Sioux Valley News Lake Mills Graphic, Odebolt
Chronicle

94 Overton County News Sep14 2011 628 AM
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95 Daily Freeman Journal - Commercial pnnter also Sep 14, 2011 6 12 AM

96 Linn News-Letter Linn County Shopper Sep 14, 2011 6 08 AM

97 High Plains Journal Sep 14 2011 608 AM

98 The Patnot-News Sep 14 2011 5 53 AM

99 The Nashville News Sep 14 2011 5 52 AM

100 What Cheer Paper Village Vine of Fremont New Sharon Sun Sep 14 2011 552 AM

101 TheOrangeLeader Sep14 2011544AM

102 The Salem Leader The Salem Democrat Your AD-Vantage (mailed shopper) Sep 14, 2011 5 29 AM

103 The Fairfax Chief Sep14 2011221 AM

104 The Danbury Review Danbury, IA Sep13 2011 737PM

105 Onawa Sentinel Sep 13 2011 7 14 PM

106 The Daily Elk Citian Elk City OK Sep 13 2011 702 PM

107 Harbor Light Newspaper Sep 13, 2011 638 PM

108 The Lake News Calvert City, KY 42029 Sep 13 2011 638 PM

109 The journal-enterpnse Sep 13 2011 625 PM

110 The Ponca City News The Tonkawa News Sep 13,2011 603 PM

111 CountyPress Sep13 2011602PM

112 The HennesseyChpper Sep13 2011504PM

113 Rockford Register Star Free port Journal Standard Weeklies Sep 13 2011 4 52 PM

114 Shelby Daily Globe Willard Times-Junction New London Record Fireiands Sep 13 2011 4 08 PM
Farmer

115 Sequoyah County Times Vian Tenkiller News Eastern Times-Register Eufaula Sep 13, 2011 4 00 PM
Indian-Journal Mcintosh County Democrat

116 Stroud American Sep 13, 2011 344 PM

117 Faulk County Record, Faulkton, SD Sep 13, 2011 312 PM

118 Leader News - Muhlenberg County Kentucky and Times News - Ohio County Sep 13 2011 3 10 PM
Kentucky

119 Muskogee Phoenix Ft Gibson Times, Pryor Times, McAiester Democrat Sep 13 2011 3 09 PM
Stilweii Democrat Joumal Westvilie Reporter
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120 Mediapolis News Sep 13, 2011 3:07 PM

121 Tn-County Sun, Fordville, ND; Adams Standard, Adams ND; Edmore Herald, Sep 13,2011 3:05 PM
Edmore, ND; Anéta Star, Aneta, ND; Hätton Free Press, Hatton, ND; Larimore
Leader-Tribune, Larimore, ND; The Messenger, McVille, ND; Nelson County
Arena, Michigan, ND; Pembina New Era, Pembina, ND

122 Sumter County Record Journal, Livingston, AL 35470 A weekly publication in Sep 13, 2011 2:56 PM
rural west Alabama’s black belt.

123 Grundy County Herald Lakeway Publishers, Inc. Sep 13,2011 2:56 PM

124 The Ada News Sep 13, 2011 2:47 PM

125 Prairie City News Sep 13, 2011 2:46 PM

126 The Akron Hometowner Sep 13,2011 2:42 PM

127 Boone News Republican Boone Co. Shopping News Sep 13, 2011 2:41 PM

128 whiteside news sentinel , fulton journal ,the review ,the echo ,times indicator Sep 13, 2011 2:38 PM

129 Spring Grove Herald- Spring Grove, Minn. P.S. We have a WONDERFUL post Sep 13, 2011 2:37 PM
master here in Spring Grove and she deserves a raise!:)

130 Shawnee, Ok, News-Star Sep 13, 2011 2:37 PM

131 Tahlequah Daily Press Sep 13,2011 2:36 PM

132 Monroe Legacy Sep 13, 2011 2:25PM

133 The Express Star The Tuttle Times Sep 13, 2011 2:22 PM

134 The Daily Record, Omaha, Nebraska Sep 13, 2011 2:16 PM

135 Knoxville Journal Express, Pella Chronicle Sep 13,2011 2:12 PM

136 The Daily Herald, Roanoke Rapids, NC Sep 13, 2011 2:11 PM

137 Georgetown News-Graphic, KY Sep 13, 2011 1:58 PM

138 Daily Republican Register and the Wabash & Edwards Today Sep 13, 2011 1:56 PM

139 Morris Sun Tribune, Morris MN Hancock Record, Hancock MN Sep 13, 2011 1:54 PM

140 Oologah Lake Leader Sep 13, 2011 1:49 PM

141 St. Elmo Devonian News Sep 13, 2011 1:45 PM

142 Drumnight Gusher (Drumnight, OK) Sep 13, 2011 1:44 PM

143 Guthnie News Leader Blackwell Journal-Tribune Sep 13, 2011 1:39 PM

144 Fort Madison Daily Democrat — Sep 13, 2011 1:38 PM
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145 TheBoi~eCityNews . Sèpl3,2011 1:36PM

146 Jesup Citizen Herald, Jesup~ IA Denver Fomm, Denver, IA Sep 13, 2011.1:31 PM

147 The Vici Vision . . Sep 13,20111:24 PM

148 El Reno TribUne, Ei Reno Oklahoma, 73036 Mustang News, Mustang Sep 13,20111:22 PM
Oklahoma, 73064 . . - .

149 Piedmont-Surray Gazette (Oklahoma) Okarche Chieftain (Oklahoma) . Sep 13, 2011 1:20 PM

150 Nor’West Newspapers, The Oberlin Herald, Colby Free Press, Goodland Star- Sep 13, ?01 11:18 PM
News, Bird City Times, Saint Francis Herald, Norton Telegram, Country
Advocate, Norton Monday Extra. .

151 Gazette, Neola, IA (Main comrtiunities: McCIelland, Minden, Neola, Persia, Sep 13,20111:18 PM~
Shelby, Treynor and Underwood, IA) . . . -

152 The Ouad-Cit9 Times: The Muscatine Journal: Business Journal Thrify Sep i~, 2011 1:13 PM
Nickel/Poet Bettendorf News Classic Images/Films of the Golden Ages

153 Jeffe~son, Iowa, Heald - Sep 13,2011 1M2 PM

154 The Record Conrad, Iowa . . Sep 13, 2011 1:03PM

155 Yale Expositor Sep 13,201112:59 PM

156 Stark County News Chillicothe Independent . Sep 13, 201112:56 PM

157 Le Mars Daily Sentinel, Remsen Bell-EntérpriCe, Cherokee Chronicle-Times, Sep 13, 2011 12:51 PM
Kingsley News-Times, Sioux Valley News-all in NW IA . . -

158 the Ord Quiz Ord, NE . Sep 13, ~01 112:46 PM

159 The Sac Sun, Lake View Resort . Sep 13, 2011 12:43PM

160 Dyersville Commercial and Cascade Pioneer Sep 13, 2011 12:41 PM

161 Lewistown News-Aigus . -Sep 13. 2011 12:40 PM

162 Altoona Heréld Indianpla Record Herald - . - Sep 13, 201112:39 PM

163 Jowa Falls limes Citizen-bi weekly Ackley World Joumal Iowa Farm Bureau - Sep 13,201112:37 PM
Spokesman Nebraska Farm Bureau Minnesota Farm Bureau

164 Northwood Anóhor, Nora Springs Rockford Register, Manly Signal - Sep 13, 2011 12:36 PM

165 Charles City Press, Algona Upper Des Moines Sep 13, 201112:30 PM

166 The News Gazette The Scranton Journal Sep 13, 2011 12:26 PM

167 The Daily Advance, Perquimans Weekly, Chowan Herald Sep 13,2011 12:17 PM

168 The Randolph County Herald Tribune, Chester, Illinois SteeleviIl~ Ledger, Se~ 13, 201112:05 PM
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Chester Illinois

169 Daily Legal News Cleveland OH Geauga County Maple Leaf Chardon OH Sep 13, 2011 1201 PM

170 Clinton County News Albany, KY 42602 Sep13 2011 11 54 AM

171 The Randolph Guide in Asheboro NC Sep 13 2011 11 52 AM

172 The CrestlineAdvocate Sep 13,201111 52AM

173 The Daily Journal Kankakee IL Sep 13 2011 11 49 AM

174 Campbell Publications Sep 13, 2011 11 44 AM

175 The Lancaster News Carolina Gateway Pageland Progressive Journal Sep 13, 2011 11 39 AM

176 The Paper Sep13 2011 1136AM

177 The Leader Vindicator Sep 13 2011 11 19 AM

178 The News-Gazette (Champaign-Urbana, IL) Mahomet Citizen (Mahomet IL) Sep 13 2011 11 18 AM
Journal Republican (Monticello IL) Independent News (Georgetown, IL) The
Leader (St Joseph-Ogden IL) The LeRoy Press (LeRoy IL) The Rantoul Press
(Rantoul, IL) The County Star (Savoy IL) Paxton Record (Paxton IL)

179 Rantoul Press County Star, The Leader Paxton Record LeRoy/Farmer City Sep 13 2011 11 14 AM
Press, Independent News Raft County Journal Republican, Mahomet Citizen
and The News-Gazelle

180 Cleveland Plain Dealer and Cleveland Sun Newspapers Sep 13 2011 11 06 AM

181 Valley City Times-Record Sep13 2011 1101 AM

182 Hays Free Press All Around Hays Sep 13, 2011 1059 AM

183 Urbana Daily Citizen Mechanicsburg Telegram The River Current The Indian Sep 13, 2011 10 54 AM
Lake Current

184 The State Journal-Register, Springfield Illinois The Courier, Lincoln Illinois Sep 13, 2011 1038 AM

185 West Plains (Mo) Daily Quill Sep 13, 2011 1026 AM

186 The Budget serving Amish I Mennonite communities across the United States Sep13 2011 1024 AM

187 Lacon Home Journal Toluca Star Herald Sep 13, 2011 10 14 AM

188 Times-Republic (Watseka IL) Hoopeston Chronicle (Hoopeston, IL) Sep 13, 2011 9 55AM

189 Cambridge Chronicle, Orion Gazette Galva News Geneseo Republic Sep 13 2011 945 AM

190 The Ozona Stockman Sep 13 2011 9 43 AM

191 North Jackson Progress Sep 13, 2011 941 AM
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192 Herald & Review - Sep 13, 2011 9:26 AM

193 Newman Grove Reporter Sep 13, 2011 9:21 AM

194 The Climax Crescent Newspaper Sep 13, 2011 9:21 AM

195 Tomahawk Leader, Tomahawk, WI * Sep 13,2011 9:14 AM

196 Representative I Association of the Michigan Newspaj5er Industry Sep 13, 2011 9:13AM

197 Kuna Melba News, Kuna, Idaho - Sep 13,2011 9:11 AM

198 The Gazeffe-Pemocrat AnhajL __—__ Sep13,20H9~9AM

199 The Leader-Union Vandalia, Ill. Sep 13, 2011 9:04 AM -

200 Albion News Petersburg Press both in Nebraska Sep 13,2011 9:02 AM

2P1 Journal-Courier Jacksonville. IL Sep 13,2011 9:01 AM

202 Sidney Daily News, Piqua Daily Call, Troy Daily News, Xenia baily Gazette, Sep 13, 2b11 ~:57AM
Fairbom Daily Herald, Tipp CityIWeát Milton Record Herald,Englewood -

Independent, Vandalia Drummer News, Hilber Heights Courier, Beayercreek -

News Current, Kettering-Oakwood Times, Centerville-Washington Township
Times, Springboro Sun, Sugarcreek-Bellbrook Times, Miami County Advocate,
Shelby County Community Merchant: -

203 The Journal~News, Hillsboro, IL The Raymond News The Sorento News Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM

204 The Gilman Star See below-was a member for sèveralyears but no longer Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM

205 Bellefontaine Examiner Sep 13, 2011 8:56 AM

206 Sidell Réporter,IL - Sep 13,2011 8:46 AM

207 Pawnee Republican Tecumseh Chieftain - Sep 13,20118:45 AM

208 Miles City Star, The Independent Press, The Terry Tribune Sep 13, 2011 8:44 AM
- ———--——-*--- ——~ —

209 Editor, The Courier, Carterville, IL 62918 - Sep 13, 2011 8:41 AM

- - 210 TheTuscolaJournalTil-CountyJoumal - - - - - I Sepl3,2011 8:40AM

211 Hartselle Enquirer - Sep 13,2011 8:38 AM

212 The Herald-Mail Sep 13, 2011 8:35AM

213 The Mayfield Messenger Sep 13, 2011 8:35 AM

214 Portagéville Missourian-News - Sep 13, 2011 8;33 AM

215 Galena Gazette Sep 13, 2011 8:33AM

216 Staunton Star-Times in Staunton, IL Sep13, 2011 8:32 AM
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217 Gazette Newspaper Group The Gazette Jefferson The Ashtabula/Geneva Sep 13 2011 831 AM
Gazette, Ashtabula and Geneva The News Andover and Orwell The Shores
News Roaming Shores The Tribune, Madison/Perry/Painesville/Mentor The
Albion News Albion PA The Edinboro News Edinboro PA

218 Henry News Republican Wenona Index Sep 13 2011 8 29 AM

219 The Cass County Star-Gazette the Star-Gazette Extra Sep 13 2011 828 AM

220 Commercial-News Three Rivers, Ml Crawford County Avalanche Grayling MI Sep 13,2011 827 AM

221 TheTelegraph-Alton IL Sep 13,2011 827AM

222 The Regional News and The Reporter Newspaper Sep13 2011 826 AM

223 Blue Mound Leader Sep 13 2011 824 AM

224 Michigan Chronicle Michigan FrontPage Sep 13 2011 823 AM

225 Jersey County Journal Greene Praine Press Calhoun News-Herald Sep 13 2011 8 22 AM

226 The Grant County News (Kentucky) and the Grant County Express Sep 13 2011 8 19 AM

227 Ludington Daily News Oceana’s Herald-Journal White Lake Beacon Sep 13, 2011 8 13AM

228 Daily News Wahpeton, N D, News-Monitor Hankinson N D Sep 13 2011 8 11 AM

229 The Cherokee Ledger-News Sep 13 2011 806 AM

230 The Anadarko Daily News Sep 13 2011 806 AM

231 Murray Ledger & Times Murray, KY 42071 Sep 13, 2011 8 03 AM

232 Call News of Citronelle, AL 36522 and the Washington County News of Chatom Sep 13, 2011 7 59 AM
AL 36518

233 The Monitor Journal Little River, KS Sep 13, 2011 7 58 AM

234 Sandusky Tribune & Deckerville Recorder Sep 13 2011 754 AM

235 The Pioneer Big Rapids Michigan The News Advocate, Manistee, Michigan Sep 13 2011 7 51 AM
Lake County Star Benzie County Record PathoS Osceola Edition of Pioneer (3 - - -

weeklies)

236 Ruston Daily Leader Farmerville Gazette Sep 13 2011 748 AM

237 Oscoda Press & losco County News-Herald Sep 13,2011 746 AM

238 Gainesville Daily Register Gainesville TX Sep 13 2011 743 AM

239 Branson Tn-Lakes News Branson MO Sep 13 2011 743 AM

240 Presque Isle County Advance Onaway Outlook in Rogers City and Onaway Sep 13 2011 742 AM
Michigan
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241 Review Magazine Sep 13, 2011 7:36 AM

242 West Life, The Press (Avon Lake, Ohio), The North Ridgeville Press, The Sep 13, 2011 7:34 AM
Vermilion Photojoumal, The Chagrin Valley Times, The Solon Times, The
Geauga Times Courier, The Suburban Press and Thb Metro Press.

243 Norfolk Daily News, Norfolk, NE Sep 13, 2011 7:34 AM

244 Again, while we don’t publish, this is a list of the papers to which we subscribe Sep13, 2011 7:32 AM
for mail delivery: Antrim County News, Charlevoix Courier, Iron Country
Reporter, Manistique Pioneer-Tnbune, St. lgnace News (and I’m niissing one).
While subscription costs are not extraordinarily high, some post office closures in
northern lower Michigan and the Upper Peninsula will force newspapers to raise
costs and those will have to be passed on to subscribers.

245 Pike County News Watchman Sep 13, 2011 7:29 AM

246 Moberly Monitor-Index Sep 13, 2011 7:28 AM

247 The Republican-Herald, Pottsville, Pa The News-Item, Shamokin, Pa Sep 13, 2011 7:27 AM

248 GLADWIN COUNTY RECORD, Gladwin, Michigan Sep 13, 2011 7:25AM

249 Palestine Herald Press Palestine, Texas Sep 13, 2011 7:22 AM

250 Pulaski County Journal and The Independent Sep 13,2011 7:22 AM

251 The Missaukee Sentinel Sep 13,2011 7:21 AM

252 The Lamar Democrat, Lamar, Missouri 64759 Sep 13, 2011 7:20 AM

253 The Cnttenden Press The Early Bird Sep 13, 2011 7:20 AM

254 The Lebanon Enterprise Sep 13, 2011 7:15 AM

255 Times-Journal, The EXTRA (TMC) and The Sand Mountain Shopper’s Guide Sep 13, 2011 7:03 AM
(TMC)

256 Franklin County Times Russellville, Alabama Sep 13,2011 6:59 AM

257 The Baltimore Sun, SunPlus, b, The Arbutus Times, Baltimore Messenger, Sep 13, 20t1 6:58 AM
Carroll Eagle, Catonsville Times, ColumbiaFlier, Howard County Times, —

Jeffersonian, Laurel LEader, North COunty News, Northeast BoosterReporter,
Owings Mills Times, Soundoff!, Towson Times, The Aegis, APG News, The
Record, Weekeders.

258 The Aurora Advertiser, The Big AA Shopper Sep 13, 2011 6:56 AM

259 Greenfield Daily Reporter, Pendleton Times-Post Sep 13, 2011 6:49 AM

260 The Daily Union (Junction City), The Wamego Smoke Signal Sep 13, 2011 6:46 AM

261 The New Republic Sep 13. 2011 6:43 AM
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262 Eldon Advertiser Versailles Leader-Statesman Morgan County Press Miller Sep 13,2011 643 AM
County Autogram-Sentinel Tipton Times

263 Mountain Advocate, Barbourville, KY Manchester Enterprise Jackson Co Sep 13,2011 641 AM
Sun Berea Citizen, Booneville Sentinel Pineville Sun Beattyville Enterpnse,
Jackson Times in Breathitt Co

264 Daily Statesman, North Stoddard Countian Sep 13, 2011 6 39 AM

265 Fulton County News Sep13 2011 639 AM

266 The Moorefleld Examiner The Weekender Hardy Pendleton Edition Sep 13, 2011 6 38 AM

267 pikeville ky Sep 13 2011 636 AM

268 The Republican (Oakland MD) Sep13 2011 631 AM

269 The Dawson Springs Progress Sep 13,2011 629 AM

270 Anderson County Advocate Gamett KS Sep 13 2011 6 29 AM

271 Picayune Item-Picayune MS Poplarville Democrat-Poplarville MS Sep13 2011 628 AM

272 The Delmarva Farmer The New Jersey Farmer Mid-Atlantic Grower Sep 13 2011 6 27 AM

273 BaltimoreJewishTimes Sep 13,2011 626AM

274 The Belleville (KS) Telescope The Fairbury (Ne) Journal-News Sep 13 2011 624 AM

275 Parke County Sentinel Sep 13 2011 6 09 AM
———-- -.—.---——..— . . —,—---———,——_-—,.-—--—_————

276 Glasgow(KY) Daily Times Sep 13,2011 608 AM

277 Coastal Observer Sep 13 2011 6 07 AM

278 The Lebanon Enterprise Sep 13 2011 559 AM

279 The Citizen-Advertiser and The Bourbon County Citizen Sep 13 2011 5 37 AM

280 The Times (daily), Noblesville, Ind The Paper of Montgomery County (daily), Sep 13 2011 449 AM
Crawfordsville md The Weekly of West-Central Indiana (free weekly)
Crawfordsville, Ind -

281 Lancaster Farming, Ephrata Pa 17522 1-717-7214417 Sep13 2011 406 AM

282 Franklin Township Informer Sep 13, 2011 331 AM

283 The Advertizer Herald The Santee Striper, The North Trade Journal and The Sep 13,2011 3 19 AM
holly Hill Observer

284 The Wayne Independent, Honesdale PA The Carbondale News, Carbondale Sep 13 2011 244 AM
PA The Villager Moscow PA The News Eagle, Hawley PA

285 Sidney Herald, Sidney, Montana Sep 12 2011 8 19 PM
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286 Wharton Journal-Spectator East Bernard Express Sep 12, 2011 755 PM

287 Mountaintop Eagle Sep 12,2011 643 PM

288 El Dorado Springs Sun Sep 12, 2011 637 PM

289 Webb City Sentinel Sep 12,2011 6 14 PM

290 West Valley View Sep12 2011 612 PM

291 Pike County DIspatch, Sep12 2011610 PM

292 The Munising News The Alger County Shopper Sep 12 2011 553 PM

293 Liberty County Times Sep 12, 2011 541 PM

294 The Spencer Magnet, Taylorsville, KY 40071 Sep 12 2011 5 17 PM

295 Beaverton Valley Times Tigard & Tualatin Times Lake Oswego Review West Sep 12 2011 5 02 PM
Linn Tidings Clackamas Review Oregon City News Gresham Outlook Estacada
News Sandy Post Forest Grove News-Times South County Spotlight Portland
Tribune Selwood Bee Southwest Community Connection Boomt Regal Courier

296 Crawford ClipperlHarnson Sun Sep 12 2011 501 PM

297 Lynden Tnbune and Ferndale Record Sep12 2011 436 PM

298 The Superior Express Jewell County Record Nuckolls County Locomotive- Sep12 2011 424 PM
Gazelle

299 Gallatin North Missourian Sep12 2011 417 PM

300 The Warren Record Sep 12,2011 401 PM

301 Williamson County Sun Georgetown Texas Sep 12 2011 3 55 PM

302 The Mercedes Enterpnse Mercedes TX 78570 Sep 12 2011 343 PM

303 Natchitoches Times Newspapers Sep 12 2011 333 PM

304 The Lexington Progress, Inc Lexington TN Sep 12, 2011 330 PM

305 The Daily Home (daily) St Clair Times (weekly) Sep 12,2011 323 PM

306 The Link, Cheraw, SC Sep 12 2011 3 19 PM

307 Fayette County Record, La Grange TX Sep 12,2011 3 17 PM

308 St Tammany Farmer Covington LA Sep 12, 2011 3 12 PM

309 Andalusia AL Sep12 2011 3 12 PM

310 The Odessan Focus on Oak Grove Sep12 2011 311 PM
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311 The McPherson Sentinel McPherson KS The Newton Kansan Newton KS The Sep 12 2011 3 10 PM
Pratt Tnbune Pratt KS The Wellington Daily News Wellington KS

312 Independence/Blue Springs Examiner Leavenworth Times Sep 12 2011 3 10 PM

313 Abbeville Mendional and The Kaplan Herald Sep 12, 2011 309 PM

314 Dodge County Pionier and the Campbellsport News Sep 12 2011 3 07 PM

315 The Independent-Observer Conrad 59425 Sep 12, 2011 306 PM

316 The Salem News The Licking News The Extra (shopper) Sep 12, 2011 303 PM

317 Lawrence Journal-World Baldwin City Signal Bonner Springs Chieftain Basehor Sep 12 2011 3 02 PM
Sentinel Tonganoxie Mirror

318 The Nebraska Signal Geneva NE Sep 12 2011 302 PM

319 FrankfortArea News Sep12 20112 S7PM

320 Washington County Enterprise and Pilot-Tnbune, Arlington Citizen Oakland Sep12 2011 256 PM
Independent Lyons Mirror-Sun Dakota County Star Mapleton Press, Missouri
Valley Times-News Seward County Independent Milford Times Friend
Sentinel Wilber Republican

321 Sterling (Kansas) Bulletin Sep 12 2011 2 53 PM

322 St Paul, Nebraska Phonograph-Herald Wolbach, Nebraska Messenger Sep 12 2011 2 53 PM

323 Amite Tangi Digest Kentwood News Ledger St Helena Echo Sep12 2011 251 PM

324 The Hutchinson News Hutchinson KS Sep 12 2011 2 49 PM

325 The Moultrie News The Charleston Mercury MUSC Catalyst Sep12 2011 245 PM

326 Cherokee ScoutlAndrews Journal Sep12 2011 242 PM

327 The Daily Review Franklin Banner-Tribune (St Mary Parish) Sep12 2011 240 PM

328 Yellowstone County News Sep12 2011 238 PM

329 The Goodland Star;News Sep 12, 2011 237 PM

330 The Onaga Herald Sep 12,2011236 PM

331 Montgomery County Chronicle (Caney KS) The Praine Star (Sedan KS) Sep 12 2011 2 35 PM
Labette Avenue (Oswego KS)

332 Greene County Independent Inc Sep 12 2011 234 PM

333 Colfax County Press and Leigh World Sep 12 2011 2 34 PM

334 The Fairview Observer Sep 12, 2011 2 33 PM
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335 Navajo Times (newspaper) Sep 12, 2011 2 30 PM

336 The Arnold Sentinel Thomas County Herald - Thedford The Stapleton Sep 12 2011 2 29 PM
Enterpnse/McPherson County NewsE

337 Marlboro Herald-Advocate Benneettsville, South Carolina 29512 Sep 12, 2011 229 PM

338 The County Compass — we are a free, and rapidly growing weekly newspaper Sep 12, 2011 2 29 PM
There is a bias in our industry against free hard news publications

339 The Glasgow Courier Sep 12, 2011 228 PM

340 Cadillac News Sep12 2011 226 PM

341 The Standard Banner Jefferson City, Tennessee Sep12 2011 225 PM

342 See above Sep12 2011224PM

343 The Mountaineer -Waynesville, NC Biltmore Beacon - Asheville NC Sep 12 2011 2 23 PM

344 Conway County Petit Jean Country Headlight Perry County Petit Jean Country Sep 12 2011 2 23 PM
Headlight

345 The Herington Times Henngton, Kan Sep12 2011 219 PM

346 Philipsburg Mail Sep 12, 2011 219 PM

347 Mohave Daily News Needles Desert Star Laughlin Nevada Times Clippin’ the Sep 12 2011 2 19 PM
River (Direct Mail Shopper) Booster Advertiser (Rack and Stack Shopper)

348 The Callaway Couner Sep12 2011 217 PM

349 Glen Ullin Times Sep12 2011 217 PM

350 Gasconade County Republican Sep12, 2011 2 17 PM

351 Hometown News in Hewitt, Texas Riesel Rustler Waco Farm& Labor Journal Sep 12, 2011 2 16 PM

352 ParsonsSun Sep12 20112 15PM

353 The Evergreen Courant Evergreen, Alabama Sep12 2011 214 PM

354 Robertson County Times Spnngfield, TN Sep 12, 2011 2 14 PM

355 Conde News Doland Times Record Sep 12 2011 2 13 PM

356 The Press-Dispatch Petersburg, IN South Gibson Star-Times, Fort Branch, IN Sep12 2011 210 PM

357 Douglas County Post - Gazette Elkhorn NE Gretna Guide & News Gretna NE Sep 12, 2011 2 07 PM

358 The Elk Valley Times Sep 12, 2011 2 06 PM

359 The Burwell Tribune and The Sargent Leader - Sep12 2011 206 PM
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360 Dillon Tnbune Sep12 2011 206PM

361 The Lindsborg News-Record Sep 12, 2011 2 04 PM

362 The Herald-News - Wolf Point, MT The Searchlight - Culbertson MT Sep 12, 2011 2 03 PM

363 Livingston MT Enterpnse Sep 12 2011 203PM

364 Butler Eagle Butler Pa Sep 12,2011 203PM

365 Jordan Tribune - Jordan, Montana 2nd Class mailing Tradewind - Jordan, Sep 12,2011 203PM
Montana 3rd class mailing

366 The Deshler Rustler Sep 12,2011 202PM

367 West Point News Wisner News-Chronicle (publisher won’t be back until Friday Sep 12 2011 2 01 PM
I m the editor

368 VOICE NEWS Hickman NE Sep12 2011 200PM

369 The Fayetteville Observer The Sandspur Fort Bragg Life Observer Sep 12,2011 200PM
Marketplace, Acento Latino

370 The Home News - Bath PA Sep 12,20111 59 PM

371 Lewis County Herald Sep 12,20111 58 PM

372 The Mckenzie Banner and Dresden Enterprise, Mckenzie Tennessee 38201 Sep 12 20111 57 PM
Dresden Tennessee 38225

373 The Anderson County Review- Garnett Ks The Trading Post (Shopper)- Sep 12 20111 57 PM
Lawrence, ks

374 The Clarion (Ashville, Alabama) The Banner Herald (Oneonta Alabama) Sep12 2011 1 56 PM

375 The Monroe Journal Wayne County News and Tn-City Ledger Sep 12,20111 51 PM

376 The News Leader - Landrum S C The Polk County News Journal - Columbus Sep 12 20111 50 PM
N C The keowee Courier - Walhalla S C The Westminster News -

Westminster, S C

377 - The Allendale Sun Sep 12,20111 49 PM

378 The Herald-News Dayton TN 37321 Sep 12,20111 48 PM

379 Tabor-LonsTnbune Sep12 2011 146PM

380 The Daily Record in Little Rock AR The Hamilton County Herald in Sep 12, 20111 44 PM
Chattanooga TN

381 The Choctaw Sun-Advocate Gilbertown AL 36908 Sep 12,20111 43 PM

382 This is the only one (I see the next question, how do we become a member”) Sep 12 2011 1 41 PM
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383 Bolivar Herald-Free Press Buffalo Reflex, Cedar County Republican The Sep12 2011 1 37 PM
Marshfield Mail, South County Mail Christian County Headliner News Nixa
Xpress and The Republic Monitor

384 Monroe Evening News Bedford NOW Sep 12 2011 1 36 PM

385 Decatur Daily Democrat Monroeville News Sep 12 2011 1 35 PM

386 The Valley Times-News Lanett, Ala Sep 12 2011 1 35 PM

387 The St Edward Advance at St Edward Nebraska Sep 12 2011 1 35 PM

388 The Chanute TnbuneiThe Parsons Sun Sep12 2011 134 PM

389 Bloomfield Monitor Sep 12, 2011 1 33 PM

390 The Anthony Republican Sep12 2011 1 33 PM

391 Nemaha County Herald Auburn Nebraska Nebraska ELks STate Association Sep12 2011 132 PM
Newspaper

392 Wise County Messenger Sep12 2011 1 32 PM

393 Eldridge (IA) North Scoff Press Wilton-Durant (IA) Advocate News Sep 12, 2011 1 31 PM

394 Times Germantown News Sep 12 2011 1 31 PM

395 Lake Powell Chronicle - Page, AZ Sep12 2011 1 31 PM

396 Georgetown Times Waccamaw Times Sep 12 2011 1 30 PM

397 Highmore Herald Sep 12,2011 1 28 PM

398 Watertown Public Opinion Sep 12 2011 1 28 PM

399 Custer County Chronicle Hill City Prevailer-News Winner Advocate Sep12 2011 1 23 PM

400 Belton-Honea Path News-Chronicle Sep 12, 2011 1 23 PM

401 Milton Times Sep 12, 2011 1 19 PM

402 Genng Citizen - Sep12 2011 1 16 PM

403 The Baxley (Georgia) News-Banner Sep 12 2011 1 16 PM

404 StatePressAssn Sepl2,2OII11OPM

405 The Mountain Mail Salida CO The Chaffee County Times Buena Vista CO Sep 12 2011 1 07 PM
The Herald Democrat Leadville, CO, The Park County Republican & Fairplay
Flume Bailey, CO

406 Tn-County Weekly Jamesport Mo 64648 Sep 12 2011 1 03 PM

407 Estes Park Trail Gazette Sep 12 201112 59 PM
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408 Custer County Chief Sep12 2011 1254PM

409 Dodge Criterion 68633-0068 Sep 12, 20111254 PM

410 The Independent Dundee Ml48131 Sep 12, 2011 1247PM

411 All papers in Iowa — Traer Star Clipper Tama News-Herald, Toledo Chronicle Sep 12 201112 39 PM
Dysart Reporter Reinbeck Courier Gladbrook Northern Sun-Print Marshailtown
Times-republican

412 The Tullahoma News Manchester Times Elk Valley Times Grundy County Sep 12 201112 38 PM
Herald The Herald/Chronicle The Moore County News all in Tennessee

413 Rock County Star Hrrald Luverne MN Sep 12 2011 1238PM

414 The Purcell Register Sep12 2011 1236PM

415 Sherman Publications Inc Sep12 2011 1231 PM

416 Scotland Journal We are part of B&H Publishing which publishes the Scotland Sep 12, 201112 29 PM
Journal Tyndall Tribune and Spnngfield Times

417 The Door County Advocate Sep 12 20111227 PM

418 Boone County Journal Ashland, Missoun 65010 Sep 12 20111224 PM

419 OURAY COUNTY PLAINDEALER Sep 12,20111224 PM

420 The Advertiser-Gleam Sep 12 20111223 PM

421 Steele Ozone & Kidder County Press Sep 12 201112 19 PM

422 Herald Journal (Winsted MN) Dassel-Cokato Enterprise Dispatch (Cokato MN) Sep 12,201112 18 PM
Delano Herald Journal (Delano MN)

423 Amencan-News Aberdeen SD Sep 12,201112 15 PM

424 The Clatskanie Chief Sep 12 201112 10 PM

425 Benkelman Post Hitchcock County News Hayes Center Times Republican Sep 12,20111206 PM

426 Rome (NY) Daily Sentinel - Sep12 20111205 PM

427 The Burke Gazette Sep12 2011 1200PM

428 The Graham Leader, Breckenridge American Jacksboro Gazette-News The Sep12 2011 11 52 AM
Jack County Herald Lake Country Sun The Olney Enterpnse Burleson Star
Alvarado Star Crowley Star Joshua Star Keene Starr (all in Texas)

429 The Britton Journal The Langford Bugle Sep 12, 2011 11 51 AM

430 YanktoncountyObserver Sep12 2011 1151AM

431 Mt Pleasant (IA) News and Mt Pleasant Shopper Sep 12 201111 49 AM
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432 Howell County News Sep 12 2011 11 49 AM

433 Cut Bank Pioneer Press The Valienan, Shelby Promoter and Browning Glacier Sep 12 201111 47 AM
Reporter

434 The Onida Watchman, Inc — — Sep 12,201111 47 AM

435 The Prentiss Headlight, Prentiss MS 39474 Sep 12, 2011 11 45 AM

436 The Charlotte Gazette and The Kenbridge Victoria Dispatch Sep 12 2011 11 44 AM

437 There are 50 newspapers in our group Sep 12, 201111 42 AM

438 The Mexia News Sep12 2011 1137AM

439 The Aliegan County News The Commercial Record The Union Enterprise Sep 12 201111 37 AM

440 The News-Gazette, Lexington, VA Sep 12 201111 37 AM

Wilson County News La Vernia News

446 Nodaway News Leader Sep12 2011 11 29 AM

447 The Picayune, River Cities Daily Tnbune, and Highland Lakes Business Journal Sep 12 2011 11 28 AM

448 MountAyrRecord-News Sep 12,201111 26AM

449 Independent Coast Observer Gualala CA 95445 Sep 12 2011 11 25 AM

450 Curry County Reporter, Gold Beach Oregon Sep 12 2011 11 24 AM

451 Nevada Daily Mail, Nevada, MO The Fort Scott Tribune, Fort Scott KS The Sep 12, 2011 11 23 AM
Herald-Tnbune Nevada MO and Fort Scott, KS (combined Saturday product)

452 The Cabool Enterprise Cabool, Missoun Sep 12, 2011 11 21 AM

453 The Sentinel of Gloucester County (weekly) Sep 12 2011 11 21 AM

454 Montgomery Standard - Mo Sep12 2011 11 18AM

455 Stone County Leader Mountain View Arkansas 72560 Sep 12, 2011 11 17 AM

456 The Charleston Sun-Sentinel Charleston Mississippi Sep 12, 2011 11 17 AM

457 Town Cner Tewksbury I Wilmington MA Sep 12 2011 11 16 AM
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441 Sioux Valley News Sioux Valley Advertiser

442 Bethany Republican-Clipper

443 Carroll County Review Thomson, IL 61285

444 The Clarendon Enterprise

445

Sep12 2011 11 36AM

Sep12 2011 11 33AM

Sep12 2011 1132AM

Sep 12, 2011 1132AM

Sep12 2011 1130AM
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458 The Tunica Times, Tunica MS Sep 12 2011 11 15 AM

459 Kendall County Record Yorkville IL 60560, PIano Record 60545, Oswego Sep 12, 2011 11 14 AM
Ledger-Sentinel 60543 and 60538 Sandwich Record 60548

460 The Valley Voice Sep12 201111 12AM

461 Kings Mountain Herald Cherryville Eagle Belmont/Mt Holly Banner News Sep 12 2011 11 11 AM
North Carolina

462 Belmond (Iowa) Independent Sep 12 2011 11 09 AM

463 West Essex Tribune Livingston, NJ Sep 12, 2011 11 09 AM

464 Star Valley Independent Sep 12 2011 11 05 AM

465 Oologah Lake Leader Oologah OK 74053 Sep 12, 2011 11 03 AM

466 Pine Bluffs Post Sep 12, 2011 11 01 AM

467 Choteau Acantha weekly newspaper P0 Box 320 Choteau MT 59422 Sep 12 2011 11 00 AM

468 Zeeland Record Sep12 2011 1059 AM

469 Coast Lake News Sep12 2011 1059 AM

470 PolkCountyNews Sep 12,2011 1057AM

471 Jackson Hole News&Guide Sep 12 2011 10 57 AM

472 The Star and The Star Buyers Guide out of Grand Coulee WA Sep 12, 2011 10 55 AM

473 Missoun — Cuba Free Press Saint James Press, Steelville Star-Crawford Mirror Sep 12, 2011 10 54 AM
and The Extra Plan (TMC)

474 Lakefleld Standard Jackson County Pilot Sep 12,20111051 AM

475 Dodgeville Chronicle Democrat-Tribune Pecatonica Valley Leader Sep 12 20111050 AM

476 Valentine Midland News Valentine NE Ainsworth Star-Journal Ainsworth NE Sep 12 2011 10 45 AM
Gregory Times-Advocate, Gregory, SD

477 Pauls Valley Democrat Sep12 21311 1043 AM

478 The Pagosa Spnngs SUN Sep 12, 2011 1041 AM

479 The Meade County Messenger Sep 12, 2011 1032 AM

480 Gunnison Country Times Sep 12 2011 1032 AM

481 Copiah County Courier Hazlehurst MS Sep 12 2011 1032 AM
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482 Hood County News, Granbury, TX 76048 Sep 12,20111031 AM
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1 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Are there any other

2 additional written cross-examination materials for Mr.

3 Heath? If not, that brings us to oral cross-

4 examination, and two participants have requested oral

5 cross-examination, the National League of Postmasters.

6 Mr. Hughes, will speak, and the United States Postal

7 Service, Mr. Connolly or Mr. Tidwell?

8 MR. TIDWELL: Madame Chairman, it will be

9 Mr. Connolly, Matthew Connolly.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. Matthew

11 Connolly will do the honors. Is there any other

12 participant that wishes to cross-examine witness

13 Heath? If not, then, Mr. Hughes, please begin.

14 MR. HUGHES: Thank you, Madame Chairman.

15 Hal Hughes for the League of Postmasters, and I

16 apologize. I’m using my Kermit the Frog voice to add

17 interest and entertainment value to the hearing.

18 CROSS-EXAMINATION

19 BY MR. HUGHES:

20 Q In your testimony, Mr. Heath, you say at

21 page 3, “The Postal Service has a special obligation

22 to serve rural areas.” Why do you believe it has a

23 special obligation to rural areas?

24 A Well, our legal department has researched

25 the question somewhat, and I believe we believe that

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 there’s plenty of cases cited by legislation and past

2 Post Regulatory Commission opinions that indicate that

3 it’s a strong part of universal service obligation,

4 that it was so expanded I guess with free rural

5 delivery in 1896 or something like that. I’m not sure

6 exactly, and it seems to have been reaffirmed over a

7 period of time.

S I guess our view is in order to bind the

9 nation together in what we think the intention of law

10 is, that to really truly bind the nation together,

11 you’ve got to serve it all and no matter how rural, so

12 we feel like that’s been affirmed more than once.

13 Q All right. Apart from any legal

14 requirements, do you feel there’s any social

15 responsibility the Postal Service has toward rural

16 America?

17 A Well, being a native of rural America,

18 downstate Kentucky, I have a certain sympathy for

19 rural people and understand them I think, and I see

20 from our member responses and other sources that of

21 course our members and their communities have a lot of

22 concern. It’s interesting. I’ll see some communities

23 that they’ll propose a closing, and there will be no

24 real uprising about it, and it will just close.

25 There’s plenty of situations where there is
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1 a lot of concern about the loss of not only timely

2 delivery of mail and access to postal services for

3 convenience, but generally speaking, it’s considered a

4 real center point of a community and losing it.

5 Q All right. In your experience, when the

6 Postal Service moves out of a small rural community,

7 is it likely that a competitor like UPS or FedEx will

S be opening an outlet there?

9 A Not a chance that I know of.

10 Q All right. Now, just above that in your

11 testimony, you refer to the rural service mandate and

12 say it’s not sufficient to ignore that simply because

13 of chronic cost overruns. I gather you’re suggesting

14 that there’s an obligation that goes above and beyond

15 the economies of the matter, do I understand

16 correctly?

17 A Well, yes. I know there’s a lot of room for

18 judgment within that matter. I suspect that some of

19 the Postal Service’s rules that they’ve proposed or

20 many finalized about distance between post offices if

21 they’re kept too could be somewhat helpful, but there

22 are just a lot of places where it is frankly a little

23 harder to get from here to there, and so we hate to

24 see situations like that where people have to go undue

25 distances to find alternate postal services.
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1 Now, if CPUs or contract post offices and

2 village post offices could be created, I guess that

3 will be well and good. I know in the one closing in

4 my county recently, a town called Mount Eden,

5 Kentucky, there was place that was working to a Cpu,

6 and then it couldn’t sustain its own business, and so

7 that fell through, so it’s a little tough to figure

S out just where you can replace and how you can replace

9 a post office that has been so central to a community

10 for so long.

11 Q Okay. Thank you. Turning to the

12 substitutes, on page 7 of your testimony, you talk

13 about village post offices and CPUs, and you indicated

14 it may be important to have box service available,

15 particularly for newspapers. Do you understand that

16 village post offices may not have box service

17 available?

18 A That is our understanding that there’s no

19 guarantee that either CPUs or village post offices

20 will have box service. I’m aware of some that do, and

21 the first BPO that opened from the TV coverage I saw

22 seemed to have a set of cluster boxes right outside

23 the post office out in Washington State, so I presume

24 they are serviced by postal employees.

25 Our only answers is seeing that if there are
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1 boxed deliveries made available, which is not a bad

2 idea, that newspapers should have access to those for

3 timely delivery through the rule called exceptional

4 dispatch, and we are hoping to have some influence to

5 see that could be maintained and broadened, if

6 necessary.

7 Q Usually, I’m accused of leading the witness,

8 but this time you’re leading me, and that’s where I

9 was going to go next. Do you understand that EPOs

10 will not have exceptional dispatch?

11 A Our understanding is that current rules have

12 not been allowing exceptional dispatch generally to

13 contract post offices, and we’re not aware of any

14 provision that would allow them for EPO village post

15 offices.

16 Q Okay. Thank you. Turning to the Retail

17 Access Optimization Initiative, as you understand, the

18 Postal Service was considering walk-in revenue as one

19 of the criteria for identifying offices for that. As

20 I understand it, the RAOI doesn’t include commercial

21 mailer revenues, am I correct in that?

22 A That’s our understanding, and frankly it

23 astounded us because in most of our communities, we’re

24 the largest customer of the Postal Service in that

25 office, and we thought our revenue was important, and
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1 to have it ignored totally in the calculation as we

2 understand and only count the front-end revenue we

3 thought was maybe a little disingenuous, which what

4 I’ve seen out of the post offices is just find more

5 closings if it’s revenue or understated quite a bit.

6 Q It would seem peculiar to exclude the major

7 customer from a post office when deciding whether it

8 should live or die.

9 A And there may be others, you know, and we’re

10 not necessarily the only one, but we’re often the

11 biggest one, and our dollars we think are relatively

12 important, and we have the Post Master General tell us

13 July 6 he wanted us to have our business, so we’re

14 taking him at his word and trying to see that stays

15 true and property is considered if possible in the

16 counting of revenue for an office before it’s closed.

17 Q Okay. And now I had understood from your

18 testimony that you work with local newspapers helping

19 them either to enter the mail or to begin to use the

20 mail, but I understood you were having some trouble

21 selling that to some of the newspapers now, is that

22 true?

23 A I’m not sure in what aspect you’re speaking

24 of.

25 Q That some of the newspapers were reluctant
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1 to begin mail delivery because of uncertainties

2 about --

3 A Yes, yes, yes. I got you now. Okay. Yes,

4 I’ve tried to explain to the Postal Service for

5 several years now, especially in the high-gas-price

6 years of 2008 and before the great recession, and then

7 we saw it again in 2011 as gas prices tended to go

8 back up, there are a number of daily newspapers, five-

9 day dailies, sometimes six-day dailies, who have

10 decided, one group has moved 25 to the mail.

11 One group that I know of, one group has

12 moved a certain number that I’m unsure of, but I know

13 that they have plans to move more, several groups have

14 told me they have plans to move more. The idea of

15 them driving one carrier down a rural path, not the

16 same as a rural carrier but very much similar, when

17 gas prices are high, it causes 26 to 30 cent delivery

18 fees, and so in these difficult economic times,

19 they’ve decided it would be better to mail with the

20 Postal Service.

21 The current difficulties with questions

22 about six-day and the Postal Services’ ability to

23 maintain itself and other questions about post offices

24 closing, many issues are on the table, plant closings,

25 so a lot of people are kind of hedging on me now. In
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1 fact, I’ve been told that by at least three groups.

2 Q Okay. Thank you. I understand in addition

3 to the uncertainty that the loss of a local entry

4 office has also forced newspapers out of the mail, is

5 that correct?

6 A Well, it certainly could. I’ve seen people

7 who answered our survey, that all the parties have a

8 copy to here, that have indicated that it would. The

9 first round of closings does not appear to our

10 knowledge to implicate a delivery office, a primary

11 origin entry office for a newspaper. There are those

12 who have said very strongly that depending on where

13 they were moved to, they may feel forced to.

14 There are many others who also say they are

15 really worried because they don’t feel like they have

16 an opportunity other than the mail, so you’ve got two

17 sides. Some are saying I’m going to get out, others

18 saying I don’t have any opportunities, I’m really

19 worried what’s going to happen to me whether I can

20 survive.

21 Q Thank you very much, sir. Now I’m going to

22 turn to the local community meetings because as you

23 know the Postal Service in the RAOI process is sort of

24 a two-step process. First, they identify offices

25 based on some statistics that make the endangered
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1 species list and then all the due process happens at

2 the local meetings where they think about things of

3 how many cripples there are and how many blind people

4 and illiterates, and of course that makes those

5 meetings very important.

6 In your testimony, this is page 12, you say

7 some NNA members, and your members are scattered

8 across the country as I understand it, have already

9 had a taste of the type of community input being

10 sought -- none. Is that a view you’ve heard more than

11 a little?

12 A Yes. Our survey indicates that in some

13 cases people are being told by local management that

14 the Postal Service doesn’t want decisions made, and

15 they don’t really want any input, and I some of the

16 hearings I think are handled quite well. Our members

17 indicate that, so I want to be fair. In some cases,

18 they’re handled well, but our experience, like

19 everything else that’s handed down from on high from

20 L’Enfant Plaza that trickles down through the field to

21 the end result, widely varying results when it gets

22 there.

23 We don’t know what’s going to happen, you

24 know, if most any rule is primary or any decision or

25 any process, and in this case, I think the process is
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1 often flawed, but it’s not that the Postal Service

2 doesn’t mean well perhaps, but it doesn’t always

3 translate well into the final decision of how things

4 are handled at the grassroots level.

S Q Well, and that’s what we’re concerned about

6 because of course you can put very fair provisions in

7 the statutes and in the handbooks, and yet if you

8 leave execution to the field, and they understand that

9 the prime directive, for instance, is to close post

10 offices, the due process might have a show quality to

11 it. I noticed in your testimony you reported on

12 Success, Missouri, and they reported that there was no

13 audio/video, still photography or recording of the

14 meeting allowed. We’ve heard that reported as I come

15 in from others as well.

16 A That’s the worst-case scenario that we’ve

17 had. We’ve had a few others that indicated that they

18 felt less than welcome to be there, and nobody was

19 really interested in input or reporting, but in that

20 particular case, things were obviously mishandled, and

21 the publisher intimidated to the level whether he

22 would even run the photo, or he wasn’t sure because he

23 was afraid he’d get in trouble with the handling of

24 his mail in the future, so that was very, very

25 concerning to us, and we hope that doesn’t spread.
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1 We’ve asked headquarters for some

2 clarification of what their Freedom of Information

3 policies would be surrounding this issue, but to yet,

4 we have no answer.

5 Q I noticed the publisher in question in that

6 town when he snapped a picture was approached by a

7 Postal Inspector then?

8 A Or somebody that claimed to be a Postal

9 Inspector. I’m not sure.

10 Q It could be someone masquerading?

11 A Yes. I hope not, but that’s what he was

12 told. I find it hard to believe that they would be

13 assigning Postal Inspectors to every hearing. There

14 are way too many of them, but why someone might be

15 there? Maybe they were worried that trouble might

16 break out. I don’t know in Success, Missouri, but

17 that’s what he was told. I was certainly shocked that

18 would happen, and I hope it’s something that doesn’t

19 get that bad anywhere else.

20 Q All right. Now turning to the due process

21 at the community meetings --

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I should simply add that

23 the presiding officer has asked a similar question of

24 the Postal Service with regards to those kinds of

25 practices, and we have yet to get an answer.
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1 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

2 MR. HUGHES: I might add that the League

3 will also present evidence that substantiates what Mr.

4 Heath is telling us.

S BY MR. HUGHES:

6 Q Turning again to this due process on the

7 community meetings, at page 14 of your testimony, you

8 say that some of the community meetings are being held

9 when residents are at work and seemed to be scheduled

10 for the convenience of the Postal staff, not the

11 service residents.

12 A We genuinely have reports in that regard. I

13 attended a hearing on an ANP, and I don’t know whether

14 that’s relevant to mention or not in this matter since

15 it’s not a post office closing, and in that case, the

16 first speaker, a nice little lady who had been to the

17 first hearing when they were going to move mail from

18 Tupelo to Memphis, and now they’re going to move mail

19 from Tupelo to some place else, pointed out in that

20 case that they did what they promised not to do in

21 their second hearing.

22 They came back on Wednesday night, which is

23 a church night in the rural South. They held it on

24 the week of July 4. They moved it from a large

25 building, part of this building that’s accessible to a
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1 smaller part down below. I had hard time finding it

2 myself with the people from the newspaper there, so

3 I’ve seen situations like that where local people

4 objected an AMP.

5 I haven’t personally been to a post office

6 closing hearing, although I’m looking forward to going

7 to one, but we have had various and sundry reports

8 that nothing was said, nothing was posted. If anybody

9 heard about it, it was only because somebody saw a

10 posting at the Postal Service, so some are being

11 properly posted in the Postal Service lobbies. I

12 would admit that, but we’re not getting notified as a

13 member of the press that serves that area or community

14 in a lot of cases that there is going to be a closing

15 hearing.

16 Q All right. And I was going to switch from

17 your personal observation to NNA’s observations since

18 you’re here as a representative of an organization

19 that has outlets everywhere. You’d conducted a survey

20 of the newspapers, not just including your members,

21 but all newspapers, and as I understand the response

22 on that survey, 31 percent said there was a meeting,

23 but it was to tell people what was going on, not to

24 ask for input.

25 The one that disturbed me more was on page
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1 16, almost 52, 51.9 percent, said there was no

2 meeting. I take it that suggests that either the

3 newspaper despite keeping an eye out for community

4 events was not aware of a meeting, or it was so poorly

5 publicized that it was impossible to tell that a

6 meeting was scheduled. Do I understand that

7 correctly?

8 A We don’t get a lot of indication that the

9 Postal Service is going out of their way to inform the

10 news media that may be available.

11 Q Okay.

12 A Not that it doesn’t happen, but we get

13 indication that it’s not happening.

14 Q Sure, but I’m guessing as a local newspaper

15 they’d be on the lookout for very important local

16 news.

17 A Very much so. Very much so. Something like

18 this is pretty big news.

19 Q So they’d be affirmatively looking, not just

20 sitting back waiting for news to dribble in?

21 A I believe that it’s so, yes, sir.

22 MR. HUGHES: All right. Thank you very

23 much, sir. I appreciate your testimony. That

24 concludes my questioning.

25 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. The Postal
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1 Service now has an opportunity to cross-examine this

2 witness. Mr. Connolly?

3 MR. CONNOLLY: Thank you, Madame Chairman.

4 BY MR. CONNOLLY:

5 Q Thank you, Mr. Heath, for making the trip to

6 washington. i’ii think you’ll find that my questions

7 are going to overlap quite a bit with the questions

8 you just received, but I’d like to start on page 4 of

9 your direct testimony, Lines 10 through 12. Okay. In

10 this portion of your testimony you described the

11 circulation of a “typical community newspaper” as

12 falling into three categories, is that correct?

13 A Yes, sir.

14 Q Okay. And those categories or in county,

15 smaller towns and distant subscribers, is that

16 correct?

17 A Yes, sir. The smaller counties typically

18 being an adjoining county is what we refer to.

19 Q Okay. Thank you. I’d like to focus on the

20 distant subscribers first. Now, you state that

21 distant subscribers comprise five to 10 percent of a

22 community newspaper circulation, is that correct?

23 A Yes, that’s correct.

24 Q And my sense is that these particular

25 subscribers would be located in distant counties and
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1 distant states, is that accurate?

2 A Typically people who have moved away from

3 the community and want to stay in touch, and they may

4 be snow birds in Florida or Texas or Arizona.

5 Q With their community being in another state?

6 A Their origin was a small town in the Midwest

7 or wherever.

8 Q I see, so to get a newspaper to those

9 distant subscribers, where would a typical community

10 newspaper be entering those newspapers?

11 A Typically at the origin entry office where

12 their permit is held.

13 Q Okay. And those would then feed into the

14 Postal Service’s processing network, is that correct?

15 A Unfortunately, yes, sir.

16 Q Okay. Would any of these papers be drop

17 shipped?

18 A No, not to the distant subscribers. No. We

19 can’t afford to drop ship those at all.

20 Q Right. And I guess exceptional dispatch

21 wouldn’t be applicable in these cases as well?

22 A Well, although we did work with Postal

23 Service Headquarter’s mailing standards in 2001 to get

24 an expansion up to a couple of hundred miles because

25 we had some members in West Texas occasionally were
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1 dropping to here or there because they couldn’t get it

2 there any other way. Very rarely. We have some room

3 to do it, but most people, especially in the current

4 environment, can’t afford to drop ship, you know, much

5 more than they can afford to send somebody out on a

6 route delivering papers.

7 Q So generally exceptional dispatch is not a

8 workable option right now?

9 A Inter-bands, the in-county bands and

10 sometimes into the adjoining-county bands, depending

11 on the size of the county.

12 Q But not for the distant subscribers?

13 A Not for the distant, no, sir.

14 Q Okay. So just to sum up, would it be fair

15 to say that papers going to distant subscribers

16 generally have to go through the Postal Service’s

17 processing networking under the status quo?

18 A Yes, sir.

19 Q Okay. Let’s talk about the in-county

20 portion of the newspaper circulation. You stated

21 that’s about 75 to 80 percent, is that correct?

22 A Generally speaking.

23 Q Okay. And you’ve also stated that the

24 “office of original entry is the primary destinating

25 office in most of those cases,” is that correct?
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1 A Again, generally speaking. There will be

2 some exceptions, where the paper was located in a

3 smaller town originally or the town where they were

4 located has become smaller in another town and the

S county has grown larger, but if that origin entry town

6 is a county seat or a town that has managed to attract

7 and hold industry, typically it would be the largest

8 circulation of the paper at that origin entry office,

9 more often than not.

10 Q Okay. Thank you. Now, when you use the

11 term “office of original entry,” are you

12 distinguishing those offices from offices of

13 additional entry?

14 A Absolutely.

15 Q Okay. It’s my understanding that it’s rare

16 for a community newspaper to have or to use an office

17 of additional entry to distribute their newspapers to

18 in-county subscribers, is that fair?

19 A Not totally. We have newspapers who

20 typically these days are printed off site at a plant

21 that serves a lot of newspapers, that specialize in

22 newspaper printing, and the group that I’ve worked

23 with for number of years, we have 56 newspapers and 14

24 plants, and so, for instance, in Elizabethtown,

25 Kentucky, we will mail several newspapers using
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1 additional entry for the mail that is leaving the town

2 for the world as the Postal Service calls it, going

3 outside the market.

4 Occasionally, in some cases, there will be

5 offices within the county of origin that are adjacent

6 to or near that additional entry office, and the

7 quickest way maybe to get the papers there on a timely

8 basis is to allow them to be entered into the mail

9 stream at that additional entry larger chain if you

10 follow, and so there are occasions where newspapers do

11 use additional entry.

12 They have to do that because if they’re

13 sending the papers for the rest of the world to get

14 it, they get to start on them maybe going through that

15 SCF that they do that now. I may have confused you,

16 so try me again.

17 Q Okay. Well, I just wanted to focus

18 specifically on the community newspapers that are

19 going to in-county subscribers.

20 A And my honest answer is sometimes. I happen

21 to know of a situation in the Commissioner’s town

22 there for Leitchfield, Kentucky. We’re doing a paper

23 there. It has copies going from Elizabethtown,

24 Kentucky, into some areas that are a quicker reach by

25 dropping them in even though they’re in county.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mr. Heath?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes.

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: For the record, you kind

4 of mumbled the name of Mr. Acton’s hometown. You

S might want to say it more clearly so the court report

6 can include it in the record.

7 THE WITNESS: Yes. I wasn’t sure whether I

8 should say it or not, I guess.

9 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: For the sake of

10 clarity and accuracy, Vice Chairman Acton’s hometown

11 is Louisville, Kentucky, but my cousins do live in

12 Leitchfield, Kentucky.

13 THE WITNESS: Okay.

14 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Thank you, Witness

15 Heath.

16 THE WITNESS: All right. I was involved

17 personally in setting up the additional entry of a

18 paper that served Leitchfield, Kentucky, primarily and

19 that some of the copies were able to get to the

20 readers inside the county of Grayson, where

21 Leitchfield is located, more quickly and handily that

22 they were to be dropped by exceptional dispatch, and

23 so in some cases we do that to get back in the county.

24 It just depends.

25 BY MR. CONNOLLY:
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1 Q Okay. Do you have a sense of how many or

2 maybe the better way to phrase this is the percentage

3 of newspapers going in county are using additional

4 entry when compared to the total?

5 A I wouldn’t really have any way of projecting

6 that on the universe. Let’s just say that there are

7 instances that additional entries are utilized, and I

8 know that’s not this case, but we’re of course

9 concerned when those plant offices, plant locations go

10 away. We’re going to have to use additional

11 transportation obviously through exceptional dispatch.

12 Q Okay. Thanks. Going back to your use of

13 the phrase “office of original entry,” are you

14 distinguishing those offices from offices where mail

15 is dropped as a result of a drop-ship arrangement?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Okay. So with respect to the copies that

18 are going to in-county subscribers, do you have a

19 sense of the percentage that are being drop shipped

20 among those in-county copies?

21 A And you’re speaking of drop ship using

22 exceptional dispatch versus the additional entry

23 concept?

24 Q I’m distinguishing drop ship from

25 exceptional dispatch?
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1 A Well, the predominant rule that is used to

2 deliver newspapers to in-county offices other than the

3 origin-entry office is the exceptional dispatch rule

4 that we referred to. It’s that percentage rate now

5 that I just couldn’t give you because I don’t have

6 that universal information, but I just wanted to say

7 there are some situations where additional entry can

S be used to get newspapers back into an in-county

9 office, but the primary concept to keep timely

10 delivery is exceptional dispatch.

11 Q Not to belabor the point, but do you have a

12 sense of how many newspapers going to in-county

13 subscribers are utilizing exceptional dispatch as

14 compared to the total?

15 A Well, it would have to be an educated guess.

16 Q That’s all I’m asking for.

17 A But we have been promoting the use of

18 exceptional dispatch for a long, long time at the

19 National Newspaper Association, and we’re in all-out

20 panic to promote it now frankly because of processing

21 plant closure threats, and we think that the world as

22 drawn to the Postal Service will be mainly a DDU-entry

23 world, and the rest of the mail is going to be sent

24 somewhere and never get delivered and will go away,

25 but to answer your question, I guess we believe that
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1 probably well more than half of our members utilize

2 exceptional dispatch.

3 We believe that it is a growing practice,

4 and we are promoting it heavily to be a growing

5 practice, so we’re very much interested in this case

6 just of course to maintain our rights to use

7 exceptional dispatch at any and all type of offices

8 that may be created.

9 Q My question was specifically directed to

10 those in the newspapers that are going to in-county

11 subscribers.

12 A And that’s what I was trying to answer.

13 Q Okay. And so in those instances, what is

14 your sense of how many of them use exceptional

15 dispatch to get to those in-county subscribers?

16 A Well, my same answer that I just gave would

17 apply.

18 Q Okay. I’m sorry if I misunderstood.

19 A Although, in some cases, exceptional

20 dispatch would tend to have some drops across a county

21 line depending on the size of the county. Out West,

22 the counties are large. Where we come from, Kentucky,

23 the counties are small. They’ve got 120 of them.

24 Georgia has 140, so in some of those small counties,

25 and if you’re a county-line paper, you’re going to do
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1 exceptional dispatch to two and sometimes three

2 counties.

3 Q Okay. Going back to your testimony, you

4 stated that, “The office of original entry is the

S primary destination office in most cases,” is that

6 accurate?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Okay. By cases, do you mean most

9 newspapers?

10 A That’s all I’m testifying on behalf of.

11 Q Okay.

12 A I would say that we’re testifying maybe on

13 behalf of Standard Mail shoppers that we would enter,

14 but they’re a little different animal.

15 Q Okay. And also just to clarify for my

16 understanding, when you say “most cases,” are you

17 referring to among newspapers that are going to in

18 county recipients, or is the most referring to the in-

19 county recipients, whereas everything else is going to

20 an out-of-county recipient.

21 A I’m trying to follow that.

22 Q I want to get a sense of what you mean by

23 “most cases.” Are you saying that in most cases where

24 a newspaper is going to an in-county recipient that

25 you have an office where an office of original entry
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1 is also the primary destinating office?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. Could you refer to your testimony on

4 page 4, Lines 21 through 23, please?

5 •A Okay.

6 Q Okay. There you’ve stated, “The post

7 offices in the target list of 3,652 named in this

8 docket are not typically serving as original entry

9 offices for our in-county readers. However, that’s

10 not uniformly the case.” Is that an accurate quote?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 Q Okay. I see in your testimony here you’ve

13 cited one example of an office that’s on the candidate

14 list, is that correct

15 A That’s correct from a member that contacted

16 us, yes, sir.

17 Q Okay. I’m sorry. What was that?

18 A A member that had contacted us with a

19 scenario that concerned him, yes, sir.

20 Q Okay. Thank you. Are there other examples

21 of where the origin office/destinating office is on a

22 candidate list other than the example you’ve provided?

23 A I’m not sure that I have one. Again, we did

24 our best job at polling our membership through our

25 Postal Committee and some state managers who are very
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1 involved, but that did not include all state managers

2 or not necessarily all Postal Committee members’

3 answers are all of their newspapers. In some cases

4 like myself, they may represent a group, but generally

5 we did not have a lot of reaction at the first 3,652

S were of immediate concern as an origin-entry office or

7 problem-entry office. I’ll give you that.

8 Q Okay. Thank you. Could you please refer to

9 your testimony on page 5, lines 6 through 10? Okay.

10 There you stated, “If the delivery typical of the

11 surrounding counties’ delivery infects these in-county

12 readers, a newspaper’s future will be dime. The

13 ability of NNA to help these newspapers keep that

14 original destination office working to hold copies out

15 of the processing network is the key element in

16 keeping community newspapers alive.” Is that an

17 accurate quote?

18 A Yes, sir.

19 Q Okay. By using the word “infects,” are you

20 referring to a situation in which a local newspaper

21 that was previously able to enter its mail at an

22 origin/destination facility would have to enter it

23 into an office that will direct the mail into the

24 Postal Service’s processing networking?

25 A I think that’s correct.
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1 Q Okay. As I recall, for the in-county

2 copies, which is the majority of a typical paper’s

3 circulation, the office of original entry is also the

4 destinating office, is that correct?

5 A Well, you said for the majority of the

6 circulation, is that what you said?

7 Q Well, it’s the in-county copies I’m

8 referring to.

9 A Well, we’ve established I think that in most

10 cases, but not all, the majority of a newspaper’s in

11 county circulation would be at its origin entry office

12 within that county, but not always.

13 Q Right. And most of these particular

14 offices, those are on the closure lists that you

15 reference in your testimony, is that correct?

16 A That’s correct as far as we’ve been able to

17 determine. I’ll just say it that way.

18 Q Okay. So would it be fair to say that under

19 the Retail Access Optimization Initiative, the risk

20 of, as you put it, infection, would not be a risk for

21 most communities?

22 A Well, from a standpoint of newspaper entry,

23 perhaps not, but there are of course a lot of people

24 that are concerned within those communities, and some

25 of those happen to be newspaper people as well about
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1 the future of that post office, and since our members

2 do look to us for information about post office

3 closings and how to handle them, well we try to advise

4 our members on what the process is and what they can

S do and what their appeal rights are to the Postal

S Regulatory Commission if a committee should choose to

7 do that.

8 We provide information like that, and our

9 primary interest in this case obviously is that we are

10 concerned about the next round because we don’t know

11 when they’re coming after us, you know?

12 Q Okay. Thank you. Could you turn to your

13 response to Interrogatory Tl-7 from the Postal

14 Service?

15 A Just a minute. Tl-7? For some reason here,

16 I don’t -- my apologies. Okay.

17 Q Do you have that in front of you?

18 A Yes, sir.

19 Q In this response, you stated that the term

20 “served” as you use it in your testimony means that

21 “Newspapers in the mail that are locally entered must

22 be delivered within a day, and desirably those in

23 adjacent areas are delivered within two days. Without

24 this assurance of service, no newspaper will be able

25 to remain in the mails.” Is that an accurate quote?
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1 A Yes, sir.

2 Q So in this particular section, are you

3 distinguishing locally-entered newspapers from

4 newspapers that are entered for delivery to an

5 adjacent area?

6 A If you said through a processing plant, we

7 would be correct, yes, sir, in the second part.

8 Q So you’re not distinguishing a newspaper

9 that’s entered locally from a newspaper that’s entered

10 in an adjacent area?

11 A No. I think what we’re trying to say there

12 is locally entered either through origin entry or

13 exceptional dispatch or sometimes additional entry,

14 but generally speaking through an origin entry office

15 or exceptional dispatch versus those that might move

16 through a processing hub like a sectional center

17 facility and then come back to a town.

18 Q Okay. So the term “locally entered”

19 encompasses exceptional dispatch?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 Q Okay. From what I recall in your oral

22 testimony previously when you were cross-examined by

23 Mr. Hughes, you stated that the Postal Service has a

24 legal obligation to serve rural areas, is that

25 correct?
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1 A Well, I’m not a lawyer of course, but I

2 think we’ve read enough of statutory language and

3 viewed enough historical PRC-type indications and

4 Congressional statutes, things that would indicate

5 that it’s certainly a very important part of universal

6 service obligations.

7 Q Okay. Thank you. In your testimony, you

8 use the phrases obligation, but you also say rural

9 service mandate, and I take it you’re using those

10 terms interchangeably, is that fair?

11 A I suspect so, yes.

12 Q Okay. Would you agree that there are other

13 aspects that constitute service as opposed to ensuring

14 that a newspaper is delivered within a day or within

15 two days to adjacent areas?

16 A Well, you’re talking about service for

17 something other than a newspaper?

18 Q I’m talking about service within the context

19 of the Postal Service’s rural service obligation?

20 A Well, certainly it’s broader than

21 newspapers. We wouldn’t deny that.

22 Q All right. But it also encompasses other

23 activities?

24 A Other products and services.

25 Q Okay. I’d like to explore a hypothetical
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1 with you. Can we assume that there’s a newspaper that

2 enters its mail in a local entry office? Currently,

3 the delivery for that newspaper is within a day or two

4 days for adjacent areas. The newspaper then decides

5 to discontinue publishing for its own reasons. Would

6 you say that the Postal Service is failing to provide

7 service to that rural area assuming all of its other

8 operations continue?

9 MS. RUSH: Objection, Madame Chairman. I

10 don’t know that it’s relevant to this case.

11 MR. CONNOLLY: My question is intending --

12 MS. RUSH: Whether the paper publishes or

13 not. I’m not sure where this is headed.

14 MR. CONNOLLY: I’m just trying to get an

15 understanding of what Mr. Heath’s understanding of the

16 rural service obligation encompasses, and I intend to

17 do that through some hypotheticals. There won’t be

18 very many.

19 MS. RUSH: Again --

20 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mr. Heath is not an

21 expert in this field. He’s an expert on the national

22 newspapers’ delivery system. We’ve been struggling

23 with this all day today. Can we focus on the

24 witness’s expert skills in our questions? If you have

25 one that’s relevant to his expertise, that would be
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1 fine. I don’t think this is, and he admits it

2 himself.

3 MR. CONNOLLY: All right. I appreciate your

4 direction. I will move on to another topic.

5 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you.

6 BY MR. CONNOLLY:

7 Q Mr. Heath, could you please refer to your

8 response to Tl-3?

9 A Okay.

10 Q There I see you’ve mentioned what I’ve

11 counted to be six different factors that could

12 discourage a newspaper from distributing its copies

13 through the mail, is that correct?

14 A Well, I haven’t added them up. You said six

15 different reasons?

16 Q That’s how many I counted in your response.

17 A I hadn’t enumerated them, but I can take

18 your word for it I suppose, unless you want me to take

19 time to figure it out.

20 Q Okay. Okay. Well, there are a few here,

21 one of which I believe is trouble with local entries

22 stemming from Sarbanes-Oxley compliance, is that

23 accurate?

24 A Well, that’s been the biggest problem facing

25 the newspaper industry since early 2009, yes, sir.
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1 Q Okay. With respect to that, are you aware

2 that periodicals mailers were put on notice that they

3 could transition to electronic documentation?

4 A Yes, sir.

5 Q Okay. And are you aware that it was

6 communicated to those periodicals that would help

7 ensure Sarbanes-Oxley compliance?

8 A Well, I would disagree a little bit that it

9 ensures Sarbanes-Oxley compliance. It makes it easier

10 to get a pos~tage statement, a USPS qualification

11 report into the PostalOne! System of the Postal

12 Service. I’m not sure it has too much to do with

13 Sarbanes-Oxley compliance other than making the

14 information there available more quickly than the post

15 office.

16 Q Okay. Thank you. Do you have a sense of

17 how many newspapers may have made that transition in

18 the last two years?

19 A Very few, actually. There are some that

20 have been required to do that under the provisions of

21 the overnight drop policy, and where we are required,

22 we are happy to comply. We have worked fairly

23 diligently I think since 2009 after Tom and I had a

24 conference call with Pritha Mehra to encourage the

25 software vendor community for newspapers to program
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1 something called Mail.XML, which is a messaging

2 program.

3 My primary vendor who we’ve pushed very hard

4 has encountered difficulties finalizing all that due

5 to many, many changes in the Mail.XML program and

6 different changes in PostalOne!, so we’re all kind of

7 awaiting a final Mail.XML workable solution I guess we

8 would say, but that’s where we’re headed, and we hope

that our industry can very soon be able to say that we

have a really smooth electronic message sending

ability.

Q Okay. Thank you.

A Entering it manually is not exactly anything

but work transference from the Post Office back to the

publisher for multiple editions of multiple pages.

Q Okay. In your response to this

interrogatory, you also stated that some of NNA’s

18 larger group newspapers, such as the community

19 newspaper holdings and daily newspapers, were going to

20 end their home delivery and move to the mails until

21 what you describe as a round of bad Postal news came

22 out, is

23 A

24 Q

25 One was

that correct

That’s correct.

Okay. And you cited two different reasons.

you termed the six-day mail issue, and then
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1 entry problems, which you’ve described as discouraging

2 to these businesses, is that correct?

3 A Well, yes. Yes.

4 Q Okay. How are these newspapers distributing

5 their copies currently?

6 A These newspapers currently have their own

7 home-delivery carrier for us by contract carrier where

8 they have contracted with individuals, sometimes young

9 people, but more often these days adults to delivery

10 door to door in the cities and on motor routes, often

11 to tubes and rural areas through tubes.

12 Q Okay. And among those newspapers, what

13 factors did those newspapers either cite or represent

14 to you as reasons for them not distributing through

15 the mail?

16 A In the future you’re speaking of?

17 Q Well, I think your testimony represented

18 that they were going to start using the mail, but

19 they’ve decided not to for certain reasons. I’m just

20 wonder what --

21 A Well, it’s all kind of a recent event

22 basically. There’s been so many Postal initiatives,

23 you know, post offices closings and the AMP initiative

24 that has been very much broadened in the so-called

25 network optimization plan, pretty scary, and then of
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1 course five-day mail issues. Did we say that? That’s

2 an issue, and then just the financial stability of the

3 Postal Service frankly has scared some people to say

4 well, maybe I shouldn’t go to the mail just yet until

5 things are sorted out. The Postal Service has I think

6 maybe tried to bluff Congress, but they’re scaring

7 mailers to death.

8 Q Okay. Could you please refer to your

9 response to Interrogatories Tl-l5, part 0?

10 A Just a moment here. We’ve an electronic

11 version here.

12 Q Okay. Thank you.

13 A Okay.

14 Q In this portion of your response, you say,

15 “My testimony has suggested many steps the Postal

16 Service could take to help our members avoid harm and

17 keep their mail in the Postal Service. I believe

18 these are reasonable steps.” Is that an accurate

19 quote?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 Q And when you mention reasonable steps, are

22 you referring to the recommendations that appear on

23 pages 10 and 11 of your testimony? I’ll give you a

24 second to take a look.

25 A Yes, I believe that would line up pretty
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1 well.

2 Q And from what I see there, these

3 recommendations included a presumption in keeping

4 entry and exceptional dispatch offices open,

5 preferring a CPU or less-preferably a VPO as opposed

6 to completely discontinuing an office and establishing

7 say a circuit rider position, is that correct?

8 A Yes, sir.

9 Q Okay. You also stated that, “The concerns

10 about the closings can be addressed without much

11 financial impact at least with regard to the offices

12 targeted in this docket,” is that correct?

13 A Generally speaking, yes, sir.

14 Q Okay. So would you admit that it’s at least

15 possible that the costs of these recommendations might

16 have a wider financial impact if implemented on a

17 wider scale?

18 A Absolutely.

19 Q Okay. Did you attempt to quantify the costs

20 that would be attributable to implementing the

21 recommendations that you’ve made?

22 A For the Postal Service cost?

23 Q Just to quantify what they might cost?

24 A No, because they vary so much from situation

25 to situation, you know, there are some cases where if
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1 an exceptional dispatch post office were to close, and

2 that mail were brought into a route to our original-

3 entry office, we can actually save some money, but if

4 that route goes to a post office much further away,

5 say 30 miles or so, then we have a problem maybe of

6 whether we can actually afford to drop there.

7 It could cause us to figure out whether

8 we’re going to keep the service to that office, so it

9 just depends on if they eliminate a small office where

10 the service goes when they eliminate it, or will they

11 keep a Cpu or VPO, which is still up in the air.

12 Q Okay. Let’s say, for example, an original-

13 entry post office is targeted for discontinuance, and

14 the Postal Services is considering two options. One

15 is one that I think you’ve described as establishing a

16 CPO. The other being providing delivery to that area

17 via a rural carrier route, and let’s assume the costs

18 of establishing a CPO would cost more than

19 establishing rural route service, I take it that the

20 NNA wouldn’t be opposed to an increased rate of

21 postage to cover the distance between those two costs?

22 MS. RUSH: Excuse me. Madame Chairman, I’ve

23 lost counsel’s train of thought here for a moment.

24 MR. CONNOLLY: I apologize. I can break

25 that down.
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1 MS. RUSH: I believe counsel used the term

2 CPO, and I’m not sure whether we’re talking about a

3 contract office or we’re talking about a village post

4 office. We’ve been trying to stick with the term Cpu

5 to make sure that we’re distinguishing between the two

6 types of offices.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLEWAY: I was confused by the

8 question as well.

9 MR. CONNOLLY: I may have misspoke.

10 MS. RUSH: Could counsel just restate that?

11 MR. CONNOLLY: Sure. I’ll try to simplify

12 it. Let’s go through it step by step.

13 BY MR. CONNOLLY:

14 Q Let’s say we’re considering discontinuing a

15 post office. Our two alternatives are establishing a

16 CPU, and the other is providing service via rural

17 carrier route. I’m also wanting to assume that the

18 cost of establishing a CPU is more than establishing

19 rural carrier service. I guess my question is would

20 NNA be opposed to paying higher costs through postage

21 to cover that difference?

22 MS. RUSH: Objection, Madame Chairman.

23 We’re not in a rate case. Mr. Heath simply testified

24 to the mail entry of the newspapers. I’m not sure

25 he’s prepared to respond to a rate question.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Your question opens up

2 all kinds of issues, Mr. Connolly, that are not being

3 addressed here with regard to costs, and I would

4 advise that it’s unfruitful to proceed in this regard.

5 MR. CONNOLLY: Okay. Madame Chairman, I did

6 not intend to open up any of those issues. I’ll move

7 on to a different portion of the witness’s response.

8 BY MR. CONNOLLY:

9 Q In your response to this interrogatory,

10 15 (d), you stated that NNA is not opposed to the

11 closure of every post office where the mail is entered

12 nor closure of offices used for exceptional dispatch

13 provided that the Postal Service can provide

14 reasonable alternatives that continue to get the

15 newspaper delivered on time without greatly increasing

16 the cost to the publisher. Could you explain what you

17 meant by greatly increasing costs to the publisher?

18 A Well, it sort of goes back to the scenario I

19 mentioned a minute ago as to whether or not that route

20 that may end of serving that area that the post office

21 is being closed, where it would be run out of, and in

22 some cases that could be harmful to us. In some

23 cases, it might be to our benefit. We just don’t

24 know, but we understand that there are small post

25 offices that need to be closed, and we’re not
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disputing them all. We’re just trying to maintain our

right of original entry and exceptional dispatch to

any and all offices that may exist in the future we

could reach our subscribers in a timely manner.

Q Okay. Thank you. This is my final few set

of questions, and they mostly pertain to the survey

that was conducted and that was attached as then

appendix to your testimony and also an appendix to

your response at T1-S, and I’m specifically interested

in page 4 of the survey.

A Page 4 of the survey? Okay. All right.

Q Okay. This page contains the following

question: “Postal policy encourages, but does not

require, a community meeting prior to closing. It

does require a questionnaire sent to postal patrons in

advance. If you have witnessed any part of this

process in recent months, NNA would like some feedback

on how well it worked. If you had not witnessed a

yet, please skip to the next question.” Is

accurate quote of the question?

A Yes, sir, I believe it is.

Q Were survey participants provided with any

guidance on what it meant to witness a public meeting

or a distribution of the questionnaires?

A No, I don’t think we thought it was
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1 necessary. Most of our people are trained editors

2 and, you know, fluent in language and witness merely

3 is what they do as a reporter all the time whether

4 they’re covering a sport event or a community meeting

S or something else, so moving about the community so we

6 thought it was pretty prima facie I guess.

7 Q Okay. And the first question on this page

8 asks whether there was a meeting in connection with a

9 closing or part of the process, is that correct?

10 A That’s correct.

11 Q Okay. How would the survey distinguish

12 between negative responses that were due to the fact

13 that there was no community meeting versus negative

14 responses that were due to the fact that the newspaper

15 was unaware of a meeting that actually did take place?

16 A Well, we have some breakdown there. There

17 were 51 percent, I guess 79 people, that were pretty

18 sure there was no meeting. We didn’t followup to find

19 out how they knew there was no meeting, but they

20 certainly weren’t aware of one if there was, but we

21 have other answers there that indicated that there was

22 a meeting and notice occurred here or there and no

23 press announcement was made, and press weren’t

24 admitted in one case, so you’ve got different ranges

25 of answers within the variability of just no meeting I
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1 think.

2 Q Okay. Thank you. And the seventh inquiry

3 on this survey asks, “There was a meeting, but it

4 clearly was to tell people what was going on, not to

5 ask for input,” is that correct?

6 A Yes.

7 Q So this question is basically asking whether

8 the community meeting was a formality. Is that a fair

9 characterization?

10 A I suppose so.

11 Q Okay. Did the survey provide any objective

12 criteria for determining whether the community meeting

13 was a formality or not?

14 A Well, no, but we put the question on the

15 survey because we had already had random contacts from

16 people indicating that’s the way they felt about it.

17 That’s my view.

18 Q Okay. And with respect to the eight

19 inquiry, it says, “There was a meeting, but it was

20 poorly handled.” This question seems to be pretty

21 subjective, wouldn’t you agree?

22 A Well, you know, eye of the beholder I

23 suppose. Again, we’d had indications from people that

24 I don’t think you want me to tell you the range of how

25 poorly it was handled, but there were indications that
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1 people were not particularly wanting to respond to

2 anything, and when they did, they had to respond to a

3 list of precertified answers, and in many other cases,

4 they just said we don’t have an answer, but we’d get

S back to you, in which case, most of the time they

6 never did.

7 MR. CONNOLLY: Madame Chairman, I have no

S more questions.

9 CHAIRMAN GDLDWAY: Thank you. Are there any

10 other participants who wish to cross-examine this

11 witness? Questions from the bench? Commissioner

12 Langley?

13 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Thank you so much,

14 Mr. Heath. I have a very what I think is a quick

15 question. You mentioned on page 9 of your testimony

16 that the village post office is a concept that

17 deserves a chance provided it’s set up correctly.

18 what would you consider a good setup for a village

19 post office?

20 THE WITNESS: Well, again, from the

21 standpoint of a newspaper, we would like it to be

22 clarified in the rules that a newspaper could drop

23 mail using exceptional dispatch. We see no difference

24 in our ability to drop exceptional dispatch copies at

25 a BPO or a CPU than we do a postal-owned or operated
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1 or contractor facility and any difference than maybe

2 the Postal Service dropping office some mail there.

3 We see it the same.

4 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Thank you very much.

5 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Madame Chairman, may

6 I?

7 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Please, go ahead.

8 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Good afternoon, Mr.

9 heath.

10 THE WITNESS: Good afternoon.

11 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: If we put aside

12 process and community concerns for a bit, it seems

13 like the core of your issue goes to timeliness of

14 delivery and perhaps cost, is that correct?

15 THE WITNESS: Well, yes, somewhat, but

16 timeliness is the biggest concern that we have coming

17 out of this docket I suppose.

18 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Does the provision of

19 exceptional dispatch resolve your concerns about

20 timeliness of delivery?

21 THE WITNESS: Yes, it does. It adds cost to

22 the newspaper for sure because we expect that under

23 this scenario that we will in some cases have fewer

24 exceptional dispatch concerns, but with the broader

25 issues of area mail processing closures, we think
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1 there will be other exceptional dispatches over time

2 that will have to be created at probably a greater

3 cost than the ones we save in this particular case, so

4 again, we’re advising people that the future is

5 exceptional dispatch because that will be the only way

6 that we will be able to get timely delivery of core

7 news and advertising to our markets.

S VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Well, you had

9 referenced here, and a number of witnesses have

10 referenced, the universal service obligation, which

11 the Commission has identified in previous reports as

12 including a number a number elements, including

13 quality of service and rates, and so the quality of

14 service question goes to this matter of the

15 exceptional dispatch, which it sounds as if you are

16 advocating for the use of exceptional dispatch not

17 only in this scenario but perhaps in another scenario

18 which you reference in your testimony with respect to

19 the change in service standards. Exceptional

20 dispatch, would it work to ameliorate concerns that

21 your organization would have about possible impact

22 from the likelihood of a change in service standards?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, but again at considerable

24 cost because those service standards are going to be

25 in my view more affected by the air mail processing
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1 initiatives, which on the table currently are really

2 drastic, and there is going to be a limit to how many

3 places a newspaper can afford to drive copies to based

4 on distance and the number of copies per office in

5 order to get the timely delivery that we need, so it’s

6 a little bit of a concern out there in the future how

7 we’ll be able to handle it. Will we be able to handle

8 it?

9 Some people have said we’ll have to pull

10 out, or we’ll lose subscribers, I mean, you know,

11 there’s some people that don’t think they can haul as

12 far as maybe the law would allow, the rule would

13 allow.

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So there’s a balance you

15 think between the number of post offices that could be

16 closed and the number of processing facilities that

17 could be closed and if the Postal Service goes ahead

18 with the scale but maybe not both of these.

19 THE WITNESS: Even though that’s not about

20 this case, and I understand maybe there’s no case on

21 the air mail processing for legal reasons --

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: But if the Postal

23 Services goes ahead on the scale that’s announced,

24 both of these, then it imposes a great deal of cost?

25 THE WITNESS: Many of our members have said,
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1 and their individual responses to a variety of

2 questions that I’ve reviewed, that they have more

3 concern, not all of course, but many members have said

4 they are more concerned about the plant closings than

5 they do the post office closings, but again, they only

6 know about the first round of post office closings.

7 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: I’m sorry, Madame

8 Chairman.

9 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I just wanted to clarify

10 that. Thank you because I thought that was an

11 interesting question you asked.

12 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: And I don’t want to

13 conflate the two. This is a docket that hasn’t been

14 opened yet.

15 THE WITNESS: Okay.

16 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: But you referenced it

17 in your testimony which is why it’s fair game today,

18 and I was trying to get a better clarity on whether or

19 not your advocacy for exceptional dispatch is

20 something that we may be hearing again in a future

21 docket, and if that’s the case, then I encourage you

22 to be thinking about what it is you have to say at the

23 proper time, but you do assert here that these post

24 office closings cannot be viewed in isolation of

25 service standards.
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1 THE WITNESS: Well, certainly I think that’s

2 a fair statement, and we would be happy to support it.

3 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: That’s a fair

4 statement?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

6 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: All right. Thank you,

7 Max. Thanks, Mr. Heath.

8 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Counselor, do you have

9 need for rebuttal?

10 MS. RUSH: Five minutes if you don’t mind,

11 Madame Chairman?

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. We’ll take a break

13 for five minutes, a short five minutes, and return.

14 Thanks.

15 (whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

16 CHAIRMAN GOLDwAY: Okay. We’re back in

17 session now.

18 MS. RUSH: Excuse me, Madame Chairman, I

19 think we’re all a little hoarse today.

20 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

21 BY MS. RUSH:

22 Q Mr. Heath, you, in a response to a question,

23 I believe it was to Mr. Hughes, made reference to a

24 group of people you called state managers. Would you

25 explain what you meant by that?
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1 A Yes. I’m sorry. That wasn’t clear. State

2 managers are really newspaper association managers of

3 the 50 states and/or in some cases certain regional

4 groups of states, and they are allied associations

5 with whom we work very closely and some of whom even

6 bill for us and are very interested in helping us when

7 they can depending on how rural that state is and what

S their interests are.

9 Q And did you mean to say that group of people

10 were asked to help distribute the surveys so that you

11 could broaden your footprint?

12 A That’s correct. Both our postal committee

13 members, many of whom represent groups and the

14 newspaper association manager groups were asked to

15 distribute our survey.

16 Q Thank you. You also in your testimony in

17 response to the Postal Service’s questions referred in

18 several cases to offices that are both origin and

19 destination offices. Would you just explain for the

20 record exactly what you mean by that?

21 A Well, origin-entry office is the office

22 where the newspaper holds its periodicals permit, and

23 in many cases, well, in all cases I guess, the people

24 that enter mail at that origin-entry office, it’s also

25 considered a destination office, and it gets the
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1 destination delivery unit rate because that’s the

2 office where as the rule says the carrier sorts the

3 mail for delivery on the route, and there are other

4 destination-delivery unit-type offices, primarily in

5 our view the best deal is exceptional dispatch, but

S does that clarify?

7 Q Thank you. Would you also explain for the

8 record if you can briefly the differences between the

9 use of an office for additional entry and the use of

10 an office for exceptional dispatch?

11 A Office of additional entry requires a filing

12 of a Form 3510 application for additional entry, and

13 it’s a one-time fee. I think it’s currently $65, and

14 that then allows and requires payment of postage at

15 that office, and exceptional dispatch of course is a

16 different form of dropping for time-sensitive delivery

17 that’s been in the rules for a long time and doesn’t

18 require a postage payment at that office.

19 Q And why do you say the newspapers rely more

20 heavily upon exceptional dispatch than upon additional

21 entry?

22 A Because they are generally dropping small

23 quantities to offices that are strictly delivered at

24 that office where they drop. Again, additional entry,

25 the way NNA helped work to change the rules it’s only
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1 required when you drop mail at an office plus the mail

2 for the world. We did get in 2001 the change I

3 referred to earlier, the permission to drop under

4 exceptional dispatch at an SCF if we just drop mail

5 for that SCF, but under additional entry, we have to

6 make postage payment and have the additional entry

7 approval to drop, and we have to pay postage if we’re

S sending mail further than that SCF.

9 Q Are some of the small post offices that are

10 used for exceptional dispatch in your view capable of

11 handling an additional entry instead of exceptional

12 dispatch, or is there a reason why they would want to

13 do that?

14 A Well, yes, again many times, and I didn’t

15 make it as clear perhaps as I could have, but many

16 times like our plant in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. I

17 like to use it as an example when I’m talking to

18 groups and training people, but if we have a lot of

19 newspapers that print at that plant, additional entry

20 has been used as a tool not only to get delivery

21 copies back into counties that begin within that SCF

22 427 but also because if we drop at that plant, we get

23 a day’s pickup on the mail going to Louisville,

24 Kentucky, to the air distribution center and into the

25 world.
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1 So we’re trying to pickup a day for that

2 mail going distance, and in some cases getting some

3 delivery back within the Sectional Center Facility on

4 a more timely basis without using exceptional

5 dispatch.

6 Q Finally, Mr. Heath, the Postal Service asked

7 you to explain briefly why newspapers are not using

8 electronic statement filing that would aid with the

9 SOX compliance. Will you just revisit your response

10 to that and tell us again why the newspapers are not

11 or rarely using the electronic filing?

12 A Well, it has been difficult to some degree

13 to get the programming, as I made reference to, set up

14 perfectly and properly and acceptably for Mail.XML.

15 The Postal Service’s IT people got a lot of challenges

16 on them, and I’m not really here to denigrate them,

17 but we’ve had some people that felt that newspapers

18 should use something called Mail.DAT, which is

19 licensed by the IDEAlliance and is built for printers

20 of magazines that involve all sorts of

21 containerization and truckloads and the facets in

22 which a facility access shipment time I guess involves

23 scheduling appointments on trucks all across the

24 nation.

25 It had a lot of stuff in it that we didn’t
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1 need, and there’s a very simple answer called Mail.XML

2 that we were happy, eager to engage in, and we’ve had

3 many personal conversations with many vendors as well

4 as urging members to urge their vendors to get on the

5 stick so to speak and to work with the Postal Service

6 on Mail .XML.

7 Two and a half years after we were first

S asked to do that, we still to my knowledge yet to have

9 our first vendor able to deploy Mail.XML, although my

10 current vendor for a majority of our newspapers,

11 Interlink Software, is in test stage with us right now

12 on Mail.XML, although I get emails regularly that say

13 there’s going to be another change in the Mail.XML

14 program, so the changes are made. They come fast and

15 furious it seems like, and trying to keep up the

16 changes and the way things connect with the Postal

17 Service has been difficult.

18 I hope people can understand that for a

19 mailer to have to sit in their office, a newspaper,

20 and have a clerk enter line by line by line eight

21 pages of a 3541 postage statement with the attendant

22 opportunity to make mistakes to hit the wrong line or

23 something is very time consuming, and since there are

24 many different weight additions and versions, we do

25 want the option of what we think is the proper
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1 electronic messaging system, Mail.XML, and we’re

2 trying to get there, and we think we will soon. It’s

3 been a journey.

4 Q Have the delays in XML been created

5 primarily by the Postal Service or primarily by the

6 vendor community?

7 A Well, it’s been a mix. Some vendors have

8 been not as quick to try to adopt it as others, but

9 the vendors that have been working on it have also had

10 difficulty frankly working with the Postal Service to

11 achieve what we want as quickly as we wanted it. We

12 wanted it yesterday, you know, 2009 or 2010.

13 MS. RUSH: Thank you, Madame Chairman. We

14 have nothing else.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Are there any further

16 questions based specifically on the issues that have

17 been raised?

18 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: No further questions,

19 Madame Chairman.

20 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: No further questions.

21 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Thank you.

22 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

23 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Well, that concludes your

24 testimony, Mr. Heath. We appreciate your appearance

25 today and your contributions to our record. You’re
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1 now excused.

2 (Witness excused.)

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: We would like to proceed

4 now with the next witness. Thank you, Ms. Rush. Mr.

S Brinkman? Are you doing Mr. Brinkman? National

6 League of Postmasters Council, will you identify your

7 next witness, please?

8 MR. BRINKMAN: Yes. I’d like to call Mayor

9 Donald Hobbs, the rebuttal witness to the National

10 League of Postmasters, and his testimony is NLPM Reply

11 Testimony-2, and Mr. Hobbs is taking the stand now.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mr. Hobbs, would you

13 please stand so I can swear you in?

14 /
15 whereupon,

16 DONALD HOBBS

17 having been duly sworn, was called as a

18 witness and was examined and testified as follows:

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. Counsel,

20 proceed with this witness’s testimony, please?

21 DIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. BRINKMAN:

23 Q Mr. Hobbs, you have before you several

24 copies of your testimony labeled NLPM-RT-2.

25 A Ido.
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1 Q And were these prepared by your or under

2 your direction?

3 A Yes.

4 Q And if you were to present these orally

S today, would they be the same?

6 A Yes.

7 MR. BRINKMAN: Madame Chairman, I’m going to

8 give the reporter two copies of his testimony.

9 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is there any objection?

10 (No verbal response.)

11 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Hearing none, I direct

12 counsel to provide two copies of the testimony. And

13 as is our practice, the testimony is received into

14 evidence, but it will not be transcribed.

15 (The direct testimony of

16 Donald Hobbs was received

17 into evidence, and will not

18 be transcribed.)

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Next, we’ll receive any

20 written cross-examination. The APWU and the League of

21 Postmasters have indicated they intended to enter

22 written cross-examination for witness Hobbs. Do you

23 have that?

24 MR. BRINKMANN: We have two copies of

25 designations by the APWU and the Postal Service.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mayor Hobbs, have you

2 reviewed this material -

3 THE WITNESS: I have.

4 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: - to determine whether if

S those questions were posed to you orally today, your

6 answers would be the same as those you previously

7 provided in writing?

8 THE WITNESS: I would.

9 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Are there any corrections

10 that you would like to make to those answers?

11 THE WITNESS: No.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLEWAY: Counsel, would you,

13 please, provide the two copies of the corrected

14 designated written cross-examination of Witness Hobbs

15 to the reporter? This material is received into

16 evidence and it is to be transcribed into the record.

17 (The designated written

18 cross-examination of Donald

19 Hobbs was received into

20 evidence and transcribed into

21 the record.)

22 /1

23 /

24 II

25 II

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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BEFORE THE
POSTAL REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, DC 20268-0001

Retail Access Optimization Initiative, 2011 Docket No. N2011-1

DESIGNATION OF WRITTEN CROSS-EXAMINATION
OF NATIONAL LEAGUE OF POSTMASTERS

WITNESS DONALD HOBBS
(NLP-RT-2)

Party Interrociatoried

American Postal Workers Union, USPS/NLP-RT2-1, 3-5, 9, 11-12, 14, 17,21-22
AFL-CIO

-NEtional League-of rootn-ipotcrn U SF’S/N Lr-RT2-1 -20

Postal Regulatory Commission USPS/NLP-RT2-2, 5

~ 9t~v~3 Pt44 Sirv~Lt 1R~1~7~~ti, L3

Respectfully submitted,

~ana Grove
Secretary
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INTERROGATORY RESPONSES OF
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF POSTMASTERS

WITNESS DONALD HOBBS (RT—2)
DESIGNATED AS WRITTEN CROSS-EXAMINATION

Interrogatorq Designating Parties

USPS/NLP-RT2-1 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-2 NLP, PRC
USPS/NLP-RT2-3 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-4 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-5 APWU, NLP, PRC
USPS/NLP-RT2-6 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-7 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-8 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-9 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-1 0 NLP
USPS/NLPRT2-11 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-12 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-13 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-14 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-15 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-16 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-17 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-1 8 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-1 9 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-20 NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-21 APWU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-22 A~WU, NLP
USPS/NLP-RT2-23 NLP
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USPSINLPM-RT2-1
(a) In addition to yourself, please identify all corporations, partnerships, businesses,

commercial entities, governmental and non-profit entities, other organizations and
individuals who serve as sources of funding, governahce or diredtion for Iowans for
Post Office Services.

(b) Please indicate which entities or individuals idehtifiéd in response to subpart (a)
own or control properties that currently are leased to the United States Postal
Service in Iowa. For each, indicate the number of such properties, and the city and
street address for each.

Response
(a) The following cites and groups from Iowa make up our membership:

Alexander Iowa Lohrville Iowa

Andrew Iowa Long Grove Iowa

Arlington Iowa LuVeme Iowa

Badger Iowa Mallard Iowa

Bondurant Iowa McCallsbUrg Iowa

Britt Iowa Mid-Iowa Development Association

Calhoun County Economic Development
Corporation Mingo Iowa

Center Junction Iowa Modale Iowa

Conroy Iowa New Hartford Iowa

Crystal Lake Iowa Onslow Iowa

Cushing Iowa Orchard Iowa

Eldora Iowa Pilot Mound Iowa

Everly Iowa Prairie City Iowa

Farnhamville Iowa Promise City Iowa

Ferguson Iowa Randolph Iowa

Fort Dodge Iowa Reasnor Iowa
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Friends of Swaledale Iowa Rhodes Iowa

Grafton Iowa Seymour Iowa

Hamilton County Support for Enriching
Economic Development Springville Iowa

Hanlontown Iowa St.OIaf Iowa

Harris Iowa Stratford Iowa

Hills Iowa Swaledale Iowa

Iowa League of Cities Vining Iowa

Kamrar Iowa Whitten Iowa

Ladora Iowa Woodburn Iow~

Lake City Iowa Woolstock Iowa

Lamoni Iowa

Lewis Iowa

See also our website. httrx//www.midascoq.netIpublications/post-office-cjos~res

I am the Director of the group and there are no other spebiflc people or entities that
contribute funding, governance, or direction for the group. Like ahy volunteer group, we
just discuss among ourselves what we need to do and how we are going to do it. As most
of the individuals are mayors, we are elected government officials, and as such
representatives and leaders of our communities. When we speak,we speakfor our
communities. When I speak, I speak for the group and thus for the communities.

The group has no real funding and no real budget. Some people have given us stamps to
use for mailings, and the Mid-Iowa Development Association (MIDAS) Council of
Governments gave us a page on their website. They did so because they understand the
critical importance of small rural post offices to a successful rural economy and successful
rural development.

The MIDAS Council of governments is an intergovernmental agency that was created in
response to common interests of governments and the need for cooperative approaches to
solve area-wide issues. This cooperative venture is intended to help local governments
improve their capacity to implement services by defining regional issues, problems, and
opportunities; setting priorities and formulating policies, plans and programs to deal with
them; and achieving efficient and effective action on area wide matters (such as closing
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small rural post offices) through communications, coordination, and cooperation.

When I agreed to testify for the National League of Postmasters, the League said they
would take care of the hotel expense for me to if our group could take care of the airfare. I
agreed. When the Association of United States Postal Lessors heard [was doing this, they
volunteered to pick up my airfare. I happily accepted. A few member comrhunities have
also contributed toward other costs involved with traveling to DC. Other than that, our
group has not had had any financial contributions.

(b) I do not know, although I think that the City of Mingo ard the City of McCallsburg
bought the property their post offices are on so they could keep therh open.
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USPSINLPM-RT2-2
Please refer to page 1, line 22 of your testimony. Please describe in detail all activities
and provide copies of all documents directed by IPOS to elected and appointed United
States government officials since January 2010 related to efforts by IPOS to “help
save” the United States Postal Service.

Revised October 12,2011
Response
There are three letters, described below, attached to this interrogatory response.

• July 29,2011 Joint Letter from the Iowans for Post Office Services and Governor Terry
Branstad to Postmaster General Donahoe.

• July 16, 2011 Letterto Chair Goldway and the Members of the Postal Regulatory
Commission.

• August 29, 2011 Letter to Senator Tom Harkin, with a cc to Sehator Chuck Grassley,
all Iowa Congressman, PMG Donahoe, and PRC Chair Goldway.

For the July29 letter, since the Postmaster General seemed to be ignoring the protests
of the towns that were losing post offices, Governor Branstad joined us on that letter to
try to get a bit more of the Postmaster General’s attention. It obviously did not work.
Both the letter to Postmaster General Donahoe and the letter to the Iowa Congressional
delegation had the same goal of asking for a moratorium on closing Post Offices while a
commission could be formed to find solutions to the USPS financial problems.
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Attachment

TERRY C. BRANSTAD OFU1CE OF THE GOVERNOR ~ REYNOLDS
GOVERNOR - - Ct. GOVERNOR

ely 29,2011

The Honorable Pnu,ick It Donahoe
475 L’Eafant Pious SW
Washington, DC 202G0-3100

Ekar Postmaster General Donah&t

We understand that the United States Posraiser&e (LISPS) is seeking to overcome I)nsncial
challenges and appreciate that a variety of actions will be necessaty. However, we are concerned
about the focus on closures of l’ost Office locations and processing centers within Iowa
Alarmingly, the closure effort seems to be diaptopottionatelv targeted to facilities i5 Iowa and West
Viaginin. We mideristand that there will have to be some closings nationwide. but those closures
should be equally disnibuted acress states and regIons. No stare or posts1 nate a should bear an
undue burden.

As leaders from acwss the stare of Iowa, we have formed a group culled “Iowans for Post Office
Service”. Our locus is not to fight die liSPS, but rathswe hope to help save it We want the
USES to provide adequate, effective, and efficient services to sill communities, including rural
comtnunities.

The smallest 10,000 P.sst Offices in die United States make rip shout 7 teaths çÃ 1% of the USES
budget Even if all o these 10,000 offices were dosed, it would take a decade before the relevant
costs were eliminated in this entail slice of overall USPS expenses. For e~ramplo, rental
commitments remain even if the Post Of~ce is dosed and there would be significant installation
costs for new cluster boxes in these towns.

The Post Offices being targeted for closure in Iowa are primarily in rural communities. Unlike large
cities, rural corrununitles Lace great hardships with the closing of their lk,sr Offices because residents
do not have the luxury of going to snotherrerailer.that sells stamps or accepts packages. Istss of
Past Offices in rutal Iowa also hinders economic development and presents s challenge for
atttacting and maintaining businesses, In addition, existing businesses incur time and labor costs
associated with sending staff to mail packages-in neighboring coimsienhies. A mail cattier can only
take packages up to 13 ounces. Most businesses mail pncknges larger than Ussr every day.
Businesses without siocstl post office would be put at an economic disadvantage. President Obanta
recently fonned the ~VMte I-louse Ritral Council which seeks ways to strengthen mud communities
and promote economic growth, •rka actions of the USES in lows are complicating the Council’s
nusslon and ncgurivcly impacting the cithens and businesses within Iowa during a fragllc economic
recovery.

Idm,st rural towns in Iowa have a large senior citizen population, and in Some, like Sixatfor4 Iowa, 25
percent ofthe prapulanon is over the age of 6$. These older citizens receive mediations in the ala11
and theirpritnary connection to the outatdc world is thraugh the mail they send and teccive.

STATE CAPITOL DES MOINES. IOWA Scale 515,281.SZII Fax 515725.5527 WWW.GOVERNOR.(OWA.OOV
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The current ebsute process of the USFS does nor seem to have any rhyme or reason. Postal
representatives say that they are rargetag Post Offices that are vacant and are being sun by an
Officer in Charge because rise previous Postmaster retired, Yet, thanlcfullv only some of the Post
Offices with an Officer in Charge have received donut notices. The discrepancy across USFS
districts and states is slso concerning. Commurtadons from Postal Service leadership to
conununity and state leaders has bean sporadic and uncoordinated. For example, on Thesday, July
27, 2011, many communities in the state les tried about potential closures for 178 additional Iowa
curntrnmhies by reading the tuorithig newspaper, without prior notificatha cr communication from
the l>ostsl Service. Requests fl,r information on corresponding rationale are met with es~orhjtatst
fees for the requested irt&trmation -. for example Siour Dry officials were told it would cost
S831,000 to receive tuloxmauon providing rationale on why the Posrai Sentica decided to close
Sioux Citys mad processing center sad move the work to Siouz Pails, South Dakota. The Postal
Service could have provided a simple memo summarizing the decision matting process and rationale.
The Postal Service’s ovetaL~ approach shows disregard for the many partners the Postal Service has
in Iowa.

We request the following:
1. A meeting between you and/or ocher senior USPS officials, including Gail tInEs, l)isrrict

Manager for the Nawkeye District to address out concerns in the very near lbmre.
2. The esrnblis&uent of a Blue Ribbon commission to make holistic recommendatsons 01) how

to solve USPS fiscal challenges in a comprehensive fashion that does nor focus on closures
within just a few rural stares like Iowa.

I Establishing a moratorkun en the closure of Pt.’stal fuciliries for a year within the Stare of
Iowa, or until our concerns can be adequately addressed and a clear rationale provided ior
the disproportionate amount of closings in Iowa.

We strongly believe that a holistic solution would exa.nathc a myriad of options and
recommendations ‘anti think beyond current laws arid regulations. One such idea we urge for
consirieradon is a shared services concept where Postmasters could serve nusitiple offices, We
believe that many communities would welcome reduced hours to support a shaved Postmaster, in
order to keep their Post Office open. Other countries with diriviag mail delivery systems that can
provide best practices. All types of mail should be examined.

We believe there axe many options that the Postal Senice and congressional leaders thouId consider,
Revising your business plan may be the best place to stair. Successful companies revisit their
business model regularly, even daily, to ensure business health. We feel that the Postal Service needs
to take a bard lookat other ways to make their business profitable, sad we welcome the opportunity
to work with the United States Pests! Service to help representatives achie* this goal.

!~t; (ij%~_.
Donny Hobbs Terre E. Branstad
Mayor, City of Lohrvillc, Iowa Governor, 5tste of Iowa
Director, Iowans &w Post Office Services
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Postal R~iibtory QommjJ~ion
Submitu ‘~““qqw~~ PM
Filing ID
Aceepte~ 4*JIIf5~

Iowans for Post Office Services
www.iowapos.org

Docket ‘N200 [-I

Au~ast 16, 2011

Dear Chairman Coldway and menihers ofthe l’ostal Rate Commission,

I am writing here to comment on Docket N2001-1-

A f~w comments on statements contaitied in the reqUest for an advisory opinion.

Section LMention is made regarding the convenient alternate access retail options that ate available.
It is obvious liar most of the 3,650 lo~tjons on the RAE) list arc not tt’ithin ‘a reasonable distance to
any of these exisring alternate access channels. Most of the ‘[78 locations in Iowa that are on the
RAE.) list are small towns and rural communities. The “village Post Office” as defined in Ibis
document will only se1i stimps and p.r—paid Flat Rate packages. it says notinog of where small
town and rural residential and business nistomers are to receive other services As I have heai told
by USVS personnel, the en-al carrier can. only rake packages tip to 13 ounces, Most busuiesses
regularly send packages weighing a-note than 13 ounces. In small towns and mral communities
without other alternative access channels they are left with ineffective local service requiring them to
drive what is trpically a 30 nun mend trip to another town. ibis leaves them with inefficient
shipptng tor packages As a result many packages will not be able to be shipped in a timely manner.

Section III:
1. lop-.l)own l>rottcss. ‘Ibis scemson the surface to bc-a good process, lithe call bra
discontinuance study comes from higher in the company it should be limited to offices that meet a
specific criterti and, therefore, more consistency in that decision. Looltingat the RAE) list this does
nor appear to be the case. mere must be more than 2.823 l’ost Offices with wh’at is considered low
work load and less than $27,500 in annual revenue. I’m sine all 2~825 meet that criteria hut why
were they chosen and not others that do meet that criteria.
2. Factors to tngger a study~ Each stad tbcror may be a leg~tintite reason, but not In and of its seW
Not one ofthese alone should be enough to triggeru snidy, it should take one of those criteria when
mixed with another le&timate criteria.
4. Station and l3ranch Discontinuance. ‘flue patrons of these facilitiçs deserve the same public notice.
and comment, periods -as patrons olPost offices. Public comment is an important putt of the
process -and more time to evaluate is very good.

Page II has a reference to “ad hoc, isolated proposals.” This is referring to studies already in
process. 1 don’t understand what det~nition of isolated they are using. There are some 2,001) offices
tb-at are being studied, which accounts For 6.25% 0f the 31,501) total, Eighty of those ttcditics arc
here in Iowa. Although a dispinporUon;itely higher number of offices were being studied in Iowa
amid \xrest Vir&ni$ I don’t see how this can he anside,red isolated.

1 of 2
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1owax~s Icr Post Office-.$ervices

The foUo~vingcosnsnents ate in reference to usvs-’r~i.

Section lE 13. Altanutive Acctss Channels. Mr. Boldt re&rs to 35% of retail revenue coining froth
alternative retail access. It would be worth the time to find out what percentage of retuil revenue
comes from alternative retail access used by people in the areas of the 2,825 retail offices listed on
the RAO. I know that a •nia~o.riiy of the 178 here in Iowa do i-tot have alternative access channels
locally and only a small percentage of the residents. in those areas would make use of the interact
accesS.

TableS refers to-retail locations with ices that’ $100,000 in WIR. Of the three categories being
consideredi- none refer to locations with less than $100,000 WIlt Jr would he better to have a table
show the wvenuedisiributiotrfi>rretsil locations ~• th less than 527,500 WIR.

On page 9 Mr. iloldtxefess to a 2006 Congressional mandate to e?pnrmd and nmrketalternative retail
access channels. flis.does not justS closingPost-Offices in small towns and rural communitiet
Rather, to give opportunity for more sen’ices to sill persons.

Section III. A. Impetus los-the Initintive. Wide spread alternative access for obtaitming postal
set-vices a really only rate in ~sthan and soburban areas. This access is not wide spread ii’ small
towns or rutni communities. Therefore the basis off-this entire section in reference to a majority of
the 2,825 which are located in small towns and rural como,ijnties.

I understand that the USFS needs to make drastic changes in order for them to continue to provide
Postal Services. However, closing these Post Offices will not make up the mther la’~e de5eit in
their budget

Thank yOU, fr eonsideringmy comments on this i-flatter.

Rasp cc tMly,

Donny Hobbs
Mayor, City of Lohrvllle, Iowa
Director, Iowans fer Post OfSce Sereice

P0 Bbs 237
Lohrville, IA 51453
rruiyorhobhs~gmail.com
712-210-3565

2of2
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Iowans for Post Office Services
wwwiowapoa,org

Senator Torn fiarkin
210 Wthiot St
l’ederal Building Rn 733
Des Moines, kiwa 50309

Acgust 25,2011

Dear Senator Harkin:

As you know the United States Postal Service is in poor shape financially. In an effort to reduce
costs the USPS is attempting to close retail Post Office locations, ,iad reduce services. ‘This effort
seems to have been focused primarily on West Virginia and Iowa for the first. round. The most
recent listof offices to close similarly targets a larger pestentage ofPostOffices in iowa than in
most other states.

I hate gathered Mayors and community leaders from many comntunities across the state of Iowa to
ioi-m a group called “lowatis for Post Office Services”, We rite not agroup form ed to just fight the
liSPS, rather to help save it, We want the LISPS to continue to provide adequate, effective, effldent
service to all commuliittes, including mral commimitics.

The smallest 10,000 Post Offices ri the United States make up about? tenths of 1% of the liSPS
budget Yet, these ate most of the offices that the LLSI’S is tirgeting to close in order t “save the
business.” If all of those 10,000 oFfices were closed it could he up to a decide befi,re all ofthnt7
tenths of 1% were rcaliacd as the liSPS ‘~s obligated to continue to pay refit on most oF the buildings
that they are loGated in, eveii if the Post Office is closed. In addition they will incur greatcost
installing cluster boxes in these towns.

The Post Offices being targeted for closurc in Iowa are primarily in rural communities. Unlike large
ddes, rural c6rnrnunides Lice great hardship with the closing of their Post Offices. We do not have
the Iotun’ of goingto nnorhcr retailer that sells stamps or accepts packages. In fact,most of us xvera
told by liSPS represennltives that this is not an option they will consider. Now I see th~at tic
Postmaster General wants to do more “Village Post Offices” even those by definition do nor offer
full postal services For instance, ‘i patent could not send, 1mm any of these Village Post Offices, a
“care package” to their suns and daughters serving in the military overseas.

l’age I of 3
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Towns for Post Office $ervjces

The situation has a serious and ne~ttive irnpncton Our towns. For instance, loss of Post Offices in
rural io’&a cztxttes very serious economic development issues. A town without a Post O&ite will
find it extremelydifficuk to atttactnew businessesto locate there. Further, nothavinga pestoffice
creates a rea1hard~hip on the existiughusinesses. A mailcarrier curt only takepackages up to tSoz.
Most businesses nr~il packages larger thianthat every day. These businesses would have to take the
rime ‘ud expense of taking their packages to. a “reaP’ Post Office in a neighboring community. That
takes time and resources away horn running their business, and results in smaller margins.
Depending on the ihets, this might make continued location in a to’$m without a post office
unprofitable.

Manymrai towiwiqlowa ha~ a large senior citizen population. For evathple in Sttutfpoi, TA, 25%
of the poptilation iso~tr the age oi 65. These ok3er citizens receive medicatIons inthe stidl, and
their prisnaq conoeci~on to the outside world is through mail they send and receiver. Itwould be
difficult (br them to get tlaek mall from a duster box, blocks away &om their hoaneand dangerous
fix their medications to stt in a. box outside in ~~rn ne ‘~cmher until they can get to them ‘I his
could also bedangerous for the senior citizen, particularly duringthe winter when there isice and
snow btsild-up around the hoses.

The process that the liSPS is goingthrough right now does not seem to have ssiythymeorrerson
to it They say that:itcy are taigeting Posi Omees thamare vacantand are beingrurm bran Officer in
Charge because the previous Postmaster reti,td. Yet, they are not mrgeting all of the Pot.Oflkes
with on Officer in Charge. Moreover, many of those Post Offices have Officers in Charge only
because the Postal Service l,as:reii,sed to hire a permanent postmaster.

We are requestin~3hat~a montrotiuni be placed on closing Pcstal facilities for a yen.. During this
year a Blue Ribbon commission should be established to zmike recommendations aboothow to
identify ways ofreducingthe 1JSPSbudget deficit, which could include the closingof some facilities
using well-reasoned crj~rin~ These reco,nrnendvtioiis should norbe tied to current legislation,
rather include suggested changes to current regulations. No other options are being coitsidered in
save money. For example, the IJSPS is currently unwilling to consider sharing Postmasters between
offices or even ritoving Posmia~ters to other offices.

Lat~er to~vns, such as l,amoni, a town of 2,324, are having their hours and services reduced. Their
mail is to be sorted lu a geigitho.ring town. Carriers for Lantorti are to drive front Lamoni to Leon
each morning to sort mail and then return to Lnnioni to deliver it. The cost savings seerns.to escape
reason when fburenapioyees will be paid for the extra time and mileage. Since m&l carriers arepaid
by thetriile, Lunderstaud this expense could be suhsmntial. Does it really riffset the cost of sortihg
in the Lanioni P05t Office?

Many smnsili conununities would be happy to have reduced hours, shoringa Poslinasterwith other
towns, instead of bsirig their office. Larger towns are wondering why they ke losing service For
their populations. Lookingat other countries that have mail delivery systems that are thtivingand
the most noticesble difference js the cost to mail a first class letter.

Maybe it is time the liSPS is allowed to raise the cost ofa stamp by more than inflation. Itmay
even he necessary tbr Congress and political camnpaigsas to pay the Postal Service mote for
congressional and campaign mail.

i’age2oi3
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Jowans•forPo~t Office Services

We believe there are many options that the Postal Service should consider, f4aviiig this blue Ribbon
Commission look at’thô situation may be the best place to start. ‘There are many companies that
revidt their business.model daily to rnakesure that they axe nmking a pwft. We &el that the Postal
Service needs to take a hard look at other ways to snake their business pto.fitthle.

Sincerely,

Do~ny Hobbs
Mayor, city ofLobn’ille. Iowa
Director, Iowans for Post Office Service

201 2M St
Lohrville, IA 51453
711-2104565

flu hebrlfofWflS memhen:
Alenadet~ IA Harris. TA i’rside City1 IA
Andrew, TA i-lulls, TA Panmise City, IA
Miogtop, IA Toe League of Cities Randolph, TA
Badger, TA Kainrar, IA Rhodes, TA
l3ondutant IA L4dora, IA Seymour, IA
$dtc Ia Lake City, IA Sj~&gville, IA
Cdhonn Ccuaiy &onomic Lunoni, IA St. Olaf, IA
DevelopmeatCoqomdoa Lohrcille. IA Stratford, IA
CeolerJuncüon, IA Long Grove, IA Swak~Ehile, IA
C~M Lake, IA LuVerne, IA Viniag IA
Gushing, IA Mallard, IA W*odburn, IA
EJdo~a. IA McCallsbu3 LA Wcoktoclk. IA
EvcrI~s, IA Mid-Iowa Development
Fonshamsijle, IA Mcodo~on
Ferguson, IA Ningo, IA
Friends of SSvnIed.de Modnic, IA
Gralton, IA New hanford, IA
Hamilton County Support for Onslow, IA
~irs~chi,tg Economic Development Orchard, IA
Hadontown, IA l3Iot Mound, IA

cc~
Sexwtx,r Chuck Grassley
Representative ‘Porn Latham
Representathe Steve IChig
RepresoinatiUe Bruce L3ralcy
Reprcsenh~tive Leonard Boawell
Representative Dave Jnel.sark
Patrick Donahoc, Posunaster General
Ruth Goldwsay, Ghariinsn, Postal Rare Commission

Page 5 o13
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USPSINLPM-RT2-3
Please.provide all documents related to all surveys and research undedying the
proclamation attributed to “[m]any citizens and business owners” at page 4, lines
21-22 of your testimony.

Response
I have no need to conduct any surveys or undertake any research on our citizens for this
testimony. Doing something like that with any of our city funds Qvould have been the height
of irresponsibility since such surveys or research would have told us nothing that we would
not have already known from our conversations with our constituents.

Unlike big cities, we do not need to conduct research to find out what oiff people think. We
just ask them. I have communicated directly to most of Lohrville’s 368 äitizens, as have my
fellow mayors with their constituents. The sentiment I described in my testimony was
commonly felt.

It does seem that the POstal Service appears to be not concerned with the prospect. of
losing the business and (even more importantly) the good will bf rural America. Rather, it
seems to be trying—rather unsuccessfully I might add—tb undercut my testimOny by
implying that the results that I obtain by speaking directly tothë citizensof my community is
somehow inferior to academic research and survey work. Such a biaá i~eflects the
mentality of an institution that has lost touch with its constituents and has no idea what the
concept of “binding the country together” or the notion of community actually means in the
real world.
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USPSINLPM-RT2-4
Please indicate whether, to your knowledge, the owner of the business described at page
4, lines 22-23 of your testimony creates, records, and/or files any bills, statements, bids or
bill payments referenced at pages 4-5 in a computer- generated format. If your response
is affirmative, please describe in detail the “extra effort” that would be involved in that
business sending such documents to customers by electronic means compared to the
effort of sending such documents by mail.

Response
To my knowledge the owner creates bills and bids in a computer generated format. I
cannot speak to any other workings of their business.

However, I believe that that business does have custom&s withdut domputers ahi~
customers that have computers but no email. I imagine, but do not know for certain, that
they would have customers who would not trust the electronic delivery of their bills and
would not use the company’s services if that is the only Way they would get their bills.

Thus, the question would not necessarily be merely the extra effort involved in their ability
to deliver their invoices, but rather their ability to do so, the question of the reliability and
security of any alternatives, and the negative effect that using the alternatives might have
on their business.

As for the actual extra effort involved to send such documents to cUstomers byelectronic
means, that effort would encompass the time and money that WbUld be involved in éètting
up an electronic invoice delivery system, the time and money involved in establishing
security protocols, and the time and money involved hi convincing their customers that
such a system would be safe and secure, and the time and money involved in obtaining
and maintaining addresses for customers and prospective customers. Likewise there
would be time and money involved in making sure those customers and prospectiVe
customers actually received the correspondence and received it in a format that they can
open on their computer.

As for bill payments, I would think the time and money issues involved would be similar,
although perhaps the security efforts would be less. There might be the possibility of
creating special accounts with suppliers and bank institutions, but all that involves extra
time and money. Small rural companies might well not have that type of time and money
available.
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IJSPS/NLPM-RT2-5
(a) Please confirm that the population of Lohrville decreased by more than 17 percent
from the year 2000 to the year 2009. If you do not confirM, please explain.
(b) Please list and describe all factors otherthan human mortality that have, to your
knowledge, contributed to the change in population.
(c) Please indicate whether and by how much the population of Calhoun
County has increased or decreased since the 2000 census.•
(d) Please list and describe the factors other than human mortality and/or birth that
have, that have, to your knowledge, contributed to this trend.

Response
(a) Not confirmed. I believe it is closer to 15%. We went from 433 to 368.

(b) To my knowledge it has been for personal reasons such as family situations changing,
change of jobs, retiring to a location closer to their children, and just the general migration
to urban areas that has been seen in all !rural communities.

(c) I understand that it decreased although I have no specific knowledge of this.

(d) See my answer to (b) above. If we are considering coulity wide factors, Ohe would
have to take into account farmers, and the general trend of moving from the farni to the
city.
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USPS!NLPM-RT2-Sa (originally a second question 5 in the USPS interrogatori~s)
(a) Please list and describe the nature of the business entities located within the city
of Lohrville.
(b) Is it your opinion that there is insufficient business or governmental activity in
Lohrville to attract the services of a private firm that would provide daily collection and
transport of outgoing mail from Lohrville businesses and local government agencies for
entry in bulk at a Post Office in or outside the city limits? If SO, please provide all
documents underlying any analysis performed in support of that conclusion.

Response
(a) Here is the list.

BUSINESS NAME/OWNER Business
In town Lohrville Businesses
AIR ELECTRIC Decorative Windmill ~manufacturing
BERGER AUTO Auto Body repair and Auto Sales
THE BBQ SHACK Restaurant
BROWN’S FUNERAL HOME Funeral Home
CALHOUN COUNTY SHED County facility
CARL NELSON Roto Rooter
CASEY’S Gas Station
DIVERSIFIED HOMES Pre-manufactured home sales
FARMERS CO-OP Co-op
GK Builders Home and business construction
Hands in Motion Religious Non-profit Signlanguage providers
Hazard County Lounge Lounge/bar
Iron Horse Cycle Custom Motorcycles
KIRBY INSURANCE Home and business Insurance
Linda M Schmitt Accounting Accountant and Tax services
LOHRVILLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC Chiropractor
LOHRVILLE LOCKER Meat locker
MASONIC LODGE Fraternal organization
MILLER EXCAVATING Excavating
Mohr Excavating Excavating
MURPHY MANAGEMENT Property Management
NEW COOPERATIVE Co-op
PIONEER SEED Farm Seed sales
POST OFFICE Binding the nation together
PUGS PUB Pub
SOUTHERN CAL SCHOOLS School
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ST. JOSEPTH’S CHURCH Church
Sunshine Painting Interior and Exterior painting
TOWN AND COUNTRY INSURANCE Home and business InsUrance
UNITED BANK OF IOWA Bank
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Church
WHITEY’S GARAGE Auto Mechanic

Rural Lohrville Businesses
Specialists in Molded Automotive Interiors and Seat

Auto Interior and Uphçlstery Covers
Gem berling Excavating Excavating
Gentry Electric Electrical contractor
Jim Hirsberg’s Sound Co Di company
Sarah’s Salon Hair Salon
Schamel Construction Home remodeling, repair and carpentry
The Second Amendment Shop Gun Shop

(b) Yes that would be my opinion. I think it is a matter of common sense. Not only that, I
think that is why the Postal Service was created, is maintained, and remains relevant and
why I am doing everything I can to keep my Post Office open.



USPSINLPM-RT2-6
Please refer to your testimony at page 8, line 9 and quantify the term “short.”

Response
Less than a mile. Lohrville is only a mile wide.
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-7
Please refer to your testimony at page 9, lines 5-6. Please indicate the approximate
distances and normal driving times from Lohrville to:
(a) the Post Office in Lake City to the west; and
(b) the Post Office in Farnhamville to the east.
(c) Please confirm that the approximate driving distance from your place of
employment to its nearest postal retail location is approximately 0.2 miles.
(d) How does the distance referenced in subpart (c) compare to the driving di~tance
between your residence and its nearest postal retail location?

Response
(a) 9.7 miles, 28 minutes round trip under normal driving conditions.

(b) 8.2 miles, 28 minutes round trip under normal driving conditions.

(c) Confirmed.

(d) It is about the same distance.



USPS/NLP-RT2-8
Please refer to your testimony at page 8, line 14. In your opinion, do the residents of
Lohrville currently value their elderly neighbors sufficiently to volunteer to conduct postal
transactions for them or make trips to the Post Office for them during periods of high heat,
snow or ice?

Response
Yes.
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-9
Please refer to your testimony at page 8, line 14. In your oØ~nion, would the residents of
Lohrville value their elderly neighbors sufficiently to volunteer to conduct postal
transactions for them or make trips to the Post Office for them during periods of high heat,
snow or ice, if the nearest available Post Office were in Lake City or Farnhamville?

Response
The distance makes a big difference.

First, while many of our residents do value their elderly neighbors sufficiently to make trips
for them to the Poet office and conduct postal transactions, since many of the residents
have work and other commitments, it would be asking a whole lot to ask thbm to volunteer
to make a 30 mile round trip on a regular basis. One can only expect sé much of a
volunteer.

Second, in winter this is not always an option. Driving 30 miles across country on srhall
country roads is not like driving in a city or suburb. At times we have significant blowing
snow and some of these volunteers are retired and should not be driving in certaih winter
conditions. Indeed, it could be days before these individuals could go to a neighboring
town. I do not believe they should be expected to do this when we have a Postal Service
that brings it to town now. Again, this is a good example wh~ the Postal Service was
created, is maintained, and remains relevant and why I am doing everything I can to keep
my Post Office open.
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USPSINLPM-RT-1O
Please refer to your testimony at page 9, lines 6-8. Please identify all Pbst Offices that, to
your knowledge, are “handling the business of several [others] that had been closed
down . . . .“ Please also indicate, if you can, whether any such closures were in the last
three, five or ten years.

Response.
I do not know. But I do know that if the Lohrville Post Office were closed down and
everything had to go to Lake City, the lines at Lake City would be a lot longer. Also, if
Lanesboro were closed, I believe most people would then go to Lake City, which would
make the lines even longer.
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USPSINLPM-RT2-1 I
Please refer to your testimony at page 9, lines 19-21. Please explain the basis for your
understanding that the closing of a Post Office in a community means that outgoing mail
from that community will never get cancelled on the same day it is deØosited in the
mailstream even if:
(a) it is deposited in a blue collection box before the last scheduled pick-up time;
(b) it is left in a residential mail receptacle for pick-up that day by a rural pr city carrier
before the carrier makes delivery.

Response.
Any pickup that occurs in Lohrville other than that at the Post Office is done by our rural
carrier when he comes through, generally around noon. The izost Office closes at 4:30.
We have a blue box that we have been told will be removed if the Post Office closes.

Thus all mail will have to be picked up by the carrier at nobn or it Will wait Until the hext day.
Whether the mail picked up by the carrier before noon win be canceled the same day or not
is not my concern. My concern is the mail that is ready after noontime and before 4:30.
Today that mail is deposited at the post office before 4:30.

Today it is canceled that same day. Indeed a business or citizen that really wants to be
assured that it is canceled that day has a right to get it hahd-canceled right in front of their
eyes, or so Mark Strong has told me. I know in practice that that happens.

This service will disappear if our post office disappears and that is critically impbrtant for
some people, some times to have that service.

I believe that, because of the importance of this service, the Postal Service has
requirements (which Mark Strong told me still exits) that each post office must immediately
hand cancel a letter if the customer requests it, and why each post office is supposed to
have a special slot labeled “Local Postmark” and that the mail dropped in there is supposed
to be hand canceled in that post office, that day.

To sug~est that some letters might be canceled the same day, sometimes, at a distant
facility is no substitute for asking that it be canceled in front of you, in real time.
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-12
Please refer to page 10, lines 9-11. Is it your understanding that persons who have cars
and are under pressure to economize their transportation expenses com’morUy db so by
performing multiple tasks on a single driving trip: for instancé~ driving from home (or
work) to the Post Office, and also to a nearby pharmacy, neighbor’s residence, grocery
store, and/or other retailer before returning home? If that is not your understanding,
please explain.

Response
That is my understanding. They do this so that such trips occur only weekly, or even less
frequently, such as once a month. Thus, they tend to go to grbcbry stores, phamiacies,
and other retail establishments rather infrequently. Theygo the post office more frequently
than that. In the documentation for the study to close the Lohrviile Post Office it Is stated
that in 2 weeks time the following mail was dispatched: 91 first class flat& 2045 first class
letters, 63 Priority, 14 Standard and some “other” that I didn’t get the number written doWn.
It also stated that there were 7 certified or insured items mailed and 114 moneV prders and
priority parcels (subtract the 63 priority parcels previously stated and that leaves 51 money
orders). When divided that is one piece or transaction for over half of the population
(incTuding children) in our town per day.



USPSINLPM-RT2-1 3
Please quantify your understanding of the degree to which residents of Calhoun County
are employed outside of their residences and either drive an automobile solo or
participate in a car pool to get to work.

Response
I have no specific knowledge of all residents of Calhoun County. I know of only few that
carpool. I would guess that 80% of the people in the countr~ have jobs outside their house
and drive to work.
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-14
Please refer to page 11, lines 17-21 - Is it your understanding that persons with low-to-
moderate incomes who value their time commonly perform multiple tasks on a single
driving trip: for instance, going from home (or work) to the Post Office, anØ also to a
nearby pharmacy, neighbor’s residence, grocery store, and/or other retailer before
returning home? If that is not your understanding, please explain.

Response
See my response to 12. Low to middle income persons would typically make such trips
less than others since they frequent retail establishments less than others and have less
gas money. Moreover, these trips would typically be conducted in an evening or weekend
when the Post Office is likely to be closed and money orders unavailable.
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USPSINLPIVI-RT2-15
Please refer to your testimony at page 12, lines 6-8. Please state the basis for your
assertion that a rural Post Office has historically been in eveiy community across
America. In doing áo, indicate whether you currently believe there to be a Post Office in
eveiy community or municipality in Calhoun County?

Response
The USPS would have the documentation for how many towns had pOst offices. It is
my understanding that all communities did have a Post Office. Thinking of every
community in our area, either existing or extant, they all had a Post Office at one time.
Thus historically (which is what I said) the standard ha~ been a post office in every
municipality.

With a country the size of the United States, I am sure that there are exceptions.

Today, there is not a Post office in every community or munibipality in CaIhouli County.
Some have been closed as the towns have disappeared (which is to be expected) Or
become extremely small with no businesses. A number of offices today are in process
of being closed, and my understanding is that the Post Offidé may close all rural post
offices in the country within the next five or six years. Such a move would devastate
rural America.



USPSINLPM-RT2-16
Please indicate your understanding of the degree to which the incorporation of Lohrville
as a municipality and its recognition by Calhoun County and the State of Iowa as such is
contingent upon the presence of a Post Office within its city limits or the assignment of a
5-digit ZIP Code to the city.

Response
Such a legal contingency does not exist.
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USPSINLPM-RT2-1 7
(a) Aside from the existence of a Post Office, what other factors in your view
contribute to a community’s identity and image among its residents? Plethàe discuss and
rank the non-postal factors in relative order of importance.
(b) Aside from the existence of a Post Office, what other factors in your view
contribute to the image of a community by persons who are not residents? Please
discuss and rank these non-postal factors in relative order of importance.
(c) Please identify and provide references to (including electronic links) or, in the
alternative, copies of to all sociological studies, economic analyses, public surveys, and
other data sources you consulted in preparing your testimony.

Response
(a) The citizens and community members themselves, and their actions and attitudes are
the most significant contribution to the existence of a community kientity amongst our
residents. They are, after all, the community, its identity. These peojle create the
activities that celebrate and remind them of the various as~ects of the community, and
they participate in the community life as they go about their normaL regular activities.
Some of these activities happen because of the normal activities of the cdmthLihitsi—Wdrk,
school, church, recreation—and some happen because of the dstory of the community
and the heritage of the people. Local businesses are a key to the notion of a comhiunity
identity because most of these people and activities could not survive without thO support
and supplies that our businesses provide. The identity of the commUnity is evideht by
what the community looks like, the buildings, the yards, and the visUal look of the town.

Our community members normal activities make up much of the identity of the community.
But how they work together to create and improve the image of our community as they go
through their lives, participating in their everyday activities, highlights and defines the
nature of our community. Our people work for what they believe in and help each other
when they need it. This is what creates the image of our town.

My image of our town is one of caring folks that look after one another. When we had our
first children the entire town held a baby shower, they were there to help us when we
needed them. Right now, a smaller neighboring town is doing this very thing for a farmer.
This type of thing is common. Also, the spirit and identity of our community comes into
play when emergencies occur. The farmer I mentioned above recently had some heart
problems requiring surgery and is unable to harvest his crop. Multiple community
members are in his fields this week harvesting and hauhng his crop to the co-op. This is
the priceless nature of being a community. Everyone works together to keep our
community image, no matter what their history with each other is or what their political or
religious views are, regardless of whether they like or dislike each other, or agree or
disagree with each other. Without living in communities like ours, one does not grasp the
full concept of being a community.
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Our Post Office acts as a lens, or a focal point for this community identity. It helps define
it, refine it, and make it clear. After all, it is OUR post office and nobody else’s. Moreover,
in that post office is a representative of the federal government who is here in our town to
help us in our everyday lives and to help us keep connebted with each other and with the
world.

(b) Those who are not residents of a particular community will see the identity of that
community first in one of two ways. Those that actually came into the town to do business
or attend a function would see the identity of the town by the dtizens and Oommunity
members. Those who just drive through a town primarily see the community ima~e by the
condition and appearance of the town. If there is a business that the jersbn driving
through town feels he should patronize, that person would learn more about that
community, having met citizens at that place of business.

(c) As I indicated before, it would be highly irresponsible for me to s~end any of my town
money contracting for research or survey work when I can just go down the street and talk
to my citizens. I need not study academic literature to understapd What a rural tdWn’s
community identity is. I know it; I experience it every day; and I live it.

The only document at which I glanced—and did not really “consult”—is a report about
British rural post offices. The Future Of The Rural Post Office Network, Final report for the
Commission for Rural Communities, May 2007 http://crc.staging.headshift.com/flles/DTl
Post%200ffice%2oNetwork%2opublic%2oconsultation-reportl 4MáS’07.pdf
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-18
Please refer to your testimony at page 16, lines 4-5. Please provide all information that
identifies any businesses in England that responded to the closure of a Post Office in
their village by actually moving to another village just to have a Post Office within walking
distance.

Response
The piece I read states that the participants would consider moving their business. The
point I wanted to make is that this possibility alone is a scary one for many small towns
that are working so hard on economic development, and those comments just cement
in my concerns. And, I guess it just makes common sense.

If you are a small business with or one or two employees, I could see how a business
might be able to send one of them over to the Post Office and back to gettheir daily
mail if it is a 10 or 15 minute absence from work. But if it would be a much longer trip
and require the use of someone’s car (and the liabilities that go along with that for the
business), I can easily see why a business might not want to do that.

If a business had no employees and only the owner worked the shop, then any visit to
the Post Office would entail closing up the shop. I could see where a small business
might be able to do that for 10 or 15 minutes but not for 30 or 45.



USPSINLPM-RT2-1 9
Aside from proximity to a Post Office, please list all factors that businesses pres?nt to you
as Mayor of Lohrville as being relevant and material to whether they would establish
operations in Lohrville as opposed to a nearby community.

Response
I have not had the opportunity to visit with a business that is looking to establish operatiohs
in Lohrville. We have had new businesses in recent years. To my knowledge they located
here because of ties to the community or knowledge of our community. There was a
location that fit their needs. Some were already members of this community and wanted to
work where they live.
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-20
Aside from proximity to a Post Office, please list all factors that businesses present to you
as Mayor of Lohrville as being relevant and material to whether they would relocate from
Lohrville to a nearby community.

Response
Fortunately we have not had many businesses relocate. One business that I can think of
relocated to their residence, which is located in the country near Lohrville. This was done
to reduce operating expenses.
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-21
Aside from proximity to a Post Office, please list all factors that municipal and county
economic development corporations (or local entities with similar missions)consider
important to the prospect of sustaining and attracting economic development within their
borders. Please discuss and rank these non- postal factors in relative order of
importance.

Response
I have not asked our economic development corporation for a list of such things. I only
know what I have seen in their communications and what has been reportEd to me by city
representatives attending meetings. Business education is important to them for sustaining
develojment. They regularly hold training sessions on good business practices. They
keep a list of all available commercial buildings within the county and market those
properties as much as possible. They also publish an ahnual bookthat pontéins local
business listings, city profiles and a list of activities held in each community. They do this
as a way of supporting the identity of the cities and provide opportunity for travelers to visit
locations in our county. They appreciate the fact the identity of a community is their best
asset in supporting economic development.
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USPS/NLPM-RT2-22
Please referto pages 15-16 ofyourtestimony.
(a) Is there any competition among municipalities within Calhoun County to attract
businesses to locate within or near their respective boundaries?
(b) If so, aside from proximity to a Post Office, please list all factors within your
knowledge that can contribute to businesses relocating between or choosing among
communities within Calhoun County.
(c) Aside from proximity to a Post Office, please list all factors within your knowledge
that can contribute to businesses relocating or from Calhoun County to adjoining
counties.

Response
(a) Only friendly competition. As a whole we work together to support each other. This is
why we have a county economic development corporation. This ~roup supports each other
and helps promote each other’s community.
(b) Not applicable.
(c) The only factor I can think of is vicinity to a larger community that would have more
resources and a larger workforce. Among small municipalities, not having a post office
would be a deciding factor.
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USPSINLPMRT223
Attached to this interrogatory is a copy of the Postal Operations Manual poliOy regarding
bulletin boards in postal lobbies. Please describe the difference between “legal” and
“mundane’~ public notices, as you use those terms in your testimony at page 12, lines 9-
11, and describe examples of such notices posted by the city of Lohrville at the Lohrville
Post Office during your tenure as Mayor

Response.
By Legal Notices I mean notices legally required to post in locations around town, suèh as
City Council agendas, notice of property sale by the city, etc. By mundane nOtices I mean
notices not legally required to be posted, such as Committee rneetingsHa±ard Mitigation
plan meetings, etc. I did not mean to suggest that the subject matter ofthose notices was
mundane. All those are examples of official notices that the city has pUblished.
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Attachment to USPSINLPM-RT2-23

125.361 Bulletin Boards
The following guidelines apply to the use of bulletin boards:
a. Postmasters may install bulletin boards in public areas of Post Offices or set apart
a convenient place to display official government notices, notices of public asáembUé~,
judicial sales, official election notices issued by state or lobal government, and similar
announcements. These display privileges must be afforded without discrimination.
b. Bulletin boards may not display private business advertisements; placards, cards,
or notices; photographs or likenesses ofany member of state legislature or Càngress; or
political pictures, cartoons, or other designed to influence ah election.
c. Notices by members of Congress are limited to public announcements of pending
competitive civil service examinations and pertinent information about application for
appointment to the U.S. service academies. These noticeé are displayed dnly if current
and within the district of the sponsoring representative or the slate of the s~onsohng
sehator. Such displays must conform to the specifications in this section. If a po~tmaster
believes that a notice does not conform to these specifications, the postmaster may
display the poster pending
the decision of the area manager, Customer Service and Sales. Notices that include the
member’s picture must be returned to the member
with an explanation of why they cannot be displayed. Such displays must:
(1) Be no larger than 9 by 12 inches.
(2) Contain no photograph, picture, or likeness of the member of
Congress.
(3) Contain no signature and/or printed name of the member of
Congress larger than 1/2-inch (48-point) type.
(4) Contain the closing date for submission of applications.
d. If space is available, one recruiting notice (no larger than 8-1/2 bS’
11 inches) of each branch of the armed services may be placed on bulletin boards.

125.362 Voting Information
The following guidelines apply to voting information:
a. Any notices posted regarding voting may not contain any partisan political
messages or symbols designed to influence the outcome of an election, including, but not
limited to, photographs or other likenesses of incumbents or candidates for any public
office. The notices must be no larger than 8-1/2 by 11 inches. Names and addre~sàs of
federal legislators may not appear in larger than 1/4-inch (18-point) type.
b. Such notices must be displayed in lobbies that have public bulletin boards. Each
notice must remain posted only as long as it contains current information applying to
customers served by the displaying postal facility and must be removed not more than 2
years from the date of receipt for posting. At locations where there is no public bulletin or
there is not enough space on the board for individual display,
the notices should be assembled for public inspection in a binder or on a cliØboard.
Nothing in this section precludes postmasters from displaying additional material on public
bulletin boards as space permits, as provided in 125.361.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Is there any additional

2 cross-examination for witness Hobbs?

3 (No verbal response.)

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: If not, this brings us to

S oral cross-examination. Two participants have

6 requested oral cross, American Postal Workers Union,

7 Mr. Anderson; and the United States Postal Service,

8 Mr. Tidwell. Mr. Anderson, do you want to begin?

9 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

10 CROSS -EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. ANDERSON:

12 Q Mr. Hobbs, thank you for being here today.

13 Thank you for your written testimony and your

14 interrogatory responses. Do you have a piece of paper

15 in front of you and a pen -

16 A Yes.

17 Q — you can use for notes? I’m not sure how

18 familiar you are with some of the initiatives that are

19 going on in the post office or that affect the post

20 office, but I would just like you to make a list, if

21 you will, because I want to ask you a question with

22 these things in mind, with certain things in mind.

23 One is that, as you recently heard reference in the

24 recent testimony just a moment ago, mail processing

25 plants are being closed and there’s an initiative

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1 called an A&P initiative to review mail processing

2 plants for closure; so that will be number.

3 In connection with that, the Postal Service

4 has announced preliminarily that it’s considering

S changing delivery standards, so that where there’s

6 one-day delivery, there would be two-day delivery and

7 in many cases where there’s two-day delivery, now

8 there would be three-day delivery; so that’s number

9 two.

10 Number three, I think you’ve probably heard

11 about this one because it’s gotten a lot of publicity.

12 The Postal Service has proposed to Congress that

13 legislation permit it, because now it would require —

14 make sure that legislation is passed to make sure that

15 there is no legislative roadblock to do it, they want

16 to change — to eliminate Saturday delivery; so that’s

17 number three.

18 One of the effects of the changes in the

19 delivery standards in mail processing plant closure

20 initiative would be that there be no turnaround mail,

21 that if -- now mail that’s dropped - mailed in the

22 city of delivery can be turned around; it doesn’t have

23 to go anywhere, so you get overnight delivery. So, I

24 would list that as a fourth thing that’s happening or

25 is likely to happen.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1 MR. BRINKMANN: Could you explain that a

2 little bit more, to make sure that Mr. Hobbs

3 understands that?

4 MR. ANDERSON: Yeah. My understanding may

5 be imperfect, so perhaps you can help me, too. My

6 understanding is that turnaround mail means that it’s

7 mail that’s originating in a particular location.

8 It’s mailed in that location and doesn’t have to go

9 anywhere else because it’s destinating — it would also

10 be destinating out of that post office, so that it’s

11 processed there and it’s destinated there and could be

12 provided to the letter carrier for delivery the next

13 day. It’s called turnaround mail, as I understand it,

14 and that’s pretty efficient and pretty fast. But with

15 the change of delivery standards where there would be

16 no more one-day delivery standard and the

17 consolidation of mail processing facilities, my

18 understanding of that mail, that’s no longer going to

19 be the case. That mail is going to be transported to

20 —

21 MR. TIDWELL: Madam Chairman, Counselor is

22 going to object to this line of questioning. The

23 witness is here to testify about the retail access

24 optimization initiative. Counsel for APWU is

25 currently testifying about initiatives that are not

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1 presently before the Commission and is seeking to

2 expand the scope of cross-examination here today to

3 discuss any number of matters that are well beyond the

4 scope of this docket. Cross-examination earlier today

5 was constrained to keep it within the confines of this

6 docket. The Postal Service would hope that a similar

7 approach would be taken with respect to cross-

8 examination with the rest of the witnesses today.

9 MR. ANDERSON: May I respond, Madam

10 Chairman?

11 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Yes.

12 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you. Economic

13 development and community identity were major themes

14 of Mayor Hobbs’ testimony. And he expressed - his

15 testimony expresses extremely strong concerns about

16 the effect of not only in economic development, but

17 more pertinently community identity — well, I’m sorry,

18 not only in community identity, but more importantly

19 for this purpose economic development in these small

20 communities. And so with regard to whether this is

21 within the scope of Mayor Hobbs’ testimony, it

22 certainly is.

23 With regard to whether it extends beyond the

24 record in this case, inasmuch as it deals with issues

25 which are technically not before the Commission, each
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1 and every one of these issues is common knowledge in

2 the postal community, if not the world at large. And,

3 certainly, the Commission is entitled to and must take

4 notice that these things are in the public domain.

S Each and every one of these things that I’ve mentioned

6 is either in the Federal Register or is an official

7 testimony before Congress by the Postal Service or has

8 actually been submitted to this Commission. So

9 nothing that I have touched upon here is beyond the

10 scope of this hearing in terms of it being cognizable

11 by the Commission and within the scope of -

12 CHAIRMAN GOLIDWAY: I think that counsel’s

13 concern is your listing of all of these items, not in

14 context with the witness’s expertise or the real

15 question you’re asking. And I think you should ask

16 the question and if this is background information

17 needed to fill out the question, then I can understand

18 its relevance more than just the itemization of those

19 initiatives on their own.

20 MR. ANDERSON: I should have -

21 MR. BRINKMANN: You know, since he’s our

22 witness, we have no objection that it’s important to

23 look at this as a whole in the proper context. I’m

24 going to assume that’s what counsel has been doing

25 here.
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1 BY MR. ANDERSON:

2 Q Well, let me - Madam Chairman, with

3 apologies, I should have said, Mayor Hobbs, with

4 regard to your concern about the impact of post office

5 closures, on economic development problems of

6 communities within your knowledge, I would like you to

7 consider whether the Commission — whether in your

8 opinion, the Commission should be considering the

9 impact on the communities you’re concerned about, not

10 only of the small post office closings that in your

11 testimony, you’ve testified are going to have a

12 deleterious effect on small communities, but in

13 combination with those, I want to ask you whether

14 these other matters that are also proposed by the

15 Postal Service and are pending public policy

16 consideration are going to exacerbate those impacts

17 and make this process even harder on the small

18 communities that are of your concern? That’s my

19 question.

20 MR. TIDWELL: And Madam Chairman, the Postal

21 Service’s objection still stands. Matters have not

22 been proposed to the Commission for review. If there

23 are service changes —

24 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Well, some of them have.

25 MR. TIDWELL: They’ve not been proposed -
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1 there are no service —

2 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Six to five days have

3 been proposed and —

4 MR. TIDWE]EjL: And that case has come and

5 gone.

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Well, it’s not come and

7 gone. It’s pending.

8 MR. TIDWELL: At least in terms of its

9 review by the Commission. Counsel referred to

10 potential future network optimization initiatives that

11 deal with mail processing, as opposed to retail, and

12 this case is focused on a very narrow retail

13 initiative applied to a very narrow band of retail

14 facilities. Counsel argues that, well, we can bring

15 to the Commission today all matters that are within

16 common knowledge. The universe of common knowledge is

17 well - much broader than the scope of this proceeding.

18 And if this proceed is going to be opened up to

19 discuss all matters of common knowledge, we’re going

20 to be here a while.

21 MR. ANDERSON: Well, these are relevant

22 matters of common knowledge because they affect mail —

23 they affect the delivery of postal services to these

24 small communities and they’re going to affect the

25 economic viability of these small communities, in my
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1 opinion. But my opinion is irrelevant.

2 CHAIRMAN GOL,DWAY: Well, I think the issue

3 is what the witness’s opinion is with regard -

4 MR. ANDERSON: Precisely.

5 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: - to the level of service

6 that is necessary for his community and I think if we

7 ask that general question, that that’s an appropriate

8 question for the mayor of a city who is not that

9 familiar with any specific initiative to answer.

10 Perhaps from that answer, there may be some specifics

11 that you can direct him to.

12 MR. ANDERSON: I’m sorry, we can take these

13 one at a time.

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think we’d better not.

15 I think we’d better just start with the general

16 question, Mr. Anderson, and see what you can get

17 that’s more specific after that.

18 BY MR. ANDERSON:

19 Q Okay. Mayor Hobbs, with regard to - maybe

20 perhaps it would serve for you to briefly summarize

21 your concern about the impact of post office closings

22 on economic development in these small communities;

23 just briefly summarize, if you would, your testimony

24 as a preface.

25 A Yeah, I did speak about this in my
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1 testimony. The economic development in a small

2 community that doesn’t have a post office is going to

3 become incredibly more difficult when a business

4 considers locating there or relocating to a small town

5 and whether or not they’re going to stay in that small

6 town. The additional cost of driving to another town

7 to deliver their mail and the additional time or less

8 service that they’re able to provide at their location

9 because of someone leaving the office to go deliver

10 that mail, I think it’s going to have a significant

11 effect on economic development.

12 Q If the Postal Service were to make the

13 change that it has published in the Federal Register

14 it is considering making of changing delivery

15 standards, so that where you now have one-day

16 turnaround mail, you’ll get two days or where you now

17 have two-day turnaround, in many cases, you’ll have

18 three days, would that be an additional factor that

19 would hurt communities without post offices or would

20 it not?

21 A I believe it would to some extent, because

22 there are certain businesses that have time sensitive

23 mail that may need to have delivered to his insurance

24 companies and things.

25 Q Let me give you a specific example, then.
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1 For example, I don’t know whether you’ve counted them

2 up recently, but by my count, there were five money

3 holidays that are national holidays. You can take my

4 word for that. And in those instances, mail which is

5 presently - got a one-day delivery standard, which is

6 postmarked on Friday, that’s due for delivery on

7 Tuesday. And so, if that is then changed to

S Wednesday, is that a significant factor, as far as

9 you’re concerned, if you’ve lost your post office?

10 MR. TIDWELL: Madam Chairman, may I ask

11 clarification? In what scenario is there — you’re

12 describing a scenario where there is not Saturday

13 delivery.

14 MR. ANDERSON: It’s assuming we’re not -

15 this is assuming that it’s also — the post office has

16 proposed that there be no Saturday delivery.

17 MR. TIDWELL: Well, it wasn’t clear from the

18 question.

19 MR. ANDERSON: I apologize. I was trying to

20 hurry and skipped over a factor of my hypothetical.

21 MR. TIDWELL: Salient facts -

22 MR. ANDERSON: So --

23 MR. TIDWELL: -- so hypothetical question.

24 BY MR. ANDERSON:

25 Q So given that there’s no — if there were no
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1 Saturday delivery and if there were, in addition,

2 elongation of the delivery standards from one day to

3 two days and two days to three days and you had,

4 therefore, one day disseminating mail mailed on

S Friday, due to be delivered on Tuesday, on those days

6 when there’s a Monday holiday, it would push it to

7 wednesday. Is that also a complicating factor for

8 your small towns?

9 A I would certainly think so. I mean, that’s

10 quite a long delivery time, nearly a week from when

11 you mailed it at that point.

12 Q Perhaps I should have asked that question of

13 the National Newspaper Association; but, I think - I

14 thank you for your answer to that question. That’s

15 all I have.

16 CHAIRMAN G0LDwAY: Then, we have the Postal

17 Service. Mr. Tidwell?

18 BY MR. TIDwELL:

19 Q Just out of curiosity, Mr. Hobbs, have you

20 had an opportunity to read the Federal Register notice

21 that APWU counsel had referenced?

22 A No, I have not.

23 Q Under other circumstances, I think most of

24 us here today would prefer to actually ask you a lot

25 of questions about what you do for a living. Your job
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1 seems a whole lot more interesting than a lot of this

2 stuff.

3 A It has its times.

4 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: I can vouch for how

5 interesting it is to be a mayor.

6 MR. TIDWELL: I’m talking about his other

7 gig.

8 BY MR. TIDWELL:

9 Q Mr. Hobbs, thank you for making your

10 appearance here today. I’d like you to refer to your

11 response to Postal Service interrogatory number one,

12 particularly subpart A, and particularly the part of

13 the response that spills over onto the second page of

14 your response. Right where the — this is where the

15 narrative text begins after the list, you describe

16 yourself as the director of Iowan’s post office

17 services, IPOS, and you say that no other specific

18 people contribute to the governance or direction of

19 IPOS. Just out of curiosity, by that, do you mean

20 that you consult with other mayors and other reps from

21 the development associations before making decisions,

22 but there isn’t like a board of directors or a slate

23 of other officers in the organization?

24 A That’s correct and, honestly, it’s such a

25 basic level of an organization that there is not
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1 really any decisions to be made aside from some

2 letters that we have sent, that you see here, and

3 editing those and what might be included in those and

4 who we send those to.

5 Q In what month and year did IPOS come into

6 existence?

7 A It was this year. I believe that we met for

8 the first time in May, May or June. I’m sorry I don’t

9 have that exact date in my head right now.

10 Q What was the process? I mean, was this your

11 brainchild?

12 A Partly. When Governor Branstad was at our

13 public meeting for discontinuance of our post office,

14 we were chatting about this situation around Iowa as a

15 whole and it was kind of a going back and forth

16 discussing this that the idea came up. And then after

17 the meeting, sometime later after the meeting, I began

18 contacting mayors from towns that I knew were on this

19 list to be closed and invited them to meet with me in

20 Fort Dodge. And at that meeting is when, amongst our

21 decisions about what we could do to help support each

22 other and what we could do to help slow this closing

23 process and understand the closing process, that we

24 decided to create the group and name it Iowans for

25 post office services.
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1 Q Referring back to your response to

2 interrogatory la, on page, I guess page two of the

3 answer, the second paragraph, you reference MIDAS, the

4 Mid-Iowa Development Association Council of

5 Governments. You had a colloquy with counsel for APWU

6 a little earlier regarding economic development. And

7 you say here in this paragraph, in the middle of page

S two of your response, that “MIDAS understands the

9 critical importance of small rural post offices to the

10 successful rural economy and successful rural

11 development,” do you see that?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Has MIDAS shared with IPOS any studies or

14 analyses of the economic impact of rural post offices

15 on local economies or development plans?

16 A No, they have not. That’s not something

17 that I believe they have been focused on, spending

18 their resources on.

19 Q You mentioned just a few seconds ago the

20 origins of IPOS and your consultation with the

21 Governor when he came to, I guess, it was the

22 Lohrville community meeting regarding discontinuance

23 of the Lohrville post office?

24 A Yes.

25 Q And in response to, I guess it was our
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1 interrogatory number two, you attached some

2 correspondence, including, I think there was a letter

3 that you and the Governor jointly signed and sent to

4 the Postal Service.

5 A Yes.

6 Q How often do you and the governor have an

7 opportunity to consult about postal matters?

8 A Directly, we do not consult very often. On

9 occasion when something has come up, I have spoken

10 with his administrative assistant or his executive

11 assistant about matters and then if we needed to speak

12 more about it directly, then we would set up a time to

13 speak with the Governor and myself.

14 Q Let me lobby my softball here; how you’ll

15 owe me. Do you think the Iowa press has made too much

16 of a big deal about the fact of who happens to be the

17 lessor of the post office in Lohrville?

18 A I don’t believe that they have. I know that

19 they have made a large deal about it, but he has

20 really been focused not directly on our post office in

21 our dealings. And what we have worked together on and

22 what he has been working for, it has been in regard to

23 all Iowa post offices in small towns. So, I believe

24 that while I see the reasons why the press has

25 attacked him on several levels regarding this, I
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1 believe that they are somewhat unfounded.

2 Q And the “he” would be? The “he” you

3 referred to?

4 A Partially because he has a vested interest

5 in this is what they say because he does own several

6 post offices, though ours is the only one that he owns

7 that is being considered for closure and then also a

8 parallel that they draw between the closings of these

9 and some closings of government organizations within

10 Iowa that he has headed up.

11 Q And “he” happens to be who?

12 A The Governor, I’m sorry, yes; Governor

13 Branstad.

14 Q Take a look at your response to Postal

15 Service interrogatory Sa. That’s the second of the

16 interrogatory fives that the Postal Service submitted

17 and your counsel was gracious enough to do what we

18 often have to do, which is to add a little designation

19 to distinguish it from the other interrogatory. It

20 was given the same number. So, I’m looking at

21 USPS/NLPM-RT2-5a and it’s the response that has the

22 first page of which consists of a long list. Do you

23 have that in front of you?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Okay. On the second page of that response,
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1 you indicate that you haven’t conducted an empirical

2 analysis of the mailing practices of the Lohrville

3 business community, but you conclude that as a matter

4 of commonsense, there isn’t sufficient business or

5 government activity to attract the services of a firm

S that could collect mail from local businesses and take

7 it to the post office for them. If you were a

8 business enterprise that was looking to explore

9 whether to pursue such a business opportunity, would

10 you be inclined to canvass the local businesses to get

11 a sense of their mail volumes, their mailing

12 practices, their operating costs, to see if you could

13 provide a service that would be of benefit to them and

14 profitable to you?

15 A I would think that I would.

16 Q In your list - in your response to subpart A

17 of the interrogatory, back on the first page of the

18 response, you have a list of business entities in

19 Lohrville and you include the Lohrville post office

20 and you describe the business of the post office as

21 binding the nation together. Are you referring there

22 to binding the nation together in someway other than

23 the Postal Service’s goal of binding the nation

24 together through its personal, educational, literary,

25 and business correspondence?
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1 A Through its correspondence?

2 Q Well, when you say that it’s the business of

3 the Postal Service to bind the nation together, do you

4 mean that in a sort of a broad general sense or to

5 bind the nation together through its personal,

6 educational, literary, and business correspondence?

7 A I would say that I’m referring to the fact

8 that it binds the nation together by providing us a

9 way of communicating with each other as a nation to

10 create, you know — to bind the nation as a community,

11 a larger community amongst the entire U.S.

12 Q Through the mail?

13 A Through the mail.

14 Q Thank you. I’d like to turn your attention

15 to your response to Postal Service interrogatory 12.

16 Do you have that in front of you?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Okay. In your response, you state that

19 people go to grocery stores, pharmacies, and other

20 retail establishments rather infrequently and to post

21 offices more frequently than that. Is your comparison

22 of Postal versus other retail visits limited to your

23 observations in and around Lohrville or are you trying

24 to describe sort of a broader basis for making the

25 statement?
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1 A Well, I certainly have specific knowledge of

2 Lohrville and myself; but, I, also, have knowledge of

3 what the communities within IPOS have imparted to me,

4 which is similar to this.

5 Q On the basis of your exchanges with the

6 other IPOS members, is there anyway that you could

7 quantify what it means for people to go to certain

8 establishments rather infrequently and the post

9 offices more frequently? Was there any sort of

10 statistical analysis or was it sort of a qualitative

11 assessment?

12 A It would be an assessment after speaking

13 with them individually. I mean, I performed no

14 scientific studies for this. It’s more of a fact that

15 people go to the post office more often than they do

16 to the grocery store because the post office is right

17 there in their neighborhood, in their community.

18 Q In your response to Postal Service

19 interrogatory 12, you refer to certain Lohrville post

20 office data. What is your understanding of what these

21 data represent?

22 A This data is the mail volume that pass

23 through the Lohrville post office in a two-week period

24 during the study that the post office was performing

25 in preparation for — or as part of the discontinuance
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1 of that. So, my understanding is that they, at some

2 point, kept track for a two-week period of time of the

3 number of items that pass through there and the amount

4 of business that was done.

S Q Your answer refers to your having written

6 these numbers down. Could you describe the form in

7 which the data were presented to you?

8 A This was part of the rather large study

9 documents for the discontinuance that were left out in

10 the post office for us to review.

11 Q Was this in connection with the community

12 meeting?

13 A This would have been after the community

14 meeting. It was actually quite some time after the

15 community meeting when they finally put this document,

16 along with our proposal to close the post office.

17 Q Okay, thanks. I’d like to turn your

18 attention to your response to Postal Service

19 interrogatory 15.

20 A Yes.

21 Q Do you have that? Okay. Toward the end of

22 that response, you state that it’s your understanding

23 that the Post Service may close all rural post offices

24 in the country within the next five or six years. Is

25 that something that you have read in a Postal Service
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1 document or a statement issued by the Postal Service

2 or is that something that was conveyed to you by the

3 League?

4 A No, this is something that I have gotten a

5 strong feeling for in statements made by the Postal

6 Service and I believe that it was the Post Master

7 General who had made a statement about looking at

S eventually closing 15,000 post offices, which would

9 include rural post offices. Perhaps, he doesn’t mean

10 every single one, but it certainly seems like it would

11 be nearly everyone.

12 Q Okay. So, it was sort of your inference

13 that all rural post offices might be closed. It

14 wasn’t anything that the Post Master General said

15 about closing them all?

16 A He did not specifically say closing every

17 rural post office.

18 Q Okay. My last topic, I’d like top take your

19 attention to your response to Postal Service

20 interrogatory number 11.

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. I’d like to focus your attention on

23 the next to the last paragraph, the paragraph that

24 begins ~I believe.”

25 A Uh-huh.
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1 Q Okay. In that paragraph, I guess about

2 midway down, you state that “each post office is

3 supposed to have a special slot labeled ‘local Post

4 mark,’ and the mail dropped in there is supposed to be

5 hand canceled in that post office that day. And in

6 that paragraph, you identify Mark Strong, Witness

7 Strong as the source of your understanding of this

8 being Postal policy. Is that a fair summary?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Now when you prepared your response to this

11 interrogatory, you assumed that you were describing

12 current Postal requirements; is that correct?

13 A Yes.

14 Q In preparing your response, do you recall

15 discussing with Mr. Strong any Postal documents in

16 which such a policy was published?

17 A I don’t remember a specific document.

18 Q Is it safe to assume that you’re not a

19 regular reader of the Postal operations manual?

20 MR. BRINICMANN: Objection, Madam Chairman.

21 He already said he depended upon Mr. Strong for that.

22 It seems these questions should be directed to Mr.

23 Strong.

24 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: You’ll have an

25 opportunity to ask Mr. Strong.
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1 BY MR. TIDWELL:

2 Q Oh, I will; I will. I’ve got a bunch of

3 stuff here. But, I just had a question for Mr. Hobbs.

4 I was wondering if he — just to confirm that he wasn’t

S a regular reader of the Postal operations manual or

6 the Postal bulletin.

7 A I am not. I have read some of P0101 just

S because of its relevance to me, myself, and the

9 members of my group.

10 Q I would tell you that based on your

11 representation that you don’t regularly read the

12 Postal operations manual or the Postal bulletin, you

13 are the envy of many people in this room.

14 MR. BRINKMANN: The same objection, Madam

15 Chairman. I mean, I don’t see where this is going.

16 We’re just wasting time. If he wants to question,

17 then he can ask Mr. Strong.

18 BY MR. TIDWELL:

19 Q Mr. Hobbs, have you and Mr. Strong had a

20 chance to discuss the local postmark mail slot issue

21 since you filed your interrogatory response?

22 A No, we have not.

23 MR. TIDWELL: That’s all we have, Madam

24 Chairman.

25 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Thank you. Are there
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1 questions from anyone else and participants?

2 (No questions.)

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Questions from the bench?

4 Commissioner Langley?

5 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Thank you, very much,

6 Mayor Hobbs. I’m just curious, in your capacity as

7 the Director of Iowans for post office services, do

8 you know if the Postal Service has contacted any of

9 the municipalities to discuss the feasibility of

10 locating something like a village post office or

11 contract postal unit in areas where perhaps there is a

12 discontinuance study?

13 THE WITNESS: To my knowledge, they have not

14 offered that voluntarily. I believe that there have

15 been some municipalities where individual business

16 owners and such in those communities that have

17 inquired about that. And, in fact, at our

18 discontinuance meeting, which, of course, is not part

19 of this RAOI, it was previous to July, we asked some

20 of these very questions, if we could do something like

21 the village post office or perhaps offer other

22 alternatives for their building and ways of saving

23 money within the Postal Service — or the post office

24 there in our community to keep it there. And we were

25 told that that was not an option; it’s not something
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1 they were considering and would have no bearing on the

2 decision to close the post office.

3 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: So, you were directly

4 told this wasn’t an option?

5 THE WITNESS: Right.

6 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Thank you. One other

7 just brief question. I know that you joined with

8 other elected Iowa officials to request a moratorium —

9 THE WITNESS: Yes.

10 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: - on the dlosure of

11 post offices. Have you or anyone else heard back from

12 the Postal Service on that?

13 THE WITNESS: Not on a moratorium. We just

14 did one week ago receive a phone call through the

15 Governor’s office, to set up a meeting, which was held

16 this last Wednesday afternoon, I believe it was, and

17 in attendance, there was Dean Granholm, and I believe

18 one of the lawyers was there, as well as the new

19 district manager and such, at which time we expressed

20 some of our concerns and received some responses to

21 that and a limited response, time for us to ask the

22 questions and the idea of a moratorium was not

23 responded to.

24 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: But, you raised that

25 whole question and they didn’t respond, one way or
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1 another?

2 THE WITNESS: It was not a - the response

3 was more of one of passing on. It was very limited

4 and sort of not really much of a response, I guess is

5 what I would say; one that they were not willing to

6 consider.

7 COMMISSIONER LANGLEY: Thank you.

S CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Any other questions?

9 (No further questions.)

10 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: It’s a pleasure for me to

11 welcome you here today, as I was a mayor of the City

12 of Santa Monica. Oh, what do I need to do that I

13 didn’t do? I was going to do that after I asked my

14 questions. I’m not summarizing; I have a question I’m

15 asking, okay? I’m not excusing you.

16 Anyway, I welcome you here because I have a

17 great appreciation for what mayors do and their sense

18 of responsibility and their feeling that everything

19 that goes on in a community is of concern to them.

20 And I know that you’ve taken the initiative on the

21 question of post office closings and discuss that with

22 other mayors around the State. So, I appreciate that.

23 Are you aware of the total number of post

24 offices that re being considered for closure or have

25 been closed in Iowa recently?
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1 A I believe there was 80 on the initial list

2 and an additional78 or so on the second list. So -

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Yeah, I’ve been trying to

4 get the number and we’re not exactly sure how many it

5 is. It’s probably 178 on the current list and 80 on

6 the pervious list. Are you aware of in the

7 discontinuance processes that have gone on so far,

8 whether in any of those cases, the Postal Service has

9 decided to keep a post office open?

10 THE WITNESS: I am not aware of any. I

11 believe they referenced it in this meeting, and the

12 Granholm referenced the fact that some post offices

13 had been removed from the list, but none of them were

14 in Iowa.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So, as far as you know,

16 all of them that were on the list of the earlier group

17 or on this list are still slated for closure?

18 THE WITNESS: They’re still either within

19 the process or have received their final determination

20 to close.

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And have you been

22 coordinating with other mayors to see whether in the

23 process, the people who write letters and give input

24 are receiving form letters or letters that are

25 specific to the issues at hand?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 THE WITNESS: We have not specifically

2 coordinated on that. In our correspondence and in our

3 visits that we have had with each other, we have all

4 mentioned letters that have been sent in response to

S comments and it was very obvious to us all that a

6 majority of them were form letters. And I know that

7 quite a number of them within my community, even one

B that I received, was very clearly a form letter and

9 the signature at the bottom by the discontinuance

10 coordinator was an electronically derived one and did

11 not actually answer the specific questions that I had

12 raised.

13 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: And do you have any idea

14 at what time the community meetings have been

15 scheduled in various communities around the State?

16 THE WITNESS: I understand some of them have

17 been fairly early. One that I went to in a

18 neighboring community was right around 5:00 and I know

19 that several citizens were very concerned about that

20 early time, though it’s relatively not that early; but

21 because of people getting off of work, it was a

22 midweek meeting, and they said that many people were

23 not able to attend the meeting because they were still

24 at work.

25 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: As I understand your

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 answer to Commissioner Langley, when citizens offered

2 the opportunity for the Postal Service to co-locate at

3 another public facility in the community, they said

4 they were not interested in doing that?

5 THE WITNESS: That’s correct. And I,

6 myself, I requested a meeting with the personnel ahead

7 of the public meeting, so that I could discuss some of

S these issues with them. And we actually offered the

9 use of a city-owned building, which we occupy with our

10 City Hall, where we would even move our City Hall, so

11 that they could have the best space available in that

12 building and they said that that was not an option.

13 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: So, it’s your

14 understanding that they are not exploring other

15 perhaps less expensive alternatives for maintaining

16 post offices. They’re just deciding to discontinue

17 them?

15 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Have you had any

20 discussions or have the other communities had

21 discussions about assisting the Postal Service in

22 locating village post office or CPUs in any of the

23 communities?

24 THE WITNESS: I think that we - a citizen in

25 our community brought up the idea of the CPUs and they

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 were — the response was that we’re trying to get rid

2 of contract units, so that -- that was very clearly

3 stated to not be option, as the ones that even

4 existed, at that point, they were trying to

S discontinue the use of —

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So, it’s your impression

7 that there are close to 300 post office in Iowa and

8 the Postal Service is not open to any suggestions on

9 how to maintain any of them?

10 THE WITNESS: That’s correct. And that’s

11 one of the main reasons why the Governor and I felt

12 that it was very necessary for us to have this — a

13 meeting with Postal Service personnel, so that we can

14 gain some understanding as to why the post offices

15 were being targeted in Iowa, especially this initial

16 list of — there’s clearly been a statement about why

17 we’re going through this RAIO. You know, there is

18 some criteria that is shown with that.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: But there was no criteria

20 for the initial list?

21 THE WITNESS: The initial list, we could not

22 find any criteria and that’s why we were requested the

23 meeting and in the end really gained no answer to that

24 question in the meeting.

25 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Okay. I think that

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 concludes my questions. I, again, appreciate that you

2 are taking the time to come here from Iowa today. Are

3 there other questions?

4 (No further questions.)

5 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Would the National Postal

6 Post Masters League like some time with the witness

7 for redirect?

MR. BRINKMANN: Yes. If we could take a

break for two minutes, so we can talk about a few

things.

CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. We’ll take a five-

minute break and come back for redirect.

(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

MR. BRINKMANN: Madam Chairman, we have

three follow-up questions here, three redirect

16 questions.

REDIRECT EXANINATION

BRINKMANN:

Mayor Hobbs, you said that you had

to give the Postal Service the best

to use as a post office. How much

charge them?

25 Q So, you would give it to them for free and

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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BY MR.

Q First,

basically offered

spot in City Hall

were you going to

A Our intention was not to charge them

24 anything.
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1 they still didn’t want to do it?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. That’s question one. Question two,

4 what’s your understanding that if a post ott ice is

5 leased and they close the post office, what happens to

6 the lease and the post office payments from the Postal

7 Service to the lessor, even though the post office

8 closed?

9 A My understanding is that because of the

10 agreements within those rental agreements, I guess, is

11 that the rent will continued to be paid until the end

12 of that contract. So, it would be several years yet

13 and, in many instances, it had not appeared — I’m told

14 by many communities that it did not appear that that

15 cost was included in their financial numbers either.

16 Q So just to make clear, though, even though

17 the post office was closed and nothing was going on,

18 the payments would continue anyway?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Thank you. Question number three: if you

21 will accept, subject to check, that if we added up all

22 of the numbers in your response to interrogatory

23 USPS/NLPM-RT-2-l2 -- that’s the one with how many

24 pieces went through your post office in a two-week

25 period. If we added all those up to get one sum and

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 divided by 14, to get how many pieces per day, it will

2 come out to 159? If you can take that subject to

3 check and if counsel would like to do that math, he

4 can do it; but, it’s 159.

5 Now, the post office asked you in

6 interrogatory five - I have to find it here -- Sb, it

7 is your opinion that there is insufficient business or

8 government activity in Lohrville to attract the

9 services of a private firm that would provide daily

10 collection and transport of outgoing mail from a

11 Lohrville business. When you said you thought it was

12 commonsense, was that in light of how many pieces

13 would go out of there per day?

14 A Primarily, yeah. I mean, that’s a rather

15 small number of pieces and the idea that they could

16 somehow make it profitable for them, which is what a

17 business, itself, would aim to do.

18 MR. BRINKMANN: With that, I have no more

19 questions.

20 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. Are there

21 other questions based on the questions that have been

22 asked of the witness now?

23 MR. TIDWELL: Just a wee bit follow-up,

24 Madam Chairman, if we may.

25 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Counsel for the Postal

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 Service, go ahead.

2 RE-CROSS-EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. TIDWELL:

4 Q Mr. Hobbs, you just had a colloquy with

5 counsel about Postal leaseholds and the cost that

6 could be associated with a lease of a property that

7 the Postal Service — from which the Postal Service

8 discontinues operations. Would it be possible for the

9 Postal Service to sublet properties if it discontinues

10 operations?

11 A I have not been made aware of any such

12 contingency in contracts, so I don’t know.

13 Q But, you have no — you’re not testifying

14 that it can’t be done?

15 A I just don’t know. I don’t have specific

16 knowledge of that.

17 MR. TIDWELL: That’s all we have, Madam

18 chairman.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Any other questions?

20 MR. ANDERSON: Nothing further, thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. Mr. Hobbs - Mayor

22 Hobbs, that completes your testimony here today. We

23 appreciate your appearance, your contribution to our

24 record, and your efforts on behalf of the State of

25 Iowa. Thank you.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 THE WITNESS: Thank you. Thank you for

2 having me.

3 (Witness excused.)

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Ladies and gentlemen, we

5 are using up a lot of time. We have three more

6 witnesses and I understand that each one of them will

7 have some lengthy cross-examination. It’s my

8 understanding that all of them have some- pressure with

9 regard to this evening. I was hoping that we could

10 get Mr. Waters on the stand and complete his testimony

11 within an hour and perhaps reconvene on Tuesday

12 morning at 9:30 for the other two witnesses. Is that

13 something that you think is feasible? Postal Service

14 is the one who has asked to cross-examine Mr. Waters

15 extensively. Do you think we can complete that?

16 MR. TIDWELL: If it’s necessary to get Mr.

17 Waters off and on today, sure.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think that that would

19 be the most efficient use of our time and that means

20 no break at the moment. So, I hope you’ll indulge me,

21 but the public representative, then, should call Mr.

22 Waters.

23 MS. FERGUSON: I apologize. The Public

24 Representative’s first witness is Dr. Waters, who is

25 currently taking the stand.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Would you stand, please.

2 whereupon,

3 NIGEL WATERS

4 having been first duly sworn, was called as a witness

S herein and was examined and testified as follows:

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you. You may be

7 seated.

8 DIRECT EXAMINATION

9 BY MS. FERGUSON:

10 Q Good afternoon, Dr. Waters. On the table

11 before you are two documents. They are copies of your

12 testimony and copies of your interrogatories. I would

13 like to direct your attention to the copies of your

14 testimony, which I believe are the documents

15 underneath. Was that document or testimony prepared

16 by you or under your direct supervision?

17 A Yes.

18 Q If you were to provide the contents of this

19 testimony today, would the content be the same?

20 A Yes.

21 MS. FERGUSON: Chairman Goidway, the Public

22 Representative would like to move Dr. water’s

23 testimony into evidence at this time.

24 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Any objections?

25 (No objections.)

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Hearing none, I will

2 direct counsel to provide the reporter with two copies

3 of the corrected direct testimony of Nigel Waters.

4 That testimony is received into evidence. However

S consistent with Commission practice, it will not be

6 transcribed.

7 (The direct testimony of

8 Nigel Waters was received

9 into evidence, and will not

10 be transcribed.)

11 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: We will next receive

12 written cross-examination. APWU indicated that it

13 intended to enter written cross-examination of Witness

14 Waters. Dr. Waters — does the Postal Service have

15 material, as well? Dr. Waters, have you reviewed the

16 material from APWU and determined whether if those

17 questions were posed to you orally today, your answers

18 would be the same as those previously provided in

19 writing?

20 THE WITNESS: Yes.

21 MR. HOLLIES: Madam Chairman, there seems to

22 be some confusion; forgive me for breaking in. There

23 were two sets of written interrogatory responses

24 prepared and available in the hearing room earlier

25 today and as you say, APWU was interested, so was the

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 Postal Service interested in getting its

2 interrogatories into the record. And there are two

3 procedural avenues used for that purpose. One is to

4 modify the sets available in the hearing room and the

S other is to go through a separate cycle of

6 designation. We took the first of those and included

7 ours in the sets that were available and they do not

S appear to be the sets in front of the witness.

9 (Discussion on the record.)

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: All right. So, we now

11 have designated interrogatories from the APWU and from

12 the U.S. Postal Service; is that correct?

13 MS. FERGUSON: Yes, Chairman Goldway.

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. And are you

15 familiar with those interrogatories, as well, Mr.

16 Waters?

17 THE WITNESS: I’m -- okay.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Take your time.

19 MR. HOLLIES: For the record, Madam

20 Chairman, the cover sheet did reflect APWU and

21 Commission designations and so they now — that cover

22 sheet, also, now reflects the Postal Service

23 designation. So, it’s comprehensive.

24 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Good. And it includes

25 some additional questions, as well, is that the second

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 point?

2 MR. HOLLIES: The ones that we’ve designated

3 are in the sets, yes.

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay.

5 MR. HOLLIES: I had a professional assist me

6 with that.

7 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Okay. So, we’ll go over

8 them again. Dr. Waters, you received this material

9 and if those questions were posed to you orally today,

10 would your answers be the same as those you previously

11 provided in writing?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes.

13 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Are there any corrections

14 or additions that you would like to make?

15 THE WITNESS: Not that I can determine.

16 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. Counsel, please

17 provide two copies of the designated written cross-

18 examination of Witness Waters to the reporter. The

19 material is received into evidence and it will be

20 transcribed into the record.

21 (The designated written

22 cross-examination of Nigel

23 Waters was received into

24 evidence and transcribed into

25 the record.)

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIPR-T1 -5
Do you expect that you are technically and professionally comØetent to conduct any
form of optimization that would include investigation of alternate access? Please
explain.

a. What proportion of your professional work entails Use of geo~raphlc toolsets of
the type(s) used in your testimony? Please provide a deneral understanding of
your professional work’s ambit.

b. What do you see as the benefits of such tools for ~tudying Issues with
geographic implications?

c. Do you perceive any limitations typical or inherent in use of sUbh tools or the
approaches often taken when using them? Please explain.

d. Do you agree that the approach to optimization taken in your tesfimony assumes
that access to retail postal services requires use of a brick and mortar postal
facility operated by postal employees? Please explain your response in ternIs
that include the benefits and drawbacks of the approach you take.

e. What is your understanding of how the Postal Service “oj,timized” its selection of
nominee offices included in RAOI?

f. What is your understanding of how the Postal Service could or should have
improved the optimality of its selected RACI offices? Please e*plain your
response.

Response:

a. I am a specialist in the analysis of geographic information and so a large portion

of my professional work is in this area.

b. These tools provide a starting point for understanding the spatial aspects of

trying to optimize the closure of facilities such as post offices.

c. There are limitations to these tools. They optimize the spatial properties of the

system in terms of the service area covered within a predefined distance by the

system of post offices. They can be used to minimize the amount of travel that

would be incurred by the surrounding population if they wish to avail themselves

access to postal services provided by the post office. Thus these models achieve
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a system wide solution. They can be applied to subsets of post offices producing

optimized solutions for the subset of post offices that are included in the analysis.

d. The approach used looked at how to optimize the closure of bricks and mortar

post offices. However, other types of outlets for postal services could be included

in this type of analysis. It should also be noted that such analysis could include

postal facilities that are or are not operated by postal workers. Obviously facilities

operated by postal workers that are housed in other businesses have many

advantages and are used widely in other countries such as Canada.

e. My understanding was that the Postal Service is considering closing selected

offices. This may be a necessary approach but may lead to gaps in coverage in

rural areas with low population densities and where the density of postal offices

is already lower than in urban areas.

f. The main improvement is to ensure that any gaps in service incurred by post

office closure are minimized.
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RESPONSE OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
TO INTERROGATQRY OF THE PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE

US PS/PR-TI -6
How often do you visit Post Offices (as that term is applied in the research repoiled in
your testimony) for purposes of accessing postal services?

a. What transactions are typical for you?
b. How frequently do you visit Post Offices?
c. Is the pattern of your visits one that invariably involves a trip from your home to

the Post Office and directly back home again? Please explain whatever patterns
you can see in your own behavior.

ci. Do you ever buy stamps in a pharmacy, grocery store, other retail location, or at
an ATM? If so, with what frequency? In what forni (roll, booklet, Forever
Stamps)? Did you make a trip to that location from home? Did you buy anything
else? Did you return directly home?

e. Please answer these same questions in terms of others, if any, with whom you
live.

f. Is your residence in a rural location? What definition of “rural” are you applying in
your response?

Response:

The Public Representative objects to Interrogatory 6 in its entirety on the basis of

relevancy. Dr. Waters’ personal purchasing habits and living arrangements are

irrelevant to the data analysis he performed in this case.
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a system wide solution. They can be applied to subsets of post offices producing

optimized solutions for the subset of post offices that are included in the analysis.

d. The approach used looked at how to optimize the closure of bricks and mortar

post offices. However, other types of outlets for postal services could be included

in this type of analysis. It should also be noted that such analysis could include

postal facilities that are or are not operated by postal workers. Obviously facilities

operated by postal workers that are housed in other businesses have many

advantages and are used widely in other countries such as Canada.

e. My understanding was that the Postal Service is considering closing selected

offices. This may be a necessary approach but may lead to gaps in coverage in

rural areas with low population densities and where the density of postal offices

is already lower than in urban areas.

f. The main improvement is to ensure that any gaps in service incurred by post

office closure are minimized.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIPR-T1-7
Your testimony starts by looking at a geographic area in isolation froth its surroundings;
then it examines static patterns in population density within that geö~ràphic: is this a fair
summary? If not, please provide your own summary

a. Please identify and explain those contexts in which this paradigm both is and
is not a good choice, elaborating upon any patterns 9ou see.

b. Can you cite to authoritative sources that address this issue? If so, please do
so (and if convenient, provide copies).

c. What classes do you teach to whom?
d. Have you published any professional work in the last six years? If so, please

provide a list of them.

Response:
This is a fair summary of what has been achieved so far but the methodology can
consider the system as a whole and thus minimize the issue of boundary problems.
Population changes can be estimated and projected and this would allow the aj,proach
that we used to become more dynamic.

a) The approach that we used is an exploratory approach and a starting point for

further analysis. It allows the spatial aspects of the Øroblem to be understood in a

transparent and objection fashion.

b) The following book is a widely cited text in this field:

Business site selection, location analysis, and GIS I Richard L. Church, Alan

T. Murray. 1-loboken, N.J. : John Wiley & Sons, 2009.

The following articles are concerned with retail location:

1998 - “Retail Location Analysis, Step Seven: Judgment, Implementation,

Monitoring,” Coo Info Systems; in press. (Grant Thrall).
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• 1998 - “Retail Location Analysis, Step Six: Identify Markets For Expansion,” Geo

Info Systems; in press. (Grant Thrall, Juan del Valle and Gordon Hinzmann)

• 1998 - “Retail Location Analysis, Step Five: Assess Market Penetration,” Gee

Info Systems, vol. 8, number 9, 1998; pp. 46-50. (Grant Thrall, Juan del Valle

and Gordon Hinzmann)

• 1998 - “Retail Location Analysis, Step Four: Identify Situation targets.” Gee Info

Systems, vol. 8, number 6, 1998; pp. 38-43. (Grant Thrall, Juan del Valle and

Gordon Hinzmann)

• 1998 - “Applying the Seven-Step Site Selection Methodology to Red Lobster

Restaurants: Steps One and Two.” Geo Info Systems, vol. 8, number 2, 1998;

pp. 40-43. (Grant Thrall, Juan del Valle and Gordon l-Iinzmann)

• 1998 - “Retail Location Analysis, Step Three: Assessing Relative Performance.”

Geo Info Systems, vol. 8, number 4; pp. 3844. (Grant Thrall, Juan del Valle and

Gordon Hinzmann)

• 1997 - “Retail Location Analysis With GIS: Seven Strategic Steps.” Geo Info

Systems, vol. 7, number 10, 1997; pp. 42-45. (Grant Thrall, Juan del Valle and

Gordon Hinzrnann)

• 1997- “Antecedents of Applied Geography: Marketing Geography.” Applied

Geographic Studies. 1 (3), 207-214. (Grant Thrall and Juan del Valle)

• 1997 - “The Calculation of Retail Market Areas: The Reilly Model.” Geo Info

Systems, vol. 7, no. 4: pp. 46-49. (Grant Thrall and Juan del Valle)

• 1996 - “Calibrating An Applebaum Analog Market Area Model With Regression

Analysis.” Geo Info Systems, November, 6(11)52-55 (Grant Thrall and Juan del

Valle)
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• 1996- “William Applebaum: Father of Marketing Geography.” Geo Info Systems,

6 (8) 50-54. (Grant Thrall and Juan del Valle)

• 1996- “Retail Location Analysis: Antecedents.” Gee Info Systems, 6 (6) 48-52

(Grant Thrall and Juan del Valle)

c) I teach graduate and undergraduate classes in the bepartment of Geography

and Geoinformation science at George Mason University. These classes include

Transportation Geography and Quantitative Methods both of which cover, in part,

these approaches.

d) I have attached a brief CV. One of my key publications in Transportation GIS that

deals with these methods was published in 1999 and re-published in 2005 and

has been cited almost 50 times. Other publications of mine in this field have

been published in international journals.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPS/PR-T1-8
You indicate that supporting materials for your testimony are made available in library
reference PR-LR-NP-1. From the publicly available description of that material, it
appears it was filed in nonpublic form only because some of its source mdterials Were
filed that way by the Postal Service. Yet the description keeps the door to its contents
firmly closed. Would agree that any publicly sensitive data would relate to specific
facilities, and not more generally toyour work?

a. Please explain in detail what materials of yours are available in that reference
(without repeating materials encompassed by your response to USPS/PR-Ti-1).

b. What do “screenshots” illuminate to the reader?
c. What statistical and all other programs do you use (generally)?

For the subset consisting of each tool used in the re~earch
reported in your testimony, please provide a paragraph describing
its usual or appropriate utilization, how you use it, and its
acceptance in any scientific community (supported by citatiohs if
you have these available).

ii. Is each of these commercially available? If so, how (via SAAS,
over the counter package, purchase of an appliance, time on a
mainframe, etc.)? If not, was it created by you or a colleague
specifically for this project?

d. Is “ESRI” or “Esri” an acronym? What does it stand for?

Response:

PR-LR-NP-i contains post offices identified using Postal Service finance numbers

which are nonpublic data. The contents of my analysis led up to the graphics produced

by the analysis, which are publically available as part of PR-Ti. Without post office

identification numbers, the work papers used to develop my testimony are meaningless;

as such, there is no value in filing a partial library reference.

a) See preface to PR-LR-NP-1.

b) Screenshots were provided to help the reader understand the methodology we

employed and the data that were used in the analysis.

c)
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i. We use 018 tools and statistical tools. For this analysis only GIS tools

were used. The software that was used was ArcGlS 10 as explained in

our deposition. This is the industry leading GIS software and is accepted

throughout government, industry and academia literally throughout the

world. My peer reviewed publication “Transportatioh 018” cited in my CV

(attached) and available on my website:
http://qps.qmu.edu/PeopleIWaterslWaters.html provides all the

necessary proof to show that this approach is widely accepted in the

scientific community.

ii. The software is commercially available.

d) Esri is the currently preferred usage and is no longer bonsidered an acronym. All

necessary information can be found at their website: http://www.esri.com/
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIPR-T1 -9
Did you write the biographical section of your testimony specifically for use in your
testimony, or did you pull it from another work? Why is it written in the third person?
Please explain.

Response:

Yes, I attempted to condense my biography to reflect those portions most relevant to~

the work I performed in this case. My biography is written in the third person as this is

the format in which it is often requested for publication.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPS/PR-T1 -10
Have you previously provided sworn testimony (which would
include any depositions)? If so:

a. P~ase identify each occasion, the matter involved, the date(s), and your role.
b. Please explain, for each, whether testimony was written, oral, or both.
c. For any expert testimony, please either provide a copy or explain in detail what

the case was about, your role in the case, the parties for and against whom you
testified, whether your testimony was cited in the decision or order that resulted,
and your understanding of how your testimony fit into the case [looking for
paragraph(s) on each, not pages].

Response:

I have not previously provided sworn testimony.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIPR-T1 -11
Please detail your undergraduate and graduate school education, including dates,
subjects, majors, minors, degrees, schools and locations.

a. Please provide your work history since getting a PhD.
b. Does the Postal Service comprise a ‘~transportation system” as you use that term

in your biographic paragraph? Please explain.
c. Does your testimony treat the Postal Service as a “transportation system”?

Please explain.

Response:

Please see attached Curriculum Vitae

a) Please see attached Curriculum Vitae

b) Yes, you move letters and parcels around a transportation network. Your

customers travel to your post offices.

c) We optimized parts of the system from the point-of-view of the population’s

access to post offices.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIPR-T1 -12
Please explain how the analysis carried out for your testimony demonstrates its
effectiveness.

a. For what purpose is it effective?
b. Why was your analysis conducted only for Kanbas? HoW ~was Kansas chosen?

What other states (or other geographic areas) We?e bonside?ed before settling on
Kansas? Please explain how we got to where we are ahd why.

c. Is it your understanding that the United States Pbstdi Servide brgari~zes ahd
manages the mail business on a state-specific bà~iè? Pleasd explaih your
understanding of how the Postal Service is organized.

d. How well would the analysis you conducted for Kansas work in Alaska, Guam,
Puerto Rico; Washington, DC; or Utah? Would there be any limitations Upon the
analysis, or use of the results in any of these? Please explain.

e. To your knowledge, which Post Offices (including other classified units) in
Kansas have closed? Which ones are closing? How is the statu~ of these offices
reflected in your analysis?

Response:

a) For optimizing the population’s access to post offices by minimizing straight-line

impedance.

b) Kansas was chosen because it represented a manageable task within the time

constraints that we were working under. It was essentially a proof of concept as

to one methodology that could be used to help optimize the postal retail network

and maximize the population’s access to the service.

c) I do not know the answer to this question and it seems irrelevant to the fact that

we were providing a proof of concept in terms of a methodological approach.

d) The analysis should work for any state or jurisdiction where postal services are

provided but the boundary pràblems would vary. Specifically customers in a mid

west state could avail themselves of postal services in an adjacent state. This

would not be possible in the case of an island.



e) We were dealing with a system wide analysis. We were not looking at individual

offices. I understand that the offices undergoing discontinuance procedures may

not be closed, but the final list was not available when I developed my testimony

(and is still unavailable). As such, my testimony does not reflect the final status

of RAQI offices.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPS!PR-T1-13
Please go through the thirteen lines of two columns in your “Findings” section and
explain in terms sensible to a layman what each item in the left column is and what the
corresponding term in the right column signifies. Please include in this discussion what
other values or choices for the right column could have been selected or chosen, and
why each was not.

Response:

These are the system parameters required to replicate my analysis using ArcOIS. Any

specific decisions regarding values or choices selected were for ease of calculation.

Users of the ArcGIS program will be familiar with the information displayed in this

section and laymen ought simply to understand that those values are programming

parameters.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

LJSPSIPR-tl-13 (second)
Do you agree that your analysis using “Thiessen polygons” defines respective service
areas by the location of a Post Office, station or branch? Please explain any
disagreement or equivocation regarding agreement.

a. Is it your understanding that the Postal Service operates and manages its
domestic service area in similar terms, that is, as a series of service areas each
of which is an exclusive unit serving customers located in that area? Please
explain your response in terms sensible to a layman.

b. Does the Postal Service classify its customers exclusively by where they live? By
where they work? What similarities or differences, including materiality, do you
see in which the Postal Service can or does use?

c. Can a customer access postal services by visiting a Post Office near her
grandmother’s house?

d. What, if any, ramifications for your optimization does the plurality of choices
available to each customer have? Please explain your response.

e. Must postal customers access retail service exclusively via Post Offices, stations
and branches? What is your understanding of the range of options available to
customers?

f. If you understand 1) that customers have a range of options for access to retail
postal services, including contract postal units (CPUs), consignees, postage by
fax/phone/mail, Village Post Offices, rural/HCR letter carriers while delivering
mail to respective receptacles, Automated Postal Centers (freestanding kiosks),
non-personnel units, friends and family, Approved Shippers, among others; 2)
that customers are interested in different products and services overtime, such
as Priority Mail, Express Mail, international postcards, parcel services, sending
church bulletins, using Certified Mail or Registered Mail, etc., but that 3)
approximately 85 percent of purchases are postage alone, how can the approach
used in your testimony optimize customer access to retail services?

g. is your response to part (0 in any way related to your statement on page 4, lines
17-18 that, “Thiessen polygons can serve as a rough proxy for estimating the
dimensions of facility service areas in geographic space”? Please explain your
response amenable to understanding by laymen.

Response:

Yes, I agree.

a) I have no idea. It is irrelevant to our analysis. We were concerned with providing
access to postal services for the population at large.
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b) I do not know what the Postal Service does. Again, how the Postal Service
categorizes groups is a question best answered by the Postal Service.

c) To formulate an answer this hypothetical question requires me to rely and
assume unspecified facts, such as the ability and mobility of the granddaughter;
location of the grandmother’s house; and the nearest proximate alternate access
site. Without more specificity of facts and circumstances, I cannot properly
address the question.

d) We considered postal services as a monolithic i.e. an undifferentiated bundle.
e) Don’t know. We were concerned only with post offices as an undifferentiated

entity.
f) The approach we used optimized access to post office locations as they exist

now and as they would be affected by closure. It was exploratory work.
g) Thiessen polygons allow us to determine what population is closest to which

postal outlet.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESSWATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

US PS/PR-TI -14
Please confirm that your discussion of “expanded service areas” at the top of page 7
refers to what you found to be statistically significant increases in the size of single
postal facility service areas, defined as those areas are in your research.

a. What is your understanding of the extent which customers in each facility’s
service area make use only of that facility for meeting their needs for access to
postal retail services? Please explain your response.

b. Please confirm that discontinuance of specific postal facilities in or near those
“expanded service areas” has yet to occur and may not occur. Please explain in
detail any failure to confirm.

c. Please confirm that your subsequent “Demographic Analysis” is limited to those
three identified “expanded service areas” indicated by blue ovals in the second
map in Figure 4.

d. Please explain how you identify customers in those “expanded service areas”
and specify the actual criteria used. To what extent, if at all, do those criteria
overlap with distinctions made by postal criteria such as address, five-digit ZIP
Code, nine-digit ZIP Code, and city/town name in address?

e. Please provide any statistical analysis of differences between those three
“expanded service areas” and the rest of Kansas, including measures of
statistical significance and confidence intervals.

Response:

I don’t understand this question.
a) Some people may not use the nearest facility but it makes sense that most

would.

b) I believe this to be the case.

a) Yes. Again it was exploratory.

d) We do not identify customers. We identify populations which are assumed to be

reasonable surrogates for customers.

e) We do not have measures of statistical significance in this instance as we are

using a population.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIPR-T1 -15
Please confirm that the “Nearest Neighbor Analysis” is confined to linear distance
between classified postal facilities and does not encompass customer locations or
densities.

Response:

Confirmed.
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE WITNESS WATERS
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

USPSIPR-T1 -16
What experience do you have managing retail network~ of any type or size? Please
explain in detail any such experience you have.

a. Is it your understanding that the Postal Service’s primary goal in managing the
locations of its facilities is to minimize the average distance of the population
served by its nearest Post Office?

b. What is your understanding of the Postal Service goal in RAOI?
a. Do you recommend that the Postal Service manage its facilities to this exclu&ve

goal?
d. If the Pàstal service were to do so, is it your position that the Postal Service could

then discontinue more Post Offices?
e. If the Postal Service were to do so, would it also need to relocate facilities in

response to changes in how many people live where?
f. Assuming evidence indicated that all customers with jobs access postal facilities

nearest to their work locations. In your estimation, should the Postal Seryice
instead conduct its analysis of the types you recommend using work locations for
Workers and residences for others? Or should it instead assurhe that workers will
take care of access to postal services for their residential households? Please
explain your responses.

g. Do you expect that postal management will adopt and Undertake the analyses
you recommend in your testimony? Why or why not? Please explain your
response.

h. Are the suggestions you make in your testimony for locating Post Offices the only
reasonable methods of doing so?

i. On page 14, line 8, should the word “exiting” instead read “existing”?

Response:

None. It was irrelevant to a spatial analysis of the pattern of post office locations.

a) No, this may or may not be the primary goals of the Postal Service but our

analysis that access to postal services is likely to be important to the population

at large.

b) Our goal in the analysis was to provide an understanding of the access of the

population to postal services before and after closure and to recommend
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alternative proposals that we ensure the highest access with a minimum of

closures. Our goal was not to second guess the goals of the Postal Service

which may include many other aspects of their operation which they may also

wish to optimize.

c) Absolutely not.

d) I do not believe that they should do as the question irriplies.

e) This may indeed be necessary.

U This is an excellent question. Subsequent analysià using our approach should
indeed consider access to post offices from work locations. Needless to say, this

greatly increase the compledty of the analysis. Ii may also suggest that new

postal outlets staffed by employees of the Postal Setvice heed to be located in

other locations and buildings that are accessible to those workers.

g) I hope the Postal Service does indeed use this type of analysis. They use the

ArcGIS 10 software in their operations and could indeed use the software to

optimize facility closures and openings — but it is important to realize that this is

only one type of analysis that needs to be done. Other evidence and analysis of

many forms needs to complement the spatial analysis advocated here.

h) No, see the answer to the previous question. This is a highly complex problem

and the spatial analysis is a complement or a supplement to other types of

analysis.

i) Yes, indeed.
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Nigel Waters: Curriculum Vitae

Professor and Director, Center of Excellence in GIS
Department of Geography, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 22030
E-mail: nwaters~ucal~ary.ca Tel.: 703-993-4687

Bio Summary
Nigel Waters obtained a First Class, Honours BA from Cambridge University in 1972 (winning the
Downing College Prize) and his MA (awarded the McIntosh prize) and PhD from the University of
Western Ontario in 1973 and 1977, respectively. He joined the Geography Department at the University
of Calgary in 1975 and was promoted to Full Professor in 1990. He was nominated twide for the Master
and Superior Teaching Awards, and has conducted numerous studies in GIS, modelling, spatial andlysis
and transportation geography. He is a former President of the Western Canadian Association of
Geographers, and an associate editor of GeoWorld where he is also a regular contributor of tile Edge
Nodes column. At the University of Calgary he was the Founding Director of the Masters in GIS Program
and of the Transportation Theme School and Transportation Studies Major. Prior to leaving the
University of Calgary (where he is now Professor Emeritus of Geography) he was participating in two
GEOIDE research projects, leading a SSHRC Project and was workibg with the Nobel Peace Prize
winning Carter Center in Atlanta as the Technical Director of the Mapjing the Media in the ATnericas
Project (www.mediamap.info ). In June 2007 he was appointed Professor of Geography and Director of
the Center of Excellence for Geographic Information Science at George Mason University in Fairfax,
Virginia. He has been appointed the Henrietta Harvey Distinguished Lecturer for Fall 2010 at
Memorial University, Newfoundland.

Research Interests
GIS; Transportation GIS; Web-based GIS; GIS and SDSS; 015 and Sustainability; Traffic Safety;
Medical Applications of GIS; 015, the Media and Democracy; Network Analysis.

Current Research
Mapping the Media in the Americas; Medical Geography Applications;
Promoting Sustainable Cpmmunities Through Participatory Spatial Decision Support;
Web-based PPGIS and Transportation Planning; Case Based Reasoning and Traffic Safety Analysis

Research Programs

Mapping the Media in the Americas www.mediarnap.info (Funding approximately $1 million primarily
from The Open Society Institute, Hughes, Canadian International Development Agency, Social Science
Humanities Research Council). Before leaving the University of Calgary Nigel Waters was the Technical
Director of a project to map media concentration in the Americas. In order to promote transparency in
elections and democratic politics, the project aims to utilize the functionality of a GIS to map the media
and analyze spatially the pivotal role of the media in political finance in 12 countries in the Americas.
Various datasets (including media, election and census) from each country will be organized
geographically in a GIS for visualization purposes, and geo-statistical analyses will be performed to
understand better the associations and patterns within these disparate datasets.
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Promoting Sustainable Communities Through Participatory Spatial Decision Support. (Funding
from the GEOIDE Networks of Centres of Excellence, Canada and from the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council, Canada).The use of open source software to develop GIS based websites
for garnering the opinions of professional planners and members of the public concerning proposed transit
routesand other planning developments.

Selected, Recent Publications and Presentations

Chapters in Books
Seel, K. and Waters, N. M. 2009. Complex, Adaptive Systems, Through Time and Across Space: A
Case Study of the Deregulated Alberta Electrical Power Generation Industry. Ch. 14, pp. 187-207 in A.
Reggiani and P. Nijkamp (eds), Complexity and Spatial Networks: In Search ofSimplicity. Springer:
Berlin, New York.
Waters, N.M. 2009. Representing Surfaces in the Natural Environment: Implicafions for Research and
Geographical Education. Ch. 3, pp. 21-39, in Mount, N.J., Harvey, 0. L., Aplin, P. and Priestnall, 0.,
Eds;, Representing, Modeling and Visualizing the Natural Environment: Innovations in GIS 13, cRC
Press, Florida.
Leslie, T and Waters, N.M. 2009. Geographic Information Systems. Encyclopedia of Library and
Information Science, Third Edition, Taylor and Francis, New York, iP pres~.
Waters, N.M. 2006. Network and Nodal Indices: Measures of Complexity and Redundandy: A
Review. Spatial Dynamics, Network and Modelling, edited by Aura Reggiani and Peter Nijkamp,
Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK & Northampton, MA, USA.
Waters, N;M., 2005. Transportation GIS: GIS-T, Chapter 59 in Geographical lnfornffitiori
Systems, Second Edition, Abridged, edited by Longley, P.A., Goodchild, M.F., Maguire, D.J.
and Rhind, D.W.; Wiley, New York.
Li, K., Waters, N.M., 2005. Transportation Networks, Case-Based Reasonin~ and Traffic
Collision Analysis: A Methodology for the 21st Century, Chapter 4 in Methods and Models in
Transport and Telecommunications, edited by Reggiani, A., Schintler, L. A.; Springer, New
York.

Articles in refereedjournals
Patel, A. B., Tu, J. V., Waters, N. M., Ko, D. T., Eisenberg, M~ J., Thao Huynh, T., Rinfret,S.,
Knudtson, M. and Ghali, W. A. 2010. Access to Primary Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
for ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction in Canada: A Geographic Analysis. Open
Medicine, in press.
Delparte, D. M., Jamieson, B. and Waters, N. M. 2008. Statistical runout modeling of snow
avalanches using GIS in Glacier National Park, Canada. Cold Regions Science and
Technology, v54 #3, 183-92. http:I/dx.doi.orgIlO.1016/i.coldrecliOns.2008.07.006
Patel, A., Waters, N. M. and Ghali, W., 2007. Determining geographic areas and populations
with timely access to cardiac catheterization facilities for acute myocardial infarction care in
Alberta, Canada. International Journal of Health Geographies, 6 (47): http:iuii
healthgeographics.com/contentlpdf/1 476-072x-6-47.pdf
Sun, H., Forsythe, W. K. and Waters, N. M. 2007. Modelling Urban Land Use Change and
Urban Sprawl: Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Networks and Spatial Economics, vol. 7, #4, pp. 353-
376. http://springerlink.metapress.COm/contentIn33tS888i64PI 106!fulltexLpdf
Vik Stronen, A., Paquet, P., Herrero, S., Sharpe, S., and Waters, N. 2007. Translocation and
Recovery Efforts for the Telkwa Caribou, Ranciifertarandus caribou, Herd in Westcentral British
Columbia, 1997—2005, Canadian Field Naturalist, vol. 121 (2), 155-163.
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Forsythe, W. K. and Waters, N. IVI., 2006. The Utilization of Image Texture Measures in Urban
Change Detection. Photogrammetrie, Fernerkundung, Geoinformation, vol. 4, pp. 287-296.
Alexander, S.M., Waters, N.M. and Paquet, P. C. 2005. Traffic Volume and Highway
Perrrieability for a Mammalian Community in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. The Canadian
Geographer, vol. 49, (4), pp. 321-331.
Tang, K.X., Waters, N.M., 2005. The Internet, GIS and Public Participation in Transportation
Planning, Progross in Planning, 64 (~:1-62.
Bow, J.D., N.M. Waters, P.13. Fans, J.E. Seidel, P.13. Galbraith, M.L. Knudston, W. A. Ghali,
and the APPROACH Investigators, 2004. Accuracy of City Postal Code Coordinates as a
Proxy for Location of Residence, International Journal of Health Geographics, 3(5): 1-9.
Seidel, J.E., W.A. Ghali, P.13. Fans, J.D. Bow, N.M. Waters, M.M. Graham, P.13. 0albraith,
L.B. Mitchell, and Mi. Knudston, 2004. Geographical Location of Re~idence and Uniformity
of Access to Cardiac Revascularization Services after Catheterization. Canadian Journal of
Cardiology, 20(5): 517-523.

Articles in conference proceedings and other publications
van Wyngaarden, R. and Waters, N. M. 2007. An Unfinished Revolution: Gaining Perspective
on the Future of GIS. Cover article for Geo World, vol. 20, #9, uip. 22-25.
Moon, S-H. and Waters, N.M., 2004. Solving the City of Calgai~y High School Location Problem
for the Year 2033, Transportation Revolutions, Calgary, Alberta, Proceedings of the Canddlan
Transportation Research Forum (2): 464-478

Major Oral presentations
Mcconnell, S., Hansen, C. and Waters, N. M. 2005. Mapping the Media in the Americés: An
Innovative Application of GIS. Paper presented to the Eighth United Nations Regiohal
Cartographic Conference for the Americas, New York City, June 27-July 1, 2005.
http:l/unstats. un.org/unsd/geoinfo/8unrccal P36. pdf

Graduate Students Supervised
Ph.D. In progress: 3; Completed: 11
MAIMSC In progress: 6; Completed: 20
MGFS: In Progress: 1; Completed 28
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And I believe we’ve

2 covered — there is no additional cross-examination,

3 written cross-examination, so that brings us to oral

4 cross-examination. Two participants have requested

5 oral participation — oral cross-examination, the

6 National League of Postmasters, Mr. Hughes —

7 MR. HUGHES: Yes, Madam Chairman.

8 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And the United States

9 Postal Service, Mr. Hollies. Are there any other

10 participants who want to cross-examine Witness Waters?

11 (No verbal response.)

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: If not, then we’ll begin

13 with Mr. Hughes.

14 CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. HUGHES:

16 Q Thank you, Dr. Waters. My name is Hal

17 Hughes and I represent the National League of

18 Postmasters. I have a very small number of questions.

19 I gather from your testimony, particularly when you

20 focused on three regions, that there was evidence of a

21 higher impact on older residences; is that correct?

22 I’m looking at page 12 - or 13 of your testimony,

23 lines eight through 12.

24 A I actually don’t see what you’re referring

25 to; but in the demographic analysis on page eight of

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1 the testimony that I gave -

2 Q Yes.

3 A - that is correct. We examined that by

4 determining the median age in the three regions with

5 42.8 years and the average median age in Kansas, which

6 was the State that we were —

7 Q Yes.

8 A — analyzing was slightly lower. It’s 36.4.

9 Q Okay, so about a little over six years

10 average increase in age in the three regions?

11 A Yes, exactly.

12 Q All right. Then on page 11, Figure 12, you

13 present a location allocation analysis and you said

14 based on that, exactly half of the locations proposed

15 for closure, 67 out of 134, your analysis, that are

16 sites that should remain open. Do I understand your

17 testimony correctly?

18 A What we said was that there are 67 locations

19 proposed for closure that we identified by the

20 location allocation analysis as sites that should

21 remain open.

22 Q Right. I mean, to summarize it in layman

23 terms, the Postal Service got it wrong half the time?

24 A That would be one interpretation.

25 Q I like it. All right, thank you, Dr.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1 Waters. Finally, near the end of your testimony, you

2 mentioned that post offices are widely considered to

3 be a low order of service, which I don’t think you

4 mean to sound insulting and I don’t think anyone takes

5 it that way. Would you explain what you mean by a low

6 order of service?

7 A You know, when I was rereading through this

8 material, which I wrote, I realized that that — it

9 could be interpreted as being a trivial service and

10 somewhat demeaning. But, it’s just the opposite. A

11 low order service is something which is needed on the

12 most frequent basis possible, possibly and I think

13 earlier testimony today has suggested maybe several

14 times — several times a week. And so such a service,

15 since it is needed on a frequent basis, should be

16 available at a close distance, so that people who

17 travel to take advantage of that service don’t have to

18 go very far. If it’s a service that’s needed

19 infrequently, then you don’t mind going a greater

20 distance. But for your bread, for your milk, for your

21 newspaper, and for your post office, you want those

22 services to be close by. That’s what’s meant by low

23 order service.

24 MR. HUGHES: Thank you, very much, Dr.

25 Waters. That concludes my questions.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 CHAIRMAN GDLDWAY: Thank you. Now, we have

2 Mr. Hollies.

3 BY MR. HOLLIES:

4 Q Good afternoon, Dr. Waters.

5 A Good afternoon.

6 Q I’m glad we could get you on today and,

7 hopefully, we’ll get you off in short order, as well.

8 Were you here this morning during Witness Morrison’s

9 cross-examination?

10 A I came in about 10:20 and Ms. Morrison had

11 been sworn in by that point. So, I didn’t hear the

12 first part of her testimony, but I was there for most

13 of it.

14 Q Okay, thank you. She stuck to her science

15 and I’m hopeful that you can, as well, and I will try

16 not to ask questions that require answers that suggest

17 that a characterization might be one inapplicable. I

18 would like to stick to your science.

19 A Thank you.

20 Q Have you ever been cross-examined before?

21 A No, never.

22 Q Not even in a deposition?

23 A No.

24 Q Oh, congratulations. Okay. I will say this

25 anyway, there are rules for cross-examination, which

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 suggest that only the examiner can ask questions and

2 the witness only gets to answer questions, and I would

3 like not to make rigid use of those rules; more of a

4 conversation, if we can. So, if I said something

5 that’s difficult for you, if you want to push back,

6 that would be welcome, as well.

7 A Okay.

8 Q Looking to your response to USPS/PR-Tl-l,

9 that is the Postal Service’s number one interrogatory

10 to you, your analysis, of course, applies only to

11 Kansas, and you indicate an aspirational interest in

12 expanding the analysis. Would you be able to expand

13 it to the entire domestic service area of the United

14 States Postal Service?

15 A Yes.

16 Q The domestic service area includes some

17 locations that are counterintuitive to some, including

18 Islands in the Pacific and such. Are you at least

19 generally familiar with that phenomena?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And you’re confident that your analysis

22 could encompass those, as well?

23 A Yes. I think States like Hawaii and

24 territories like Puerto Rico, I think you would want

25 to analyze those separately because they’re — you

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 know, they’re islands and they have no boundary

2 problems. The ideal thing to do this type of analysis

3 that we reported on in our testimony is to do it all

4 at once because as some of the interrogation

S indicated, there are boundary issues and we could not

6 handle those. In other words, someone living on the

7 border of Kansas could go to an enjoining state, could

8 go to their adjoining state, one of the adjoining

9 states and take advantage of a post office there. And

10 so, you know, in that sense, by isolating Kansas, the

11 analysis is weakened. The bigger the region that you

12 can handle in one analysis, the better, unless it is,

13 in fact, an island.

14 Q So by limiting it to, say, the entire

15 domestic service area, a resident along the Montana

16 border with Canada might actually have a Canadian post

17 office that’s nearby, but we could perhaps reasonably

18 exclude that from our analysis because we’re looking

19 at just services provided by the Postal Service?

20 A Absolutely.

21 Q Can you confirm my understanding of the

22 technical approach taken in your testimony; that is,

23 it is limited to a comparison of all classified Postal

24 retail facilities, by which I mean post offices,

25 stations, branches, and perhaps also annexes operated

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 by Postal employees? Moreover, they have to be

2 located in Kansas and that all those that would remain

3 in Kansas — excuse me, both Kansas, as it is today,

4 and all those that would remain in Kansas, if all of

S those nominated by RAOI were, in fact, discontinued.

6 Is that right?

7 MS. FERGUSON: I”m going to object just for

8 compound purposes. I think there’s more than one

9 question in there, at least. It could be divided up

10 into two simpler ones.

11 MR. HOLLIES: I could - did you understand

12 the question, Dr. Waters?

13 THE WITNESS: Well, it was limited to what

14 was the data that was provided by the U.S. Postal

15 Service to the Public Representative, who then

16 provided it to me. So whatever the data set was --

17 that was made available to us.

18 MR. HOLLIES: I’m not trying to change that,

19 so, thank you.

20 THE WITNESS: Okay.

21 BY MR. HOLLIES:

22 Q I used a moment ago the acronym RAQI. Are

23 you conversant with that, at this point?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Are you aware that it involves simply

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 nomination by headquarters Postal officials of

2 approximately 3,600 Postal retail units for possible

3 discontinuance?

4 A Yes.

5 Q And, also, that - I’ll make this very brief,

6 and, also, that they are just being nominated. It’s a

7 separate process that actually evaluates their

S discontinuance?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Okay. I expect you can agree that your

11 analysis does not account for any offices whose

12 discontinuance studies were terminated anytime after

13 their nomination by RAOI; is that correct?

14 A We simply used the list of post offices that

15 were sort of proposed for closure and I’m not sure of

16 the date of that, when they were proposed for closure.

17 But, it was the list that was given to us.

18 Q Yes, okay. I’m just trying to clarify a

19 point of confusion, which you appear not to suffer

20 from. So, I will move on.

21 A Okay.

22 Q Would you agree that your analysis in no way

23 looks at how customers access retail services today in

24 Kansas, if they do not use a nearby Postal facility

25 and assuming the border problem is not part of my
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1 question?

2 A We assumed that they were going to the

3 nearest facility.

4 Q Is it your understand that’s the only way

S customers can access retail services?

6 A No. It’s an interesting problem in

7 geographical science. People do go to — for all sorts

8 of reasons, they will go to a more distant facility.

9 They may just prefer the service given at that

10 facility. And, of course, they may go to a facility

11 on the way to their place of employment, which may not

12 be closest to their residence. They may be going to a

13 facility at their place of employment. There may be

14 one in the building where they work or in the

15 organization where they work. So, the answer is, yes,

16 they don’t always go to the closest facility.

17 Q Is there an empirical basis for using in

18 your analysis basically a paired set of locations, a

19 residence and a retail facility, as distinguished

20 from, perhaps, a work location and a Postal facility?

21 A There’s literature in the location

22 allocation modeling literature, which we’re familiar

23 with, which suggests that you might go to a facility

24 at your place of residence, at your place of work, or

25 anywhere in between. There’s no — I don’t think
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1 there’s not much literature that I’m aware of that

2 would suggest that the place of work was preferred.

3 But, there are location allocation modeling studies,

4 which do take into account going to a location not

5 closest to your residence.

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: It is true that if you

7 receive a package, you’re required to go to the post

S office closest to your residence to pick it up.

9 MR. HOLLIES: That can be true.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So, there are

11 administrative processes that require people to be

12 paired with their closest post office.

13 MR. HOLLIES: As there are ways for

14 customers to ask that something be redelivered

15 elsewhere, as well.

16 BY MR. HOLLIES:

17 Q You, also, look at customers, do you not,

18 Dr. Waters, as consisting solely of animate beings,

19 presumably just humans, to the exclusion of business

20 customers; is that right?

21 A I don’t think we actually used that

22 terminology, but we were — you’re correct, we were

23 assuming that the — we were trying to maximize access

24 by the population at large. A more sophisticated

25 analysis would indeed take into account the fact that
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1 young children are not going to be customers, maybe

2 the extreme elderly cohort would not be customers, and

3 there would be business customers, too; so, the answer

4 is yes.

S Q Does your analysis distinguish then between

6 delivery of the mail from sending of mail?

7 A No, it didn’t. It just looked at access to

8 the population at large.

9 MR. HOLLIES: Okay. Let’s take a look then

10 at your response to the second interrogatory from the

11 Postal Service. Madam Chairman, this interrogatory

12 has landed in something of a procedural thicket. The

13 Public Representative did not formally object to the

14 question, but an objection to parts of the question

15 appeared in the response, itself. And as I’m sure you

16 recognize, an objection typically is a separate

17 pleading, which is filed to give notice to everybody

18 that an objection exists and then, of course, there

19 can be a motion to compel and a reply to that.

20 The Postal Service on Friday did file a

21 motion to compel on this response, indicating that we

22 think this is an appropriate question for asking, and

23 I believe the Public Representative may have had a

24 response to that.

25 MS. FERGUSON: I do. Thank you. First of
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1 all—

2 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Just for the record, can

3 we clarify, your motion combined questions for Waters

4 and Klingenburg.

S MR. HOLLIES: Two for Dr. Waters and one for

6 Mr. Klingenburg.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So, could you just refer

8 for this discussion to the questions that were for Mr.

9 Waters?

10 MR. HOLLIES: Yes, although for the moment,

11 I’ve just referred to the first of Dr. Waters.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I want to make sure I

13 have them here in the motion. Do you have the numbers

14 for which ones they are?

15 MR. HOLLIES: USPS/PR-TR-2.

16 MS. FERGUSON: I believe the other issue

17 with Dr. Waters is responses TR-6.

18 MR. HOLLIES: Yes, that’s correct.

19 MS. FERGUSON: Those are the two that the

20 Postal Service has —

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay, I have them both.

22 MS. FERGUSON: Fist, to address the one

23 brought up by the Postal Service, Tl-2, the Public

24 Representative, myself, did object to 2B through 2D.

25 I was taking my lead from the Postal Service, who had
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1 responded in an interrogatory, specifically to Mr.

2 Popkin during its direct testimony, that things were

3 not relevant and, therefore, it would not answer them.

4 I just put them in the formal legalese and used the

5 words Tiobjected to.”

6 Also, given the short turnaround time of

7 these proceedings, I was not aware that a formal

8 separate objective — sorry, list of objections needed

9 to be filed and, if that is so, I apologize. But, I

10 do hold strong that we do object to at the very least,

11 2C and 2]D. Part of 2B, I believe, could be answered.

12 The rest, I would have the same objection of relevancy

13 and attorney work product.

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think we’ve looked at

15 these issues in the discussions with the witnesses

16 previously today and, as you’ve heard, my focus has

17 been to ask questions that relate to the expertise of

18 the witness and the actual testimony that’s been

19 provided. It seems to me that questions C and D have

20 to do with the relationship between the contractor and

21 the contractee, with regard to work hours, et cetera,

22 and that’s not at all relevant to the facts and the

23 expertise involved. And I would say that in B, the

24 first question would be acceptable, but we had a

25 debate this morning about alternatives and I think the
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1 same issues apply and I think would be much more

2 productive if we just focused on how the specific

3 research design was used and not speculate about a lot

4 of various alternatives that weren’t brought to the

5 table.

6 MR. HOLLIES: Madam Chairman, I appreciate

7 that, with all due respect, but I would submit that

8 the Postal Service is entitled, as a function of its

9 due process rights, to inquire into the formation of

10 the contract, whether alternative approaches were

11 considered and perhaps rejected, and why they were

12 rejected. In terms of how much time the witness put

13 into the work, that’s not very dear to my case. I

14 would certainly agree. It’s usually a complement to

15 the effort and time of the witness to be able to say

16 that. I’m also not interested, as the question points

17 out, in not actually getting to dollars. Expert

18 witnesses are paid for their time and should be and

19 how much they get paid is not a question that we need

20 to get into.

21 If, however, the contract was singular in

22 its formation, with the single purpose, which was the

23 one fulfilled by the testimony, the question and

24 answer will be quite brief. And I suspect that is the

25 case based on — well, based on a discussion with
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1 counsel. But —

2 CHAIRMAN GOLIDWAY: I think what we’ll do is

3 allow you to proceed with the questions that we all

4 agree are relevant and if you want to resubmit these

S other questions with some more explanation of how they

6 are relevant, we can take them under advisement and

7 make a ruling then.

8 MR. HOLLIES; Well, I’ve just provided you

9 the explanation for part C -

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Well -

11 MR. HOLLIES: — is that the details of

12 contract formation —

13 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: - I would like to -

14 MR. HOLLIES: — are customarily —

15 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: -- I would like to -

16 MR. HOLLIES: - a topic that may be inquired

17 into by counsel.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLIDWAY: I would like to consult

19 with my attorneys and refer back to previous rulings

20 that have been made on those issues and --

21 MR. HOLLIES: If you’re going to --

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: -- the reactions of the

23 Postal Service with regard to its interpretations when

24 people have asked similar questions and make a

25 decision at that time. I’m not ready to make that
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1 decision now.

2 MR. HOLLIES: So be it.

3 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So proceed with the

4 questions that we all think are okay and if you want

5 to resubmit those other questions with more

6 explanation, we’ll rule on them as soon as possible.

7 MR. HOLLIES: I have filed a motion to

S compel, which is ripe for ruling by the Commission, or

9 it could be, if there’s a response from the Public

10 Representative. So, I think that comports with what

11 you’re describing. Thank you.

12 MS. FERGUSON: I think it was clarified that

13 the first portion of 2B - T1-2B is proper and it

14 reads, “please describe how you arrived at the

15 specific research design you used.” That’s what I

16 understood.

17 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you for that. Thank

18 you.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Yes, that’s right.

20 MR. HOLLIES: That is the key point.

21 BY MR. HOLLIES:

22 Q Well, I’m sorry, Doctor, I introduced the

23 question to you and then we proceeded to divert from

24 that goal. Let’s get down to it. What goals for the

25 research were discussed for your research?
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1 MS. FERGUSON: Objection. I don’t believe —

2 MR. HOLLIES: That’s part of A.

3 MS. FERGUSON: I apologize. I thought you

4 were talking about the design. I apologize.

5 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Part A is fine.

6 BY MR. HOLLIES:

7 Q Do you have an answer, Doctor?

S A Right, okay. Do you want me to answer the

9 whole of part A, the first part, as well?

10 Q Yes, how soever you wish.

11 A Okay. I was contacted by the Public

12 Representative and I’m in the database at George Mason

13 University as an expert in geographic information

14 science. I’m Director of their Center of Excellence

15 for that and a professor in the Department of

16 Geography and Geoinformation Science.

17 The goals — I was told that this was a

18 retail access optimization initiative. That was the —

19 and I was to look at the proposed closures that were

20 being presented and see, essentially, if they weren’t

21 optimal in terms of access. To me, the goals were

22 very limited. It was access and it was optimization.

23 And my professional background over several decades

24 would suggest that the best way to handle that is

25 through a location allocation analysis. And we’re
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1 fortunate that just recently in the ESRI software, the

2 ArcGIS software, a new routine has been put into that

3 program to do this very thing. So, that’s how I

4 determined the goals, simply access of the population

5 was to be optimized in terms of closing facilities.

6 It was very limited, the goals.

7 Q So would you agree then that you -- well, it

8 was almost a perfect question and that you had a well-

9 suited research paradigm available that could readily

10 be applied?

11 A Yes. I’m not sure I would agree with one of

12 the comments in the interrogation, that it was simply

13 off-the-shelf. It was a little more complex than that

14 and there were indeed alternative approaches to use.

15 And we decided on a particular strategy and followed

16 that through.

17 Q Could you very briefly give us some idea of

18 what you looked at and chose not to use and perhaps

19 why?

20 A Okay. We really - we made a selection of

21 the available options and that was to minimize the

22 distance, some of the distances of the population to

23 the post offices or perhaps more simply put, the

24 average distance of people to their post office.

25 There are other options that are often used in
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1 location allocation modeling. For example, you can

2 put into — you can try what are known as coverage

3 problems. You can say that you will ensure that no —

4 you will ensure that the number of people who are

5 within a given distance to a post office is optimized

6 by the number of post offices that you’re going to

7 have operating. So, that’s a different objective.

8 You can, also, ensure that the population —

9 and we did, in fact, we were aggregating populations.

10 We weren’t doing this on a house-to-house basis. So,

11 we were taking block groups from the census and you

12 could ensure that the block group that was most

13 distant from a post office was as close as possible.

14 That, again, is a different objective. But our

15 objective, we thought, was - we had to do the analysis

16 very quickly and we took what was simple and easily

17 understood option to minimize the average distance of

18 population block groups to their post office, to their

19 nearest post office.

20 Q I’m going to deviate from my script briefly

21 here, but had you picked Alaska instead of Kansas,

22 might you have used, for example, a median distance,

23 rather than an average?

24 A It’s a little bit confusing, the

25 terminology. We did, in fact, optimize and minimize
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1 the average distance of our block groups, population

2 groups to the post office. That is known in the

3 literature as the p-median problem. So, the

4 alternative you are proposing is not used. And so in

5 Alaska, we would have used indeed the same approach.

6 Q Thank you. I’ve learned something, too.

7 Thank you. Let’s move on to the next interrogatory

8 from the Postal Service. This interrogatory was

9 intended to explore how tightly coupled your testimony

10 is with the Postal Service’s own RACI proposal and

11 request. From what you said and what I’ve otherwise

12 given to understand, the short answer would be not

13 much; is that correct?

14 A That is correct.

15 Q Rather, your testimony can properly be

16 summarized as “presenting an alternative method for

17 optimizing the Postal Service’s retail network;” is

18 that correct?

19 A Yes. And we understand the network as the

20 transportation network, where optimizing access to

21 post offices over the transportation network.

22 Q And just to make sure we’re fencing out

23 something, which I think you intend to fence out,

24 we’re not talking about the Postal Service’s own

25 transportation network; is that correct?
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1 A That’s correct.

2 Q I unnecessarily introduced confusion into

3 these interrogatories by making what is the full body

4 of interrogatory five also appear as parts of

5 interrogatory four. And I was at least curious to see

6 that you, in some cases, answered the question both

7 times, which was not especially illuminating, but it

S was intriguing nonetheless. Let’s move on to number

9 five, because it was intended to stand on its own,

10 rather than as a part of number four.

11 The main part of this interrogatory — the

12 main body of this interrogatory begins on a rather

13 large stage, asking generally about optimization. And

14 I now understand better that you know little about

15 RAOI, itself. So, you are essentially unable to

16 attempt an answer resting on the foundation of what

17 has been called in this case, “alternate access.”

18 Does that term mean anything to you?

19 A Yes, I understand it now and I had an

20 understanding of it throughout the work that we were

21 doing, but we did not include that. We were only

22 working with post offices and the information on post

23 offices, which were being considered for closure.

24 Q Thank you. As a scientist in your field -

25 well, let me back up. I recognize you had time
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1 pressures and various other reasons for choosing the

2 discrete analysis that you did and it stands very well

3 on its own. But as a scientist in your field, you

4 have perhaps an independent basis for attempting a

5 response based on optimization strategies alone. So,

S let me ask a different question and see if you can

7 answer it. Do you expect that you are technically and

8 professionally competent to conduct any form of

9 optimization that would address the optimization

10 question you see the Postal Service facing, that is

11 one involving alternative access, as well?

12 A Yes. With the information - with the

13 information on alternative access sites, I think we

14 could address that; but, we didn’t.

15 Q Fair enough.

16 MS. FERGUSON: Just for clarification, we

17 didn’t do it or we didn’t have the information on

18 access sites?

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Microphone, please.

20 MS. FERGUSON: It’s on. I guess - is that

21 better?

22 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: That’s better.

23 MS. FERGUSON: Okay, sorry. Just for

24 clarification, Dr. Waters, was that you did not study

25 alternative access sites or you did not have the
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1 information?

2 THE WITNESS: I think both were true, yes.

3 I don’t think we had the information and we didn’t

4 study it, yeah.

5 MR. HOLLIES: If Athief is listening, we’ve

6 got some strange microphone problems.

7 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Are you having trouble?

8 MR. HOLLIES: The witness’s microphone is

9 skipping to three different levels of sound

10 reproduction. The middle one lacks the base. And

11 counsel’s microphone is also set down fairly low. I’m

12 guessing mine is kind of loud. My own voice is

13 echoing in my ears. But, I know Athief can and does

14 resolve these problems, so — and I know he may be back

15 in the room, so —

16 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: I’m able to hear everyone

17 fine, except the Public Representative, so —

18 MR. HOLLIES: I don’t think -

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Maybe where we are in the

20 room that’s causing trouble; but, I’m sure he’s

21 listening and will try and make some adjustments.

22 MR. HOLLIES; Hopefully by tomorrow.

23 BY MR. HOLLIES:

24 Q In part B of the response to interrogatory

25 five, you refer to “the spacial aspects” of
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1 optimization efforts. As applied in your testimony,

2 does that entail reference to a problem that can be

3 described in one of two ways that I will provide you;

4 first, a set of paired — excuse me, a set of paired

5 points, vectors, or cords, with an existing postal

6 facility at one end and a customer residence at the

7 other; or, second, a polygon with a postal retail

8 facility near its center point to which all residences

9 within the polygon are the most proximate to that one

10 postal retail facility?

11 A Yes. It’s the second; it’s not the first.

12 Ideally, you would want to go with the first. You’d

13 like to make every customer, every residence a demand

14 point, if you’d like. The computational issues would

15 be tremendous if you did that. So, it’s an

16 aggregation of residences to a center point, in fact,

17 of a block group, as defined by the U.S. Bureau -

18 Census Bureau. So, it’s the second.

19 Q You used the term “block group.” I think

20 Ms. Morrison used the term “census tract.” Are those

21 at all synonymous or —

22 A It’s a hierarchy. The census tract is

23 larger. It has more residences in it. Then, you go

24 down to a block group, which is a better level of

25 resolution and a block group is, as one might suspect,
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1 made of blocks and the blocks are made of residences.

2 So, the ideal is to disaggregate as much as possible

3 for it to have the most sensitivity, if you like, the

4 most accuracy to your solution. The computational

5 requirements for that are enormous and so we

6 approximated the distribution of residences with a

7 center point for the block groups.

8 Ideally, with a little more time, probably

9 twice as much time as we had to do the analysis, I

10 would do it at the block level. As Witness Morrison

11 pointed out, if you go below the block level, you then

12 get into anonymity, confidentiality issues, and then

13 you can’t do your demographic analysis. And so, we

14 were not — it would have not been profitable to go

15 down to anything lower than a block. But, we actually

16 had block groups.

17 Q Thank you. I think you’ve answered a

18 similar question earlier, so the answer to this may be

19 predictable, but you could do a similar analysis for

20 the Postal Service that instead of using customer

21 residences, used customer work locations or perhaps

22 both?

23 A Absolutely, yes.

24 Q And I would take it that especially in view

25 of the time constraints you faced, those were really
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1 not viable options at this time?

2 A No. And it was not only time, but if you

3 wanted work places, it would be very tricky to get the

4 data. The data for residences is much more easily

5 available, but the data for work places would have

6 been difficult; but, it’s the ideal thing to do. And,

7 you know, we’re working on that. I have graduate

S students who are working on using cell phone data to

9 monitor where people are during the day and that would

10 be very helpful. And it may be a direction the post

11 office — the U.S. Postal Service would want to go in

12 the future, to know where people are throughout the

13 day and then optimize location of post offices on that

14 basis.

15 Q Well, my clients are listening. Let me add

16 a couple of additional possibilities and see what

17 optimization suggestions you have. As you may or may

18 not know, the single most common purchase at postal

19 retail counters is postage. Stamps can be purchased

20 at what we call consignee locations: drugs stores and

21 grocery stores and such. Can those be — I think those

22 can probably also be incorporated into a more

23 comprehensive analysis, is that right?

24 A Yes, but if you - if you included those, you

25 would greatly increase the number of service points.
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1 But, yeah, that would be - that would be a good thing

2 to do. But, you increase the size of the problem that

3 you’re dealing with; but, yes, there’s no difficulty

4 in principle with including such outlets.

5 Q But work effort still matters, yes?

6 A Yes, yes.

7 Q All right. Well, let me challenge you once

8 more and think the last time on this line. As you may

9 be aware, postage can also be purchased by mail, by

10 phone, by fax, even on the Internet; but some such

11 transactions are a little bit more difficult to define

12 in terms of a specific location. Does that present

13 any particular challenge to the paradigm we’ve been

14 discussing — or paradigms?

15 A Yes, I think it does. The more services

16 that are location independent, the more this analysis

17 would be weakened, yeah.

18 Q Are you aware of optimization strategies

19 that are better suited to that challenge?

20 A I would have to think about that. It is a

21 very challenging problem, very challenging.

22 Q That’s a fine answer. Okay. Let’s turn to

23 number six, which is also -- well, let’s turn to

24 number six, which is also one that was subject to an

25 objection in a motion to compel. I was waiting until
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1 counsel, I think, was listening again.

2 That interrogatory was one whose original

3 hope in my posing it to you was part of an invitation

4 to discuss the RAQI itself in greater detail, but I

5 now recognize that is not a very practical avenue to

6 explore.

7 MS. FERGUSON: And on its face, the Public

8 Representative would object to the motion to compel on

9 its face as it was without your current comment, that

10 these questions in their entirety in Question 6 of Dr.

11 Waters’ purchasing habits, and where he goes, and

12 whether he lives in a rural or urban area, has

13 absolutely nothing to do on his empirical analysis in

14 this case.

15 MR. HOLLIES: I would concede that, but the

16 point was to try and sharpen an understanding of

17 alternate access, but that’s okay.

18 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: So, we are not dealing

19 with D-6.

20 MR. HOLLIES: No, we are about to find out.

21 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: It is pretty irrelevant

22 as far as I can see.

23 BY MR. HOLLIES:

24 Q Okay. I will skip that one. Moving to

25 number seven. That was a quick six. Your response to
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1 Interrogatory 7 follows one objective that I have been

2 pursuing with you orally here today. That is, how the

3 model used in your testimony can be expanded to

4 accommodate greater complexity.

5 Could or should any particular significance

6 be attached to the fact that all the articles, but not

7 the book responsive to Part B, date from 1996 to 1998?

8 A I don’t think that you should attach any

9 significance to that. The book is one of the most

10 recent efforts to summarize the entire literature in

11 this bill, or a great portion of the literature.

12 So it is an excellent resource by two

13 leading proponents of the location science and

14 location analysis. The articles just were a -

15 convenient series of articles that presented some of

16 these ideas very simply. But we could find an

17 extensive series of references which were from the

18 present, or from since 2000.

19 Q More recent?

20 A Yes, more recent, not from the 1990s, but

21 they are an easily understood series of articles.

22 They are from a trade publication rather than sort of

23 an academic outlet, periodical.

24 MR. HOLLIES: That is an excellent response.

25 Thank you. I know where to start. Turn if you would,
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1 please, to our Number 12. My colleague is

2 distributing what has been marked for identification

3 as Cross-Examination Exhibit XE-USPS-PR-T1-1, which in

4 the standard nomenclature we use just basically says

5 it is the first cross-examination exhibit from the

6 Postal Service to this witness.

7 And it is styled at the top, “Definitions of

8 Impedance”, Response to USPS/PR/T1-12(a) . Counsel has

9 asked whether one should be given to the reporter at

10 this point, and i have said, yes, please do.

11 (The document referred to was

12 marked for identification as

13 CX Ex XE-USPS-PR-T1-l.)

14 BY MR. HOLLIES:

15 Q Looking at your response to Part A, it

16 appears that you have used a word that is in fairly

17 common use, but I don’t think that you used it in that

18 sense. Your response to Part A reads, quote, for

19 optimizing the population’s access to Post Offices by

20 minimizing straight line impedance.

21 The cross-examination exhibit provides the

22 definitions available in two sources that I happen to

23 reply upon, the New Columbia, and which is misspelled,

24 Encyclopedia, which is an unusual creature today. It

25 is a one volume encyclopedia.
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1 And the second is Webster’s Encyclopedic

2 Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language, printed

3 in 2001. And I am asking if you can explain your use

4 of the word, and if possible, relate it to other uses

5 reflected in the exhibit?

6 A Well, one synonym that I was thinking of

7 using to answer your question was resistance, but I

8 think that might be just as opaca, and it is also a

9 physics term, and just as opaca and misleading.

10 I don’t actually like the term impedance,

11 but the software that we use, or that we used, in its

12 new version, which has only just been released, and so

13 that is a very current tool that we are using, even if

14 our references are a little out of date, the software

15 uses the term minimize impedance.

16 And it is the idea of, and so that is why we

17 used it, because ArcGIS’s product used it, but I am

18 not particularly happy with it. I simply -- I prefer

19 that we are trying to maximize access in terms of

20 minimizing the average bridge distance.

21 But the way to explain the concept is travel

22 -- the further that you travel, the more difficult it

23 is. It is more costly. It is more expensive, in

24 terms of time, and I guess those are the two main

25 parameters.
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1 Q So perhaps they are more resistant to the

2 customer would be in making that travel?

3 MS. FERGUSON: Objection. The witness was

4 still answering the question.

5 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Let him finish his

6 answer.

7 THE WITNESS: I have to admit that that was

8 a good response. I obviously was going to get there,

9 but that was a good response. You want to minimize

10 the difficulty which the customer has in accessing the

11 facility. So it is difficulty of access, I think that

12 is a synonym of impedance.

13 I don’t like it when we use terms in our

14 literature which means something else in a different

15 literature, because it is misleading, or difficult to

16 comprehend. There are lots of similarities in the

17 computer science literature.

18 BY MR. HOLLIES:

19 Q Thank you. In Part B of your response to

20 that question, you give us some insight into your

21 choice of Kansas as the object of your analysis. To

22 some observers, perhaps especially those less familiar

23 with it, Kansas geography or topology, is understood

24 as atypical, since it is understood to be relatively

25 flat, and therefore lacking in steep or tall
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1 mountains.

2 That shaped how Postal Service or where

3 Postal Services are offered in other States. Hence,

4 it also seems to lend itself to the use of an

S analytical took that essentially assumes elevation out

6 of the analysis, except as it may translate into

7 driving times.

8 Was Kansas topology a contribution to you

9 having selected it as an example?

10 A Well, you are correct. You are correct in

11 one sense, and you are not correct in another. The

12 correct word that you should be using is topography.

13 So it is topography, and the topography of Kansas is

14 ideal for this type of an analysis.

15 And geographical scientists like using

16 States like Kansas because they are flat, and the

17 topography, the relief, does not make the application

18 of the models more difficult or demanding. It is also

19 a nice shape. It is roughly square. Well, it is sort

20 of oblong, but it is not a difficult shape.

21 It is not a difficult shape like sort of

22 Maryland would be. Maryland would be a very difficult

23 State to analyze on its own, and we wouldn’t want to

24 do that. The boundary -- the ratio of boundary to

25 area would be huge. A lot of boundary, and very
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1 little area. Big boundary problems.

2 So the thrust of your question, and I think

3 where you are going with it, although I don’t want to

4 lead you either, is that, yes, Kansas is a very nice

S example for this type of analysis, but if we were

6 doing -- if we were to apply the analysis in this part

7 of the world, we would not have Maryland on its own.

8 We would include D.C., and other surrounding

9 States, including D.C., Virginia, Maryland, together

10 to reduce the boundary problems, and the topography, I

11 don’t think -- the actual topography is not a huge

12 issue, because you can drive along a road which is

13 going up a steep hill with little, if you like,

14 impedance, just as much as you could drive on a flat

15 road.

16 So I don’t see that topography is a huge

17 issue, but the fact that it is a nice compact shape

18 makes the analysis easier.

19 Q Thank you. Let’s move on to the next one,

20 Number 13, our first Number 13 apparently. Dr.

21 Waters, this question sought additional elaboration on

22 your work, and as I hope you better appreciate now, we

23 are interested in your work.

24 At its core, the instant proceeding is one

25 in which the Postal Service must request the
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1 Commission’s advisory opinion because this is a change

2 that may prove to be nationwide, or substantially

3 nationwide. But it also presents an opportunity, and

4 we might learn something by doing so.

5 As I believe you recognized, the change in

6 question could involve a decrease in the number of

7 retail facilities through which service is provided,

S at least once the P0101 base continuance studies

9 conclude, and presuming that some of those are going

10 to end up in actual discontinuances.

11 As I hope that you also appreciate, the

12 Postal Service is interested in increasing the

13 optimization of its retail network, even if the step

14 represented in this particular docket is not, shall we

15 say, huge.

16 But we would prefer that the Commission’s

17 opinion be as well informed as possible as well, and

18 that is why I ask you some of these questions.

19 Question 13 refers to the two columns in your

20 findings section, and your answer, I think, could be

21 paraphrased as saying a layman night not understand

22 the terms. This is in your findings section.

23 In light of the exchange that we have had

24 this afternoon, would you care to elaborate any

25 further on those?
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1 A I am assuming that you are referring to the

2 original testimony?

3 Q Yes.

4 A Section 5, Findings, pages 4 and 5.

5 BasicallY, we need to have our geography correct, in

6 terms of the projection. When we are dealing with an

7 area as large as the State of Kansas, the surface of

the earth is actually curved as we all know.

9 And SO what we need to do is when we project

10 it on to a flat piece of paper, it needs to have a

11 formal projectiont and those two columns are the

12 options that we used in terms of our projection.

13 It is a starting point of any analysis in a

14 geographic information system. You must have the

15 projection correct for the part of the world with

16 which you are dealing. So, it was a rather technical

17 part of the analysis, but we thought that it was

18 important to inform the Commission of the projection

19 that we were using so that the analysis could be

20 replicated in the future. /

21 Q Thank you for that explanation. And with

22 that, I would like to move on to 14. Your response to

23 the main body of this questiOns uSPS/PR/T1~4z

24 indicates that you do not understand it, and indeed

25 that is the way that your response begins. That would
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1 be my fault.

2 The question was intended to elicit what I

3 thought would be an easy confirmed response on your

4 part as a foundation for the subsequent parts of the

5 question. Yet, upon further reflection, I can see how

6 the syntax relies only on a semantic understanding of

7 a single cognitive path from which divergence is not a

8 difficulty given the dearth of punctuation. So, let

9 me begin this down.

10 MS. FERGUSON: I would like to object to

11 this, because it doesn’t seem like a question. It is

12 more of a narrative. If counsel would just ask the

13 question that they would like to know, that would

14 probably get the answer that they would like, or

15 closer to it.

16 BY MR. HOLLIES:

17 Q Thank you, counsel. I was just posing my

18 question when you broke in. I was trying to lay a

19 foundation for the question, I haven’t laid it. My

20 question is let’s begin with the paragraph that states

21 that Figure 4 shows the emergence of new significant

22 clusters of expanded service areas in the North and

23 south central portion of the State after the proposed

24 closures (indicated by the blue ovals)

25 The following examination of the
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1 socioeconomic dimensions of the proposed closures will

2 focus on these new clusters of expanded service areas.

3 MS. FERGUSON: That is on page six of Dr.

4 Waters’ testimony if I am correct?

S MR. HOLLIES: Thank you. That is what I was

6 looking at.

7 THE WITNESS: I think I have got page seven,

S but it may be that my numbering is different.

9 (Pause.)

10 BY MR. HOLLIES:

11 Q Yes, from the top of page seven.

12 A Un-huh.

13 Q Looking at the colorful Figure 4, which is

14 on the previous page, at the bottom, we see two panels

15 displaying the pronunciation, “Thiessen Polygons”?

16 A Yes, exactly.

17 Q The first are higher on the page which shows

18 the status quo before or ante, or prior to any RAOI

19 discontinuance. Have I got that right?

20 A That’s correct, yes.

21 Q And the second panel shows Thiessen polygons

22 depicting after RAOI, and assuming all of those

23 nominated offices are discontinued; is that right?

24 A That’s correct.

25 Q Are size increases in these polygons a
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1 mathematical certainty?

2 A Yes. Yes, I think they are. Yes.

3 Q Obviously, that was not an easy yes that I

4 thought it might be. Is it because the changes, that

5 there could be decreases in some locations?

S A Well, there are -- it is a mathematical

7 certainty that over in the West of the State, where

8 the Thiessen polygons are much larger in the lower

9 diagram after closure, than in the top diagram before

10 closure, though it is a mathematical certainty that

11 they are going to be larger because there is fewer

12 Post Offices there.

13 In the East of the State, there is a

14 tendency for the opposite to be true; that there are

15 very few larger Thiessen polygons, and that is what

16 the Thiessen polygons that are covered in blue are

17 indicating.

18 And I should add that basically what a

19 Thiessen polygon does is that it encloses all the area

20 which is closest to the Post Office at its center than

21 to any other Post Office. So it is a service area in

22 theory only, and again assuming that customers go to

23 their nearest Post Office.

24 So it is like a fictional service area. It

25 is not one that has been defined by the U.S. Postal
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1 Service, but it is one that assumes that everyone is

2 going to the closest Post Office.

3 Q Thank you. Also, in the second panel, you

4 have circles or maybe ovaled is the correct word,

5 three locations in which the colors of polygons have

6 changed, and their sizes increase. What are you

7 trying to show or tell us about these?

8 A Well, those were areas which are

9 particularly affected by the proposed closures should

10 they be confirmed. So, we did the demographic

11 analysis for those areas. What we wanted to see is if

12 these areas are the most severely impacted by proposed

13 closures, what are the demographics in those areas

14 that are most impacted.

15 Q We heard some discussion earlier from Ms.

16 Morrison about the, if you will, inapplicability of

17 tests for statistical significance. You were here for

18 that weren’t you?

19 A Yes, I was. Yes.

20 Q I wonder if you could expand on that

21 explanation a bit, and explain the limits of the tool

22 that you have used, and how they would be measured if

23 not by notions of statistical significance?

24 A Well, this notion of statistical

25 significance do not apply to our analysis. We simply
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1 look to the proposed closures, and report it on the

2 impact that they would have on the population, and

3 what people wold be most affected by this.

4 And it would appear that the people who are

S the most affected are in fact slightly older, and

6 using two surrogates for low income, such as housing

7 rentals, percentage of housing rentals, and percentage

8 of households with children, it would appear that

9 those numbers are in fact the percentage of housing

10 rentals in three regions, and the percentage of

11 households with children headed by a female, are in

12 fact lower in the areas affected.

13 And I assume that that maybe because the

14 areas affected are more rural, and I think all three

15 demographic variables would tend to be higher in rural

16 areas, but we would have to explore that. That would

17 be my supposition.

18 Q Thank you. I asked at the very end of this

19 question also to Ms. Morrison, but what if any

20 relationship is there between the respective polygons

21 and Post Service 3, 5, or 9 digit zip code areas?

22 A We didn’t do the analysis by zip code areas.

23 The reason for that is that we wanted to make maximum

24 use of the Census Bureau population data. So if we

25 did that with zip codes, we would have to interpolate
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1 the population and the demographics to the zip codes.

2 The zip codes are designed for the U.S.

3 Postal Service. They were designed by the U.S. Postal

4 Service, and any use of demographics makes assumptions

5 about how people are distributed in zip codes.

6 Basically, it is less accurate.

7 And it was more accurate for us to work with

8 the block groups than the zip codes. My understanding

9 also in addition to that -- and that is an important

10 concern, but in addition to that, certainly the five

11 digit zip codes, I think they each would have one Post

12 office in them, or something like that.

13 And we would have to go down to nine digit

14 zip codes, and again the demographic analysis would

15 be, I think, very difficult with nine digit zip codes.

16 And again they are designed for -- my understanding is

17 that they are designed to go hand-in-hand with letter

18 delivery, the walks that the letter delivery use.

19 They just are not appropriate, I don’t think, for this

20 analysis.

21 Q Thank you once again. Now, if you look back

22 through the main body or the initial paragraph of

23 Interrogatory 14, I think we have satisfied every

24 condition embodied in that question, such that you can

25 agree based on our discussion that maybe you do
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1 understanding the question at this point, and you can

2 confirm it?

3 A Yes. Well, okay, the question really -- and

4 which I had difficulty with understanding when I

5 simply saw the written question, and had to respond to

6 it, was asking me about what was found to be

7 statistically significant. And I don’t think that

S statistical significance applies here.

9 Q Understood.

10 A So we analyzed one example, and it is what

11 it is basically. There is no statistical

12 significance. There is no probability associated with

13 it. There is no competence interval.

14 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: How much additional time

16 do you think you will need with this witness, Mr.

17 Hollies?

15 MR. HOLLIES: We just cut out 70 percent of

19 what I had left.

20 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Terrific. How much more

21 do you have?

22 MR. HOLLIES: Well, it all fits on one page

23 here.

24 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay. Let’s go for it.

25 BY MR. HOLLIES:
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1 Q Your library reference, or a library

2 reference in these proceedings is kind of like a

3 reference that we put on a book, or a bookshelf. And

4 it has been identified in this proceeding as, quote --

S and these are capital letters -- PR-LR-NP1.

6 The traditional identifier would insert in

7 the middle of that the docket number of the

8 proceedings so that it would be IIpR_LR_N2o11_l/Np1TT.

9 So if I mess it up, that is what I am

10 referring to here. Are you acquainted with the

11 Commission’s Rule 31(k)?

12 A No.

13 Q In short, it embodies an expectation that an

14 analysis presented via testimony in Commission

15 proceedings will be filed in a form such that input

16 datasets, processing steps, decision trees,

17 assumptions that are incorporated, are all presented

18 in a form so that a sufficiently skilled person

19 interested in replicating the analysis would be able

20 to do so.

21 MS. FERGUSON: May I just object here,

22 because I think that it is improper form for the

23 attorneys to be presenting a definition of something.

24 If the witness does not know it, he doesn’t it, but to

25 rely on your definition or your interpretation, you
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1 would specifically have to ask him to rely on what you

2 are stating right now, and not necessarily the actual

3 statute portion or instruction.

4 MR. HOLLIES: I am establishing a foundation

S for a question, which the gentleman can and will

6 understand readily.

7 MS. FERGUSON: If you have a copy of the

8 official, it might be better to put the official

9 version, and not your interpretation on the record.

10 MR. HOLLIES: And that would take a couple

11 of hours. It is a very lengthy rule. I have tried to

12 summarize it in a way that an expert would understand

13 it. If counsel has a problem with that, she can put

14 it in her brief.

15 MS. FERGUSON: I do object to that. I don’t

16 think it is appropriate for the attorney cross-

17 examining a witness to paraphrase an actual portion of

18 either law or policy, and then ask a witness who has

19 already stated that he is not aware of it, and he was

20 not legally inclined to interpret it, and apply it in

21 any way, or even rely on it.

22 MR. HUGHES: And with respect, and more to

23 the point, if the request is going to be that the

24 library reference be put in the form required by the

25 Commission’s rule, then a motion would be more
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1 appropriate than an oral discussion.

2 MR. HOLLIES: No, I am just trying to set

3 the foundation for the question to ask whether he

4 thinks what was filed resembles that. That is all I

S am going to do, and with that, Dr. Waters --

6 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: But he doesn’t know this

7 information, and what you are describing it as is not

8 going to be able --

9 MR. HOLLIES: Well, let’s ask him that.

10 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Well, he can say that it

11 sounds like what you are saying is described as, but

12 that’s not useful for anybody in the testimony.

13 MR. HOLLIES: Well, let me take a different

14 avenue then.

15 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think you should.

16 BY MR. HOLLIES:

17 Q Doctor, are you familiar with the general

18 need to authenticate quantitative results?

19 A Yes.

20 Q If you understood that to be the general

21 rule in Commission proceedings, at least along the

22 lines of what I described, does your library reference

23 do that?

24 MS. FERGUSON: Objection. The same

25 objection.
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1 BY MR. HOLLIES:

2 Q If you know?

3 A I am not sure what my library reference is.

4 So I am not sure about that.

5 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you. Thank you, doctor.

6 That concludes my examination.

7 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

8 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Excellent. Are there any

9 other people who wish to ask questions?

10 MR. HUGHES: Madam Chairman, I have two

11 questions if I may.

12 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Mr. Hughes.

13 CROSS-EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. HUGHES:

15 Q Thank you, Madam Chairman. Dr. Waters, I

16 appreciate your testimony, and the light that it has

17 shed on the issue that we face. As I understand it,

18 you are suggesting a location allocation method based

19 on geographic or spacial analysis; am I correct?

20 A Correct.

21 Q And so that it isn’t based on, say,

22 community needs, or demand analysis?

23 A Not really. Only in the sense of the

24 community need of having access t a nearby facility.

25 Q Thank you. And frankly it shed new light on
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1 the question that hasn’t been shed before, but I also

2 guess if we brought a gerontologist in, they might

3 provide a different analysis, or a marketing expert

4 might use different parameters?

5 A Absolutely.

6 Q Now, this one is a bit more personal. I see

7 that you spent at least 17 years in Canada, and by the

8 way, congratulations on your first-class honors at

9 cambridge.

10 A Thank you very much. Thank you.

11 Q I got an A in geography in high school.

12 A I think I actually got a B in my last exam

13 in high school. Things got better after that.

14 Q I was going to say with first-class honors.

15 And as a geographer, my understanding is that Canada

16 is quite large like the United States?

17 A Actually, it is slightly bigger.

18 Q And that it has vast expanses that are more

19 sparsely settled than the United States?

20 A That is correct, and that is an issue.

21 Q All right. And did you get a chance to read

22 Mr. Klingenberg’s testimony?

23 A No, I have not done that.

24 Q All right. Then this may be a question that

25 you can’t answer. I was surprised to find out that
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1 Canada has legal requirements regarding the location

2 of Post Offices; is that a matter familiar to you?

3 A No, that isn’t familiar to me, but I am not

4 surprised. I think that the process there for any

5 agency which is in some respects has a monopoly, they

6 too, are subject to regulation and regulatory

7 hearings.

8 Q All right. And what surprised me was that

9 Mr. Klingenberg notes that the Postal Service doesn’t

10 provide retail access that would meet the criteria

11 that Canada has established, even though it is much

12 larger and has territory that is more sparsely

13 settled?

14 A That surprises me as well.

15 MS. FERGUSON: Objection as to relevancy and

16 the scope of testimony. Canada is a completely

17 different story.

18 MR. HUGHES: It’s true, although your other

19 witness, Mr. Klingenberg, had --

20 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: I think if you have

21 questions for Mr. Iclingenberg, then you might to ask

22 him those questions.

23 MR. HUGHES: That’s fine. Based on Dr.

24 Waters’ being from Canada, and that’s all I have.

25 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Okay.
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1 MR. HOLLIES: Thank you, Dr. Waters.

2 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Are there questions from

3 the bench?

4 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: I would like to ask a

5 question, and I will be quick, Madam Chairman.

6 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: Vice Chairman Acton.

7 Sure.

8 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Dr. Waters, is the

9 assessment that you provided as part of your testimony

10 a common usage of the GIS Software that you employed?

11 THE WITNESS: Yes, absolutely.

12 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: And can you give us

13 other examples of that type of usage, or the sort of

14 modeling that you demonstrated in your testimony?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes. We are doing it for all

16 sorts of things. Perhaps the most interesting one,

17 and in my opinion prestigious, is that we have a grant

18 from the National Institutes of Health to optimize the

19 location of liver transplant facilities, again for the

20 United States as a whole.

21 And in some ways it is a simpler problem,

22 because there is 129 liver transplant facilities in

23 the United States; whereas, the Post Office, which has

24 already been noted, as over 30 thousand post offices.

25 So the Post Office problem is a very complex one.
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1 But we have also done it and are also doing

2 it for heart attack facilities in Canada as well, and

3 a number of other problems; fire stations and so on.

4 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: So how about marketing

5 applications?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes, it is used -- the

7 facilities, although the formulation of the problem is

S very different in every case, it was suggested by one

9 of the last questions that I just had, and so the

10 formulation of the problem is very different in every

11 case.

12 But it can be private facilities, or it can

13 be public facilities. The private facilities might

14 include Wendys, or McDonalds, or --

15 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: The point that I am

16 trying to glean is isn’t the use of this type of

17 geographic information system a very common sort of

18 application when determining optimization for, let’s

19 say, a location of marketing facilities with respect

20 to the district or locality that they want to operate

21 in?

22 THE WITNESS: Yes.

23 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: I know that you have a

24 limited familiarity with the Postal Service’s

25 development of its retail access optimization system,
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1 but from a systems engineering standpoint, which I

2 believe is the definition of optimization that you are

3 using in this context, do you regard the choice of the

4 -- well, are you familiar with the services choices

5 for variables, and inputs, and constraints, and that

6 sort of thing in terms of how they perform their

7 optimization?

8 THE WITNESS: In terms of systems

9 engineering?

10 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Are you familiar with

11 what they did, which was to establish a benchmark for

12 those facilities that it was choosing to close that

13 was related to the number of work hours, and dollar

14 revenue?

15 THE WITNESS: No, I did not look at their

16 report.

17 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: All right. Why did

18 you choose Kansas?

19 THE WITNESS: It was manageable, in terms of

20 the size of the State. I think it also -- and it does

21 have some interesting issues, in terms that there are

22 urban areas there and rural areas.

23 And I think actually that you can do if you

24 like a macroanalysis of large regions of the U.S., or

25 the U.S. as a whole, but I think you would then have
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1 to supplement that with separate analyses for the

2 urban areas and the rural areas.

3 My feeling would be that they would have

4 very different problems, very different access issues.

5 I don’t think -- I can see a need for protecting post

6 offices in rural areas. I think that it is not only

7 that they are sparse there already. The density of

8 them is much lower there because the population is

9 lower.

10 And it is much more difficult to operate a

11 post office in a rural area at a profit because of the

12 low population density, but I think that if I was

13 running the post office, I would also be concerned --

14 well, actually, not if I was running the post office,

15 but if I was running the Commission, I would be

16 concerned that the Post Office is in fact a part of

17 the community.

18 And that is reflected in the comments that

19 we made with respect to central place services in our

20 original testimony. It is a low order service, which

21 is used on a very frequent basis, and therefore is a

22 core part of the community.

23 So I would do those analyses separately, but

24 Kansas presented a manageable task within the very

25 short time that we had to do the analysis.
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1 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Thank you, and thank

2 you, Madam Chairman.

3 CHAIRMAN GQLDWAY: And I just have one

4 question that more or less follows upon that. We had

5 asked Ms. Morrison whether it would be possible for

6 the Postal Service to use the demographic data from

7 the Census Bureau relatively easily to evaluate the

8 impact of their decisions.

9 How difficult, how much time and costs it

10 would take for the Postal Service to use your approach

11 on a nationwide basis, and do the more thorough

12 analysis? We recognize that this was a kind of first

13 cut at what is possible. Do you think that this is a

14 very difficult and time consuming task? Do you think

15 that it is reasonable? Do you have an estimate?

16 THE WITNESS: I think to do the type of

17 analysis that we did for the whole of the country

18 would not be very expensive. I think that they may in

19 fact have all of the bits and pieces to do that

20 analysis, because they do have the ArcGIS Software,

21 and they may well have access to the population data

22 that we used, and also the road networks.

23 So those are the three pieces, but I think

24 that they will then want to take it much further.

25 They will want to make the analysis much more
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1 realistic, and add in many of the things that have

2 been discussed today in the testimony, and making it

3 more realistic in terms of their operating needs, I

4 think will be a time consuming process.

5 But I would certainly advocate that they do

6 this on an ongoing basis, and that they plan this way

7 in the future just on an ongoing basis, and then I

8 don’t think that it will be that demanding.

9 I think that they can just do this as part

10 of their planning, and if they need to close post

11 offices that they could do it much more rationally,

12 and have the concerns of access of the population to

13 those post offices front and center.

14 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Thank you.

15 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: I just want to add one

16 last comment.

17 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Sure.

18 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: And, Dr. Waters it is

19 enlightening to hear your viewpoint, but given that

20 you have said here that you are not particularly

21 familiar with the details of the initiative, how can

22 you assess for our information, how can you assess

23 that your approach is better than what the Service is

24 proposing?

25 THE WITNESS: Well, we did manage to achieve
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1 a system of closures that provided better access for

2 the population in Kansas, and you have a point. You

3 have a point, and I will concede that I don’t know the

4 intricacies of their analyses, but I would not do any

5 of this analysis without doing it within a GIS, and

6 without doing it with a highly accurate and up to date

7 population database, and a road network.

8 If they are doing all of those things, then

9 they are on the right track, but if they are not using

10 these approaches, then I think they should be. And

11 maybe it is a compliment to what they have already

12 been doing, and so perhaps the two approaches can be

13 brought together.

14 VICE CHAIRMAN ACTON: Thank you for

15 answering my questions.

16 CHAIRMAN GOLEWAY: Do you need time with

17 your witness for recross?

18 COMMISSIONER TAUB: Madam Chairman.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Oh, I’m sorry.

20 COMMISSIONER TAUB: I have some followup on

21 some lines of questions here.

22 CHAIRMAN GOLOWAY: Oh, good.

23 COMMISSIONER TAUB: Just to clarify, and

24 thank you for your testimony here today. I know that

25 the hour is late, and we have had a long day, and we
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1 may be breaking, but just to pick up on this line of

2 questions from the Chairman and the Vice Chairman.

3 You had indicated that your thought was that

4 the Postal Service should be looking at this, and that

5 this is something that they could replicate.

6 THE WITNESS: Yes.

7 COMMISSIONER TAUB: But again if I

S understand your testimony, it is based on a distance

9 assessment.

10 THE WITNESS: Absolutely.

11 COMMISSIONER TAUB: So to extent that as an

12 operator of a nationwide system that they are looking

13 at financial issues, and operational issues, and a

14 whole complexity of size and scale, if I had

15 understood your testimony correctly, you were

16 indicating that that would be a very complex area that

17 may require more resources, time, and that was not the

15 focus of a simple distance; is that correct?

19 THE WITNESS: Absolutely. You are totally

20 correct in that.

21 COMMISSIONER TAIJB: And that is where also I

22 think in that regard that there was some question

23 earlier about alternative access, and the challenge of

24 factoring that in, and if I had understood your

25 testimony correctly, that would be a very complex
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1 challenge to try to factor in beyond just a driving

2 distance alternative access?

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, it would be complex. I

4 don’t think that it is impossible to do. It would be

5 a complex process, but I think it is manageable if you

6 schedule these activities over your planning year, I

7 think it is manageable to include such things as work

S places. But you would have to do it, and you would

9 have to have a good planning group, which was GIS

10 savvy. I actually disagreed with Ms. Morrison’s

11 testimony that she seemed to imply that this was easy

12 to do. I don’t think it is easy to do, but I think

13 the U.S. Postal Service probably has GIS savvy people.

14 They have ArcGIS, and if they plan it over a

15 year, I think that it is manageable to do that.

16 COMMISSIONER TAUB: Any sense of cost given

17 the complexities that I was just talking about

18 earlier, and you had indicated just beyond distance,

19 and trying to factor in a variety of other issues into

20 an analysis like that and that while it may be doable

21 obviously, there is always cost limitations?

22 THE WITNESS: Yes. I wouldn’t want to

23 testify on costs. That would be very difficult to do.

24 COMMISSIONER TAtJB: Sure. Thank you.

25 Thanks, Chairman.
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1 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Sure. Okay. So do you

2 have recross?

3 MS. FERGUSON: I just have one question.

4 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Do you need to break?

5 MS. FERGUSON: No, not at all.

5 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Go ahead.

7 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

8 BY MS. FERGUSON:

9 Q Dr. Waters, in this ideal analysis, if you

10 are able to do whatever you needed to do, would you be

11 able to include revenue information for each postal

12 facility or each postal site, as well as cost if

13 numbers were given to you?

14 A Yes, you should be able to do that. I would

15 have to think a bit about the approach that I would

16 take, but that should be doable, yes.

17 MS. FERGUSON: Okay. Thank you very much.

18 No further questions.

19 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: Any followup on the one

20 question that counsel offered? If not, then we have

21 concluded your testimony, Mr. Waters, and I want to

22 thank you for your participation. I think your

23 students must be very fortunate to have you as your

24 answers were very clear, and all of us learned a bit

25 more about a complex subject that we didn’t know about
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1 by having you explain it so carefully and thoroughly

2 for us today. We thank you for your testimony, and we

3 appreciate your appearance, and contributions to our

4 record, and you are excused.

5 THE WITNESS: Thank you, Madam Chairman.

6 would just like to add that I have some very good

7 students working with me.

8 (Witness excused.)

9 CHAIRMAN GOLDWAY: And now what I would like

10 to do is adjourn the meeting, and announce that we

11 will reconvene tomorrow morning at 9:30 a.m. for the

12 remaining two witnesses, Mr. Strong, and Mr.

13 Klingenberg, and thank you for your patience, and I

14 thank all of the participants here for their

15 thoughtful questions. We look forward to seeing you

16 again tomorrow morning, thank you.

17 (Whereupon, at 5:34 p.m., the hearing in the

18 above-entitled matter was adjourned, to reconvene at

19 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday, October 18, 2011.)

20 /
21 /
22 /
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24 /
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